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FOREWORD

The Division for Youth is New York State's lead agency responsible for

delinquency prevention and rehabilitative services to youths involved in the

juvenile justice system or who are at risk of juvenile justice involvement

' and as such, has been active in the youth employment and training field over

the past decade.
1

Particularly, since 1977, the Division has been successful in increasing

its employment and training programs for youth, and in undertaking new initia-

tives in both residential yehabilitation and community -based programs. In

addition, it also has taken the initiative in sharing its approaches with other

States and in contributing to national policy on youth unemplOment. Included

1,, the Division's efforts have been testimonies before Vice President Walter

Mondale's Task Force, Congressman Augustus Hawkin's Hearings ton Youth Unemplcy-

ment and the National Commission on Employment Policy.

Division for Youth clients may, without risk of overstatement, be described

as products of environments placing them at a most serious disadvaJtage in the

labor market. Beside) being young, and hence, part of the population with

more than triple the unemployment rates of other groups, Division clients suffer

from several other impediments further limiting their ability to obtain and

maintain employment. They are largely non-white, with 43.6 percent Black and

11.6 percent Hispanic, reside in inner-city settings where JO opportunities are

rapidly diminishing and job information is meager, lacking in employability skills,

basic work and life skills, having a history of failure and low self esteem, with

more than 81 percent over two years behind age-appropriate grade level in academic

achievement.

Furthermore, these youngsters ha.,.e been involved in the Juvenile Justice

System, marking them with the stigma of being ex-offenders. Many come

from low income families which frequently means that they have had little

exposure to a parent who works or to a life perception that includes work as a

part of everyday existence. They are frequently unfamiliar with the basic rules

1

Although the material in this document was developed for Division youth, it is
comprehensive and broad. The curriculum has the ability to be easily adopted
to all youth.

4



and mores of the work world. These are young people most apt to experience the

frustration of consistent rejection in the market place. This when combined with

their other societal and possible emotional difficulties, may well result in these

youth discontinuing job-search activities. The most critical consequence of this

action is the increased likelihood of further involvement in delinquent behavior.

This ofter results from these youth resigning themselves to a place in the family

pattern of menial employment, recurring unemployment and frustration, while feeling

impelled to seek status and self-esteem as well as money, through delinquent

activities.

Given the cyclidal relationship between persistent unemployment and criminal

activity, it follows that gainful employment should intervene in, and break the

cycle. Promoting employability and employment, then, has emerged as a vital treat-

ment variable in the rehabilitation of delinquent youth, and a valuable tool in

delinquency prevention efforts.

Of the employment program components traditionally feartured in past effortt

with this population, (i.e., job-readiness, work samples, work experience,

occupitional/vocational training, job development, and placement), job readiness

training has been perhaps both the most significaht and the least researched and

developed.

Although, a review of current literature pertaining to youth employment

programs clearly revealed that while there is no lack of pre-packaged job prepara-

tion programs; none appeared to be at once comprehensive and aimed at the particular

problem6 of delinquent youth. Many of these programs were oriented towards white,

middle class youth and/or youth who do well in school. Consequently,, in January

of 1979, not finding suitable job preparation curriculums to utilize the Division

for Youth submitted to the PAYS Department of Labor, CETA Operations Division for

funding consideration, the Preparation for Employment Program choosing as its

objectives:

1) the construction of a comprehensive currleulum to orient delinquent

youth and youth lacking employment skWt. to the labor market;

2) the establishment of a method of implementing the curriculum that

would best serve Division clients; and

3) the application of the developed curriculum and approach to help

Division clients enter the labor market which would permit a

demonstration of the effectiveness of the curriculum.

iv
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During the past two years, a curriculum was developed, revised, field,

tested, further revised and field-tested again. Finally, it was replicated

by facility staff in eight'diverse facilities and two youth service team

locations.and finalized. !mall-, well over 200 yoUth'participated in thfield

test procets ranging in age from 14-17, covering all levels of academic abilities

from non-readers to 10th grade reading abilit.

Evaluative comments from field staff involved with the replication have

been favorable. Positive changes have been noted in the behavior,of program

,participants regarding work and job search acitivies. 'Participants have shown

a heightened interest in the job search process, the world of work, and career

exploration. Mott significantly, all replicating facilities have found the

curriculum to be a valuable addition to their vocational programming with plans

to 'incorporate it into their on-going program.

The curriculum materials were specifically written to address the needs and

abilities of Division youngsters, however, it is flexible and adoptive to most

youth. A variety of styles were used in the field te4s to clarify the most

effective approaches. Extensive use is made of handouts which are designed to

interest as well as educate students. They are integrated into the lessons and

serve to stimulate and/or summarize cl9ss discussions. A careful balance is

achieved between lecturing, discussions, media, and written work to keep the pace

varied and, stimulating.

The media were carefully selected from the vast array of commercially avail-

able materials to enhance the delivery of the curriculum. These items are

specifically designed into the lesson plans to achieve maximum impact. The

result is a carefully orchestrated, multi- demensional approach to job readiness

instruction.

The program is targeted at the full spectrum of.job readineis instruction, but

as its title (Preparation for Employment) denotes, it is primarily designed to

address job seeking and job keeping sktllt and information. It is written to be

appropriate to varying organizational needs and/or resources.

The letson plans are written in sufficient detail toessist teaching.staff

who may not be experienced with classroom instruction, and outlines are offered

for instructors needing less detail. While the curriculum material is detailed,

it is also flexible to allow it to be adapted to a variety of classroom situations.

V
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The extensive use-of media greatly enhances the:program's impact but as these may

prove to be too costly, alternative suggestions re included which involve no

media costs.

The curriculum As designed to be an ever-changing document to keep pace with

the demands of the changing world-of work and the changing needs of the youth we .

serve. I would like to encourage you to adapt and modify this curriculum to meet

the needs of your situation. 'There are ample suggestions throughout the cyrriculinn

to assist you in this process..

To help others learn from your modifications, the, Division for Youth EMployment

Unit had agreed to function as a clearinghouse for adar4ations. Please send in:any

and all comments, suggestions, additions, or deletions to the Employment Unit staff.

I'm sure you will find this curriculum to be an effective and useful tool

in our mutual effort to rehabilitate troubled yOuths and/or reduce delinquency,

crime and recidivism.

vi

7

Richard A. Desrochers'

Youth Employment Programs

Division For Youth

1981
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PREPARATION FOR EMPLOYMENT CURRICULUM

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND AND NEED

This curriculum was developed to serve as a tiacher's manual,

a resource book, and .a collection of written classroom activities

(student workbook). The Media Section and Bibliography serve

as resources, as doesonuch of 'the information contained in ti'e

lessons. Many lessons are accompanied by student work sheets,

called handouts, and so this functions as a "copyable" student

'activities book. The primary purpose of the curriculum is that

Of a teacher's manual for a comprehensive preparation for esploy-

ment (job readiness) program designed to Service the disadvantaged

population described in the Foreword.

As unemplorftent statistics shoal, age is a significant barrier

to employment or workers who are less than 20 years-old. Much

of this is due to labor law restrictions, prejudice, and

the ready availability of workers over 21; factors which are

beyond the control of the unemployed youngster. A barrier which

is within the youths' control is the lack of basic knowledge and

skills required of all new workers. These go beyond vocational

and job-search skills to include: human relations or socialization

skills; personal decision-making skills; and knowledge of thee

rules, customs, and basic facts of the work world.

This curriculum is designed,to address these. topics. It is

targeted for youth who are not academically oriented, have a low

reading level, and are easily distracted. It is flexible enough

to challenge academically-advanced youth as well. The curriculum

has been field tested and shown to be comprehensive and effective

in impacting positively on Division for (outh youngsters in the

skills and kflowledge areas noted above. The program's title

("Preparation for EMployment") and content highlight its primary

emphasis - that of preparing' youth to successfully enter and

remain in the work force.

10
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Career awareness and life skills are two essentiaa adjuncts

to this process; career awareness to help youth choosevapproP*ifite

and satisfying jobs, and life skills to help youth be successful

with their personal business so it does not interefere with their

work performance. These areas are complex enough td 'warrant

separate curricula, and a.fulltreatment of these toiics is be=
_

ybnd the scope of this document. Career awareness is int oduced
it

early in the curriculum, but it is not treated in- depth. ife

skills are not directly addressed is tills ,program, but th4

bibliography lists some resources to address these'issues.
0

The program is established in a gro4-pace mode. .Thisthas

been viewed skeptically by some staff used to self -paced

'instruction, as a group-paced instruction often pre*kents addi-

tionaltional instructional and control problems. the group-pace
-4)

design is critical to adequately prepare ,ynuth for the work _

world. Workers function in an interactional settinefrd wort
.-,

.'

relate successfully with, and maintain the pace set fort and
-,

often by, the group. Group members interact frequently, pro-
.,

. viding constant opportunities for interpersonal conflicts.

Many youth have limited and/or inappropriate (aggressive) inter-

personal relations skills. Gainineexrosure to thel5group

process in a,classroom environment is one way of preparing youth

for this aspect of the work world. Behaviors and conflicts which

arise through discussion present a good. forum for instructions in,
.

and/or modeling of, successful human relati

l

ns skills.
.

Some staff 'have recommended increased itten,material to

reduce the emphasis on discuision. TAad scuss2on style was

deliberately chosen for several reaions,. Few youth will be

involved in jobs where they are primarily involved in writing.

Most job tasks will be accomplished in the context of discussion;
- .

neither instructions nor results will be written. Written
.

materials were also requested to provide immediate reinforce-.

ment for students. Again, the world of work does not often

provide an immediate feedback process, ro written materials are

interspersed with less measurable tasks. The varied, and fre-

quently low, levels of reading and writing abilities of targeted

youth further indicated a limit on written materials, as this

"s;

course was not designed to address development of these skill areas.

2



In addition, students can gain insight and contribute to

the group through discussion to a degree which would not be

available in a self-paced mode.
Job readiness is an area in

which youth can draw from their life experiences' and observa-

tions, and this input adds greatly to the program's impact.

Discussions also allow for peer group feedback on, and rein-

forcement of, tfie lesson material which further enhances its

impact.

While the benefits of the group-pace designsalearly out-
.

weigh the potential problems, it is important that the teacher

be aware of these and prepare accoAingly. Briefly, these

include: a greater opportuPity for interpersonal conflicts and

..acting-o4t.; increased
disruption of learning due to absences

(it is difficult to make up,material generated in and taught

through a class discussion); and the necessity to enroll some-

what homogeneous groupings according to academic abilities,

maturi ty, i life elcperienaes.

GOALS AND CONTENT-AREAS

The Curriculum has four primary goals:

1. To provide youth with basic knowledge of the world

of work and available work Options; and to give them

the information and skills needed to begin making

job/career choices;

2. .To provide youtfi'with this'opportunity far self-

-
exploration (needs, wants, values, strengths,

abilities, and interests); and to help them utilize

this information in making career/job choices and in

jca-seeking and job-keeping activities;

. /e

3. To provide youth with the knowledge and skills necef-N

sary to successfully 'find a job opening* and get hired. -

Youth will learn job search: .

a. Information - the sales pitch, papers needed,

,and labor laws;

b. Resources - employment agencies, want ads, and

other job sources;

3
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c. Skills - making contact, completing applications,

and participating in interviews;'

4. To provide youth with the knowledge and skills neces-

sary to maintain successful employment:,

a. An orientation to the work place,

b. Communication skills,

c. Decision - mating skills,

d. Human relations skills on the job.

The first two goals develop the background for the primary

focus of the curriculum, which is expressed in the latter two

goal statements. The curriculum is divided into ten units:

the first two focus on self- and career- awareness; three units

address the job search process; four units discuss human relations

skills and basic knowledge about the world of work; and the last

unit helps the students plan their immediate future as it relates

to the. work world.'

These tan, units in the order they are written are:

- Introduction - "The Interview

- Targeted Choice - Decision Making

- The Job Search - The New Worker

- Commuitication - Human Relations on the Job

- Applications - Looking Ahead

Each unit contains an average of five or six, 43- minute

lessens (Unit 10 is only one 14son), and the course is designed

to be taught during a 10-12 week school term. A 'brief overview

of each unit immediately follows. It includes an explanation of

the unit's location and therationale for its inclusion where

this may not be self-evident.
c

1. ,Introduction - In addition to introducing the course,

'this unit addresses the issue of why job readiness and

career awareness are important., The unit's primary

purpose is to orient students'to the course in such a

way as to _have them *bur Lit" to the validity of the

Program'sgoals and content areas on the basis of tneir

needs. Students who understand the purpose of the

4.
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course and recognize their need for this informa-

tion are more likely to benefit from the instruction

than youth who are confused about the breadth of

the content and/or are resistent to the concept of

job-readiness instruction.

2. Targeted Choice - This unit focuses primarily on

self-awareness and career-awareness issues. Informa-

tion gained through the self-awareness exercises is

used throughout the curriculum, but is primarily used

with the career selection and job search processes.

Career-awareness is used along with self-awareness

to begin the process of career selectionAtargeted

choice). This is,addressed early in the program for

two reasons:'

a. If students can select a career area they

are excited about, this selectioh can be

used to help maintain interest and motive-.

tion throughout the course.

b. Many students are primarily interested in

the job search process and are not willing

toli expend much mental energy in the area

of career searching. Presenting thii topic

early in the course helps students by allow-

ing them to work on what may\seem to them

to be the "boring section", while they are

'still "fresh ".'

Career selection is an important issue, but it seems

to be one for which many youth have little or no

interest, particu arly typical Division youth aged

14-17. It is pres nted to make students aware that

careers and ceredrlohoices exist and are important.

If students become interested in this at a later

date, they will then have a context from which to

grows The discussion is kept somewhat brief to

limit frustration or boredom.



3. The Job Search - This provides a comprehensive look

at the job search process, stopping short of the

application and interviewing steps. It immediately

follows the career choice section so as to draw a

somewhat abstract discussion into a concrete con-

text which most youth readily understand. This

Unit develops the foundation for the job search

with the following Units - Communication, Applications,

and Interviewing - completing the structure.

4. Communication - Good communication skills are required

for a successful job search and interview. They are

also .a key aspect of successful human relations skills.

Communication is referred to throughout the program,
1 0

but it is introduced here for the following reasons:

a. Most students view: communication skills as

a somewhat abstraCt topic, and felt frustrated

when it immediately preceded or followed the

Targeted Choice Unit. This was too much seem-

ingly irrelevant information all at once. The

Job Search Unit Provides a change of pace and a.

concrete context, for the development of thip

second abstract concept. Job search provides a

rationale to the students for the need for good

communication skills..

b, Communication skills are needed for a successful

job hunt, and it is therdfUfd-Ndlpful to. intro-

duce this subject as early as possible.

c. Students often require a great deal of practice

with these skills and later units provide op-
;

Portunities for this. This allows the Communica-

tion Unit to be kept short without losing the op-

portunity for students to practice these skills.

6
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5. Applications - This picks up on the two prior units,

but mainly focuses on its primary task - the accurate

completion of applications.

6. The Interview - This unit takes the interviewing

process apart and looks at each stage. Students are

given ample oppoitunities to practice each step.

Information from self-awareness exercises, the job

search lessons, and communication training is re-

viewed to reinforce the earlier lessons and tie the

course together for students who may be feeling

somewhat fragmented. This concludes the job search

segment.

7. Decision Making - This is another abstract concept

for many students, so it was held off until students had

experienced additional time with more concrete

subject matter. It is introduced here to show stu-

dents how to make a good job choice when their search

is successful and to further set the stage for_learn-

ing human relations skills (Unit 9) much of which

employs decision making. The major orientation of

this Unit is that decision. making is a process, and,

students are encouraged to be more conscious of and

deliberate with their choosing. Many youth react

reflexively to a-problem situation, instead of

deliberately. Decision making is presented as a

method for students to increase their control over

their lives.

8. The New Worker - The job search is completed, as is

the choice to accept a jdb offer, and now the "appli--

cant" becomes a "new worker". This unit is basically

an orientation to the work place, including work place

vocabulary,. underitanding paychecks and benefits,

learning to recognize realistic expectations, and

other basic informatip about entering the-world of

work.

7
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9, Human Relations on the Job - This is the final job

readiness unit. The "new worker" has made it past

orientation; and 1,s now at work, interacting with

supervisors, co-wirkers, and customers. Information

is drawn from earlier self-awareness, communication,

decision-making, and "new worker" lessons. This

unit Serves as a summary for these four units.and

builds on these units to develop well-rounded human

relations skills.

10. Looking Ahead - The focus returns to preparation for

employment. Students' have learned many skills and

much information. They have moved through a hypo-,

thetical job search and beginning worker experience,

and are now brought' back to the preSent. They are

asked to, plan their immediate future in regard to

their interaction with the work world: to plot a

job search strategy, and/or to plan further career

exploration experiences. 'They are then asked .to

evaluate the course.. This ends the program.

TEE CURRICULUM'S ORIENTATION,

The curriculum is designed to maintain a logical, inter-

woven structure. Abstract topics are combined with more con-

crete areas to demonstrate the need for and relevancy of these

subjects. The program is targeted for youthmith low academic

skills, short attention spans, limited interests, and with a

history of.disruptive behavior and unsuccessful performance in

a school setting. When using this curriculum with more '

academically skilled or disciplined students, the steady

demonstration of. relevancy will be less necessary. Th4 cur-

riculuel\was developed to meet the job readiness needs of

primarily low-income youth, who frequently have had no expe-

rience with, and limited exposure to, the legal work world.

Many of these youngsters have no significant role models who

are successfully employed in legal jobs. This is another

reason for the basic and step-by-step approach of the material.

again, the pace can be accelerated if the.students do not need

to proceed slowly.

8
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This curriculum was designed to function with a "typical

class" having the following characteristics:

1. Division for Youth youngsters as described in

preceding statements,

2. A class size of six to eight,

3. Participants aged 16,

4. Reading at grade levels four to six,

5. Classes meeting five days per week, 45 minutes

per day, for 12 weeks,

6. Students having some interest in participating

in the work world.

The material is vary flexible and can *be adapted to a wide

range of interest and ability levels. Group Size and duration

is also very flexible. Any changes from the characteristics

described above will require some adaptation of the material -

style, pace, and /or straining - but will not require any signifi-

cant revision. The material can be used with non-readers up

through high school seniors, ,reading on level, and.can be_adapted

to work with 12 year-olds up to students in their early 20's.

The greater. the variation from the "typical class", the greater

the adaptation required.

The writing style of the curriculum takes an informal, con-

versational tone. Much of the material is written in dialogue,

with some slang words and colloquialisms to reinforce the

casual tone. The grammatical structure makes use of informal,

vernacular constructions. This tone is encouraged to facilitate

a comfortable setting which will maximize students' verbal

participation. Despite the extensive use of'dialogue and

quotation marks, the curriculum is not intended as a script.

It is important that the teacher deliver the material in

his/her own voice; reading the dialogue,as it is written may

not sound or feel "natural". The dialogue is used to illustrate

hoW the concepts can be taught, but the actual style must be

adapted to each individual teacher and situation,.

9
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Student participation is encouraged because this is "real

life" material. Students learn more if each youth involves

him/herself directly with the material. The curriculum is

as much a human relations skills training experience as it is

an informational learning experience. Skills training is best,

accomplished with a combination of informational and "hands-on"

learning. Additionally, students can add their relevant life

experiences, to the discussion, thus perscnalizing the material,

and often making it more clear and more "real" for other stu-

dents. Values, beliefs, and other aspects of the self are

ex,apined and discussed for their relevancy and appropriateness

to the work world. Establishing a comfortanle, informal setting

encourages students to'more openly share their values. This

is one area that must be personalized to have any signifiCant

impact. Discussing values in the abstract is frequently

ineffective in promoting learning.

"S/he" and "him/her" are used extensively throughout this

curriculum. It may seem cumbersome and awkward, but this style

was chosen because youth often have rigid stereotypes of the

gender roles found in the work world, and they need to learn

that these stereotypes are not accurate. Otherwise, they may

be caught "off-guard" by a male receptionist or female super-

visor, and act inappropriately, possibly ruining a job op-

portunity. In addition, some classes may be co-ed and including

"she" and "he" will help students of both genders feel included

in the conversation. This structure does not have to be used

constantly, but should be used regularly.

CURRICULUM ORGANIZATION -.: HOW TO USE THE CURRICULUM

The curriculum is organized to provide easy access to informa-

tion. The main content areas are divided into units as pre-

viously discussed. Each unit' has an overview which states the

purpose of the unit and outlines the lessons contained in that

unit. The next page discusses one or more of the following:

how this unit fits into the overall curriculum, what other units

and lessons relate closely to this one, how the teacher may tie

10
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this unit into the "real world). (field trips, speakers, etc.),

an explanation of the unit's theoretical basis, and any recom-

mended adjustments for specific group compositions (i.e., -ad-

vanced students, young studefits, etc.).

Each lesson is organized in a standard format: the first page

is a lesson overview, outlining the-lesson's purpose, the activi-

ties, the time sequence, and equipment or materials needed for

that lesson. The handouts for that lesson follow the overview,

and a detailed lesson plan (narrative and dialogue) follows

next. Optional or supplemental materials follow the lesson

plan. Each lesson is designed to be 45 minutes long, unless-

otherwise noted.

Preceding the first unit are introductory sections which

include: an orientation to the curriculums development, con-

tent, and structure (this section); a collection of "teaching

tips" discussing techniques which are used with this curricr.lum;

an overview andintroduCtion td the media; and a bibliography.

The page numbering system is based upon the modular design

of the curriculum, so the page numbers fdllow the unit and

lesson structure. The page numbering system consists of three

numbers; the first represents.the unit number; the second, the

lesson number; and the third,'the page nucber; Thus, page .

3-4-2 represents Unit 3, Lesson 4, page 2. Unit material which

:recedes the first 1Ssson of'each 'unit is treated as lesson "0",

e.g., the Unit Overview to Unit 4 is 4-0-1. This numbering

system represents the belief that this material will be con-

tinuously revised and updated. Therefore, the page numbers

don't cross modular units, eliminating the need to repaginate

the_ entire curriculum when one or two lessons are changed.

The Introductory sections are numbered as standard page numbers

in a text (1, 2, 1, 4, etc.).

The materials and equipment needed to teach this curriculum

include: papers and pencils; a folder or notebook for students

to, organize and save their handouts (a looseleaf notebook is

ideal, but expensive; a simple folder will suffice); a flip

chart and riarRiis, SEdlor-s-chalkboard-and-chalk+-a-photo___

copying machine; and the materials noted in the Uedia Overview.



The curriculum is a complete, organized document. It is

designed in a modular style for maximum flexibility, but each

module is linked to the others. It should he read completely

to get a feel for the overall approach and content areas it

contains. Teaching it in a complete cycle is the only way to

fully comprehend its organization and orientation. After

completing one cycle, the teacher can adapt it more readily

and effectively.

Once a teacher is familiar with the curriculum and the class,

most adaptations can be planned in advance to provide a smoother

delivery. Lesson Overviews are.dedigned for the teacher who has

experience with the program and simply needs an outline Of each

lesson and a reminder of needed. materials and equipment. The

outline is keyed back to the narrative/dialogue that follows.

The Overview should be. reviewed prior to each class, with the

main text serving as a resource. The use of a chalkboard or

flip chart, and papers and pencils for students, is assumed for

all classes. and is not noted.

The curriculum is modularized for ease of adaptation, Lift

each unit is linked to the others to produce a well integrated

program. Teachers should become familiar with the entire

package and fully understand the cross-linkages, so they do

not become locked into the modules. This could result in a

fragmented, disrupted course. Lessons Can be freely moved

from one unit to another if that would better meet the needs-

of a particular group. Some cross referencing information

is presented in the "Unit Notes" at the start of each unit.

N As this is z flexible format designed to meet the needs of

a varied and changing population, it must be constantly evaluated,

revised,,,Nand up-dated. Student feedback as well as instructor

observatien,is critical to this process. Students should be

asked to evalute the course periodically, and a formal evalua-

tion is part ofikl!t 10. At the end of the course, the students'
4

final evaluative comments can be compared with commente'made-

during the presentatien of the course. These can be matched

-12



with the teacher's observations to provide.a good picture'

of the effectiveness of the course and areas in need. of change.

To help promote the evaluation of this curriculum, revisions

and evaluative cotmsnts should be sent to the Employment Unit,

which will organize and distribute recommendations.

Write to:\ Mr. Richard A. Desrochers
Director, Youth Employment Unit
NYS Division for Youth

4

84 Holland Avenue
Albany, NY 12208

(518) 473-8445
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PREPARATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

'TEACHING TIPS

0

This section is designed to orient the teacher to the teach-

ing philosophies and techniques upon which this curriculum is

based-, and to illustrate specific ways to adapt, modify and-
supplement the curriculum as needed. It is intended for staff

who are experienced in working with youth to be served by the

program and who have teaching experience, formal or informal.

Its purpose is not to train staff in how "to teach ", 'but in how

to use this currictilum.for'maximal.student'impact.

This section is divided into five basic sections:

A. An overview of the curriculum's philosophy and approach.

B. How to adapt the curriculum for specific groups of

students and/or class settings.

C. An explanation of ten fundamental teaching techniques

used in the curriculum.
ti

D. How the teaching techniques can aid in classroom manage-

ment. :

E. Supplements which can enhance the program.

A. AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRICULUM'S PHILOSOPHY AND APPROACH

The curriculum as noted earlier, is developed on a group

paced participatory style. Student inputis a key ingredient

in the content and success of the curriculum. The lesson

plans emphasize brainstorming, discussion, and role plays to,

maximize student participation. The teaching style is targeted

to "meet students half-way", it is casual and informal. For

example, students' slang expressions should be accepted, when

appropriate, in brainstorming and role plays. The teacher may

wish to share the slang of his/her generation to help instill

a greater sense of the program's participatory mode.
A

14
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The broad range of the curriculum materials are designed for
flexibility and adaptation. Changes will be required for the

'specific abilities and needs of each group (reading level;

socioeconomic background; age or maturity; ready for employ-
.

ment now or in two years; etc.). The instructor can select

the most appropriate information and styles from thos' offered
in the manual.

The program is targeted to address the more subtle points, of

job seeking and job keeping, including communication and decision a

making skills, as well as the more straightforward topics, such

as applications, interviews, and want ads. It seeks to address

the whole picture of theijob ready person. The focus of the

instruction should be oriented towards the "real world" of the

world of work, as the gdal is to prepare youth for that environ-
ment. The program seeks to expose students to the range of

situations they will encounter as they begin to enter the work

world. The need for ancillary (human relations) skills is

illustrated in the context of the work world environment, and

the skills are taught in that context. Self-awareness and career

guidance are also presented in this manner. Students are

encouraged to accurately assess their strengths and weakne3ses as

they relate to their participating in the work environment. This
includes: the image they project, their actual abilities, the

appropriateness of their values and aspirations in the work

world, etc. They are assisted with chaegiqg those areas with

which they are dissatisfied.

When presented as isolated information, many Division youths

find these topics to be abstract or dissociated from their frame

of reference, so efforts, were made to connect these to the

context of job seeking and/or job keeping. Students are more

interested in learning skills and information when they can,see

how it connects to something they value (succeeding in the world

of work).

15
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,

Discussions play a large role4nthe program . Students

should be allowed' to digress if time allows, as long as the

discussion is relevant ens! appropriate. Many worthwhile gs-

cussions can follow frotAhe curriculum, and the Course duration

can easily be doubled. This ii part of the flexible, modular

design. Whole units can be deleted, cr the order of presentation

can be changed. The lesson dialogues are given as examples.

The quotation marks are used to denote dialogue, but are not

to imply that the insibuctOr should read the curriculum at.

a script. Some lections may he used this way-, but most should

hi paraphrased into the ihstructoi's personal voice (speaking style).

_The' table of contents and introductory sections are designed

.
to give 'the teacherean orientAtion to the program. Reading.the

entrire curriculum is essential to understanding its stxucture

and design, but only by teaching it, will the instructor fU'lly

appreciate how and why it was constructed as it is. Af

i

er teach-

ing i-t once in its original format, an instructor will e better

able to adapt it to the needs of his/her setting.

.

B. USING AND ADAPTING THE CtJRaICULU 4 MATERIALS

The curriculum is designed as a step-by-step lesson plan

for teachers with limited experience in the classroom or with

this type of material and/or approach. There are optional

exercises offered In many lessons to help the teacher modify

the approach for each specific group. It may take sometime

until an understanding is developed as to what approach is

most effective with each group. The more experienced teacher

can skim through the step-by-step detail, and pick and choose

among the exercises offered.

Timing is one factor which is going to fluctuate considerably.

-Not all programs will be scheduled in 45-minute sequences,

and groups will move at varied paces. These concerns are noted

in many lessons,
particularly those which are more likely to

run short or long. Efforts were made to have each lesson contain

a logical beginning and'end, and to generally be timed at 45

minutes for the (average" group (established as a grout of 6-8

students, aged 16-, reading at the sixth grade level, with a '

16
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moderate amount of participation).

Some lessons are Loaded with optional exercises; others

Nave none. Most lessons can be completed the fdllowing day'

if time.,==s out, or the following lesson can be introduced early

if a lesson runs short. Media .pieces (with one noted exception)

should be completed in one lesson with sufficient time for-As-

cussion; and Fridaysshould end with some closure for the weekend.

Otherwise, one need not stric%ly adhere. to lesson segments.

Each group will develop patterns which will help estimate

timing. Some groups will have no questions at "Question and

Answer" portions of the lesson; some will move quickly through

role plays .and discussions, others will Igo on for hours if

allowed. Some teachers will choose to utilize most optional

exercises, others will choose"to follow tangents that students

suggest. Still others will maintain a fast pace, focusing on

key Points and moving on. These choices and timing estimates

must be based cn:

1. Each situation - the amount of time available for the

completion of the course.

2. The needs and orientation of the individual students

and of the group as a whole (these often do not match).

3. The needs and orientation of the instructor and/Or

sponsoring agency.

The teacher must be prepared to shift the pace from time to

time, as the three factors noted above will occasionally change.

Thus, s/he must be prepared to allow a lesson to run over and be .

completed the next day,-or to begin the next lesson or introduce

additional activities if the Current lesson ends prematurely.

Rushing a lesson or having time with nothing to do, can lead to

frustration fOr the students (and the teacher).

Just as the curriculum's style must be tailored to each

group, so must the instructor's approach. Advanced students

may enjoy a detailed look at complex issues, but will want to

dove quickly through basic skills with which they are familiar.

Students with .prior exposure to this material, or with experience

in the-work world may need a fast pace. Students who are not

acadeMiarly-ortented-,-
abstract_thinkers

will' need a brief

look at abstract concepts, but will want to move more

17,
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slowly through basic, concrete skill areas. The determination

of what is abstract and what is concrete will, vary somewhat,,

but qnits 1, 2,-4, and 7 are generally experienced by stUdents

as more abstrat than. Vnits.1, 5, 6', 8, 9,'and 10. The way

each of theie are presented can affect how the stude'rits view
.

. ales. Maintaining a proper pada is difficult, especially

with heterogeneoN grouping, but it is essential to the program's

success. Students give frequent cues an totheir feelings about

the piece, and the instructar must be prepared to adapt the pace

as needed-. ----
When a lesson runs short and beginning the next lesson doss

6c.
.

not seem appropriate,'-theie are many constructive alternatives.

4

;These includt: .t

.
,

1. Asking
,

stii4ntt.fer feedback about' the course.
.

. ,

2: Asking studets'to give. each other 'feedback regarding
. p

their behaviCr ai.welp;dyees" (with the instructor parti-

cipating Ovell)..

3.: Summarizing rte course .to date, to put ,the more abstract
. --

'
concepts already covered intqta core concrete perspective.

..* ,. .

4. Summarizing thi,courie to date and reviewing the topics
.

still, to be aim:tiled..

5. Reviewing-the material covered, question and answer style,

to check'.on learning and retention, or allowing students

to ask queitione regarding_ topics. which are still unclear.

6. Adding a tupplementari exercise, such as a role play, tb

'eview material covered.

7. Allow students a reading break, provide career or work

world reading materials (brochures, booklets, reference

books, etc.). t4

S. provide a quiet tm41 as a break from the teaching process.

The other major adaptation needed besides timing or pice

is style. Most youth who partiCipated in the field tests

found lecturing the least interesting style and role plays or

media most interesting.. Lessons which emphasize information

giving often contain a great deal of lecturing. If this is

difficult for the students, illustrative role plays can be

inserted, or the format could be changed to a discussion/question

and answer format.

18
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The style of presentation can also be targeted to meet the .

needs and interestslof each particular group. Role plays can

be geared to concrete, simple, real -life situations for non-

analytically driente;i yOuth, cr to present more abstract con-

cepts for students with those abilities and interests. The

same media 'piece can be introduced in different ways to target

each specific -group's orientation.- Some groups won't like role

playsqothers won't like written work; while still others

will request more written exercises. Obviously, it is impossible

to please all.members of a group all the time; and even

if it were possible, it would be counter-rroductive, as one objective

of the course is to assist students in, successfully coping with

frustrating situations. The point here is to,keep a limit on

the frustration and to anticipate which lessons arelikely to be

most difficult or least interesting to the students,, so

adjustments can be made.

. Two of.the most difficult types of students to work with in

this type,of program
are'i,ounger students for whom the world of

work is more distant (fantasy more than reality), and limited

or non-readers. A homogeneous group of non-readers doe's nct

present a significant problem. Most handouts including Unit
_ .

Review Questions, can be read tc stimulate discussion. Limited

readers are generally willing to struggle through some written

materials if the pace is slow. Completing applications and read-

ing want ads are the only critical written materials, and these

should be aedres'sed
4
whenever possible.

1
Handouts are designed to vary the lecture and discussion

format, and to provide students with a sense of accomplishment

and closure. With mon-readers, these objectives can be accom-

plished by designing active exercises related to the topiclareas,

such as role plays, dontests, charaders, or other games. Trans-

forming handouts into a teacher-led activity puts an added

strain on the instructor as the teaching break offered while

students complete the written work is eliminated (for the instructor

and students alike). The teacher's active role is increased

and this added pressure should be taken into account.'

A heterogeneous grouping by reading levels presents a greater

problem. This can be handled in several ways. Low readers can
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be given the handouts in advance; this is especialli effective

if students are in a remedial reading. class and the handouts

are first receiVed in that class. This occasionally g0.7 the

low readers an edge over the better readers, whiCb is a nice

change. Another solution is to have a youth with good reading

skills and patience pair up with a youth with limited reading

abilities to help with :the written work. This pa iring must be

monitored for frustration by either partner. Finally, dust as

with a hcmogeneous group,
-written. work can be reduced.

A younger -class presents problems whether or not they are

homogeneously grouped. Age is less of a factor than maturity,

particularly as relate-a- to the world of work. (One.field-test

instructar used the term "career maturity"to express this.)

Students must'be motivated to participate in the work world

if this-course is to have much impact. If this is not the case

the course should be taught fairly quickly as an introduction

to the world of work, more than as a preparation for it. Those

areas in which the students seem genuinely interested should..be

explored in greater depth. Setting lofty expectations for a

"career immiature group" may lead to disruptions and limited

learning.-

A heterogeneous
grouping may work out well if the more

mature students set good role models, and if the teacher can con-

trol the disruptions of the less mature youth. The fantasy

world of immature youth ( "I'm. qualified for every
job", "I'll

just punch the boss out", "I have three years
experience as a

mechanic", a non-reader-who plans to be a lawyer, etc.) can be

very annoying to youths who are seriously interested in the.

course. The faster pace set by mature youth 'who are ready to

accept the basic 'givens of the work world (begin at minimum

wage, follow directions, obey the rules) and know something

about it (the rules, the difficulty of finding a jcb, what a

realistic wage is) can cause frustration in younger, less

experienced, and less mature youth. A strong and skilled

teacher is needed to facilitate a group with varied "career-

mattr-ity" leVeli, and students with significant behavior problems

should not be enrolled in such a mixed grouping.
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Other categories of students for whorl adjustments must be made

include: advanced or experienced students, "wise guys" ,(or

"know-it-alls"), in-facility youth with a long sentence, and

community youth. Advanced or experienced students may need

more challenge than some of the lessons offer. For these

students, theoretical presentations, background information, and

optional written work can'be expanded to enrich the course.

"Know-it-alls" will need a different sort of challenge;

something to knock the chip off, their shoulder. A pra=test_or

sample,"real" application corrected in red to show their mistakes

may help. Another possibility is to bring in a "real" employer

to give students an application and a personal interview and then

to give. the students honest feedback. Emphasize to the employer

the youth's need for a dose of reality, to be fair, but straight.

(Normally outside employers who come in should be asked to be

scmewhat supportive and constructive with their feedback).

Youths who will be in a facility fora long time may not be

interested in the world of work, as this may seem far away. The

curriculum materials can be introduced via vocational shops,

English or Social Students classes, or as part of an on-grounds

work .orogramThese. students-can- move-more-slowly- through-

curriculum. It can be modularized and sections taught as:

1) an orientation to the facility (values, human relations, rules

and expectations); 2) choosing a vocational shop or school goals

(career awareness); and 3) preparing for release(job finding

and keeping skills).

Community based youth often feel the world of work breathing

down their necks and may not be willing to sit through weeks of

instruction before applying for a job. They may best benefit

from a shortened course focusing on the "nuts and bolts"

sections about job seeking and keeping skills. They should be

encouraged to enroll in a career awareness course when they are

ready to think about their long-tekm future. They should

also be encouraged to attend a follow-up group (see Unit 10)

which can function as a support group while they seek employ-

ment, and a problem-solving group as they encounter difficulties

at '#ork. Human relations skills and other "theoreti'cal" issues
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could be addressed in this graue'd

This course can be integrated into a student's academic

as well as vbcational program, especially for community -based

students. Completion of the program can be a pre-requisite

for job placement assistance. Enrolling in ahigh school or

GED program may be established as a pre-requisite to this course

for youth lacking a high school diploma. This course can be

designed to lead into a job finders club where youth take the

major responsibility to help themselves and their peers success-

fully obtain employment.

.
For students with reading or math problems, sections of the

.course can be shared with reading or math teachers to give-them

a "real-life context from which to teach the required academic

skill. These teachers can also assist with explaining work world

facts, rules, and customs while teaching the academic skill

(e.g., math skills: paycheck, overtime, and taxes),. Students

should be consulted before those arrangements are made so

they don't feel taken advantage of, overloaded, or punished

by this. attempt to help them. If it is explained in advance and.

students accept the 'fact of their limited skill, they usually-

appreciate this remedial assistance.

The curriculum presents a flexible, highly adartive program

and teachers are encouraged to modify it as needed'for their

particular situation.

C. TEACHING TECHNIQUES

1. Role Plays

A "Role Play" is a short, "real life" scenario, where

students act as specific characters in a specific situation.

Role -plays are used to demonstrate and/or practice human

relation skills. Role playing is used *throughout the curriculum
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to increase student participation and to illustrate the skills

being taught. It also allows students the cpportunity_to prac-

tice those skills, and to refine them by receiving feedback.

Situations should be planned before class and, should be

fairly specific. The number of characters and their roles should

be clearly defined. Time limits should be stated in advance as

should thi number of role plays to be done that day.

;(Wial all students get a turn, or just one demonstration role

play ?) Role plain tend to raise energy levels, and this should

be taken into account in deciding when in the lesson to introduce

them. A young excitable group should do them at the end of

class; a quiet or older group may use them as a lead-in to

disdussion. The teacher may decide to make participation in

role plays optional, but all learners should be encouraged to

participate on some level. They can play a minor role, (e.g.,

the receptionist in an interviewing role play), or they can

role play from their seat (e.g.; interviewing - ask them to answer

interviewing cfuestions from their seat; ask them how they would

greet the receptionist and the-interviewer, etc.).,

SpetificHrules 'or guidelines- should-be established -nor role

playing. Physical violince, cursing, or damaging property

should'of-cOdrse be forbidden. The teacher should have a

director's Prerogative to "cut" at any point. Role- playing

students should not be allowed to get out of control. The

feedback/ following a role play should also have a structured

format:

a.

I

The "actors" should always debrief first, especially if

the role play was designed for them to demonstrate a,new

skill (eg. interviewing)'. They should first state wiat

they did well. It is frequently difficult for many

youths to be specific about this

b. The observers (including the teacher) should 'then add

their positive comments.

c. Then the actor should say what s/he felt were uncomfortable

or'weak points; mistakes, or areas needing improvement.

d. The observers should.then add their observations regard-

ing areas needing improvement (the teacher should be sure

to help students phrase these as constructively as possible.)
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e. Finally, the actor shOuld be given an opportunity to

summarize by, saying what she/he would do differently

the next time;

For role play_s_used to illustrate or dembhtttate a curriculum

topic le.g., some of the assertive communications role plays)
the feedback need not be so structured, but in role plays where
the "actor" is on the spot, the above feedback structure
is very helpful. In addition to enhancing clarity and understand-
inc of feedback, it provideS a feeling of safety for youth who

may otherwise be too frightened to participate.

2. Brainstorming

Brainstorming is a technique whereby a group of people (in

this case, students) generate as many answers to a question
as possible. This list is recorded and then examined, critiqued,

and edited, to achieve the most complete and accurate answer
to the question. Brainstorming is used extensively_in_the____,

curriculum as it is a way to- have ,students-participate in the
lesson in.a spontaneous, fairly unstructured manner. It is

a more "high energy" form of question and answer discussions,

and gives students a feeling of ownership in the material being

discussed (it represents their ideas).

The goal of the brainstorm should be clearly stated and be

understood by the students, i.e. whether it is a definition, :.,"

list of examples, solutions to a,problem, etc. that is being

brainstormed. As students respond, all answers should be listed

on a flip chart or blackboard. They may be listed randomly

on the board, in columns,or in categories. This choice is

based on how they will be used in the discussion which follows.

Responses should be recorded quickly to keep the pace of the brain-

storming fast.

When all responses have been recorded, then it is time to

examine, critique, and edit the list. Synonyms should be

identified as such, and all but one crossed out. Incorrect

responses (or unrealistic or impractical solutions to problems)

should be identified, the reasons for this determination

explained, and these too should be crossed off. This critiquing
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is held off until the end, to maximize student participation.

If students see that all their responses are accepted (at least

initially), they will be more willing to contribute. For this

reason, editing should be anonymous, i.e., saying: "the sug-

get-tiOh-to punch out the boss is not a god one, because..."

is an anonymous critique; saying: "John's suggestion to 'punch

out the boss'..." is likely to reduce John's participation in later

brainstorming exercises.

If the brainstorming is done with a passive class, writing

the responses randomly on the page and encouraging "way out"

responses, may help loosen up the class and increase participation,.

A more verbal class may be asked to limit the range of responses.

In some situations, it may be more instructive to edit and critique

as the brainstorming proceeds. For instance, when a definition

is being developed, it may be more helpful to comment on responses

in a way to guide students, to the correct definition. This

must be determined individually, but some brainsterm:ng exer-

cises ahould-be allowed-to run "the, gamut of responses. Along

with "loosening up" the class, this can "limber up"' their thinking

and/or fantasizing processes. These processes are often limited

in youth who are not performing well academically.

If one or more students have good writing skills they may be

used as recorders to emphasize student participation. If as the

brainstorming progresses, it is obvious that the students are

not heading where the teacher intended, the process should be

interrupted,'and the goal more clearly defined. Often times,

the curriculum calls for the brainstormed information to be

further discussed at a later time. This is the primary advantage

of using a flip chart and markers. If a teacher is teaching

this material to several different classes each day, a list,

brainstormed in one class may be used in other classes to save

time and paper. When this is done, the task of brainstorming

each "master list" should be given to different classes so they4

all gain some of the benefits of brainstorming.
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Brainstorming can be overused. Students will feel resentful

about this process if it seems to them that it is being used to

save ta*teacher from having to think and prepare lessons.

The amount of brainstorming, as with all teaching techniques,

must be paced to best meet the needs of each individual class.

3. Questions and Answer Discussions

This is used in the curriculum to reduce lecturing and to

provide a way for students to lean from the experiences of

other students. "Question and-answer discussions" consist of

questions designed: to provoke responses fraystudents which

will provide the information needed to 'teach" the lesson's

topic; or to cause students to think and visualize a situation

or problem is a new and different way to promote learning.

For example, in Decision Making, students are asked to

define a problem from the following statement: "You don't like

your boss." They generally respond: 'He's a jerk", or "I

don't like im". They are asked. again: "So what's the problem"

in the hope that they will see that the impact of their not liking

the boss, i.e., "I will quit or ge' fired", is the heart of the

problem.

The responses to the question are used to generate a dis-

cussion with maximum student participation and"input., The discussion

can be directed and structured' by the teacher, o5 can be some-

what free form and meandering. The latter styleioften results

in a high degree of interest and retention, and is most appropriate

for discussions concerning values, beliefs or opinions. These

discussions must le monitored by the teacher, as they can also

become a waste of time and a distraction. If this is the case,

the teacher should attempt to redirect or "steer" the discussion,

rather than terminating it abruptly. Structured discussions

'have the obvious advantages of being sure the appropriate material

is covered in a timely and orderly manner, but they can inhibit

student participation and contributions.
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"Question and answer discussions" is not what is meant by'the

term "Questions and Answers". This term appears at the end of

nearly every lesson and is used to denote an opportunity for

students to clear up any questions or confusion they have con-

cerning the material being discussed. Teachers are encouraged

to periodically ask students whether they have any questions

and take the time needed to answer them. Queitions which are

irrelevant to'the curriculum or those which will be addressed

by later lessons should be identified as such, but should also
.

.be answered briefly.

4. Unit "Review Questions"

This title was deliberately chosen to reduce students' fear

and suspicion of tests. They can be used'and scored as tests

if that is required by the sponsoring institution. In any

case, they- serve_three other-purposes: 1) to give the teacher

feedback regarding how well the unit's material has been learned;

and 2) to help the students measure how well they have learned

the material; and 3)- to provide a structure around which, to review,

as needed, the information presentelfin the unit.
,

Some units have very short review question exercises, while,

others are quite long. Each should be examined in advance to

insure that a sufficient time is allotted for completion in the

final lesson of each unit. If they are not going to be graded,

this should be clear explained to the students, as should the

purpose for which they are going to be used.

s-

5. Handouts (Student Work Seets)

These are included in Many lessons as written exercises for

students to complete. Some handOuts provide a means for students

to-organize-facts-about_themselves and to apply, this information

to the world of work (see Units 2 and 3). Some serve to stimu-

late discussion, while others serve as\a vammary or review.

Many are exercises designed to illustrae\a lecture or discussion

topic and to help students more fully understand the information

by working with it.
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SciMe students respond well to written work and request addi-

tional assignments. F..)r these students, the written work

serves as a concrete statement of what they have done or learned

in class. Other students find written work frustrating, and by

not taking the exercises seriously, render them meaningless*-.

Handouts should be used at theteacher's discretion. Much of

the handout material can also be taught through lecture or

discussion.

Encourage students to save the handouts. Some are referred

to in later units, and others will be useful as reminders. after

the student completes the course. A small looseleaf notebook

works well, but is expensive. A simple file folder can be used

to collect and organize handouts.

6. Homework

Whether or not homework is assigned depends upon the particular

classroom situation. The major advantagei of homework are that:

it allows the class to move at a faster liaae by helping students

prepare for the class in advance and/or review the material after

class; and it helps students who miss a class to make up material

taught in that class. The disadvantages are: .generally students

don't like to do homework, and it makes more work for the teacher.

The handouts found in the curriculum may be used as homework

assignments. Career research also lends itself well to homewoik
t'

as do field research assignments (visiting job search resource

agencies - see Unit 3, visiting labor union offices, talking to

employees and employees, 'etc.). Optional assignments can be ,

offered as enrichment experiences for interested youth.

7. Icebreakers

Icebreakers are exercises to help a group get started in a

relaxed, informal manner. They are structured participation

exercises in which everyone_partici ates equally, so all group

members feel included in the grOup process. They aremost

effective when the class is arranged in a circle, or semi-circle.
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They are most useful in situations where students do not know

each other or the teacher. They are not found in the curriculum

after the first lesson, as this curriculum w as designed primari:y

for DFY facilities; however, they can be easily .included. Ice-

breakers at the start of a lesson help set the informal, partici-

patory tone upon which the curriculum is based. They are also

useful to break up a long lesson for thoie institutions which

will schedule this course for two- or three-hour classes. Ice-

breakers also help set the stage for bitter brainstorming and

role-playing exercises.

Some examples of icebreakers are listed below: This is

by'no means an exhaustive list. Icebreakers should be designed

tp meet.the passive/active, abstract/concrete, and familiarity/

distance needs of the group. Where possible, they should be

keyed to the topic being discussed; e.g., "have everyone state

one job they have done" can be used with the lesson concerning
O

prior job experience.

The following is a sample exercise:

- Have all students answer the following questions.(if stu-

dents 4on't know each other, they should say their name

and then answer the question): My favorite sport -(tele-

vision show, actor, color, time of day, etc.), is.

This exercise provides a simple questioh which all participants

can easily and equally answer. Questions should not be difficult,

complicated, or too personal, but, the answers can be somewhat

involved, as the following questions show:

- If you had one million dollars, what would you do?

- If you only had three days to live, what would you do?

- If you ha ne million dollars and only three days to
liV0* ..21* would you do?

- If you were going to.be dropped on a deserted, tropical
island and could only bring one thing with you, what

would you bring?

Other icebreaker questions include:

-=-What was the first job you had?
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- If how you felt was the weather today, what would

the weather report be (sunny, gloomy, gray, raining,

sinning, etc.)?

- The worst thing that happened yesterday, was

- A famous person who i would like to be is

- A famous person I would not like to be is

- My favorite song is

- If I could go backwards in time, I'd.go to

= A tough decision I had to make was

A good decision I made was

- The'person to whom I have the hardest time talking is

- The person with whom: I, most like to talk iu

- An, adult who knows I'm a good worker is

Icebreakers can also,be done in pairs, to help students get

to know, each other a. little better. These generally start with

a direction such as: "Turn to the student on your left (right)",

or "Pick a partner", and: "Tell him/her about:

- an activity that you most like to do. .

- a-funny (sad) thing that happened tc you.

- what makes yod happy (angry).

- the first boss you ever had (include odd jobs or

volunteer work).

Then reverse roles" (The listener becomes the speaker.)

Zany brainstorms can serve as icebreakers. They shouldPe-

held to loss than five minutes. For example, brainstorm:

et'

- all the uses of a pencil.,

- how to_improve a bicycle,

- how to let someone know you care about them (long-distance),

- new tools for a wood shop,,

transportation methods of the future.

8. Lecture

The curriculum presents a great deal of information which can

I

be taught by lecturing. In general, this curriculum is most

effective when lecturing can be minimized and replaced with dis-

cussion, role plays or oher.Iiachniques which more actively
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volve the'students. If you opt for concentrated lecturing,

the more dynamic and entertaining you are as an instructor, the

more effective the teaching will be.

1- Media

Media is used extensively throughout the curriculum. Media

presentations provide a change of pace for the class and a rest

for the teacher. They are useful in demonstrating the "real life"
.. .

.t application*pfthe subject being taught, and can ierve As an

introduction to, or summary of, the topic. An entire section of

this curriculfum Intr8auction is devoted to media. It follows

the completion of this 17achin4 Tips" section.

D. THE CURRICUTZM AND CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

This section is not going to address basic classroom manage-..

ment issues or techniques, but it will show how the curriculum..

can be structured and directed to impact upon the behavior of

the class. These understandings may assist the teacher in Ljina

the curriculum to control or direct the students' behavior.

The first unit offers the option of establishing the class

along the lines of a job. Students are given a job title
.

(Preparation for imployment Trainees).and a job description,

and are asked to sign a contract. This establishes the class

on a somewhat unique level, and may raise students' interests.

It also allows the teacher to claim some of the prerogatives of

"the boss" and give students some of the benefits of being a

worker (breaks, hands-on experiences). This uniqueness continues

through the first unit as students are asked tohelp define and

explain the need for the course and its contents. While they

are not offered the opportunity to redesign or redefine the

program, they are given a demonstration of the participatory

nature of itiourse. They have influence and impact as long

as they stay within prescribed bounds.

In addition to the participatory emphasis is the emphasis

on activity to help provide experiential learning and a change
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from the rigors of didactic instruction. Role playing and -

occasional activities requiring movement around the room provide

vehicles for this approach. They can take the edge off boredom

or frustration'and so promote increased attention. They can

also lead to control problems, particularly ifithe students are

young. Hdwever, they can be easily modified, liaitad, or

eliminated if necessary. Rol!eplays can be changed to question

and answer discussions invol4rig hypothetical situations, and,

the values baroteter (Aoving around the room:to show how you

feel aJout a statement) can be changed to standing up in place

Or raising hands.

The curriculum provides for a variety cf teaching styles.

A varied approach' generally produceslthe maximum levels of

student attention and interest, butinstructors should choose

a range of techniques with which they are comfortable.

Paper- and - pencil exercises can act to calm'a "hyper",group,

and can provide a focusing experience for students who have lost

the thrust of the lesson or are confused by abstract concepts.

Too much written work can lead to frustration or boredom. Each

group has its own 6rientation.

Brainstorming can often enliven a dull discussion and draw

the entire clas
Is

into active participation. Students feel an

ownership of the discussioh (those are their iteas on the board)

and'often take a more active role for the remainder of the dis-

cussion. Overused, brainstorming can quickly lose its spark.

Returning to the Locus of the "work World" orientation of

the course can be helpful. Students' behavior can be pointed

out as inappropriate for a worker. They could be told that
,-N

esupervisor could fire someone for behaving as they area.

(Their response. that this is not really a job - they arel not

getting paid --can be deflected by stating that this is a class

to help them learn how to behave at work. If they cannot behave

appropriately here, they probably will not do well on a job). If
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this course is a part of an overall employment/vocational pro

gram., ._a student's successful.behavior
could be established as a

pre- requisite to beginning a job or an advanced shop course.

Students must prove they can behave appropriately as workers by

doing so in this class.

F. SUPPLEMENTAL TEACHING TIPS: TRIM; TRIPS,' TEEKESI

To further enhance the interest level of the students, many

"tricks" are available:

Including'a discussion of significant current events or popular

movies or television shows which have some relevancy to a curriculum

topid ii one wav to increase interest, and often, understanding..

Some examples for the subject of labor unions are: the air

traffic controllers strike, a recent local strike, themovie.

"Norma Rae ", or news about Solidarity in Poland. A career

discussion can utilize characteri from popular television

shows: and news about the federal or state budget can be

pplied to CETA and other job assistance resources:- *and so on.

Bringing in "real props": real-applications from well-.

known businesses, a real employer.to discuss interviewing or

what a supervisor expects from a. worker, someone from an

employment agency to present the lesson on that subject, a

young worker who has recently begun working, etc. Going out

to visit the "lel" world also.stimulates interest: a visit

to the Job Service, or a factory, provides an opportunity to see

these lessons came to life. Some good'field trips could also

include a visit to: a personnel office, a-community-based

employment assistance program, a Job'Corps Canter, or a

technical school.

Planning games -as part of some lessons also helps vary the

approach and maintain interest. 'Role plays, contests, charades,

speeches, and a trick test are all part of the curriculum. As

o trop as it is appropriate, another game can be added. A "musi-

.cal chairs" format and a "team interdependency role play" format
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are described at the end of this section as examples. An on-

gOing TV talk show or news show format can also be used at

various intervals as a fun way to summarize, review, or explain

curriculum topics. 4

Developing a parallel or metaphorical theme, to run throudh

one or more units can help provide continuity and a more

familiar frame of reference. The Interviewing Unit has a built-

in sports theme which helps provide the students with a structure

upon which the? can organize the unit's material. The Unit

emphasizes the interviewing process and the sports theme picks

up that process - the need to prepare and s:ractice before you

can compete; and during the event, the need to build a foundation

to score the knock-out (or touch-dawn, etc.). Appropriate "tricks"

can enhance the students' learning, retention, and enjoyment

(ihese can make the course more fun for the teacher as well).

These exercises stimulate interest and enhance the flow of

valuable and relevant information without sacrificing the qualit*y

of the instruction.-

Musical Chairs Games:

The basic format involves arranging chairs in a circle,

with one less chair than there are students. One student

stands in the center while. the others are seated. gob titles

are listed, and pairs of students each chooge the same title

(tan students would have five titles to choose from). The

student who is standing does not choose a title. (An odd number

of seated' students would have one "pair" of three students.) The

standing student calls out a job title and the pair of seated

students switch places. The'standing student tries to get into

one Jf the seats first. The standing student can also call out

"unemployment", in which case all pairs must switch places simul-

taneously. If the "standing student" gets to a chair, s/he taktig

on the title of the student s/he replaced, and the other student

is now the "standing student". The major drawback of this game

is that it can easily get out of hand and someone could get hurt.

Teachers must be very sure of their students' control before using

this game.
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The, above version is called "Unemployment". Other versions

include: "Tools" - pairs select the name of a tool; "Communica-

tion" - pairs select a communication word,(sender, receiver,

passive, assertive, who, what, when, etc. - see Unit 4);

"Decisions" pairs select decision-making terms (see Unit 7);

"Job Search" (See Unit 3); "Colors"; "Days of the Week"; etc.

Team Interdependency Role Plays:

Have students pretend to perform 'a task which requires a

joint effort. The task could be as simple as lifting a heavy

box, or as complicated as functioning as the maintenance team

of a racing car.

The exercises should be planned in advance, and the goal is

to assist students in the understanding how each member of a

team is vital to the team's existence and success.,

These exercises can be used in the Human Relations, Introduc-

tion and-Communication Units.

Examples of topics for some role plays are:

1. To have the students become the inner workings of

a well-tuned clock or car.

2. Divide the students into groups. Give each group a.

jig-saw nuzzle. Have the students be responsible for

the completion of the puzzle with each student having

different parts. This should be done without the use

of any discussion.

3. Have the students become the parts of a weather storm

or speech. For example, assign the students a part

of speech: noun, adjective, adverb, etc. Give them

a completed message on an index card with each part of

speech identified. Have the student in their assigned'

groups stand and act out their parts. Some parts are

spoken, as the noun, others shbuld be acted out, as the

verb.
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This section has offered some tips and suggested uses ofN

the curriculum, there are many others. The keys to the success-
ful use of this document are the understanding of its scope, the

knbwledge of the needs of the students and how they best learn;

and keeping the information in the curriculum current.

t
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OVERVIEW - AUDIO - VISUAL !4ET)IA

The_New York State Division for Youth, after extensive research
in the development of this curriculum, included audio-visual
media as a major component. The purpose of the media is to:

1. Capsulize information so as to promote student learning,
classroom discussion".and the development of the youth's_
cognitive skills:

2. Vary the tone and pace of classroom instruction in a
convenient and easy manner.

The media selections were based on the mediz's ability to:

1. Relate to a variety of youth (different sex, education,
ages, and backgrounds),

2. Provide a wide range of usage (i.e.: to promote dis-
cussions, to facilitate class summaries, and/or to pro-,

vide new information).

Most media materials are accompanied by a Teacher's Guide which
offers directions and emphasizes points for ciassroom.discussion.
Some of the media also have student workbookr which provide rein-
forcement and practical application of the concepts discussed.

The extensive research and identification of the media was targeted
for youngsters served by the Division (see Foreward for descriptive
characteristics). It was found after field testing the materials
with these youth that some of the media and their accompanying
materials were not appropriate for certain groups of youngsters.
This fact and other evaluative comments are noted_in the media
outlines which follows.

The media outline for each piece of material is located in the
Unit/Lesson Overview following the introductory statement. The
format for the review of each media piece is:

A. Introduction:

1. The cost of the media package.
2. The nature of the media - audio, video, filmstrip, etc.
3. The running time (length) of the media.
4. The purpose of the media - the tonic it's designed to

address.

B. Synopsis and format, of the media.

C. Evaluation of the media - its strengths, weaknesses, and/or
recotmendations regarding its use.

D. The contents of the media package.

B. The source for ordering the media (address);
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The only exception to this format is "Just Around the Corner" (JAC),
a series of eight video tapes; and the "World of Work I and-III"
(WOW 1 or III); two sets totaling 35 audio tapes. These media are
extensively used throughout the curriculum, and so are first des-
cribed as whole units to reduce repetition. These descriptions
precede the listing of the individual media reviews. Each separate
tape of "Just Around the Corner" and "World of Work" is listed
under its unit and lesson, but the description is abbreviated -
the price does not appear; sections C, D, and E are ueleted;and.,
the synopsis assumes knowledge of the general formaihd style of
the series.

To utilize all of the media in the curriculum,, the following equip-
ment is required:

1. video tape player and monitor (TV),
2. audio tape player,
3. filmstrip projector/audio tape player.

Each lesson overview, which precedes the lesson dialogue, lists
the required media and equipment for that day's lesson.

One or two pieces of the media are used a section at a time. To
assist the orderly flow of classroom presentaticn, we suggest you:

1. preview the media before classroom use,

2. use the counter on the machine to note the start of
the section to be shown or heard. Both video and audio
tape players usually have_counters. To use these counters
effectively:

a. zero the mac:line at the beginning of the media
(be sure the media is fully rewound),

b. view or listen to the media,

c. mote on the counter the number at the beginning
of each section in which you are interested. You
might wish to write that number on the lesson over-
view page where that specific media is cited,

d. prior to.classroom viewing, rewind the media and
reset the counter to zero,

e. fast forward to the number you recorded on the
leSson overview; and

f. show or listen to the designated section.

The number; for designated sections which appear in the outline
are from the counters on our equipment. Please check the number
on your equipment before classroom use - they may not correspond.
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The cost of the media pieces is based on a 1981 price list. Each
price follows the name of the media and includes all materials dis-
cussed in Section D (media package). The entire cost of all media
and.equipment: (costs with * are 1583 prices)

Software: $3,000 - $3,200

(media, workbook, and
teachers guides)

Hardware (varies greatly):

TV $ 300 - $ 450

video tape player $ 720 - $1,500

audio tape player $ 35 - $ 55

filmstrip projector $ 79 - $ 305

video camera $ 300 - $3,000

Nute: The software price range is determined by the
number of possible student workbooks needed by
your-facility.

To maximize the effectiveness of the media, students should always
receive an introduction to the piece. The students' learning is
generally enhanced if some framework is established to assist them
in the 'conceptualization of the materials. Possible suggestions
to achieve this end include telling the students:

1. the type of media to be shown,
2. the reasons for showing it,
3. an orientation to the subject of the media,
4. questions for them to answer after the media,

or think about during its presentation, and
5. new vocabulary words of concepts discussed by

the media.

Follow-up discussions should be brief unless students are very
interested in further discussion. If students' interest is off
the major points of the lesson, let it go a bit and try to steer
it back to the lesson. Don't just cut it off - this will tend to
decrease theirrparticipation in later, important discussions.

Finally, media is not always the fastest way to deliver classroom
information, but it provices you and the students wit?, a change
of pace and a different approach. All media materials should be
previewed prior to purchase, and before classroom presentation.

Note: Several lessons in Unit 1 suggest the use of optional media
materials to further discuss the information presented. No

itemstems are noted as the choice depends upon the
specific needs and interests of your students. Materials
can usually be obtained by contacting, a local:

1. BOLES, 3. technical schools,
2. community%college 4. public library.

or university,
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OVERVIEW OF MEDIA SERIES

I. -"Just Around the Corner" Cost: $l, 250*
A. Series of eight, 15-minute color video tapes..

4,4e

Purpose: To present employment problems
on and off the job.

Note: In the Unit/Lesson Outline which follows this Section,
these video tapes will be referred to by initials (JAC).

B. The series is a moden "Slice of Life Soap Opera" abouttwo couples (B.J. and Larry, Louise and Joe).

1. Two video tapes are needed to complete each
of four.topic areas:

a. The first tape presents problems and options.

b. The second tape presents use of the options.

2. They teach steps to effecively:

a. Look for a job,

b. Find a

c. Keep a

C. Strengths -

Weaknesses

job,

job.

Promotes very high interest, realistic, compre-
hensive; the vocabulary and problems are clear
and simple.

- The necessity to view two tapes to complete
each topic. .

Recommendation - Excellent motivator for all age groups.,
D. Materials - 24 student Videotext Books, Teacher's Guide,

and eight (8) videotapes.

E. Order - Cambridge, The Adult Education COmpany
888 South Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10106
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II. "World of Work Tape Series I" Cost: -$249.00\
A. Series of twenty (20), 15-minute audio tapes.

Purpose: To orient the new worker to the
environment of the work world.

Note: n the Unitaesson Outline which follows this Section,these audio tapes will,be referred to by initials (OW I).
B. The series is divided into four categcries:

- New on the Job - Lesson Tapes 1-4; Discussion Tapes A-1
and A-2.

Dealing with the Supervisor - Lesson Tapes 5-8; Discussion Tape:
B-1 and B-2.

- The Rules, of the Game - Lesson Tapes 9-11; Discussion Tape C. .

- Moving Up and Out -,Lesson,Tapee 12 -14; Discussion Tape D.
1. The Lesson Tapes are divided into four sections:

Dramatic dialogue.

Discussion by the narrator.

Lesson questions with a pause for answers.

Lesson review by the narrator.

2. The discussion tapes present three problem situations pertape.

C. Strengths - Problems and information are clear and to the point.

Weaknesses - Written material for students is very elementary,
question and pause format can be very boring.

Recommendation - Excellent for all age groups.

D. Materials - 24 Student Recoid Books,` Teacher's Manual, and20 tapes.

\E. Order --Educational Design, Inc.
\ 47 West 13th Street

New York, NY 10011
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III. "World of Work Tape Series III" Cost: $19940.

A. Series of fifteen (15), 15-minute-audio tapes.

-, Purpose: To teach students spethific job tasks.

Note: In the Unit/Lesson Outline, which follows this Section,
these audio tapes will be referred to by initials (WOW III).

B. The series is divided into three broad topics:

- The Company - Lesson Tapes 5-10; Discussion Tape A.

- Skills for Work - Lesson Tapes 1, 2, 7, 11, 12; Discussion
Tape B.

- Human Relations Skills - Lesson Tapes 3, 4, 6; Discussion Tape C.

1. The Lesson Tapes are divided into four Sections:

- Dramatic dialogue.

- Discussion by the narrator.

- Lesson questions with a pause for answers.

- Lesson review by the narrator.

2. The Discussion Tapes present three problem situations
per tape.

C. Strengths - The problems and ihformation are clear and to the
point.

Weaknesses - Question and pause format can be boring.

Recommendation' - Excellent for all age groups.

Note: Only three tapes are specifically called for by the
curriculum (Tapes 4, 8, 9). Many of the unused tapes are high
quality and relates pertinent information which is
presented in realistic work situations.

.

D. Material - 24 Student Record Books, 15 tapes, 12 transparehcies,
and Teacher's Guide.

E. Order - Educational Designs, Inc.
47 West 13th Street
New York, NY 10011
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IV. Notes:

10

A. "Trouble' at Work".

-1. Series oil four (4) filmstrips with two (2) cassettes.

Cost: $99.50

The filmstrips include:

- "Latk of Ambition"

"Failure to Communicate"

- "Hazing"

- "Absenteeism"

Note: Due to the diverse nature of each filmstrip, all other
information on this Series is found in the appropriate
area in the Unit/Lesson Outline.

2. Order - Guidance Ass9ciates
Communication Park
Box 300
White Plains, NY 10602

B. Regarding the materials ordered from Relevant Products, Inc. as
of the completion of this curriculum, we were unable to
contact the dealer by telephone and they didnot respond
to our written communications to confirm prices and ordering
procedures. As a result, we are not sure if the materials
from this company are still available. These include the
audio tapes and dialogue booklets for:

1. "Decision Making"

2. "Your Image"

3. "Building a Good Self-Concept"
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MEDIA

UNIT / LESSON OUTLINE

UNIT 1 - INTRODUCTION

Lessons 1, 3, and 4 - no media

CLesson 2 - "Sell Yourself" Cost: Price For Copying* .

and Postage..
Note: Used again in Unit,3, 5, 6 -

A. It is a 22 minutfCcolor sound video tape.
Purpose: To identify and instruct the steps of the Job, .

Search Process. To show youth what they are up against,
and why they need this course.

B. This lesson uses the first 3 minutes- of the tape. This
consists of stillshots with employers' comments on young
applicants and new workers. The comments are mostly
negative.

C. Recommendation - Ex'ellent for all ages.

D.&E. See Unit 3, Lesson 1 of the "Media, Unit/Lesson Outline":

Lesson 5 - The Ideal Person" Cost: $129.00*

A. It is a 15 minute color filmstrip with an audio cassette. ,.,

Purpose: To show the connection between the political
philosophy and the characteristics of the ideal worker
in different cultures.

B. The filmstrip is divided into 4 sections (each discusses
a different culture) with questions following. The cultures
are: Ancient Greek, Modern Chinese,. (Asian) Indian, and
American.

C. Strength - It is a comprehensive demonstration of how posi-
tive work attitudes vary with each culture's political
philosophy.

Weakness - It is too long and the pauses to consider ques-
tions are too short.

'Recommendation - Use with older students.

D. Materials - 2 filmstrips ("neal Person", "How, do They
Feel "), `4 tape cassettes (2 for filmstrips, 2 situation
tapes),and Teacher's Guide. Additional student workbooks
available for $2.90, minimum order of 10.

E. Order - Me and Others Series, Educational Design, Inc.,
47 West 13 Street, New York, New York 10011.
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It UNIT 1 contd.

Lesson 5 - "Lack of Ambition" (Trouble at Work Series)

Note: Used again in Unit 9, Lesson 2.

;-1

A. It is a 5 minute color filmstrip with an audio cassette.
Purpose:' To show the connection between lifestyle and

ambitions:

B. The filmstrip is a "slice of life" situation; two young
friends.meet; discuss their very different ambitions, and
then separate.

C. Stxtngths - The characters are realistic and students can
easily identify with them.

Recommendations - can be used with all age groups.

4D.SIE. See the note in the "Overview of the Media Series",
"TroWile at Wark".

UNIT 2 2 TARGETED CHOICE

Lessons 3, 5 - no media

Lesson 1 - "Building a Good Self-Concept" Cost: $16.95

A. It is a 5 minute audio-tape with a dialogue booklet.
Purpose: To demonstrate how values affect peoples'
self-concept,

4
B. The tlpe is a narration with question and answers at the

end. The media offers the characteristics of positive
and negative'sclf-conceptAAndatechniqUe_lor_self-
evaluation and change.

C. Strength - Its presentation is simple and clear.

Weakness - The dialogue of the student booklet doesn't
match the spoken words of the tape. The pauses for
responding to the questions are too short.

Recommendation - Cambe used with all age groups.

D. Materials - 1 tape, 15 Student Dialogue Booklets and a
Teacher's Guide.

E. Order - Ilelevant Products, Inc., PO Box 68, Indian Rocks Beach
Florida, 33535.
Note: See the "Overview of the Media Series", on Relevant
Products, Inc.
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UNIT 2 contd.

Lesson 1 - "Your_Image" Cost: $16.95

Note: Used again Unit 6, Lesson 1

A. It is a 5 minute audio tape with a dialogue booklet.
Purpose: TO show the connection between personal images

and success,

B. The tape is a narrative with questions and answers at the
end. The media explains how behavior patterns (images)
are judged by others.

C. Strength --Its prisentation.is simple and clear.

Weakness - The dialogue of the student booklete do not
match the spoken 'words of the tape.

Tscommendatiot - Can be. used with all ace groups.

I D. Materials - 1 tape, 15 Student Dialoguc Jooklets and a
Teacher'S Guide.

E. Order - Relevant Prod., Inc., PO Box 68, Indian Rocks Beach,
'Florida 33535.
Note: See the "Overview of the Media Series", on Relevant
Products, Inc.

Lesson 2 - "aoshua In 'The Box" Cost.: *$155.00

A. It is a 5 minute, non-verbal, Color, animated video tape.
Purpose: To show the need for self-imposed limitations.

B. An animated figure struggles for freedom from limitations
and then creates his own limitations.

C. Recommendation - Use for older students due to abstract
treatment of the topic.

D. Material - Video tape.

E. Order - Stephen Bosustow Productions, 1649 - 11th Street,
Santa Monica, California 90404.

.
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UNIT 2 contd.

Lesson 4 - "Where did Leonard Harry Go?" Cost: *$95.00
A. It is a 7 minute narrated color video tape.Purpose: To show the importance of self- -fulfillment.

B. Bored with his "humdrum" life, Leonard becomes such amaster of disguises that one day the disguises take overand he disappears. There is no dialogue; there is anarrator.

C. Strength - Very enjoyable and informative.
Recomnendation - Appropriate for all age groups. Mustbe introduced.

D. Material - Video tape.

E. Order - Guidance Associates, Center for Humanities, 579 South Ave.,Beacon, NY 12508.

Lesson 5 - "Popeye Career Comic Books" Cost: *$62.00
A. It is a set of 75 full color, 32 pagecomic books (5 setsof 15 comics each).

Purpose: A resource for career clusters.

B. Preaentation of various jobs within the 15 career clusters,(matches career cluster of Dictionary of OccupationalTitles) with question for students to answer.

C. Strength - Good classroom resource

Weakness - Comics are limited, they cover the more familiarjobs in each of the 15 career clusters.

Recommendation - For 14 years of age and younger.

-D. Materials -.75 comics, A Student Involvement Chart, ACareer Awareness Bingo Game, display rack.

E. Order - Xing Features, Education Division, Dept. 131,235 East 45 Street,-New York, New York 10017.
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UNIT T-3 - JOB SEARCH

Lessons 2, 3, 5 - no. media

'LMSson 1 - "Sell Yourself" Cost: Price For Copying
and Postage.

A. It is a 22 minute color sound video tape.
Purpose: To identify and instruct the steps of the Job
Search Process.

B. Depicts the problems of a new job searcher and how these
are solved with the help of a job counselor.

C. Strength - The media is comprehensive and youth can easily
identify with the lead character.

Recommendation - Appropriate for all age groups.

D. Material.- Video tape.

E. Order - ,Neighborhood Center of UtiCa,
inc., 615 Mary Street, Utica, New York 13501.

Lesson 4 - "JAC" - Video Tape 3 - "Looking for a Job"

A. It is a 15 minute color video tape.
Purpose: To show the different resources which can be
used in the "Job Hunt".

B. Shows Larry using several resources as he begins a job
search.

C., D. & E. See the "Overview of the Media Series", ,'JAC".

Lesson 6 - "JAC" - Video Tape 4 - "Employment Agencies & Services"

A. It is a 15 minute color video tape.
Purpose: To outline the services of the State Employment
Office/Job Service.

B. Shows Larry discovering and using the services of the
Employment Office/Job Service.

C. D. & E. See the "Overview of the Media Series", "JAC".
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UNIT 4 - COMMUNICATION

Lesson 1, 4, 6 - no media

'Lefton 2 - "The Sender"
4 Cost: $230.00

A. It is a 12 minute color,sound video tape.
Purpose: To demonstrate how effective talkers/speakers
send clear messages by avoiding roadblocks and using
good communication techniques.

B. Defines and deS8nstrates the role of the sender in communi-
cating effectively and ineffectively. Entertaining song
and- dance, fast-paced..

C. Strength - Well performed by youth; easily understood and
comprehensive.

Weakness Some of the voices of the youth are not appro-
priate for their.iinging roles, fast-paced.

Recommendation - Appropriate for all youth.

D. Materials - Video tape.

E. Order - Coronet Films, 65 East,South Water Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60601.

Lesson 3 - "The Message" Cost: $260.00

A. It is a 12 minute color sound video tape.
Purpose: To demonstrate why clear messages are important.

B. Depicts the requirements of a clear message and how road-
blocks can create communication problems.

C. Strength - Well performed by youth; easily understood and
comprehensive.

Weakness - Some of the voices of the youth are not appro-
priate for their singing roles, fast-paced.

Recommendation - For all age groups.

D. Materials - Video tape.

E. Order - Coronet Films, 65 East South Water Street, Chicago,
Illinois 60601.
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UNIT 4 contd.

Lesson 3 - "Case of Insubordination" Cost: Price of Copying
and Postage.

A. It'is a 20 minute black and white video tape.
Purpose: To demonstrate what happens when the system of
communication breaks down.

B. Show the same work-related situation from 3 different
viewpoints and highlights commumixation roadblocks. A
narrator introduces the film and offers concluding
explanatory remarks.

C. Strength - Emphasizes all of the parts of the communication
process.

,Weakness - Narrator is boring - designed as training film
forarbitrators..

Recommendation - Appropriate for.all age groups.

D. Materials - None.

E. Order - For information contact, Ben Oliveri, Department
of Corrections, 1134 New Scotland Road, Albany, New York
12208.

Lesson 5- WOW I - Audio Tapes:
#11 - "Stick Up For Your RightsTM, 13 minutes
#6- - "The Magic Words That Get You Fired", 12 minutes
#2 - "Getting Help and Information", 16 minutes,

A. Purpose: To present problems related to work situating and
seek appropriate solutions.

B. The tapes depict an employee:

1. Tape 11 - aegotiating for his rights on the job.

2. Tape 6 - In the process of choosing the right words (to
keep his job) or the wrong words (to get fired) to talk
with his supervisor.

3. Tape 2 -- In a situation which requires a worker to get
information and assistance to complete a task.

C. D. & E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".
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UNIT 5 - APPLICATIONS

Lesions 1, 3 - no media

Lei-son 2 - "Sell Yourself" Cost: Price For Copying
and Postage.

A. It is a 22 minute color sound video tape.
Purpose: To show the right And wrong method of completing

applications.

B. Two sections of the video tape are used.

1. (073-092) highlights the problems experienced when
attempting to complete an application.

2. (152-179) depicts a correct and orderly approach to
completing applications with directions from a job
counselor.

C. D. & E. - See Unit 3, Lesson 1 of the "Media Unit/Lesson
Outline".

UNIT 6 - "THE INTERVIEW'S

Lessons 2, 3, 6 - no media

Lesson 1 - "Your Image"

Ndte: See Unit 2, Lesson 1 of "Media, Unit/Lesson Outline'.

Lesson 1 - "Personal GrOoming and Hygiene" Cost: $330.00*

A. It is a 11 minute color sound video tape.
Purpose: To demonstrate how good personal hygiene and
grooming enhance your chances of success on the job
and in your social life.

B. Five people are shown at work and at home. They are
successful in the world of work, partly due to their
personal preparation (good grodming and hygiene) for
their day on the job.

C. Strengths - Actors represent diverse group of people
(different sexes, races) shown in preparing to begin a
work day. Clear and comprehensive.

Recommendation - Use with all age groups.

D. Materials - Teacher's Guide..

E. Order - National Educational Media, Inc. 21601 Devonshire Str.,
Chatsworth, California, 91311
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UNIT 6 - contd.

.Lesson 4 - "JAC" - Video Tape #5 - "The Job Interview"

A. It is a 15 minute color video tape.
Purpose: To demonstrate the reasons why you should be
yourself in an interview.

B. Shows Larry practicing several different interview styles.
With the help of his wife, he decides to be himself and
sell his strengths and abilities in the interview.

C. D. fi E. - See "Overview of the_Media_Series14-"JAC".

Lesson 5 - "Sei,1 Yourself"

A, C-E - See Unit 3, Lesson 1 of the "Media Unit/Lesson
Overview".

B. Use sections of the video tape on the Interview Process.

1. (093-147) shows Bob presenting himself poorly during
an interview.

2. (190-215) shows Bob discussing
with a job counselor.

3. (215-240) shows Bob presenting
interview and getting the job.

5?
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UNIT 7 - "DECISION MAKING"

Lesson 1, 2 - no media

Lesson 3 _"The Divided Man: Connitment or Compromise" Cost: *.'1,130.00

A. It is a''5 minute, animated, non-narrated, color video
-tape.
Purpose: To stimulate discussion on indecisiveness.

B. A solitary figure encounters a problem which he handles
by vacillating.

C. Weakness - slow paced.

Recommendation - BeCause of its abstract approach, use
With didefittidiiita:.

D. Materials - Teacher's Mandal.

E. Order - Bosustow Productions, P.O. Box 2127, Santo Monica,
California 90406.

Lesson 3 - !'Decision Making" Cost: $16.95

A. It is a 5 minute audio tape with dialogue booklet.
Purpose: To review a 5 step decision making process.

B. The tape and booklet cover each step of this discussion
making process in detail.

C. Strength - It has a clear and detailed presentation.

Weakness - Dialogue booklet does not have the same dia-
logue as audio tape.

Recommendation - Appropriate for all age groups.

D. Materials - 1 audio tape, 1 Teacher's Manual, 15 student
dialogue booklets.

E. Order Relevant Prod. Inc., PO Box 68, Indian ,Rocks Reach,
Florida 33535.
Note: See the "Overview of the Media Series", on Relevant

Products, Inc.
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UNIT 7 contd.

Lesson 4 - "JAC" - Video Tape #6 - "Job Opportunities"

- A. It is a 15 minute color video tape.
Purpose: To offer a realistic situation which requires

examining the factor which goes into job selection.

B. Shows Larry and his wife in the process of making a
decision between which of two jobs Larry should accept.,

C. D. & E. - See the "Overview_of Media Series", ''..WOW I".

Lesson 4 - WOW I - Tape #12 - "Promotions"

A. It is a 12 minute audio tape.
Purpose:. To detail the rAquinements a company considers
when giving workers pr?motions.

B. Workers' discuision of the general requirement needed
for job promotions.

C. D. & E. - See -the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".

Lesson 5 - WOW I - Audio Discussion Tapes:
Al - Situation 1, "The Extra Work Assignment", 3 minutes
A2 - Situation 1, "Does the New Man Get the Coffee",

3 minutes
A2 - Situation 3, "The Card Game", 3 minutes

A. Purpose: To offer an opportunity tpractice decision
making skills in realistic world of work situations.

B. The tapes depict a work situation in which a new worker:

1. Discussion Tape Al, Situation 1 - must decide to complete
an extra assignment, work overtime and change personal
after work plans.

2'. Discussion Tape A2, Situation 1 - is confronted with the
problem of excess requests for coffee from an older worker.

3. Discussion Tape A2, Situation 3 - must make a decision to
stay or leave a card game which has exceeded the lunch
nour.

C. D. & E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW
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UNIT 8 - THE NEW WORKER
V

Lesson 5 - no media

Lelson 1 - WOW I - Tape #10 - "Company Rules and Customs"

A. It is an 11,minute audio tape.
Purpose: To explain two types of regulatory systems
used in the world of work.

B. Tnis tape discusses the differences between official
arlanofficial policies found_on-mostAbbs.

C., D. & E. - See the "OVerview of the Media Series", "WOW I".

Lesson 2 - WOW I - Tape #1 - "First Few Days"

A. It is an 18 minute audio tape.
Purpose: To explain the orientation process on a new job
and to offer some solutions about how to adjust to the
situation.

B. This tape discusses the orientation process and the gradual
introduction to,a new position.

C., D. & E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series!', "WOW I".

Lesson 3 - "Hazing" (Trouble at Work)

A. It is an 8 minute color filmstrip with an audio cassette.
Purpose: To explain the new worker's, initiation by older
experienced workers.

B. The filmstrip depicts a new worker (Nick) and the process
Nick must successfUlly complete to earn job responsibilities
and respect from co-workers.

C. Strength - The topic "hazing" is well defined within the
framework of a real on-the-job situation.

Recommendation - Use with all age groups.

D. &E. - See the note in the "Overview of the Media Series",
"Trouble at Work".
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UNIT 8 contd.

Lesson 3 - WOW I - Audio Tapes:
#3 - "My Man, My Creep", 16 minutes
#4 - "Too Much Talk", 14 minutes

A. Purpose: To present problems encountered injthe work
world and to offer some solutions to these problems.

B. Tne tapes depict problems i new worker will encounter
with co-workers:

1. Tape 3 - a new worker encounters two co-workers, one who
can be trusted (offers good advice)t and, the other who
cannot be,trusted (offers bad advice).

2. Tape 4 - a new _worker encounters_a-constant-talker who
if not restricted, will stop the new worker from completing
her tasks.

C., D. & E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".

Leson 4 - WOW I - Audio Tape #9 - "Money, Money, Money".

A. This is a 12 minute audio tape.
Purpose: To outline deductions which affect the'size of
your paycheck.

B. The tape discusses how to read a paycheck stub and changes
whic may occur as a result of deductions and overtime.

C., D. & E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".

(44'Lesson 6 - WOW III - Audio Tape #9 -"Union and Employee Assoc."

A. This is a 10 minute audio tape.
Purpose: To outline the reasons for and differences be-

tween unions and employee associations.

B. The tape is a conversation between an older worker explaining
the need for and the differences between a union and an
employee association to a new worker.

C., D. & E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".
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UNIT 8 contd.

Lesson 7 - "JAC" - Video Tape #7 - "Equal Employment Opportunity".

A. This is a 15 minute color video tape.
Purpose: To demonstrate:

1. how discrimination can affect promotions;
2. how employment laws (EEO) are used, combat discrimina-

tion in hiring.

B. The tape discusses two incidents which relate to equal
opportunity practices; one an informal correction of a
discriminatory promotion, the other the formal process
involved in hiring_practices-_

C., D. fi E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "JAC".

Lesson 8 - WOW III - Audio Tape #8 - "You are the Company! _

A. This is a 10 minute audio tape.
Purpose: To demonstrate the company's legal responsibili-
ties for and to their employees.

B. The tape discusses in what areas the company is legally
responsible for their employees and must be accountable
for the employee's mistakes. How the employee represents
the company,

C., D. E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW III".

UNIT 9 - HUMAN RELATIONS ON THE JOB

Lessons 5, 7 - no media

Lesson 1 - "JAC" - Video Tape #8 - "Job Discrimination"

A. This is a 15 minute video tape.
Purpose: To offer constructive information to help workers
react to job discrimination.

B. The tape presents several constructive ways to address on-
the-job discrimination.

C., D. fi E. - See the "Overview of the Media Sekies", "JAC".

Lesson 2 - "Lack of Ambition" (Trouble at Work)

Note: See the "Media Unit/Lesson Outline for Unit 1, Lesson 5.
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UNIT 9 contd. =

Lesson 3 - "JAC" - Video Tapes:
#1 - "Effective Job Behavior", 15 minutes
#2 - "Responsibilities on the Job", 15 minutes

A. Purpose: To demonstrate how attitudes, strengths and
abilities can help determine success or failure onthe job.

B.-T-heitapes.revolve around Joe's:

1. Tape 1 - Promotion and the reasons he received it.

27-Tape 2 - Assignment to lay-off a worker who contributesthe least to getting the job done.

C., D. & E. - See the "Ovezview`of the Media Series", "JAC'.

Lesson 3 - "Absenteeism" (Trouble at Work)

A. This is a 6 minute color filmstrip with an audio cassette.Purpose: To demonstrate how a worker's negative attitude
(absenteeism) affects the worker, her job; her co-workersand supervisor.

B. A meeting between a consistently absent worker (Kay) and
her supervisor (Michelle), highlights Kay's attitude and
now they affect Michelle and the other employees.

C. Strength - It is a realistic work situation which is con-temporary.

Recommendation - Can be used with all-age groups.

- See the note in the "Overview of the*Media Series",
"Trouble at Work".

E. Order - Guidance Associates, Communication Park, Box 300,
White Plains, New York 10602
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- UNIT 9 contd.

Lesson 3 - WOW It,..Audio Discussion Tape B2, Situation 3 -
"Too !Marty Days Absent".

A. This is.a.3 mintte problem situation.
Purpose: To demonstrate that absenteeism is a behavior
pattern'Which is viewed negatively by supbrvisors and
co-workers.

B. In a meeting called by her supervisor,, Regina (a consis-
tently absent worker) is patiently confronted with her
behavior pattern (absenteeism)'and how it affects the
supervisor and other employees. Many of Regina's other
work attitudes surface.

C., D. A; E.- She the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".

Lesson,4 - WOW I - Audio Tapes:
#9 - "Supervisors are Human Too", 10 minutes
#A1 -,Situation 3, "Do it Our Way", 5 minutes
#B1 - Situation 2, "The Wrong File", 5 minutes
11/32 - Situation 1, "That's Part of Your Job", 5 mins.

A. Purpose: The tapes were selected to identify the role of
a supervisor and 3 different problems which can arise
between "a supervisor and workers.

B. The tapes depict:

1.. .The role of the supervisor on the job.

2. Three human relations problems supervisors may encounter
with a worker:

a. "Do it Our Way - A worker ruins a job due to lack of
information, and is confronted by his supervisor.

b. "The Wrong File" - a worker fears dismissal after several
errors.

c. "That's Part of Your Job" - a worker discusses a job
which she does not wish to do, but is part of her job
description.

C., D. and E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".
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UNIT 9 contd.

Lesson 6 - WOW III - Audio Tape $4 - "Handling a Trouble
Situaticn with a Customer"

A. This is a 10 minute audio tape.
Purpose: To show how workers must use good human

relation skills to assist customers .in obtaining what
they want from the company, particularly upset or
tempermental customers.

10.

B. The tape discusses two methdds of handling an upset
customer; one effective, the other ineffective.

C., D. & E. - See the "Overview of .the Sedia Series", "WOW I".

Lessors 6 - "Failure to Communicate" (Trouble at Work)

A. This is a 5 minute color filmstrip with an audio cassette.
Purpose: To demonstrate the problemsof4ich arise when
workers do not effectively communichti.

B. Ir a meeting with an employee (Miriam), a supervisor (Jim)
discusses the consequence of not clarifying unclear
messages. (In this case, a dissatisfied customer who was
given erroneous information.)

C. Strength - Material is clear and well presented.

Recommendation - Use with all age groups.

D.&E. - See the note in the "Overview of the Media Series",
"Trouble at Work".
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UNIT 9 contd.

Lesson 8 - WOW I - Audio Discussion Tapes:
1. D, Situation B - "Asking for a Promotion", 5 mins.
2. D, Situation A - " Boss, I Found a New Job", 5 mins.
3, D, Situation C - "Do you Think I Should Quit", 5 mins.

A. Purpose: These tapes discuss different type of job changes
which occur in the world of work. The'tapes list key
points to consider and procedures for each.

B. The tapes depict a worker:

1. "Asking for a Promotion" equesting a promotion before
completion of the -require: Ls for the promotion.

2. "Boss, I Found a New Job" - giving a short notice to his
supervisor prior to resigning and the problems which
'result for the company.

3. "Do you Think I Should Quit" - considering with a friend
the reason fo., quitting a job.

C., D. and E. - See the "Overview of the Media Series", "WOW I".

UNIT 10 - LOOKING AHEAD

Lesson 1 - "My Job Campaign" Cost: Free

A. This is a pocket sized student summary handbook of this
course.
Purpose: To remind student of the information covered in
the Job Search units (Job Search, Interview, Application).
It also serves as a notebook to record information on
companies with which you have interviewed.

B. The handbook contains in summary fora all the information
covered in the job search, a blank, Personal Data Sheet
and spaces to record information about the companies who
have interviewed you.

C. Strength - Its size is convenient to carry. It's a com-
prehensive reminder of all the tips to remember when
seeking a job.

Recommendation - For all age groups.

D. Materials - Number of student handbooks by request (limited
quantity available) and a handbook for educators.

E. Order;- Open Doors, NYC Board of Education, 110 Livingston
Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201. Requests must be written on
letterhead.
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT 1 - "INTRODUCTION"

Unit Purpose

To have students:

- Become oriented to the curriculum (content and method-
ology)

- Understand and accept (buy in or endorse) their need for:

- job preparation

- career awareness

- Understand various work ethics and how they may affect
the students' behavior and attitude towards work.

Unit Lessons

Lesson 1 -

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Lesson 4

Project Introduction: To help students understand the
program goa s, course content and methodology.

- Why Take the Course: To help students understand their
need for the courses and the relationship between the
curriculum's content areas.

- Career Orientation (Part 1): To assist learners in
understanding the large number of available work options
and how these are grouped.

- Career Orientation (Part 2): To help students understand
the options of work conditions and environments. To
assist learners in understanding historical changes in
the world of work, to help them make future projections
on employment.

Lesson 5 - Work Ethics: To assist students in understanding world
of work ethics and the identification of their personal
codes.

1-0-1
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UNIT 1 - "INTRODUCTION1

Unit Notes

This unit is essential to the establishment of the tone of
this course (informal, participatory, and on-the-job appropriate
behavior). To assist the instructor in these goals:

1. The course begins with informal, enjoyable, but informative,
group exercises. These exercises .contain a sampling of the
teaching techniques used throughout the curriculum (discus-
sion, brainstorming, question and answer and reading).

2. The contract is used to set a world of work tone and behavior
pattern.

At the conclusion of this unit, from the observation of your
students' behavior, you will be able to better plan future class-
room activities, which will maximize the students' learning. For
example, if you find that your students quickly tire of brainstorm-
ing, you can prepare lists in advance and conduct discussions based
upon the lists. Reading problems may be adjusted by reading all
handouts aloud or limiting their use.

This introductory unit also allows the instructor the oppor-
tunity to assess from the students' responses how much information
they have about the world of work and careers. This can be help-
ful in the determination of which later units should be emphasized
to develop job ready youth.

1-0-2
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Unit 1

Lesson 1

Lesson Overview

Title: Project Introduction

Purpose: Orientation of students to curriculum (content and method-
ology)

Equipment: Film strip projector

Activities

A. Introductions

0

B. Programs Name

C. Group Exercise

D. Introduction of
Program Goals

E. Discussion of
curriculum content

F. Discussion of methods
by which material is
delivered

G. Defining Work World
Jargon

H. Discussion and sign-
ing of Student
Contracts

I. Questions and Answers

J. (Optional) film,
filmstrips

A. Optional exercise,
A problem to solve

Time

5 minutes

10 minutes

3 minutes

10 minutes

, 5 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

10 minutes

Resources/Materials

Handout - Program Goals -
page 1-1-2

1'

Handout - Student Contracts -
page 1-1-3

film, filmstrips, projector
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PROGRAM GOALS

1. To teach youth basic information about the world of work and
future work options available to them; and to give them the
information and skills needed to begin making job/career
choices.

2. To provide youth with the opportunity for self-explOration
(to identify their: needs, wants, values, strengths, inter-
ests, and abilities); and to help them use this information
in making career/job choices and in job seeking and job keep-
ing activities.

3. To provide youth with the knoweldge and skills necessary to
successfully find a job opening and get hired. Youth will
learn job search:

a. Information - the sales pitch, papers needed, and labor laws.
b. Resources - employment agencies, want ads, and other sources.
c. Skills - Making contracts, completing applications and par-

ticipating in interviews.

4. To provide yoti'th with knowledge and skills necessary to main-
tain successful employment:

a. An orientation to the workplace.
b. Communication skills.
c. Decision making skills.
d. Human relations skills on-the-job.
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Student Contract

You are enrolled as a trainee, which is an employee who is learn-
ing on the job. The following things are necessary for the best
learning to occur.

1. vAttend all classes and be on time.

2. Have a legitimate excuse for absences:

court appearances
medical emergency
camp craw

3. Particpate fully in all learning activities:

discussions
written work
role plays
listening to audio tapes
watching media

4. Behave appropriately as a worker in class:

follow directions
talk only when appropriate
no cursing
no fidgeting
no moving around the room without permission
take care of all equipment and materials
no smoking
no food
no drinking

5. Do all homework assignments.

6. Dress appropriately for class.

I understand the above requirements as outlined. I agree to follow
all of them as written.

I have read and understood the above.

Instructor Signature Traiiiee Signature

1:1-3 81.
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c.

Unit 1 - Introduction

Lesson 1 - Program Introduction

A. Introductions:

Note: In facitities where you know the youngsters, the introductions
may not be necessary, but using an icebreaker will help set
the tone of the course which is participatory and informal.
Exercise'A.2. is an example of an icebreaker, other examples
are listed in the introductory section,' "Teaching Tips".

1. State your name, write it on the blackboard or flip chart.
Then selected personal information; e.g.,

2. Then you may use this as an ice breaker. Astrological
Sign - Pisces, Leo, Aries, etc. Have students do the
same exercise. If you prefer you may use birth places
in place of AstrologitnOr,Signs. Using first name, first
initial, match it to an adjective which is descriptive of
you, and which has the same first letter, e.g.,

Albert = Able Albert; Susan = Swift Susan; Richard =
Rapid Richard.,,

Rave each student say his name, then adjective, then repeat
in order all of the people who presented him with their name
and adjective; e.g., I am Able Albert, she is Swift Susan,
he is Rapid' Richard, etc.

Note: If you select exercise (B) be sure youngsters understand
an adjective. Also limit this exercises to first names
or last names, but not both.

B. -State: "We are here to work on a 'Job Readiness Program'
(or Preparation for Employment Program)." Write this title
on the b1ackboard or flip chart.

C. Group Exercises.

1. State that you need to get to know the group members and
what they wish to get from the course. Have each learner
share the following information with the group.

a. His/her name.
b. What Preparation for Employment means to them.
c. What she/he expects to get out o the program.
d. What do they think they need to learn to succeed in the

World of Work?
e. What do they know about the World of Work? What experience

have they had?

Note: Tie this together by stating, "Now I know more about you,
what you expect to get out of the course and a little about
what you know about the World of Work."
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Another group exercise, have youngsters call out associations
to work related terms. This will help you understand how
familiar they are with the working world language. Examples
of words used in this lesson which can be used are:

career job trainer/trainee
program job title employer/employee
goals. job description .

Not Exercises should be fast paced. It might aid the
tempo by. having the words ',kitten on the board before
students begin. Record all answers, don't discuss.
Explain to youngster; these are words we will be
using today and as they come up they will be discussed.

D. Introduce program goals as follows:

1. Develop a definition of the words "program" and "goals"
from list recorded in Exercise C. If this exercise was pot
used, brainetorm with youngsters the definition of program
and goals..,

2. Cover each of the four program goals page 1-1-2 making sure
each youngster has an understanding of them.

3. Answer all questions after each goal is presented.,

4. Ask youth if these goals make sense to them. Have them
"btlY in", if possible, to their need for them. (Refer back
to Exercise C.)

E. Elicit from youngsters ideas about program content (What in-
formatiOn they should knowor learn, or skills they should
practice, to be able to get up and keep a job). Keep this
list; it will be used in tomorrow's lestion. The list should
contain:

1. communication skills,

2. Decision making skills (ability to make a choice).

3. Job Search (Interview, Application process, places to go to
find jobs1 skills and inrormation.

o*.

Orientation to the workplace (oz the job information - bene-
fits, paychecks, unions).

Se Human relations on the job (;romotions,tgetting along with
boss and co- workers?:

6. Self-expIoration (4eedul wants, values)

Fill in miszing item, Lis' tss each items importance ar value.
Again, try to haVe youth buy in, They will probably focus on
*3.
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F. Discuss different ways the information in the curriculum will
be delivered:

1. Lecture - talking to them.

2. Filmstrips/cassettes.

3. Video tapes - watching tapes on T.V.

4. Audio tapes - listening to tape recorder.

5. Questions and Answers.

6. Paper and pencil
worksheets.

7. Group discussions
discuss.

exercises - inventories, review question,

- topic will be presented that they will

8. kale plays - small plays, where they become actors and act-
resses.

9. Reading.

1[7: Homework - (if you plan to give it).,

State: "What you get out of the program will depend upon
what you put into it. You'll probably and that some of it
will be fun and some of it will be hard work."

G. Refer back to the list of work-related terms (Exercise C).
If this exercise was not used, brainstorm definitions for
the lollowing: Job, Job Title, Employer, Trainer, Trainee,
Job Description and Careers.

1. Compare youngsters role in this class to employees or trainees
on a job where the payment is not money but knowledge.

2. Job vs. Career - point out the differences between jobs,
(work for money) and career (working for money, and planning
to grow from the bottom to the top of a professional ladder).

3. Discuss with the students:

a. Their job title - "Preparation for Employment Trainees."

b. Their job description - they will learn information present-
ed by instructor and each other.

1) Listening to audio tapes.
2) Watching visual media.
3) Discussing topics.
4) Answering questions.
5) Role playing situations.
6) Reading material.
7) Writing letters, filling out applications, etc.
8) Completing homework assignments.
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H. If you are going to use a contract, elicit from the students
their definitions of contracts and what it means to sign a
contract. A recommended youth contract is on page 1-1-3.
The use of the contract and its signing may assist you in
creating an authentic world of work climate, and help with
classroom control.

Note: The student contract can be adjusted to fit your unique
situation. The signed copies should be kept on file until
the completion of the course. The six areas of the con-
tract were chosen because they are realistic requirements
in the world of work.

I. Questions and Answers.

Note: We recommend that some type of notebook or folder be supplied
for keeping handouts. The notebooks should be kept in the
classroom until the completion of the program. Thereafter
they can become the property of the students.

J. (Optional) films, filmstrips about the. world of work.

K. Optional Exercise. If you wish_to emphasize the fact that..this
is a thinking or reasoning course use the following exercise.

1. Tell the students that you have a problem for them to solve.
Ask:

a. You are shipwrecked on an island.
b. You are alone.
c. Yovir only supply is a full can of cocoa-cola (soda).

You -- don't know, when-you-will-be. saved.-
e. Think of how yOu will use the can to stay alive.
f. Think of what you need to stay alive.
g. Think of how you will be able to get it."

2. "Here is a beginning of one of many possible solutioni:

a. Get another container (coconut shell) empty the coke into
the shell so the can can be used for something else.

b. Break up the can and make hooks or arrow heads so that you
can fish or hunt.

c. Make a mirror from one part of the can to signal for help
if anything (boat or airplane) passes." Continue until a
complete survival picture is created. Then say: "This
course is about working world survival and the parts of the
can are like the parts of this course. Npgether we will
take the course apart and you will discover how to use the
parts to survive and grOw."

1-1-7,
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit 1

Lesson _2

Lesson Overview

The Reason for the Course.

To increase learners' understanding of the need for them
to take this course.

Equipment: Video tape player aad monitor.

A.

Activities

Discussion of the
Curriculumvs Units,
and their order

B. Viewing of "Sell
Yourself" (first
three minutes)

C. Presentation of
Students' Units and
order

Note-This is not a
complete lesson.
It is to be used
if needed as part
of lesson 1 or
lesson 2 of this
unit.

Time

10 mintues

10 minutes

10 minutes

1-21

Resources/Materials

Yesterday's Unit' Chart

Video tape - "Sell Yourself"
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Unit 1 - Introduction

Lesson 2 - The Reason for the course.

Note: If the youngsters are excited about the class and you feel
they, understand the unit connections this lesson need not
be taught.

Unit topics and their order. Begin with:

1. "Yesterday we made a list of the topics covered by the
program." Produce the list for those who have forgotten
and for reference.

2. Review each topic, and elicit from youth the material covered
by each topic, e.g., jobs search - interview process, appli-
cation process, places to go for a job, good grooming, etc.

3. When all the topics havlk been thoroughly outlined, discuss
how the pieces fit together like a puzzle to make a picture
of the job ready youth.

The ,44-- -sion should folloiA along these lines: "If you
think about a puzzle each piece connects and affects more
than one neighboring piece.

c?

(Unit 1) The Introduction serves to orient you to the
content, method of delivery and goals of the course. So
it touches or talks about a little of everything.

(Unit 2) This unit begins your tavels toward the-goal
of the job ready person. You deal with yourself: you think
about that you want out of life, and what resources you
have (your abilities and strengths) to get what you want: Y

We deal with a variety of jobs; hopefully you will select
a career to work towards. This unit is the piece of the
puzzle which is the basis for the other units, understand-
ing what you want and who you are is important in select-
ing a satisfythg job.

Continue in the order you have established for the course,
making sure all parts fit "snugly together and all units .

which will be, used in this course are mentioned.

Note: If students are unclear about the difference between job,
work and career you might want to have these words defined.

B. "Sell Yourself" - video tape.

1. Prepare the students for the first part of the videotape,
"Sell Yourself ". State: "Many employers have negative
opinions of youth and young workers. Young applicants
often have an extra barrier to overcome. Let's listen
to some employers and their opinions." (Play the tape.)

2. Before a discussion of right or wrong begins, be suppoitive
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2. of the youth be restating: "These are only op:;.1,i;laz and
these opinions are not necessarily true for you. Also,
not all employers have these opinions."

3. After discussion, elicit froh students how the units of
the curriculum will address some of the concerns of the
employers.

C. Distribute blank paper and pencils to students. Have the
youth decide and record:

1. Which units they think they need to learn or review, and
which units they don't need.

2. Save them put the units they need in the teaching order
they pre.Eer.

3. Ask each youth to quickly share their list and an explana-
tion of the order.

Note: This discussion is to help assure that students understand
why the topics were chosen and how they it together. It
is not an opportunity for students to redesign the course.

6
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Title:

Lesson Overview

Career Orientation - Part I

Unit 1

Lesson 3

Purpose: Increase learners' awareness of the World of Work and howit functions.

Equipment: Filmstrip projector.

O

Activities

A. Discuss the need for
working

B. Introduction to work
available

C. Use of the Dictionary
of Occupational
Titles

D. Explanation of Clus-
ter System

E. Examination of one
cluster area

F. Related job exercise

G. Related job exercise
match to the cluster
system

H. Questions and Answers

I. Optional Exercise -
T.V. Job Search

J. (Optional) film,
filmstrips

Time

5 minutes

2 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

3 minutes

15 minutes

10 minutes

° 2 minutes

15 minutes

15 minutes

Resources/Materials

Resource - "Dictionary of
Occupational Titles"

Handout - "T.V. Job Search"
page 1-3-6

film, filmstrip projector



Unit 1 - I troduction.,

Lesson 3 areer Orientation - Part I

A. Ask lea ers the folloWing questions recording their answerson the lackboard. 1

1. "How m ch money do you t ink the average American spendsin a ifetime?"

answer "Over If million dollars ($500,000+) and this
figure does not reflect the current very high
inflation rate\ ."

2. "How much time do you thi k the average American spendsat work?"

answer: Approximately'iorty'years, that's over 85,000
ours."

B. Introduce the ties that: "Work is the most reliable (depend-able and regul method of getting the money you need even
though other wAys sometimes pay more. Since work is reliableand we need money to live, one of the major goals of the programis to prepare y.Tu to get and keep a job."

1. "Let's list the types ofjobs you know." Write the list on
the blackboard. '

2. Ydu may want to select one or two of the jobs and explore
with the learners their understanding of these jobs. Ask
the following questions:

0

a. "Is it performed outdoors or inside?
b. Is it done sitting or standing?
c. Are you on the move?
d. Is the work place noisy or quiet?
e. What are some of the things you do on the job?f. What are some of the working conditions?

1) Furs?
2) Dangerous or safe?

g. What is the salary?
h. What are some. of the opportunities you can expect?

1) A lot of openings, or just a few?
2) Chances of promotion?"

C. State that information like this is listed in a book called
the Dictionary of Occupational Titles which is put togetherby the federal government. This dictionary has 24,000 job
titles and descriptions. A Dictionary of Occupational Titles
may be used as a resource to increase learners interest in
jobs and/or careers.

Note: For additional information see Targeted Choice (Unit 2,
Lesson 5).
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D. Continue wttE-this lesson: "Are some jobs related to other
jobs; do people in different jobs perform similar duties?"
Have them list a few. State: "Related jobs are grouped
together in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles. These group,-ings are called clusters. ° List a few of the following clustersand hav'e the learners list more if possible. (Help them under-
stand the terms.)

1. Communication and Media.

2, Health and Medical.

3, Marine Science.

4. Agri-:Business and Natural Resources.

S. Hospitality ancrRecreation.

6. Transportation.

7. Public Service (this is not
E below)

Personal Services.

Fine Arts and Humanities.

Business and Office.

Manufacturing.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

413.

14.

15.

limited to public sector, see

Consumer and Homemaking Education.

Environment.

Construction.

Marketing and Distribution.

E. Tell the students there are 15 clusters,
not listed, list the remainder. Quickly
of different careers in a chosen cluster,
students understand the definition of the
an example of jobs in the Public Service

Public Service
(Jobs which serve

Physicians
Dentists
Nurses'
Dietitians
Hospital Administrators
Urban Planners
Elected Official;

Cluster
the public)

if,all fifteen are
brainstorm the number
make sure that the
cluster. Below is
Cluster.

Child Care Workers
Teachers
Social Workers
Food Service Workers
Surveyors
Computer Operators
Payroll Clerks



Employment Interviewers
Truck Drivers
Mail Carriers
Welders
Weather Forecasters
Accountants

Stenographers
Electricians
Automobile Body Repairers
Chemical Lab Technicians
Animal Trainers
Investigators (of all sorts)

F. To help the learners understand how jobs affect the complete
workings of society have them brainstorm a list of all the
jobs it would take to make a pencil. It would be helpful to
have a pencil available forthe learners to view during this
exercise. List their answers on the blackboard. The list
should include:

1. Wood-related jobs:

a. Lumber jacks
b. Loggers
c. factory workers

1) cutters
a) saw manufacturer
b) distributers

2) sanders
a) paper maker
b) sand paper maker

3) painters
a) paint maker
b) paint mixers
c) paint sales people
d) paint distributers

4) printers

2. Metal Related Jobs:

a. Miners
b. Melters
c. Smelters
d. Molders

3. Rubber Related Jobs:

a. Growers
1) pickers
2) packers

b. sales people
c.. Processors
d. Dyers

1) dye makers
2) dye producers

e. Molders

4. Dont" stop here! The list could continue until every inch
of your wall space is covered.
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G. Have the learners then relate the list of jobs to the 15
clusters. Tell them they will spend more time with the
clusters in the coming weeks.

5

H. Questions and Answers.

I. Optional Exercise.

T.V. Job Search. If the students were unable to complete the
related job exercises (F), the T.V. Job Search can be used to
give a cross section of jobs that can be matched back to clus-
tErs (P 1-3-6).

J. (Optional) If filmstrips are used, have them relate to jobs
and the cluster system.

r-3
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TV JOB SEARCH

Name

To complete this questionnaire you should choose a character act-
ing in some profession that interests you (e.g. - The program
"Nurse" - Nurse; "chips" - Police Officers; "Lou Grant" - news-
paper biter, photography, editor; "Hill Street Blues" - Police
Officers; "Alice "-waitress, etc.)

1. Name of the character

2. Job Title (the name of the profession or career or work that
this actor does on the show)

3. Name of the show

4. Job Description (list the types of work done by the character)

5. What type of equipment is necessary for this job? A

jft rt.

A
6. What type of education or training is needed for this job?

7. What was the results of the job at the and of the program

8. Would you like doing this job?

9. How much does it pay?

1-3-6
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Title:

Purpose:

Lesson Overview

Career Orientation - Part II

Increase learners' awareness
it functions.

4,

Equipment: Filmstrip projector.

Unit A/ 1

Lesson 4

of the World of Work and how

%Activities

A. Working in the future

B. Discussion of work
environment, condi-a,
tions and preparatio
needed.

C. Completion of Job
Choice Survey

D. Changes in the World
of Work

-Time

5 minutes

3 minutes

15 minutes

5 minutes

E. Questions and Answer 2 minutes

F. (Optional) film, 15 minutes
filmstrips on career

Note: This lesson is
likely to run
short if you don'
use the filmstrip

1 -4

Resources/Materials

tl

Ifandout - "Job Choice Survey"
page 1-4-2

Filmstrip projector

95



Name

Job Choice Survey

1. I prefer to work E:3 inside CD outside EJ both

2. I prefer to work E:Istanding Q sitting [Don the move

3. I prefer to work in a place that is E:1 noisy J quiet

4. I prefer my hours to be [ :118am to 4pm CZ] 9am to 5pm Ellother

5. I prefer to work in a job that is E:Idangergus 1:::1 safe

6. The things I want to do on a job are:

7. The salary I prefer to get for this type of work is:

. 8. The amount of education I wish to get is:

Eljno special training =1 a high school diploma or equivalency
(GED)

Lion-the-job training ri college

Elvocatiorihl training

Job title or the name of a. job which I would like to get is

My job description or job duties on this job would be (list as many as
you can):

After you'have completed your job description match back to the first ,

8 questions

Do they match yes ED no

1-4-2
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Unit 1 - Introduction

Lesson 4 - Career Orientation - Part.=

A. Ask learners if they've thought about W.-:2t kind of work they'd
. like to do in.the future and encourage them to share this in-formation with you.

Note: You might consider sharing some thoughts about your own
future.

B. Have them think back to yesterday's lesson on job titles anddescriptions; career clusters and jobs. Tell them they arenow going to fill out a 'survey which will help them discoversomethings about their work needs.

C. Introduce the "Job Choice Surlily", page 1-4-2, with: "Think
about choosing what jobs.you would like. to have. The itemsin this survey are some of the things ybu should consider."Before you hand out the surveys, have the learners decidewhether the surveys will be filled out for a job they couldget today as unskilled or semi-skilled laborers, or for a
job later in life which requires training (a career). It's
importantmto have the survey filled out using one of the
aboVe choices, not both.

1. Hand out Job Choice Survey and instruct students to fill out
as honestly as possible.

2. When they have completed the survey, review th:, questions
making sure that each student understands them and has answer-ed them completely.

3. If resource materials on jobs, job titles, job descriptions,
salaries and/or work conditions are available, you may wish
to use them in this exercise.

'4. Collect Job Choice Surveys and review them. Check to see
if the information is realistic and the job choice is reach-able. Keep the survey, it will be reused in Unit 10, Lesson
1.

Note: You may wish to plea an individual vocational program of
training for eiCh student whenever possible.

D. Continue: "We have just completed a Job Choice Survey. The
World of Work has changed a great deal through the years. Do
you think that the World of Work might change so that your job
choice will no longer exist? Certain jobs do change, e.g.,
fireman on trains no longer shovel coal, and ice men no long-
er deliver ice to homes. But certain other jobs have remained
constant or almost the same."

1. Ask learners to think of some jobs that "span the ages",
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such as these: tax collectors and certain other "govern-
ment workers", skilled craftsmen such as tailors, masons,
silversmiths, etc. "soldiering", personal service workers
such as hair dressers, cooks, child care workers, etc.,
agricultural workers and so on. If you wish, you may write
these on the flip chart..

2. Ask learners to think of some jobs which are totally new and
resulted from changes in technology or society such as: com-
puter related jobs (programmers, technicians, etc.), airplane
pilots, factory workers, new medical specialists, communica-
tion (TV and radio) workers and so on. If you wish, you may
write these on the flip chart.

3. Add the following information to the discussion: "Another
change which has occurred is the sex of the person doing a
particular job."

a. Women:

1) Ask students what jobs women performed in the early 1900's
The list should include any jobs related to home and
family care.

2) Ask students what jobs women perform today.

3) ConClude: Along with technology and monetary demands
women now engage in jobs which are not home and family
related." You may wish to list forme (construction work-
ers, doctors, lawyers).

b. Men:

1) Ask students what jobs men performed in the early 1900's
and how they differ from present day jobs.

2) Conclude: "Some men have changed roles with women and
have become house parents. Consequently some women have
gone to work to support-the household. Still other men
have entered fields previously limited to females as nurses
and secretaries. The work world has changed!'"

4. "Today, work is so varied in technologically advanced societ-
ies like the U.S. that it is hard to say exactly what kind
of work is most common. Most people can, within the limits
of their edmiation and abilities, &lose among many kinds
of jobs airy different places to work. Some young people
don't underlie-end what kind of work their parents do, and
most don'eenCup doing the same job their parents did."

5. "Because of these changes in the world of work, the average
person ends up seeing very little of it, and knowing supris-
ingly little about it."

4. "This is too bad, because now, more than ever before, people
have the freedom to ask 'what do I want to do?' or 'what
kind of job will best meet my needs?'
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a. They can usually go on to choose a job that fits with
their goals. In days past, most people didn't have
the choice."

b. "Because of these changes in the Wbrld of Work, this course
has a section. for Career Awareness which ,is a time set
aside for exploring the range of presently available
work options. This will help you make a good choice so
that for the 2/3 of your life that you spend working, you
will be well matched to your job. You will do something
you want to do and so find enjoyment at work."

E. Questions and Answers.

F. (Optional) If possible use some films here which would
highlight:

1. Career you feel your students are interested in exploring.

2. 'A history of some of the move popular careers.

1 -4 -5
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Lesson Overview

put

Lesson , s

Title: Work Ethics

Purpose: To enhance students' understanding of why people work.

Equipment: Filmstrip projector/cudio tape player.

A.

Activities

Introduction to why
people work (necess-
ity)

B. Complete Question-
naire - What i want
out of a Job

C. Discuss some of the
benefits of legal
employment

D. Discuss how cul-
tures influence work
"The Ideal person"

E. Discussion of Work
and lifestyle

F. Discussion of Stereo-
typing

F. Summary
F. Summary

G. Optional Exercise
Lack of Ambition

Time

5 minutes

5 -10 minutes

1 minute

20 minutes

8 minutes

5 minutes

1 minute

5 minute

1-5-1

Resources/Materials

Handout "What I,want out of a
Job" - page 1-5-2

Sound filmstrip - "The Ideal
Person" (Me and Others Series)

Sound filmstrip - "Lack of
Ambition" (Guidance Associates,
filmstrip 4)
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Name

What I Want Out Of A Job

This is to give you some understanding of why you want to work

I go to wcrkiiir/to get

44.. / .

money

self-respect
,

.

to feel important (prestige)

experience

responsibility (to take care of myself,.
do things for myself)

. ,.

fun (enjoyment. I like it)

intellectual challenge'(to make myself
think hard)

ower control

h sical activit. I like to work hard

society (you are supposed to work) .

myself

excitement

helping others

to make friends (to _belong)

to -et awe. hod home

others tell me to (my parents say sol)

The reward of belonging to a legal,
adult world

1-5-2
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Unit 1 - Introduction

Lesson 5 - Work Ethics

A. Introduce lesson by asking learners: "Why do people work?"

1. Ask each learner to respond to the question and write key
phrases of their answers on the flip chart. Look for res-
ponses such as these:

money
self-respect
responsibility
help others
satisfaction/feels

feeling of importance (prestige)
experience
keep busy - stay out of trouble
be independent

good

2. After learners go through the most obvious money- oriented
answers, ask the following questions in order to stimulate
additional thought:

a. "If you had all the,money you needed, but still wanted to
work, what would you look to get out of working?" Some
possible responses:

Power
Physical Activity
Self-confidence

Intellectual Challenge
Excitement
Duty to society - "spozed to"

Note: If students are unable to see themselves in such a role
as having all the money they need, try this qUestion:

b. "There are people. who have more money then they could
possibly ever spend but they still go to work. Why'do
you think they go to work?"

B. Explain to students that people work for various reasons and
for more reasons than money. State: "To help you understand
your reasons for working, I have a form for you to fill out."
(What I want out of a Job page 1-5-2.)

1. Distribute "What I want out of a Job."

2. Before studants,begin rs1.4aw the directions and each question
making sure they urderstand the questions and the scale.

3. As students work on i:he questionnaire, establish 3 areas in

the room for "mostly", ^paLtly" and ".never." -Upon completion
of the questionnaire, inform students of the areas and as
you. read each question have them go to the area which corres-
ponds to their answer.

Note: This movement is primarily to establish the feeling that
everybody is differeht but in some of our needs we are
not alone. Allow enough time for movement to the areas
before beginning the next question. This exercise will

11111111.1*
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also serve to change the pace ajtd relax students by
allowing them physical motion. (If this is not practical,
you can have them stand or raise their hands to show their

answers.)

C. This is a good time to cover the. benefits of legal employment.
This ii to help the students begin to understand that legal
employment can meet their needs and wants. Some areas to

discuss are:

1. Paychecks - steady end dependable.

2. Retirement - available after a set number of years.

3. Don!t have to "watch your back" or worry about:

a. Who is trying ,to take over your job-(of possibly killing
, you).

b. Getting arrested and serving time.

Note: Limit discussion as much as possible, since the subject

will be dealt with in decision-making.

D. Mention: "Every group of people since time began has worked..

Why people have worked and what was considered important has

changed (remindthem of yesterday's lesson about changing. times

and jobs). Let's look at four different cultures or groups

of people and see what they worked at and why. Introduce the

filmstrip by telling the students of the cultures.

1. The cultures include:

a. The Ancient or old Greek culture - The ideal person would

be a worker who performed a job which required physical
and mental skills and an example would be a soldier.

b. The Peoples' Republic of China - The ideal person would

be community oriented, everything for the people, every-

body is equal.

c. Indian Culture - India - The ideal person would be engaged

in the same profession as their parents.

d. The American Culture - The ideal person would be all they

are capable of becoming or willing to work at becoming..

2. Show the filmstrip.

3. Discuss- how the philosophy of a society greatly determines

that society's ideal worker.

1-5-4
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Note: Check Media.Overview for further information. There are
question' after the presentation of each culture. You
may want to review them far classroom discussion prior
to the classroom showing. You may also want to show,and
discuss only the first three cultures, and discuss the
American. Culture.

E. Begin, we have just watched several cultures. The way people
live in these cultures (their homes, food, friends, activities
after work, etc.) is called a lifestyle. In America a life-
style is determined by .how much money you earn or have. In
the case of America is it then possible to identify a life-.

style from the type of work-a person does? Discuss responses
briefly.

Ask learners: "If I told you a person was a long-haul truck
driver, what could-you tell me about that person?"

Ask each learner one Of the questions that follow and write
the answer on the flip chart. Continue to go around the room
calling on each learner until all questions are answered.

1. Sex?

2. Age?

3. Kine of, neighborhood she/he lives in (where does she/he live?).

4. Kind of music she/he likes.

5. Overweight? Underweight? Till? Short?

6. Phisicilly weak or physically strong?

7. Wh.ere does she/he act and what's his/her favorite food?
Favorite drink?

S. How much money does she/he make?

9. Does she/he like sports? Which ones?

10. Does she/he read much? What does she/he read?

11, .iiyorite free time activity?

12. Where dogs she/he work? N
13. What is his/her educational backgbund?

14. What are his/her political views and what political party
doos.she/he belong to?

15. Of what orgaiization(s) is she/he likely to be..a member?

16. Who are his/her friends?

1 -5-5
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Note: Any job or profession can be subsituted for'truck driver.

F. As discussion dies down, introduce the idea that a person's
work has a big influence on his/her entire life. The way
people earn a living is a large part of their identity;
how others see you, and what they expect from you.

"But your job is only one large part of your identity."

The way you dress, the way you talk, your sex, your age are
all parts of your identity. Let's talk about 'your age.
"What do people think of teenagers?" Allow the students to
give a few answers, then ask, Are all these things true of
all of you?"' Continue, if people believe that these things
are true for.all teenagers no matter where they live or what
sex they are, this is called Stereotyping.

1. Brainstorm stereotype.

2. Ask students what problems arise from stereotyping. Possible
answers are:.

a. People expect certain behaviors from certain people who
perform certain jobs, who are certain ages or who are
certain sexes. \

h. Stereotypes die herd and changes occur slowly. In the
process people are denied jobs or receive unfair pressure,
e.g., women entering the labor force as truck drivers or
men entering.as nurses.

G. State: "We've looked briefly at why people work (to meet
their perceived needs) and what some people do at their jobs.
In an important way, who you are depends on how you make your
living. Taking a job means entering a way of life. This is
because.your job, will occupy a great deal of your time and

become a central part of your life. A job defines you aid
your lifestyle.. To a greater or lesser degree this is one
of the main effects making a living will have on you and those
around you. Therefore your happiness in your job is important.

Tomorrow we will min your self exploration and some career
awareness work.

H. Optional exercise - "Lack of Ambition" - This is also used
in Unit 9, Lesson 2.

1

1. This is a 5 minute filmstrip which deals with the individual
responsibility of workers to develop their careers. The
filmstrip highlights their decisions as it deals with the

fears of change. The change includes: a different lifestyle,
a new work environment, and increased work responsibilities
and .deutands.

1-5-6
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2. The discussion after the film should include:

a. "What reasons for working are heard by viewing Pete and Joe.

b. Who dd the students feel wirl be promoted or make more
money, in the world of work.

c. How is Joe preparing for a career?
.0

d. Why does Joe work? What does he want out of a job?

e. Why does Pete work? What does he want out of a job?"

1-5-7
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.OVERVIEW OF UNIT 2 - "TARGETED CHOICE"

Unit Purpose

To .have students:

- Know that careers exist and the range of career options.
available.

- Decide that they want one.

- Begin selecting:

a. Their preferences, abilities, strongths, needs,
wants and values.

b. ,Careers which match up totheirpersonal traits.

Uait Lessons

Lesson 1 - Personal Traits (Part 1) - To assist students in identify-
ing their strengths and values. To help students use
these personal traits to make good career choices.

Lesson 2 - Personal Traits (Part 2) - To assist students in unCer-
standing theirseit-concept and the identification of
their personal interests. The students will spend time
relating these personal traits to choosing a job.

Lesson 3 - Personal Traits (Part 3) - To help the students under-
stand the relationship between job tasks, jobs, and the
students' abilities and interests in the performance of
these tasks.

Lesson 4 - Personal Traits (Part 4) - To help the students clarify
their needs and wants. To assist students in understand-t
ing the amount of money necessary for independent living.

Lesson 5 - Sources of Occupational Information.- To help students
understand the type and forms of career information
available. To help the students use thl information
to identify a job or career area.

2-0-1
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UNIT 2 - "TARGETED CHOICE"

Unit Notes

0

This unit precedes the Job SearCh, Application. and Interview
Processes to assist students in the understanding of what personal
traits they can maecet and should consider in seeking a job to
maximize their satisfaction and success in the world of work.
The self-awareness information (strengths, abilities, interest,
wants, needs and values) is covered in-depth in this unit and
applied in:

1. Career Awareness - To help students select jobs or careers
in which they are interested and best
able to perform.

2. The Job Searck7 To help students complete their Personal
Fact Sheets and/or resumes. (These are
later used to help Students complete
application forms.)

3. The Interview Process - To help students develop a.sales
pitch to "sell" themselves to
employers to gain employment,

Since values, needs and wants are some of the underlying
factors upon which decisions are made, these sections of this
unit can be folded into or reviewed in the Decision Making Unit
(Unfit 7). Many of the situations presented in Human Relations
on the Job, Unit 9, require decisions for resolution; again,
values, needs and wants may be reintroduced.

The Career Aware ness Section is small but includes informs-
.

tion on many of the resources presently available for research
on jobs and careers. The time allotted for this Section should
be determined by the needs of your students and the time frame
of the course.

Younger students and slower youth may find greater
accomplishment with the abstract topics (especially values)
if they are continuously related to concrete topics as the
Job Search Process. Some of the material covered im this.unit
also can be reduced as needed.

2-0-2
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Lesson Overview

Title: Personal traits Part 1 (Strengths and Value3)

unit

Lesson 1

tz

To assist learner in identifying personal traits (strengths
and values) to help them make a better career choice.

Equipment: Audio tape player.

Activities

A. Discussion of
-strengths and ad-
jectives for
stFength

4ik Do Strengths chart
exercise, "My Win-
ning Stresgths"

C. Questions and
Answets

D. Introduction to
values

E. Exercise "Agree or
Disagree"

F. Listening to a tape
on self-concept

G. Questions and
Answers

H.' Optional exercise
"Your Image",

Time

5 minutes

20 minutes

.2 minutes

3 minutes

3 minutes

10 minutes

2 minutes

10 minutes

2-1-1

Resources/Materials

Cha t "My Winning Strengths"
page 2-1-2, self-stick labels,
penc s

Handout "Do You Agree or Dis-
agree that" page 2-1-3

Booklets and tape "Building
a Good Self-concept"

C

lboklet and tape "Your Image"
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Do You Agree or Disagree That

1. How much a person makes tells how successful that person is.

2. Work makes you an adult.

3. To get ahead on a job it's not what you know, it's who you know.

4. You owe it to society to work.

5. Men should always be hired and promoted first, then women.

6. You shouldn't do any job unless you get paid.

.7. A married woman should not work full-time.

8. Work is separate from your lifestyle and has nothing to do
with it.

9. If you get fired, it's your fault.

10. How you feel about yourself (self-concept) has nothing to do
with how well you do a job.

11. The only.way you know if you did a good job is by your boss
saying so.

12. Woman should not be paid as much as men, even though they are
doing, the same job.

2-1-3 112
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Unit 2 - Targeted Choice

Lesson 1 - Personal Traits - Part 1 (Strengths and Values)

A. Begin the lesson with: "The last few days we have discussed
jobs, job titles, job descriptions, employers and employees.
In short, some of the parts of the world of work. Bow does
one match oneself to a job in this world? One thing to match
to a job is your lifestyle. Other things to match to a job
are your strengths, interests and abilities. Let's begin
with your strengths. Knowing your strengths will make it
possible to use them to your best advantage in selecting a job,
getting it and growing with it. or receiving promotions."

1. Have learners define strengths. In their definition you are
looking for qualities or high points of a person's personality.

2. Elicit from the students answers to "what good qualities
would you find in a friend?" The list should include some
of the following:

dependability .

responsibility
.independence
open - mindedness
helpfulness

cooperativeness
energetic
consistency (steady)
good listener
thinker

Note: You may have students brainstorm the list of strength words
.in their jargon (slang).

3. Continus:"Would an employer look for these same qualities or
strengths in his workers.or employees? Are there other
strengths the employer would look for?"

4. Emphasize that mist of the same qualities or strengths
students want to find in their friends Are the same qual-
ities or strengths an employer wants in his workers.

..

Note; These lists should be quite extensive. The longer the lists,
the more productive the exercise. Synonyms should be accept-
ed is this exercise.

B. "My Winning Strengths Chart" and Career Values. Introduce,
the chart (page 2-1-2) and career values list, as follows:
"I am going to give you a chart on which you will develop
a list of your strengths. Then we're goins to match these
to some career values."

1. Write the list of career values on the board or flip chart.
Do not erase strength words. Define each of these terms,
-but---do not number them yet.

Note: If there is limited space, have the Career Values on a
large piece of paper you can tape, on the wall for all
students to see.
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Career Value Strength Words

1. looked-14 to
1. Prestige - Respect

1. respected

2.- understanding
2. Team Work

2. trusting

3. full of ideas
3. Creative

3. smart

4. funds
4. Money

4. capital

5. confident
5. Independence

5. Courageous

6. planner
6. Leadership

6. manager

7. capable
7. Success

7. well-informed

8. thrilling
8. Excitement

. 8. inspiring

9. forceful
9. Power

9. control

10. dependable
10. Responsible

10. trustworthy

1.1. producer
11. Productive

11. constructor

Option - Instructor may Comm with prepared list of strength words
which students may add to. Each strength word must have
a matching Career Value code number. (Above list is double
sgamato-allai on fo-ryou-to write-in additional words.)

2-1-5
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2. Distribute the "My Winning Strengths" chart, page 2-1-2
and blank self-sticking labels to each group member. Each
student should receive enough blank self-sticking labels
so at the and of the first part of this exercise, all stu-,
dents will have a minimum of 20 labels on their chart frobr's,
fellow students. A formula to determine the number of labelt
e ach student should receive is: the number of students in .-
your class minus one (students are not preparing labels for
themselves but for all other class members) divide the diff-
e rence into 20 (the number of labels each student needs on
their chart) and round-off the result to nearest whole num-
ber. For example, the formula used with a class of 9 students
is:

Number of students -
Minus one - 1
Difference 212

Divided into 20 - '8777--
Result rounded-off - 3

Each student would then receive 3 labels for each fellow
class member, or 24 labels (3x8) for each student.

0

3. InstrUctor should match and assign the Career Values and
the appropriate code to the strength words after students
have begun to work on self-sticking labels for fellow stu-
dents. Page 2-1,5 has a list of eleven (11) Career Values
with their codes and possible strength words. You may add
more Career Values. Be sure to assign them a number.

4. Have youths write their names on the charts.

5. Have every student fill out the appropriate number of self-
sticking labels with the names of each fellow student.
When they have finished this, .have them write a strength
word which doscribei each student on the appropriate label.
They should complete all the labels.

6. Following are several methods to distribute the completed
labels to each student. Make sure that all labels are placed
on Area I.

a. Ideal method - Have one student at a time pass his chart
to each of7his fellow students. As each fellow student
receives the chart he:

1) Establishes eye contact with chart owner.
2) Says the strength word.
3) Explains why he selected the word/words which he placed on

the owner's chart.

Note: We have found very fow youth are ablo_to_follow_through
with this method.

2-1-6
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b. Have each student, one at a time pass his chart to each of
his fellow students. As the students place the strength
word oh the chart, have them say it aloud.

c. Have all the students walk around the room at the same time
and place their strength words on the appropriate charts.

7. Give each student another set of self-sticking labels (10 per
youth or 5 with space enough for two strength words). Have
them fill out 10 strength words which best describe their
strengths with Career Value Code Numbers. Have them place
these words' in Area II.

8. After all labels have been placed in their appropriate areas,
have students count how often each Career Code Number appears
on the labels in Area I and II of their charts. Write that
total next to the corresponding Career Code Number in the
tally areas.

e.q. 1. 4. 7. -

2. 5. 8. 11.

3. 6. 9.
.111111110

9. Have youth, circle the three highest tallies and write the
corresponding Career Value word in Area III. under their names.
State: "This class sees these strengths in you." Have some
discussion at this point on how they feel about their strengths.
State: "We will later discuss how you can use this informa-
tion in the areas of the Job Search and the Job Interview."

Note: If students feel put off, let them know this is, only part
of you. Wc 'still must cover interest and abilities before
we can best start the Job Search.

C. Questionz and Answers.

D. State: "The qualities you feel are important ari called your" -
values." (Write this on the blackboard.) Continue: "We have
mentioned values and we have seen a film,'The Ideal Person',
which also talked about values."

1. Ask the students:

a. "What do values mean?"
b. Illow-do-values-a1 fect-you7"

2. The bottom line to this discussion should include:

a: "Values are things which- are important to-us, our principles."
b. "Values cacse us, to do things and enjoy them, or to do things.

and not enjoy them."

2-1-7
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3. State: "If beauty is important to you, this should show in
your chart because it shows in what you choose, how you think
and what you say. In short some of your strengths are based
on some of your values. Depending on how strong your value
of beauty is, depends on how much it shows."

E. Introduce "Agree and Disagree" statements, page 2-1-3. Discuss
and point out examples of 'the students' wales. Emphasize that
different people have different values.

F. State." What your principles or values are have a lot to do with
how you see yourself. HOW you see yourself is based on a set
of values which you have accepted from your friends, parents
or society. e.g. If your friends values a strong Ohysically)
guy and you aren't strong, but you value being strong so you
may see that part of yourself negatively. This seeing of
yourself' is called self-concept and it'sased mostly on
values. If you have a good self-concept you are usually happy
with yourself because you have met your values, or what you-
think you should be. You feel personally successful. If you
don't meet all of your values or you fall short of some, in these
areas you feel unsuccessful."

1. Continue: "You can change your self-concept. It's hard work
but it's possible. e.g. If you value a slim, muscular body
and you are heavy and soft, it's hard work to diet and lift
weights but it's possible. The other way you can change your
self - concept is by changing your values. Diicover positive
things about your weight and things you are able to do that
slimymuscular people can't do as well. For example, heavy
people float in water easierthan slim people.

2. "We are going to hear a tape onself-concept. TO help you
with the information I am going to distribute a !Building
aGood Self-ccincept' booklet."

3. Distribute "Buildingsa Good Self-concept" booklets. Continue:
"I will periodically "stop the tape for discussion and to allow .

enough time for completion of exercises. Please, if possible,
hold your questions until the end of the tape."

4. After listening to the tape, summarise as follows: "Under- .

standing which values are most important to you and how theyN
make you feel about yourself is the beginning to understand-
ing your self-concept."

d_Pariarit

H. Optional rcise "Your Image" tape and booklets can be used
with this les about selfconcept. It is scheduled to- ba used
in Unit 6, Inte Jawing.



Title:

0

Unit 2

Lesson 2

Lesson Overview

Personal traits - Part II (Interests, Abilities and Exper-
ience)

Purpose: To increase students' understanding of self-concept and
interest and how'these reaate to selecting a job.

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. "Joshua in the fBox"

B. Questions and
Answers

C. Complete interests
questionnaires

D. Area of work, abil-
ity and interest
inventory

E. Questions and
Answers

Time

10 minutes.

2 minutes

15 minutes

15 minutes

3 minutes

Olt

Resources/Materials

Video tape - "Joshua in the
Box"

Hand out "That's Me" and
"That's Him /Her" page 2-2-4
and 2-2-3

0

Hand out "Area of Work" page
2-2-4

2-2-1
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Name

That's Me

Directions: Check the box which bests fits you and what you wish
to do.
There-are no right of wrong answers.

'1. I want to travel as.a.part of
my-job.
(e.g, - truck driver, traveling
salesperson)

2. I enjoy people and want towork
with different people.
(e.g. - Teachers, Nurses, Social-
Workers, Salespeople)

3. I enjoy talking and want a.job
where I can express my ideas.

4. I want to work outside.

T like work where I don't have
to get dirty.

I enjoy working with my hands
;dexterity)
(e.g.- .machinist, carpenter,
seamstress)

7. I want to work at many a variety
o tasks on one:job.
(e.g. - maintenance: painting,
fixing, building,. washing)

3. I enjoy work that takes a lot
of patience.

3. I like work that makes me think.

10. I enjoy work that takes a long
time to finish.
(e.g. - rebuild a car engine,
make a sweater)

Yes No Sometimes

1,1111,

11. I enjoy work where I work alone.

12. I would like to work indoors.
------------

la. I enjoy a job where I can dress
casually.

enjoy work-We-ff--rroilvc--rri-t-h
the same small group of people.

15. I enjoy working with math.
(e.g. - bank, teller, bookkeeper)

2-2-2 119



Your Name

/ Your Partner's Name

That's Him Her

Directions: Check the box which you think best fits your partner.
There are no right or wrong answers.

4.

1. S/He would enjoy travel as a. part of his/her
job. (e.g. - truck driver, traveling sales-
person).

2. S/He would enjoy people and want to work with
many different types.

3. S/He would enjoy talkinglind want a job
'-'where s/he can express ideas.

4. S/He would want to work outside.

5. S/He would not wantto work where
s/he gets dirty.

6. S/He would enjoy working with his/.
\ her hands.(daxterity).

7. S/He .would want toork.:at many,
tasks on one job._'

G. S/He would enjoy work that takes
a bit of patience.

9. S/He would like to have a job
:that,..makes.:.theit.think.

10. S/He would enjoy a job that takes a long
time to finish.

11. S/He would enjoy a
works alone.

12. S/He would /like to

13. S/He would enjoy a
can dress casually

14. S/He would enjoy a
work with the same
of-peopte: .

15. S/He enjoys working with math.

job where s/he

work indoors.

job where they

job where s/he
small group

JP II

.

2-2-3
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1. Check each area
2. Total number of
3. Check each area
4. Total number of

Areas Of Work

in which you
checks per ar
in which you
checks per ar

Name

feel you have an interest.-
ea.

Ga.
feel you have &5t1ities.

Work Milt r Area of Work Interest

A. prepare food '

,serve food/waiting tables

wash dishes

set-up tab/ei ...

cook food
.

. cashier

. . understanding of measurements
,

'..

B.

.
. i .

. . - .

mixing cement/laying bricks

----TTEIT-4 .1.M
cutting wood/nailing/sanding

fitting pipe

unpluging drains .
.

putting ietoilets .

.

connecting electrical lines/
putting in lights --

.

putting in electrical boxes
.

mopping/stripping/polishing
flobrs

Total
C:

Total

cleaning/repairing/windows
,

,

.

heating systems (furnaces ,air
conditioning)

.

.--..
mixing-plaster

placing tiles

on numb

121
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-..iork Ability

loom. ,

-2-

Area of .Work

. cutting lawns

laundry (washers & dryers) .

. .

.

D. Understanding circuits
Total:- Total

changing oil, gas filters

painting metal . .-

r
patch repair for metal

.

changing & repairing tires

.
welding

pumping gas

.

E. putting units together
Total Total .

.

fixing small appliances
(toasters & mixers),

. fixing T.V.''s

fixing radio's
1

fixing big appliances (refre-.
grator3, washers)

putting parts together

fixing office machines (cop-
. --kers-) ,

Total Total

122



Work Abilities

-3-

Work Inters

F. typing

_

shorthand
.

.

answeringphones/switchboard

,

working -with numbers
.

y

. .

operating machines

- .

.'

opening and sorting mail

.

filing .
.

..

G. ordering and stocking medical
supplies

Total

.....

Total

1
,

,,
,,:

understanding of medical lan7

gunge

,

.,

.

.,

basic understanding of boar
parts

.

. V

, use of medical equipment Geed -i
les and microscopes)

1

_
.

understanding of measurements .

working with in pain
1

.

.

cleaning-dirty medical equip-
ment (bed paps, slides)

.

.

1, " . ,.

.

( 4
A

. .

.

Total
...

--

.

Total

123
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Ar

H. working with numbers

working with machines

convincing people/talking

doing things for otheis

loaning/carrytlipthings

handling money ..

ordering supplies

I. planning aidscheduling acti4ities

Total
.---

Total
1

instructing people with games

understanding rules & regulations
.

setting-up equipment

understanding measurements

.
working with large groups of people

officiating games/activities

----....... ..----
Total

J. understanding the law-;

Total
, .

,

.

following procedures

2-2-4 ,
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Wor Abilit

-5-

Area of Work Work Interests

writing reports (lot of paper
and pencil work)

watching (observing) people
and things closely

reading

enforcing laws/regulations

dealing with courts of law
criminal /family ._

Total

7-

4

. .

Total

2 -2 -6
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Gait 2 - Targeted Choice

Lesson 2 - Personal Traits - Part II (Interests and Abilities)

A. Stateethe last couple of days we have been dealing with self-
exploration. We left off yesterday with a discussion of values.
Today we are going to start off with Joshua and his problem.
Joshua feels boxed in. While you watch,think about what Joshua
is feeling and what the story means to you."

1. Show video tape'
2. Then lead a discussion using the folloWiart questions:

a. "what do you think the box represent4d? ter several res-
ponses askz"Could they be rules which kept Joshua from doing
things? Could they be values he was fighting:.values that
Joshua coulntt'accept." . .

.

b. "What happened when Joshua .got out of the box?
After several responses, continues"Se was sad because he
didn't have guidelines: he couldn't determine what was
right: what he should do: or how he should feel about things."

c. "What did Joshua do next? He created his own system of guide-
lines or value." 71

d: Have Students brainstorm a list of their values. Distribute
piper and pencils and have students list five values and
assign them a number (1-5) in order. of importance. Have
student keep this list they will use it. in later exercises.

3. Summarize with: "Values serve as our guideliSes in many axles."
Lead a discussiOn touching on the following points:

a. "Our values influence what we try to'become. These values
are guidelines upOi which we evaluate our self-concept.
Our self-concept, or how we feel -about ourselves,' sliavize
some of our strengths. If you value athletics, you work'
to be a good ball player. If you are successful, you feel
good about yourself in thit area.

Values also influence our likes and dislikes. If you value
good friendship (a person who is there when you need help,amdls
honest with you) you probably will keep away from people
who are "live", not for real and will not ask them to
come home with you for dinner.

3. Questions and Answers

2 -2 -9
ma.
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C. State: "Let's do some more looking, at ourselves. Let's find

out something about our interests, our likes and islikes."

Distribute "That's Me" page 2-2-2. State: "Our likes and
dislikes tell us a lot about ourselves."

IMP

1. Read the directions on the "That's MI" form. Then read each
statement aloud and have learners check off whether they feel
that statements are just-like them, check "yes," not like

them, check "no", or sometimes like them,-check "sometimes."

2. Break the class_into_pairs_and hand out "That's Him /Her,"

page 2-2-3. Direct partners to check off traits they think

apply to each other.

3. Another method is to have youth evaluate each other anonymoutly.

In this Case, write the names of all_group members on slips,
of paper anepit them in a hat (or other-container). Each

learner pulls a slip from the hat (if she/he draws his or her
own name from, it is returned to the hat and another slip is

drawnl. Without telling anyone whose name was selected, each
learner completes the "That's Bim/Ber" worksheet for that per-

son. Once the worksheet is complete, each learner writes the

name of the group member he/she evaluated in the "partner's
name" blank at the top of the form and gives it to you. You,

then distribute the completed worksheets to the appropriate

youth.

4. After forms have been completed, direct, youth to exchange

papers so they each have their "That's Bim/Ber". Then lead

a discussion. which touchs.on the answers to the following

questioni:

a. "bid you learn anything (or what did you find out) about

yourself when you had to completthe first form? Did you,

like what-you saw?"

b. "How many of these things were just like you ?"

c. "Wore there differences (or many differences) between how'

you saw yourself and how your partner viewed you??

d. "What do those differences say about you? (Or about how you

came across 'to others?)"

e. "How did it tool to know another person thought all those

good things about you?"

D. Continue with: "Let's get a little more specific about your

work interest." Distribute the "Areas of Work," page 2-2-4.

Explain: "The last form dealt with broad categories and gave

you some understanding how others saw you. This Inventory

deals with specific job tasks." Today we will do the interest

part, tomorrow you will do the abilities part.

2-2-10
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1. Read instructions.

2. If needed, read each area of work and have student' check

it only if they are interested in performing that task.

3. Total the checks in the interest column.

4. Precede to next work area.

5. Continue until all the-work areas have
interest half has been completed.

.

6. Explain to students that the abilities

be completed tomorrow.

E. Questions and Answers.

1=IIINV fa

2-2-11
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Title:

Purpose:

Equipment:

MD op
_--- -7--

Cnit

Lesson

. . .

Lesson Overview

'Personal Traits - Part III (Inter-relationship between work
and self)
To enhance students' understanding of work in relationship
to their strengths, values,' interests and abilities.

Activities

A. Completion of "Areas of
Work"

B. Summary of Unit to date

C. Area of work form

a
D. Comparisons

E. Questions and Answers

F. Introduction to Needs
and Wants

G. Definition of Needs and
Wants

Time

15 minutes

2 minutes

.14 minutes

_5 minutes

6 minutes

1 minute

2 minutes

.1 1 One.

sir

2-3-1

Resources/Materials

Handout "Range of Work Areas"
page 2-3-2
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A Food Services Building Trades

r

RANGE or WORK AREAS

C) Maint nau

Name

.

...1

-...

.

. .

.

i
1

_

.

Limimni

.

.

.

I,. Experience

2. Abilities
,

. .

1

3. Interests
. _ 'f3
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Unit 2 - Targeted Choice

Lesson i - Personal Traits - Part III (Inter-relationship of work

and self)

A. "Yesterday we started an inventory which dealt with work areas

and your interest. Today we are going to discuss your abilities

in those work areas."

1. "What are abilities?" Wait for several responses: Thep explain

how interests and abilities differ. Hake sure the following

points emerge:

a. "Abilities are how well youcan do something."

b. "Interests are howsuch you like to do something."

c. "What you like to do or would not like, may not be the same

as how well you can do something. The best job match is

liking what you do.and doing it well."

2. State:"No0 I'd like you to fill out the Abilities part of the

Inventory." Give the students time to locate yesterday' "Area

of Work Inventory." StaterAs you complete it I want you to

think about how well you cando these jobs." When students

have completed the Abilities side (see directions from Lesson

2, Section D) hive them compare their interests with their

abilities. Ask:

a. "Did you learn anything new about yourself?" ,

b. "Are you beginning to get some idea of what kind of job might

be best for yOu?
c. "Row does your work interests and your work abilities match?"

d. "How do they differ?"

-k

B. Summarize Unit to this point. Highlight with definitions.

1. Strengths
2. I/clues
3. Interest
4. "Abilities

C. Continuiowitithin Unit 1 ler\discussed cluster or orouvings of

jobs in areas." (Review if students don't recall the concept,

of career clusters.) Distribute the "Range of Work Areas" foil

page 2-3-2. State: "This form has ten ireas or groupings of

types of.jobs."

1. Brainstorm job titles in each work area. A suggested list

follows. The students may have more jobs than we hav%list-,

ed. (See next page for a completed form.)

.
2-3-4
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1. Range'of Mork Areas

A) Food Service.
Building'

B) T a

Building
Grounds

a

2-3-5

cook

waiter/waitress

dish washer

setting-up

masonry

carpentry

plumbing

electrical

t

.

mopping

painting
.

stripping floors

windows

'boiler/furnace

husbandry

plaster

tile setting

maids (hotels)

:

'electrical
,

auto mechanic

auto body

welding .

tune-up

service station
attendant

.

r

Assembler

radio
.

TV

major appliance
.

Medical/
F) a

(.7

m

typist

stenographer

med. ward clerk

Med. Lab

bank teller

sales

social director

coaches

police person

parole person

receptionist Nursing Ass't. moving Tiachers/Instructors gal Ass't.

bookkeeper Med. Ass't barber Recreation Directors s curity

filing Dietary Aide hair/coimetology /Recreation Ain't. .

Admin. Ass't. Dental Ass. cashier Rec. Counselors

Word Process Clerk ..
.

Referees

. . a

,

A J

. ....--

.

.

.

.
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2. Have the students fill in the jobs in which they have had
experience on their forms in the appropriate places.

3. Have students count the number of jobs they have performed
in each area. Record this number a the experience line.

4. avestudentS fill in the number of checks from their
abilities sectiqn of Area of,Work Inventory.

5. Have students fill.in on this form in the appropriate space
the number of checks from their Interest areas from the.

Area of Work Inventory.

6. The students now have a picture of their interests, abilities

And experience in these work areas 'only. You may devtrlops

other like inventories withmore work areas or different

work areas.

7. Elicit from youth whet they have-ten honest with themr

selves.

8. Have them select one or two jobs they are interested in to

research for a class presentation or to save for the job

search.

. -

D. Comparisons: .

1. You may wish to reintroduce their Job Choice Surveys from7
Unit 1 and have them match to see which is the truer of-Ithe

two surveys.

2. You -.may also wish to review. their *What I Want Out of a Job"

survey from Unit 1, Lusion 4e.to give them an understanding
that all three parts (work rewards, abilities and interests)

should match their job choice. If they don't match, encour-

age the student to spend'time finding a job which will give

a good match.

E. Questions and Answers.

4

P

F. State: "Working takes up a great deal of your time." (Refer

back to Abe number of hours they will work in their life-time.)
"It's ithlAmtint to make sure .that this time meets your individ-
ual needs and:wants as much as possible."

G. Ask students for a definition-of needs and wants. Some points

to loohmfor: *

1. Needs are things which you4can't live without (water, food,

shelter) clothing) .

2-3-6
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2. Wants are things which make life more comfortable (type of
shelter, type-of food, type of clothing, cars, etc.)

State: "We will continue with needs and wants. tomorrow."

1

000

2-3-."
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Title:

Purpose:

Equipment:

Unit

Lesson

Lesson Overview

Personal Traits - Pitt TV (Needs and Wants)

To enhance students' clarity of needs and wants so they
understand the amount of money and other "rewards" they
need from employment. ,

Video tape player and monitor.

2

4

4

Activities

oefillitions of needs
and wants

B. Completing Maslow's
pyramid

C. View video tape -
"Where Did Leonard
Harry Go?"

D. Sumpety

Exercise - "You the
''S.Jorkes"

F. Question and Answers

G. Optional exercise
_ "Your Piece of Cake"

4

Time

5 minute*

7 minutes

15 minutes

,

1' minute
" .

15 minutes

2 minutes

10 admits.

)(

2 -4 -1 13

.... =I, ma
41

Resources/Materials

Handout "Maslows.s Pyramid"
page 2-4-2

Video tape - "Where Did Leonard
Leonard Harry Go?"

Handout "You the Worker"
page 2-4e3.

It.

Handout "youi Place of Cake!
pages 2-4-8-and 2-4-9

C,C.`

41.



Tour Triangle (Maslow's Pyramid)

Directions -

A. The five areas to be used to complete the
triangle;

1. Self-fulfillment
2. Esteem ;
3. Belonging .

4. Safety i Security
5. Physical Needs

B. It is btist to begin at the bottom to
complete the triangle. Remember each
stage of the five areas build on each
Other.

My Needs

My gelf.Pulfillment
O



You The Worker

Have Trainees fill out the appropriate boxes with the .information

for the surveys. A picture is formed of them.as workers.

2-4-3
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Unit 2 - Targeted Choice

Lesson 4 Personal Traits - Part IV (Needs and Wants)

A. State:"Part of identifying your values is understanding the wants

and needs'that motivate you. Dc you ever wonder what makes you
do things at any given moment? Your wants and needs along with
your values play an important role in your actions and decisions.
Because wants and needs are so closely related to values and be-
cause they are such important motivators, we'd like to spend a
little time looking at wants and needs."

1. "Let's start by looking at the descriptions of wants and needs
we came up with yesterday.

a. Review the definitions and examples generated yesterday.

b. Lead a discussion of"wants and needs that includes the
following inforiation and questions:

1) "Sometimes you wadi something. Wants are usuilly conscious..
When you-want something, you know what it is that you want:

- you want a date
*- you want entertainment."

2) "Wanting these things motivates you to do something:
- to elk someone for a date
- to go,to the movies or a concert."

31 "What are some of your wants?'

4) "Are the things you want the same as the things you need?
If not,' how are they related to each other? Bow do.they

differ from each other?"

2. Continue:"It might be easier to answer the above questions if
we take a closer look at needs. We are motivated many times
by our needs. Our needs are not always as clear to us as .CMS

wants. For example, you may fiel restless, but not know why."'

3. Rave the students braiistorm a list of needs. Introduce

the five area headings from Maslow's pyramid. Help the-

y students place each need from the list of needs under the

appropriate heading. For example:

1. Physical needs 1..food, water, air, sleep, sex, eliminatiouof
bOdy waste, health.

2. Safety and security - .(physical and mental), shelter, clothing,
sense of security, money.

3. Belonging - having 'friends or family, being part of a group.

4. Esteem - recognition, respect, accomplishment.

5. Self-fulfillment - happiness, contentment,
that you are capable of being.

2-4-4 .
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B. Introduce the triangular form.. Distribute the triangle
handout, page 2-4-2 to each student. Ask youngsters why
they think you used this particular geometric figure. The
answer should include: "This structure was chosen because
the need's on the bottom must be in place (met) before those
on the top can be added or met." Give them the following
example and explanation: "A person who is hungry is not going
to-worry about having friends or accomplishing a goal. He is
going to seek food first."

1. Rave the students draw lines to denote the importance of each
of the five areas. For example:

self-fulfillment AIL one youngster's largest
area may be physical needs.

esteem

belonging

safety 6 security

AMRphysical needs

esteem

belonging

safety & security

physical needs

Another youngster's
:largest area may be ,

safety and security.

2. Explain: "Each chart may be different according to what
you feel is important or your biggest need. These needs will
probably change as you grow and change, or as they are achieved."

C. State "When the. first two primary
to deal. with the three remaining."
see a video tape about a man who
needs. Tell them to think about

needs are met, then you are ready
Explain that they are going to
is trying to fulfill the top two
what happens to his bottom 3 needs.

1. Show "Where Did Leonemd Harry Go?"

2 -4 -5
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2. Discuss the video taps. Some lead questions may be:

a. "Was Leonard Harry aware of what was wrong?" Repeat that needs
are not always clear.

b. "Where did Leonard Harry go?"

c. "Have you ever felt like Leonard Harry?"

d. "Have you ever wished you could do what he did?"

e. "Do you think if Leonard' arry's job had met his needs for
esteem and self-fulfillment he wouldn't have disappeared?' 41

f. "What happened to his physical needs, his safety and secur-
ity, and his sense of belonging?"

Note: This is a good opportunity to reinforce the match between
work rewards, abilities, interests, wants and needs. Why
choosing the right job is important.

D. Summarize by saying: "Like Leonard, each of us has needs,
things which are really important. The thing to remember
is that we are all different. Your first need may not be
my first need. We have experienced this in the class with
the pyramids you have just completed, and also with what you
want out of a job. A,person's needs are relative to his/her
situation.. Shor example, an infant's first need may be to be-
long, or to be safe and-secure. -The biggest need of a person
without a place to live, is the need for shelter."

.

E. "Let's get back to the other word in thit lessom - 'wants'."

1. Repeat that wants are the things whiCh add to the pleasures
or comforts in life. "For example, a house instead of an
apartment may be someone's want, a sports car instead of an
old sedan may be someone else's want. Our jobs have a lot
to do with the fulfillment of these wants. Out jobs support
our ,qifestyle'."

2. Have students brainstorm "lifestyle" and arrive at a defini-
tion. The definition should include that a lifestyle is
based on the following: needs, wants and values. It includes:

friends possessions _religion
abilities home appearance
activities family

3. Distribute the handout "You the Worker" page 2-4-3.

2-4-6.
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Name

Your Piece of Cake

This is the directions for your piece of cake.

I. In area I fill in your needs, in area II your wants, in area

III your values. Estimate the cost of this lifestyle and fill
that information in the areas marked cost.

II. In area IV fill in your abilities, in area V your strengths, in

area VI your job. Estimate by using job resources your salary
and place that salary in the salary spaces.

III. Subtract the cost of your lifestyle from your salary. If you

have a minus you need to reevaluate either your lifestyle or

your job.

2-4-8
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Your piece of the cake:

IV.

VI.

Salary =

Cost =

Difference

2-4=9
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Unit 2

Lesson

Lesson Overvi4w

netior

purpose: To provide an opportunity for students to begin their

career research.

Equiplent: None.

Activities

A. Exploring of re-
sources for job in-
formation

B. Comparison of stu-
dents' inventories
and charts to re-
source information

C. Questions and
Answers

D. Discussion of re-
source people

E. Discussion of re-
source agencies

F. Discussion of ways
of getting job exp-
erience

G. Sumiary of unit

K. "Review Questions"

I. Rey to "Review
Questions"

J. (Optional) a trip to
-a local employment
agency or library

Time

10 minutes

10 minutes

2 mintues

5 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

3 minutes

5 minutes

2-5-1

Handout "Unit Review Questions"
page 2-5-2
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Part I:
11,

Name

waNNO. ..80.0.111

Targeted Choice Review Questions

write no.

1. Knowing what my values are gives me a better chance to make

decisions that will make me happy.

2. Wants should be taken care of before needs.

3. My friends are part of my lifestyle.

4. I don't need to know much about me to make a good job choice.

5. My values influence the way I meet my needs.

6. Eximples of abilities are reading typing:, driving.

7. My interests help me make a good job choice.

8. From your behavior people make decisions about your self-concept.

9. An example of need is water.

10. I'm born with skills.

Part II:

Fill in the blanks with the correct words to complete the sentences.

11. are a part of my lifestyle..

12.

13.

14.

M.

are parts of op which I consider in making a job

choice.

are examples of career areas (work areas).

are resources where I can find information on

careers.

. are examples of needs.

are parts of my lifestyle paid for with my sala

are parts of me Which -er consider when making a h-

oarser choice. .

4

PariIII:

Circle the letter which best answers the question.

18. The Dictionary of Occupational Titles

a. it is a help wanted listing; it lists jobs which are presently 4

open.
-b. tells what, why, and how a worker does what, he or she does.

c. tells how much money you will earn.

d. lists the requirements needed to get a job.

2-5-2
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19: A good way to find out about jobs ii

a to read things'about work
b. talk to workers
c. to4o-t1Wtgs-tiamt-give-you_a_chanr to try_activities related

to your work interest
d. all of the above

20. The following skills belong to which work area - typing, filing, word
processing

a. recreation
b. repair
c. mechanical
d. clerical

21. A good job choice should meet your

a. needs
b. wants
c. abilities
d. all of the above

2-5-3
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Unit 2 - Targeted Choice-

Lesson 5 - Sources of Occupational Informitioe

A. State:use will complete this unit with additional information
-about--jobs-r-44*--have-dea-lt-wi-th-this-topic---in-Unit-L___the_g2S/un
or clustering system ana in this unit in Lesson 3, Range of Work
Areas. Lt's discuss Where'you can get information about lobs.
This includes job titles, job descriptions, salaries and hod
requirements.",

Note: Be clear that this is not "jobs available" Mat' will be
covered in the Job Search Unitl, but -"job infordationn.

1. Briefly discuss:

a. Dictionary of Occupational - It's a two vol-
ume set, located in most 1ibraies and contains in Volume I
20,000 occupations or job titles. Along with the job titles
are brief definitions of a lob description'. Volume II gives
basic information about 'related-lobs, interests, aptitudes,
training needed, etc.

Note: It would be helpful to hive the two volumes on hand for
the students to look through. These books are fairly
complicated and most students will need assistance with them.

b. Occupational Outlook- Handbook - This is'a quarterly boo w ice
metablis..theD.O.T. in job.tities and codes. The handboo
describes fewer, jobs but it gives' more.job descriptive de-

tails. .

c. Job publications - These are available at news stands and ,
some libraries.

1) "Black Careers"
2) "Career World"

.

1 "Collegiate Women's Career Magazine"
4) "Manpower"
5) "Monthly Labor Review" -

6) "Trade magazines, union magazinei, professional journals.

7) Some state and local agencies also publish their own employ-

ment magazine*. NYS Employment Service has several Career
and Placement Counselors who can help you reviewmA0plications
and Openinger"NYS Occupational Projections,"etc.

8) King Features Career Cluster Comics

a) Show King Features Career Cluster Comics and pass them

around. Tell learners that as-tbey decide which clusters

are most interesting to them, you will expect them to
read the comics to find out more` information about the

clusters.

Let learners read some of the comics at this time if they

wish to do so.

2-5-4



d. Newspapers

Show examples of want ads and career columns as

1.) "Newspapers often have regular career columns
titles as 'Career Corner' or Career Facts'.
yoUr local paper.'"

2.) The class ed section of your newspaper has lists of job
openings inl ocal area. Sometimes, you can learn a
little about the ocal job market and about salary ranges
and job requirements by reading these sections. Usually
these lists are titled 'Positions Avairable' or 'Help
Wanted'."

you continue..
4

with such
Look in

-e. Books

Continue with, ."There are many'books about,-care 4rs. -Some
are about single occupations. They have titles like''I Want c,
to be....' or In....' Some are aboqtaaiiTair.
Encyclopedia of Careers is one. there have titles similar
to Career ortunities ricultural Forest and Oceano-

gra5EITI ans..

Note: The more career information available the better the class.

Also the bigger the variety of resources available the better
the research.

re%

B. Allow the students an opportunity to,check their job choice,
against their interests, strengths, abilities. and tbeir.training
(or future training) by using the resource. information. 'Encouracre

them to be realistic.,_-

Note: Identifying and diicussing.realistic
be a great plus.

.
I

C. After the students hayi completed their
'

salary information would

research, ask:

1. "Are you stilllsftisfied with your job choice?"
2. "Will you be Able'to get the required training?"
3. "Will the salary be enough to support your lifestyle?"

D. State: "Another way to get inforthation About job descriptions
and salary is,by;talking to people who wo=k.'" Have students

brainstorm a-list, The list should include:

1. parents .

2. relatives.
3. friendi

4. -business owners
S. workers in local businesses
6_ retired people

E. Continuei".Thareare also people who earn money helping people
understand job information, they are called,Career pr Job

Counselors."

2-5-5
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These'people are found in employment agencies such as the N.Y.S. Em-

ployment Services and sometimes in human service agencies such as the

Jban Liague, or Boys/Girls Clubs, to name a few."

Note: You may wish to checic yolr area to 4041 what's available
and invite a counselor in as a resource.

F. Conclude the lesson by listing or having students brainstorm
responses to:'"Good ways to experience or 'try out' diff-
erent job tasks are through:-

1. Hobbies
2 Club activities
3. Courses at ,school
4. Volunteer work
5. Part-time work'
.6. Work experience programs
7. Any other activities instructor and/or students can think of."

As, or after you present this list, have students plug in how
these can give them job experience.

G. Summarize Unit - biiefly highlight:

1. Development of a lifestyle - needs, wants, values

2. Understanding of personal traits needed to match student to a

job - interests, strengths and abilities.

i

:3. Sources of occupational information -

a. Books
b. Newspapers
c. Magazines

People - parents, relatives, friends, etc.
e. vocational counselors and instructors
f. Empldyment agencies
g. Unions

4. Experience for employment can be achieved through:

a. Hobbies
b. Club activities
c. School courses
d. Volunteer work
e. Part-time work
f. Work experience

H. Distribute Review Questions page 2-5-2. Give students time to

complete. Review answers and discuss as needed.

2-5-6
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I. Rey for Review Questions.

Part I

1. Yes

2. No'

3. Yes

4. No

5. Yes

6. Yes

7. Yes

a. Yes

9. Yes

10. No

Part II

11. friends, jobs, needs, wants, values

12. strength, abilities, interest

13. clerical, building, legal

1,4. books, newspapers, counselors, unions, agencies

15: food, shelter, clothing

16. activities, shelteri car, type of clothing, friends

17. strengths, interest, abilities, lifestyle, values, work
ethics

Part III

18. b
19. d
20. d
21. d /

J. (Optional) A-trip to a local employment agency or library.

I

2-5-7
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT 3 - !!THE JOB SEARCH"

Unit Purpose

To have students:

- Understand the image Of a job seekeru

- Learn about the papers needed to conduct a job search.

- Become aware of the many resources available to job
seekers, and learnhow to use them, with special
emphasis on. want ads and agencies.

- Learn Wbw,to conduct a job search and contact emolOyers.

Unit Lessons

Lesson 1 - What is Job This introduces the idea of a
job search and the need for applibants to "sell"
themselves. Students identify the papers needed to
conduct a job search.

Lesson 2 - Pa ers You May Need (and How to Get Them). This
rev ewsin ep t e our ega papers students might
need and discusses how to apply for them.

Lesson 3 - What Am I Selling? Tnis helps students organize their
personal data on a convenient form.

Lesson 3S - Resume Writinc. This is a supplemental lessOn for
advanced students. It reviews the basics of resume
writing.

Lesson 4 - Resources. A look at 14 potential resources which
can id youths in a job hunt, and how to use them.

Lesson 5 - Using Help Wanted Ads. To teach students how to find
and use newspaper want ads.

Lesson 6 - Employment Agencies. This explains the three basic
types of ,employment agencies: government, private
and temporary.

Lesson 7 - Making Contact. This discusses how to contact poten-
tial employers and follow-up on job leads.

Lesson 7S - Proper Letter Writing Format. To teach students the
correct format for writing and mailing a business
letter.

Lesson d - Unit Summary. The Unit is reviewed and students learn
about developing a job search strategy.

3-0-1
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UNIT 3 - "THE JOB

Unit Notes

This unit begins the material most youths think about
when told they will be in a job readiness course. It covers
the full spectrum,of the job search. The students have generally
been very interested in this material. Unit 2 information can be
drawn upon during this unit, and a good foundation is laid for the
next three units. Lesson 7 - "Making Contact" - ties in closely
with Unit 4, Lesson 6.

The material in this unit is well suited for field trios,
speakers or field research. Any one of the 14 job search resources
(Lesson 4) can provide a context for a trip, a speaker, or for
students to do some exploring. Lessons 2, 5, and 6 can easily be
taught out of the clatsroom. A practical application of this
information greatly increases the students' ability to use it
after the program ends. It also provides a nice break from the
classroom.

With community-based youth, this can.be an ideal way to
shorten the course duration; much of this learning can take place
outside of class time as students complete assigned tasks such as
applying for a Social Security card or visiting the Job Service.
Students can be assigned different tasks and each one can report
to the class on his/her experience.

For facility-based students, bringing in speakers can help
make this course more real, especially if the speakers bring in
some "real material", e.g., applications, brochures, etc.

This unit is important for all youth ages 14 and up
interested in working. Very little of this material should be
deleted or limited.

3-0-2
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit 3

Lesson

Lesson Overview

What is a Job Search?

To introduce the idea of a job search and the need for
students to "sell" themselves. To identify the papers
needed"to conduct a job search.

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. Unit Introduction

B. "Sell Yourself" video
tape

C. Discussion of video

D. Questions and Answers

E. Papers you need -
brainstorm

F. Wrap-up

G. Questions and Answers

Note: This lesson may
run short of 45
minutes. If you
finish early; go
on to the next
lesson. They con-
nect smoothly.

Time

10 minutes

15-minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

10 minutes

1 minute

2 minutes

3-1-1

Resources/Materials

Videotape - "Sell Yourself"
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Lnit 3 - :he Job Search

,Lesson 1 - What is a Job Search?

A. Introduce the lesson by telling students that the job search is
a process of trying to match what they have to offer an employer
with what an employer is searching for in a prospective employee.
You may elaborate by paraphrasing the informatioh listed below.
Encdrage student disdussion of their experiences and opinions.

1. "When an employerinterviews youlfor a job he's considering that
match; tninking about buying your time and skills, a pay period
at a timit. Making that match between what you bring an employ-
er and what an employer is. looking for, is what this unit, and in
large part, the next three units - Communication, Applications,
and Interviewing are all about."

2. "By now, we hope each of you has a sense of your real strengths
as future job holders. We've looked at personal values, inter-
ests, abilities and examined the range of jobs that exist.
We've tried to narrow that range down to a target size in the
last unit. Now we want to directly address the job search pro-
cess, bringing your marketable beginning skills and abilities
to the attention of employers to your best advantage."

3. "It is a full time job to be the determined job seeker who be-
comes a job finder. The job search includes several steps be-
sides actually knocking on doors, steps you need to know
before you launch a personal job search."

4. "This unit will help you to learn where you can go for help in
looking for a job, what kinds of papers you may need and where
and how to get them, how to make a personal fact sheet to tarry
with you to help with the job application process. Yogiwill
also learn how to find job openings and contact an em:PlOyer."

5. (Optional) If you plan to teach how to write resumes arid/or job
search letters, mention that. These are recommended only for stu-
dents with good writing skills. (see Lessor. 3S and Lesson 7S).

B. Introduce the video tape "Sell Yourself" by'saying: "A g oup of
kids in Utica got together and mace a film about the job search
process." "We thought you might enjoy seeing what they felt
was most important in the job search." Then show the vid o or
review any other materials you choose which addreds this rea.

Note: Skip the introductory portion with the still pictures Shown
in Unit 1. Begin with #042, a shot of Bob in a bus step shel-
ter reading the want ads.

C. Discuss the students' impressions of the video. Here are 1-everal

questions that can be posed to stimulate discussion. You may
write the answers on a flip chart and discuss as appropriate.

3-1-2
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1. "What do you think the youth who made the video thought were
the most important things to know about the job search process?"

2. "Do you think they missed any important topics?"

3. "Why are these things important?", or "Why do you suppose the
kids in Utica (who made this film) thought that these things
were important enough to put into a videotape?"

D. Questions and Answers.

E Ask the students if they think there are any special papers, forms
or permission(s) people need in order to get a job. Ask 'them if
they think people under 18 need any special or different papers
than people over 18. Answers may be written on flip chart if
desired. The discussion should include the following points.
Everyone needs a Social Security Card (which indicates that they
have been registered in the Social Security system). Some jobs
may also require driving, so these employees must have a
driver's license. In addition, youth under 18 generally need
working papers, and may be forbidden by law from working in cer-
tain occupations, or under certain conditions. They will probably
also need a copy of their birth certificate (or other proof of age)
as well as a completed medical certificate to get their working
papers. Proof of age may also be required at times by an employer
after a worker is hired. Discuss any other papers that students
feel are required. Save the list of papers brainstormed above
for tomorrow.

F. Conclude the lesson with: "Tomorrow we will take a look at how
you get these papers."

G. Questions and Answers.

Note: This lesson may run short. If you finish before the end of
the class period, you may begin the next lesson. The two
lessons flow well together.

3-1-3
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'Lesson Overview

Title: Papers You May Need (and-How to get Them)

Unit 3

Lesson 2

Purpose: To have youth understand whatthese papers are, and how
to obtain them. Students may practice completing
applications.

Equipment: None.

Activities

A. Review list from
prior lesson

B. Social Security
Cards

C. Working Papers

D. Birth Certificates

E. Driver's License

F. Questions and
Answers

Note: If students are
familiar with
this informa-
tion, this
lesson can be as
short as 30
minutes. You
may want to con-
tinue into the
next lesson.

Time

5 minutes

5-15 minutes

5-15 minutes

5-10 minutes

5-10 minutes

5 minutes

*
3-2-1

Resources/Materials

Sample application and
questions, pag6 3-2-2 and/or
actual Social Security card
applications (request from
S.S. Office).

(Optional) Application-forms
and brochure, page 3-2-9 arid
following; D.O.L. Booklet -
"Labor Laws for Minors" (not
included).

Handout - Sample letters,
pages 3-2-3 and 3-2-4.

(Optional) "Rules of the
Road" booklets; Driver's
license applications (not
included).
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1. Can you complete this application in pencil or with red pen?

2. Where are the directions for filling out this form?

3. What does "maiden name" wean?

4. What is your date of birth (Write it as they ask for it on this form)?

5. Are the questions an this form legal?

6. -What does the "NOTICE" at number 14 mean?

7. Show how you would complete #14.
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Your home address: 4201 96.-6 ce,
Today's date:

Jr- v..
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Sign your name:

Type or print y

Note: You can send a check instead of a money order, but don't send cash.
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Your hcme address:

Today's date:

1Sec.:crd
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4'i& gate,- Siree4
-79dex-0 Yort
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Sign your name-ie-AIL
,c)2/che //e J. Lecok>Type or print

ice?
C77Q4:C.A.L<A,41)

your name:

Note: If you need a birth certificate for other purposes, it costs 35.00
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Unit 3 - The Job Search

Lesson 2 - Papers You May Need (and How to Get Them).

A. Review the list of papers brainstormed yesterday. Isolate:
birth certificate, working papers, social security card,
and driver's license.

B. Social Security Cards

1. Ask learners what a Social Security Card is and how a
person gets one. If learners are familiar with the topic,
the discussion may be brief. State that all youth should
have a Social Security Card. Find out how many learners
do not have Social Security Cards. For DFY youth, inform
counselors of any learners who do not have acard so that
one can be obtained; or have students complete the appli-
cation in class.- If-students are unfatitiarwith thil
topic, you may wish to review the following information
in depth before asking who does not have a Social Security
Card.

a. "Everyone who plans to work must have a Social Security
Card. The number on your Social Security Card will, be
your government identification number all your life.
It's called your Social Security Number. You'll use
it on job applications, income tax forms, bank accounts
and lots of other forms in your life. Having the card
helps you make sure you remember your number correctly,
but knowing your number is the mportant thing."

b. "Every pay day your employer will withhold a certain
amount from your salary to go to the government for
Social Security. Your employer also contributes an,
equal share into your Social Security Account. When
you are old and retire (stop working), you wfal receive
Social Security money to help meet your expenses. The
amount you will get depends on how long you worked and
how much you earned."

c. "Social Security helps people in other ways cop. It is
a kind of insurance that most workers in the United
States have. It helps children whose working parent(s)
dies before the child is 18, and it helps workers who
become injured and are permanently disabled (unable to
go to work)."

d. "You can apply for a Social SecurityCard (and number)
at any District Office of the Social Security Admini-
stration. To find the office in your area, look in
the white pages of the telephone directory under United
States Government, Health, Education and Welfare, Social
Security Administration. To obtain a card requires

3-2-5
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d. contd.

completing an application form and being able tO
provide roof of age with a birth certiificate, or
baptismal or school records that show /your age: You
must also have proof of identity." (this proof
should -consist of one or more of the following: Driver's
license, school records, report card," membership
records from a church or youth organization - Boys'
Club, Girl Scouts, etc.). Let studeAts know that .-'
it usually takes 6-8 weeks to get a card.

2. If desired, you may distribute a handout with a Social
Security application form and questions (page 3-2-2):
You may have students read it themselves and answer the
questions, and/or use it as a basis for class discussion..,

3. If you haven't already found out, ask: "Who does not have
a Social Security Card?"

4. (Optiondr) Have those students without cards (or all
students as practice) complete the application and mail
them in. Blank forms can be obtained from any Social
Security Office, or use the one on page 3-2-2. (If a
student has a number, but no card, s/he should note that
on the application when applying for a new card. It's
important that they always, keep the same number to get
the maximum benefits when they retire.)

C. Working Papers. Ask students: "What are working papers?
Who needs them? What do they say? Why do you need them?"
The discussion should include that working papers are
needed by all employed youth under 18. Working papers are
a state requirement designed to make sure that employed
youth are physically capable of working, that schools know
and approve of student employment,* and that employers ifnow
the age of young workers so there are no violations of child
labor laws. (Without getting too detailed, briefly describe
the child labor restrictions. These are summarized on the
back of the working paper application (3-2-10), in Lesson 7
(3-7-7), and in New York State and federal Departments of
Labor publications.)

1. State that all youth should have working papers. Ask how
many of the learners do not have them. Ask if they know
how to get them. They can be obtained from a high, school
guidance office or the school district'S main office. The

* This came about as a result of the child labor problems. While
schools technically have the right to refuse an application
for working papers, this is rarely, if ever, done.

3-2-6
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1. contd.
c14

applications are complicated. Tell the students to ask
the secretary,to help 'ahem fill out the application.
(DFY fabdaities, please note: Working paper applications
can be supplied.by the Youth Employment Unit, Central
Office, (518) 413- 4789.) All students 14-17 who do not
have world:rig Pipers, should-apply for them. Students
16-17 who received working papers when they were 14 or
15 should'get new ones. The papers for 16-17 year olds
are slightly different. It may be helpful to get some
samples to pass akound..

'Note: Youth under 14 years.of age cannot get working papers
except for newspaper carrier - minimum age 12) and so
are prohibited from most steady jobs. (See Department
of Labor booklets,for details.)

2. You may wish to review'-sample application forms and
physical fitness certification form with learners.
Copies of these toxins are appended to this lesson, pages
3-2-9 and following. .They are fairly complex, but it
may be helpful to show.who gets involved in completing
these applications. (a.doctor, parent/guardian, and the
youth). Note that sections for the employer toill out
are not usually req4Ared.

r

D. Birth Certificates

1. Tell the students that proof of age requirements for working
papers and other applications can be easily met with a birth
certificate. To get a copy of their birth certificate, they
can write to: Vital Records, New York State Department of
Health, Tower Building, Empire State Plaza, Albany, New York
12237, or call (518) 474-30'75, if they were born in New York
State but outside New York City; or if they were born in New
York City, New York City Health Department, Division of Vital
Records, 125 Worth, Street, New York, Nev York 10413.

2. Distribute copies of sample letters on pages 3-233 and 3-2-4.
Tell learners that they can follow these examples when and if
they ever want or need copies of their birth certificates.
Tell them that birth certificates from New York City cost
$3.50 and those from the State are free if they are needed
for employment purposes.

3. Note that only official copies of birth certificates are las-
ually accepted. Xeroxed copies are usually not allowed. (How
do they tell the difference? Official copies have a raised or
attached seal; a xeroxed copy won't Lave that.)

3-2-7
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E. Driver's License

1. Briefly review the following information regarding driver's
licenses. State: "Some jobs require a driver's license.
These jobs usually, require the worker to be at least 18 years
old, scnetimes 21 or 25. This is because of insurance restric-
tions, not because of liceniing or labor laws."

State that: "There are different classes of license for diff-
erent kinds of motor vehicles. If you are 16 or older, you may
apply for a Motor Vehicle Operator's License at your local county
office building (County Clerk, Motor Vehicle Section - Drirex's
Licenses and Road Test Unit.) The usual procedure is to tip
out the'application tom and obtain a copy of "Rules of the
Road" to study. Once familiar with the rules an appointment
for a written test can be made. The written test must be passed
before a temporary learner's permit will be issued, The learn.-
er's per-",t allows for practice to learn how to drive a car.
It limits when and with whom one may legally practice. Once
enough practice driving has been done to feel comfortable and
competent as a motorist, a road test can be scheduled through
the same county office. Successfully meeting road test stand-
ards qualifies one to obtain a New York State Motor Vehicle
Operator's License."

2. (Optional) You may wish to obtain copies of "Rules of the
Road" and/or sample forms for students to look at, or you
may do this as part of a Life Skills course.

F. Questions and Answers.

3-2-8
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Form AT-17

See reverse side

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

THE UNIVERSITY OP THE STATE OF NEW YORK
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

ALSAPSY. NEW YORK 12224

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATE

of this form for information concerning employment of minors

All signatures must be handwritten in ink. and applicant must appear in person before the certificating official.

PART I Parental Consent (To be completed by applicant and parent or guardian)
Parent or guarman must.appear at the school or issuing center to sign the application for the first certificate for full-time
employment. unless the manor is a graduate of a four -year high school and presents evidence thereot. For all other certificates,
the parent or guardian must sign the application, but need not appear in person to do so.

I. Age .....

Date

-----17;e7;r1;;;;Tty .Vismiri
Home address apply for a certificate as checked below:

(.V.Imber and Strair....----....-1)14wel
Noltactory Employment Certificate Valid for lawful employment of a manor 14 or 15 years of age when school is

not 'in session and during vacation periods.

Student General Employment Certificate Valid for lawful employment of a minor 16 or 17 years of age when, school
is not in session and during vacation periods.

Fall-Time Employment Certificate' Valid for lawful employment of a manor 16 or 17 years of age who is not attending
day school.

I hereby consent to the required medical examination and employment certification as indicated above.

ISiviensre at Parer., or GmardiaNI

PART II Evidence of Age (To be completed by issuing official only)
Check evidence of age accepted Document : (if any)Pm 0/ Binh]

Birth Certificate' Schooling'Recoird

PART IIICertificate of Physical Fitness
Applicant shall present a Certificate of Physical Fitness from a school or private physician. Said
been given within 12 months prior to issuance of the employment certificate.
If the Certificate of Physical Fitness is limited, the issuing official shall issue a Limited Employment
period not to exceed 6 months), and enter the limitation on the employment certificate.

PART IV Pledge of Employment (To he completed' by prospective employer)
Part IV ;lust be completed only fur la) a minor with a medical limitation and 03) for a minor 16 years of age who is leaving

school, and resides in a district 1 New York City and Buffalo) which require a mi..or 16 years of age who is not employed to attend
school. according to Section 3203 of the Education Law.

The undersigned will employ . residing at

examination must have

Certificate (valid for a

as..
(Getertrtww of 4 1411i4;17; 1;1141

.....
(fob Locatund

for ........ ...... dayi per week hours per day, beginning a.rn

Factory
(FIZZ

Nonfactory

trait30.,

ending . p.m.

tAklorn of Pi]
Starting date .... .... .....

of EmtleYerl

PART V Schooling Record (To be completed by school official)
Part V must be completed only for a manor 16 years of age who is leaving school. and resides in a district (New York City and
Buffalo) which require a minor 16 }ears of age to attend school. according to Section 3205 of the Education Law.

I certify that the records ........
f.Vome of- idiotic (.4ddretti

show that ...-----... whose date of birth is ....
f.veime of etpplicons]

isin grade ...... ,,* ........
(Signature of PrIPICIfti of Doolvlool

PART VI Employment Certification (To be completed by issuing official only)

Certificate Number ......... ..-----.-- Date Issued
(Schad or loormfr

WIt...1ANS ION, AUIANY. N. Y.

--
Matron (Sirionire ot Ion* 021tion 1

3-2-9
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATE (Side 2)

GENERAL INFORMATION

1":111110nunt Certaicate (Student Noniactory, Student General, or 7uil ime). may be used for an unlimited number of
,l:Cs'ef 41%e ;..A) :1Ln...clients in employment permitted by the particular type f certificate.

)11 F..unloyment Certificate is valid for 2 years from the date A issuance. Anil the exception of a Limited Employment Cernti
.ate Lin.teit Employment Certificate is ialid for a maximum of u months. and may be accepted only by the employer indicated on
.he tertiticate.

A new Certificate of Physical Fitness is required when applying for a different type of employment certificate, if more than
12 months have elapsed since the previous physical for employment.

n employer shall retain the certificate on file for the duration of the anor's employment. Upon termination of employment.
dr expiration of the employment certificate's period of validity, the c.rtificate shall be returned to the minor. A certincate may be
revoked fur cause.

minor employed as a Newspaper Carrier .
Occupational Permit required.

iitiur 14 y ears of age and over may be employed as a caddy, babysitter, or in casual employment consisting of yard work
And tiu sehold chores when not required to attend school. Employment certification for such employment is not mandatory.

iii employer of a minor in an occupation which does not require employment certification should request a Certificate of Age.

Street Trades Worker, Farmorker or Cnild Model, must obtain the Special \

PROHIBITED EMPLOYMENT

!finors 14 and :3 years of age may not be employed in, or in connection pith a factory (except in delivery and clerical employ-
:n at, enclosed office thereof), or in certain hazardous occupations such as. construction work, helper on a motor vehicle, °per-

1:lon ..f .gashing, grind.ng. cutting. slicing, pressing or mixing machinery in any establishment, pi,nting or extenor cleaning in
.onnection Anis the maintenance of a building or structure, and otners listed in Section 133 of the New York State Labor Law.

!,:inors 16 and 17 years of age may not be employed in certain hazardous occupations such as; construction work. helper on a
motor .eincle. the operation of various kinds of pouerdriven machinery, and others listed in Section 133 of the New York State
Labor Law.

HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT

Minors may not work during the hours they are required to'attend school.

!.:inors :4 and 12 years of age may not be employed In any occupation (except farmuork. and delivering, or selling and deliver-
mg newspapers) :

A. After 7 p.m. or before 7 a.m.

3. 'nen school is in session. More than 3 hours on any schoolday, more than 8 hours on a nonschoolday, more than 6 days
a ueek. for a maximum of 23 hours per week.

C. INhen school is not in session. More than 3 hours on any day, six days a week, for a maximum of 40 hours per week.

Minors 16 years of age enrolled in day school may not be erisployed:

A. After 12 midnight or before 6 a.m.

1!). %%lien school is in session. More than 4 hours on any schoolday, more than 8 hours on a nonschoolday, more th..n 6 days
a week. for a rr.aximurn of 28 hours per week.

r When school is not in session: More than 8 hours on any day, six days a week. for a maximum of 4 hours per week.

Minors 17 years of age enrolled in day school may not be employed:

A. After 12 midnight or before 6 a.m.

B. Generally More than 8 hours a day, six days a week, for a maximum of 48 hours per week.

Minors 16 and 17 years of age who do not attend day 'school may not be employed:

A. After 12 midnight or before 6 a.m.

B. Generally more than 8 bouts a day, six days a week. for a maximum of 48 hours per week.

EDUCATION LAW, SECTION 3233

Any person who knowingly makes a false statement in or in relation to any application made for an employment certuicaie or
permit as ...),,,a.ny matter required by this chapter to appear in any affidavit, record, transcript, certificate or ,,err it therein provided
for, is guilt? of a misdemeanor."

3-2-10
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:!edical Forma) Accompany Working Paper Appications

AT-16

TNt UPIIVItIbiTY OP' TM* WW1 OP' NEW WNW
THE STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

AUSANY, MEW YORK 11113

PHYSICAL FITNESS CERTIFICATION

(name of school) (address)

(name of applicant) (address)

(date of birth) (sex)

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete part A unless certificate is limited in
which case complete part B.

A. I hereby certify that I have examined the above named applicant
and find he is physically qualified for lawful employment.

(date) elignature of physician and address)

B. I hereby certify that I have examined the above named applicant
and find he ,has a disability that requires limited employment.

(1) Disability

(2) Occupation

(3) Employer

kr

(date) (signature of physician and address)

If a limited certificate is indicated, the disability, occupation, and
employer 'must be indicated to make this certificate valid.

C. F. WILIJAM SON. ALIAMY. M. V.

3 2 11
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IF YOU lir 17
You may work In a factory, as well as In

other places.
OaltandlY. It you are not attending regular

day school, you may work 6 days, 48hours a week.
If you are 16 and attending school, you may

work up to 4 hours a day, Monday through Friday,
8 hours on weekends and holidays, up to 6 days
In one week for a maximum of 28 hours. During
VIICIII101111, you may work 6 days, 48 hours a week,
If you are 17 end attesting school, you may work
onlslde school hours mid dudog vacation, I days
a week (or a total of 4$ bouts.

If you work as a sew/wow carrier or In a
street trade, you may work the same hours as in-
dicated (or a newspaper carder 12 and 13. Gener-
ally, you may work between 6 a.m. and midnight.

You need working papers (or any Job, except
the following: farming: caddying; baby-sitting;
casual employment consisting of household
chores and yard work in and about a residence or
the premises of a non - profit organization; and if
a college student, working (or a non - profit col-
lege, fraternity, sorority, student association or
faculty association.

1-

HEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Division of labor Stow:kris

PREPARED BY TUE
OFFICE OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

BUILDING 12, STATE CAMPUS
ALBANY, NEW YORK 12240

1'7 t)

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

111 112 (3.7111

FOR

TEENAGERS UNDER 18
ABOUT

WORKING PAPERS

STATE OF NEW YORK
Hugh L. Carey, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF L. OR
Philip Ross, Industrial Commissionor
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KINDS OF
WORKING PAPERS

STUDENT NON-FACTORY EMPLOYMENT CER-
TIFICATE - For boys and girls 14 end 15 who
pion to work during vacations or after school
hours: Nut legal for work in factory workrooms or
fur work Involving use of- dangerous machinery or
chemical processes.

STUDENT GENERAL EMPLOYMENT CERTI-
FICATE For boys and girls 16 and 17 who at-
tend school and plan to work during vacations or
after school hours. Valid for factory and other
types of work. However, not valid for hazardous
employment such as operating certain power
driven machines, construction work or for work as
a helper on a motor vehicle.

FULLTIME EMPLOYMENT CERTIFICATE For
boys and girls 16 and 17 who are not attending
school or who are leaving school for full -lima em-
ployment. Valid for factory or-other types of work.
Not valid for hazardous employment such as
operating certain power driven machines, con-
struction work or for work as a helper on a motor
vehicle.

SPECIAL OCCUPATIONAL PERMITS
Farm Work Permit Pur boys and girls 14 and 15
for any farm work, and for boys and girls 12 and
13 for farm work limited to picking berries, fruits
or vegetables. May be used for any farmer-employer
but each fanner must sign permit.
Newspaper Carrier Certificate - For boys and
gitis from 12 years old to 18 who deliver, or sell
end deliver, newspapers, shopping papers or
perioditstis door-to-dour.

Street TrJea Certificate I.11r self-employed
boys and girls 14 to 18 wolfing in a sticet trade,
as bootblack or selling newspapers in the street
or public places.

NOTE: 7'he Student Non-
Factory Employment Certificate.
the Student General Employment
Certificate, and the Full-Time
Employment Certificate are valid
for Iwo years and may all be used
/or more than one employer.

When a minor leaves employ-
ment he should obtain the employ-
;next certificate from the employer.

To obtain Working Papers,
you must:

FIRST - Get infomtallon and application form from
your school office. If you are not attending school.
or if you apply during vacation periods, obtain the
address of the certificating office from the school
nearest your home.

THEN - Complete the application form which
requi res:

The signature of your parent or guardian;

Your birth or baptismal record;
A doctor's certificate showing that you are
physically fit to work. (This certificate Is not
required for newspaper carrier permits if the
applicant is qualified to participate in the

school's physical education program.)

Your school record, If you are leaving school;
When leaving school for full time employment,
a "Job Description", filled out by' your em-
ployer.

IF YOU ARE 12 13

When your attendance at school is sot re-
quired. You may work as a newspaper artier,
on a farm picking berries, fruits or vegetables,
or in any farm work on the home farm,

Dining vacation periods and when school is
not in session, you may weak as a newspaper
carrier 5 hours a day between 6 a.m. and 7 p.m.
When school Is in session, you may work as a
newspaper carrier 4 hours a day between 8 a.m.
and 7 p.m. During vacation periods and when
school is not in session, you may work picking
berries, fruits or vegetables up to 4 hours a day
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. You must be accom-
panied by aYarent or present written consent of
parent to employer. You need working mem,
except for work on the home (ann.'

IF YOU ARE 14 or IS

When your attendance at school is not re-
quired. You may work in stores,offices, and other
places, except in a factory workroom. You may
do delivery or clerical work in an enclosed of-
fice of a factory, and in dry duelling stores,
shoe repair shops, and similar service stores.

When school is not in session, you may
work 6 days a week, up to 8 hours in any one
day and up to 40 hours in any one week.

When school is in session, you may work 3
hours a say, Monday through Friday. 8 hours a
day en weekends and holidays, up to 6 days in
one week for a maximum of '23 hours.

If you work as a newspaper carrier or in a
street trade, you may work the same hours as in-
dicated for a newspaper currier 12 and 13.

Hours regulations du not apply to farm work.
You need working pope's for any Job, except

the following: work on the home farm; caddying:
babysitting; custrui employment consisting of
household chores and yard work In and about a
residence or the premises of a non-prolit or guni-
zation. which does Hot involve the use of power-
driven machinery.

Yoe- need Working Papers Anply at your Schluol Office NOW !
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit 3

Lesson 3

Lesson Overview

What Am I Selling?

To help students organize their personal data, work and
educational history, and to highlight their qualifications.

Equipment: None

Activities

A. Introduce the lesson
and idea of a resume
or fact sheet

B. Summarize selling
points from earlier
exercises

C. Introduce "Personal
Fact Sheet" page 2

D. Summarize job exper-
ience

E. Other qualifications

F. Check over students'
work

G. Fact Sheet page 1 -
discussion

H. Fact Sheet page 1-
completion

I. Check over students'
work

J. Discuss completed
far.as

K. Questions and
veers

L. (Optional) Students
write an ad selling
themselves as work-
ers.

Time

2 minutes

5-10 minutes

2 minutes

6 minutes

5-10 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

5-10 minutes

5 minutes

3 minutes

2 minutes

5-15 minutes

3-3-1

Resources/Materials

Handouts from earlier unit.

Handouts:"Personal Fact Sheet"
(page 3-3-2 and 3-3-3).

"Personal Fact Sheet" (page
3-3-2)
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Ele-
mentar

High
School

Col-
lege

ther

Page 1

My Personal Fact Sheet

One way of organizing the factsnost commonly needed in a job search
is to fill out a form like this:

Name

Address

1 Phone

Social Security Date of Birth

School &
Years Dates Attended

Courses Graduatedcora- From To
Location mo. yr. mo. vr. Mawr Degree

/

.pleted
1

Extra-Curricular Activities:

Interests/Hobbies:

References

Name
Address

Phone NO.
Occupation

Relationship
How Long Known

1.

2.

3.

3-3-2
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Page 2

Job Experience - Starting with most recent position.

Company. Name

1 2

Address

Phone

Type of Business

Supervisor

Job Title

Salary: Starting Ending Starting

Date - From/To

Job Duties

Reason for,Leaving

Strengths, Abilities,
Skills I Can Offer: Demonstrated by:

3-3-3

Ending
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Cnit 3 - The Job Search

Lesson 3 - What Am I Selling?

A. Introduce the lesson by saying: "As you remember from the film
'Sell Yourself', it is important to put your best foot forward,
to present the best image of yourself. One way to get started
with that is by writing down your good points on a piece of paper,
summarizing your sales pitch."

"When we discussed the papers you may need for working,
someone mentioned resumes." (If no one did, mention it now as
another paper needed.) "A resume is one way of listing your
experience. It is a way of advertising yourself, and you send
or give it to employers for whom you would like to work. another
form is called a Personal Fact Sheet. This isn't as well known
as a resume, but it can be even more helpful. It's something
you keep with you to help you fill out applications and do well
in interviews. We will begin developing your personal fact
sheet today." (Resume writing is optional and discussed in
lesson 3S. If you think it would be appropriate for your class,
and plan to peach it, mention that here.)

B. Continu with: "Before a person can fill out a personal fact sheet
(or wri e a resume), he/she should be sure to have a clear picture
of hisr r good points, What do those consist of?" (Strengths,
abilities, skills, values, experience, training, education, etc.,
After brainstorming, tie these back to relevant self-awareness
exercises from the previous unit. Help learners go through their
papers and identify those papers which are relevant. Be sure to
pull their "Range of Work Areas" handout (page 2-3-2),
their "Strength" handout (page 2-1-2) and the "You the Worker"
(circles) handout (page 2-4-3).

C. Distribute the "Personal Fact Sheet" handout, page 3-3-2, and 3-3-3.
Tell the students to turn to page two. State: "We're starting
with page two because this is where all the information we just
collected from the self-awareness exercises plugs in. We'll get
back to page one soon."

D. Job Experience

1. Ask students why an employer might want to know all this in-
formation about their previous jobs. As if they believe that
these questions exist on applications. Tell students that
knowing your job title or the flame of your. company isn't
enough. Say that most applications ask at least 4 questions
about each job"they have had, some ask up to ten!

2. Help students identify their past job experiences. If they
did odd jobs, have them list that as being self-emploved;

3-3-4
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if they,did volunteer work over a period of time, have
them list that. If they worked in a DFY administered
program, have them list the employer as: "New York State
(youth employment prv.:ram)" or "CETA training prograt",
or whatever it was, bat they shouldn't specify DFY as the
employer.

3. If they have limited experience, ask if they have thought of
doing work without pay to get more experience.

4. Reason for Leaving. This can be a tough one to answer. Stu-
dents should not lie, but should not just put down "fired" or
"quit". If they left under negative conditions, they should
try to explain them briefly: "I needed to spend more time in
school, or I started a training program, and this limited the
time I could spend at work; I wasn't properly qualified for
the job; other activities interfered with my reporting to work
(and-I have changed these now); I did not get along with one of
the managers"; etc. If they left because they were going into
a DFY facility, they can state that they moved.

E. The last section draws upon the other self-awareness exercises.
To make these job related students should be able to list things
that are applicable to jobs; and under the column "Demonstrated
by", they should list a work activity or other activity which
utilizes each skill or strength (e.g.,leadershiu - club presi-
dent, team captain; auto mecnanics - helpea tune-up 7 cars, or
completed an auto mechanics course; good communicator - get along
well with other people; etc.)

F. When students are finished, check over their work and encoLrage
them to help students who are going more slowly. When everyone
is finished, have them turn to page one.

G. Continue with: "Now we will complete page one. This is youi
identifying information, educational history, and reference
information." Have students look at page one, and begin a
discussion with the following questions:

1. "Why would an employer want to know this information?"

2. "What do all these words mean?" (Especially review Refer-
ences. Many youth have difficulty identifying people who
can be a reference for them. Suggest: a teacher, a minister,
a family friend who is a business person, a coach, a staff
member of a community center, a former employer, etc. They
should always ask the person's permission before listing
them as a reference. This is a courtesy, ana it helps the
reference person prepare what s/he will say if an employer
calls. Students should be sure the phone number, address,
and spelling of the reference person's name are accurate.)

Note: Date of birth is included because if students are under
18, an employer can legally ask for their age and may ask
for their date of birth.

3-3-5
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3. "How many of you know all this information?"

4. "How many of you think applications ask for all these facts?"

5. Look at the layout and rote the doubling up of items such as

"school and location", and References: "name and address", etc.

H. State: "Let's begin filling in page one. Take your time and do
it right. If yoa have a question, ask. Be compItete. .?ut,all
dates in correctly."

:vote:' Students may need to know how shorthand dating (6/30/81) works
and why "6" means June, "10" means October, etc. Don't assume
they khow it.

I. Go around and check each student's work. Encourage those students
who finish quickly to help other-students.

dhen students are finished, tell them that they will see the value
of this information in later units on Applications and Interviews.
For now, have them review the form and note what they see as pot
ential strengths and, weaknesses among their Persona). Facts, as
relates to job hunting. You maY want to discuss any observatiohs
they make. 1.1

K. Questions and Answers.

L. An optional,but upbeat .exercise which can begini,to demonstrate
the value of the Fact Sheet: Ask students to write a short ad
advertising themselves as workers, e.g., "Far hire, a had-working,
experienced woodworker. Likes to work with is hands, gets alpng
with people and is reliable. Good referenceT." Have them read

4 their ads to the class.

1. A variation on this is to have stuaents pair up and have Student
A describe hj.s good points to Student B who is his agent-or man-

, ager. Student a then writes the ad and reads it with a "hard
sell" sales pitch.'

A 2. Another variation for students with difficulty writing is for
them to use the words on ,the fact sheet to give a short spoken
pitch advertising their strengths and abilities.

3-3-6 ,
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Purpose:

Unit

Lesson 3S

(Supplemental)

Lesson Overview

Resume Writing

To help students understand what resumes are and how they
are used. To have students begin to write their resume.

Equipment: None.

Activities Time Resources/Materials

A. Define "resume" 3-minutes

B. How resumes are use 3 minutes
and why

C. Writing a resume 15-30 minutes Handouts - shmples page 3-3S-2
r more and 3-3S-3.

D. Cover letters

E. Writing lover
letters

F. Questions and An-
swers

3-3S-1
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Sample Resume

Lawrence Penright Home phone number (867) 555-2810
Flagg Road D

Status Towne, Texas 92345

Education

Status Towne High School
Goodwill Lane
Status Towne, Texas 92345
Graduated June 1980

Activities

Skiin$ club, swim team, football team,
debating team, co-editor of Status Towne
school newspaper

Special Skills and Training

.\
Typing (45 wpm), Business English,
Sales Clerk, Receptionist

Work Experience

1. 12/80 - 9/81, Paper Products Company, Paper Lane, Status Towne,
Texas 92345. Receptionist, answer phone, type memos, filing,
give out information, open and stamp mail, and keep suppiles
up to date.

2. 12/79 - 11/80, Men's Clothing Factory, Broomhill Road. Status TownE
Texas, 92345, Sales Clerk, tagging clothes, cashier, sales person,
customer assistant.

References

Mr. John Smith
Manager
Men's Clothing Factory
Broomhill Road
Status Towne, Texas 92345
,(867) 555- 5310

Mr. William Jones
Co-Owner and Manager
Paper Products
Paper Lane
Status Towne, Texas 92345
(867) 555-2232

3-3S-2

Anne Friendly
Housekeeper
Morris Lane
Status Towne, Texas 92345
(867) 555-0091

Hariet Horton
Bookkeeper
Elk Drive
Status Towne, Texas 92345
(867) 555-3205
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Sample Resume

(Resumes can be written in many ways. This is one good format. How
you design this is up to you, choose the information that makes you
look good.)

Resume

Your Name

Your Address

Your City and State, Zip Code

Your phone number

(or a message phone)

EDUCATION

Name of last school attended, address (If you have graduated, say so
and give date. If you are still_in school, say so and give grade. If
youdroppedout don't mention it.)

Ac
/tivities

(team sports, clubs,etc.)

SPECIAL S1ILLS nR TRAINDR;

WORK EXPERIENCE (Start with your most recent job)

1. Dates (from - to) Company name, address, position, duties

2. Same information for previous jobs.

REFERENCES - (Don't use relatives) 1. 2.

Name

Position (at work if employed)

Address (at work if employed)

City, State (at work if employed)

Phone Number (at work if.employed)

3. 4.

3-3S-3
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Unit 3 - The Job Search

Lesson 3ISupplement - Resume Writing

Note: This is most effective with advanced students who have good
writing skills. A pOorly-done resume is worse than no resume,
as employers don't expect resumes from youth. Resumes are
primarily requested for positions requiring advanced training
and experience.

A. Introduce this lesson by saying that: "A more polished form of a
personal advertisement is called a resume." Ask if anyone knows,
what a resume is or looks like. You may want to write a defin-;
ition on the board. Use one of your own or:

resume - a summary of a person's work experience and qualific-
ations, usually typed on one sheet of paper.

Continue by saying:"'Selling yourself' is important in the job
seeking process. Fc: personal advertising, a well prepared resume
can help. It can tell: who you are, what you know, what you can
do, and why you should be hired. It is a job hunter's top selling
aid, a door opener, a major point for discussion." Ask if stu-
dents know how resumes are used. Discuss why they are used.'
Note that they are usually used for professional level jobs,
but look good for any job. Say that some want ads in newspapers
specify that a resume be sent in to apply for the job.

"Nnalse advertising, is allowed, but a good, attractive and
organized resume gives you an edge on the competition. Yodr
resume may go to.an employer before you, and stay after
an interview as a reminder of you, so it is worth an extra
effort to have it done well."

C. Say: "I have a sample resume for you to review and a guideline
for you to develop a resume of your own." (Handouts, page 3-3S-2
and 3-3S-3)

1. Distribute samples, and discuss and formulate with participants
a format for, and content of, their resumes. For a beginning
worker, this should be less than a page, emphasizing skills
and abilities with documentation to support these claims.

2. For students who have had no steady work experience, they can
write a brief paragraph identifying their skills. This can be
followed by a second paragraph which begins with: "Some of the
experiences I've had that demonstrate these skills include..."

3. Remind students: "The purpose of the resume is to interest the
employer in you and in the ways you can deliver on the job.
Keep that in mind when you write your Vesume."

4

3-3S-4
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4. Have students write their resumes. Go around and help them.
Encourage them to work together, comparing their resumes
with each other. Have them work on the resume until it is
fairly well-polished.

5. If they have access to a typewriter and have skills in typing
a complicates layout, encourage them to type the finished pro7
duct. If you have access to a typewriter or a. typist and can
have it typed for them, that would be a valuable graduation
gift for them.

D. Discuss briefly how a resume is used. Ask students:

"What do you do with your resume once it is typed?" Answers
should include that they can: give it to employers as they
conduct their job search, bring it to interviews, and give it
to friends and relatives for them to pass around.

Be sure to point out that some newspaper want ads (Lesson 5)
ask applicants to mail in their resume. In that case, ask
the students if they should send in anything along with their
resume. If they don't know abOut cover letters, discuss these

s,Abriefly. Cover letters should:

1. Be written as-a business letter (see Lesson 7S).

2. Briefly explain the purpose of the letter:

a. That the writer is applying for a job.

b. The name of the job for which the youth is applying.

c. Where's/he heard about it.

3. Highlight the applicant's most relevant (to the job) sales
points (strengths, abilities and interests).

4. State that a resume is enclosed (even though that's obvious)
and how the applicant can be contacted.

5. Always accompany resumes that are mailed.

E. If you wish, have students draft practice cover letters for
a specific job.

F. Questions and Answers.

3-3S-5
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Title:

Purpose:

Lesson Overview

Resources

Unit 3

Lesson 4

To have students become aware of the large variety of
resources available to them as they conduct a job hunt.
To have students leara ,how to use these resources.

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. Introduce job hunt-
ing resources and
brainstorm a list

Li. Video tape of a job
search

C. Discuss video and
expand list of re-
sources

Time

5 minutes

15 minutes

5-10 minutes

D. Further define and 0-20minutes
discuss resources.
Spend some time on
each resource

E. Summary

F. Questions and
Answers

5 minutes

2 minutes

3-4-1

Resources/Materials

Video tape - "Just Around the
Corner," tape #3.

Resource Book - large phone
book with "Yellow Pages". If
possible, one for each student.
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Unit 3 - The Job Search

Lesson 4 - Resources

A. Begin the lesson by stating: "The most important thing to remember
about job hunting is to use all the resources (places you can turn
to for help) you can. Most new jobs are gotten through self-help."
Ask learners if they have any idea where they might find informa-
tion on job openings. Brainstorm and list appropriate answers on
flip chart. These should include:

family
friends
relatives
school resources
newspaper ads
trade magazines
help wanted signs
neighborhood bulletin boards

public agencies
civil service
private agencies
yellow pages
local businesses
library
labor unions
chamber of commerce
community organizations

If they have not generated a.complete list, don't worry about it
for now. You can add missing items later. Don't discuss these
resources at this point unless students have questions or comments
regarding them.

B. Show "Just Around the Corner" tape 3. Introduce it by saying:
"A guy named Larry has just been laid off from his job and the
movie opens with him coming home in the middle of the day. His
wife BJ is expecting a baby soon." (Be sure students know the
difference betwegn being laid off and fired.) Tell students as
thQy watch the 41m to see what resources Larry uses in his job
search. Show the:, film.

C. After the film, have a short discussion. Talk about how Larry
felt and what he cou \d have done to improve things. Talk about
the resources he used, and see if students can add any resources\\to the list generated at the start of the lesson. Fill in those
items they still don't m nation.

D. Go down each item on the list and ask students to define what each
resource is, and whz they can be useful. Briefly discuss how to
use these resources, except for want ads and employment agencies
which are discussed in lessons\S and 6. The information which
follows maybe helpful with your discussion. Emphasize that these
resources can help students conduct a winning job search. They
can also help keep the job hunting blues away by giving youths
more leads, more hope, and faster results.

3-4-2
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1. Family-Relatives-Friends

"The people you know work at a variety of jobs. Talk to them
and ask what their jobs are like, how much training and education
is needed, and what the possibilities for advancement are. Tell
them you're looking for work, and the kind of work in which you
are interested. Ask them if they have heard of any job openings,
and to keep you in mind when they do. Many employers tell their
employees that they are looking for new workers and they listen
to recommendations from their good employees. So, talk to as
many people as you can, and tell them you are looking for a job."

2. School Resources

"Whether you just left school or left some time ago, you should
feel free to go back and talk to a counselor about your qualifi-
cations for a job. Your school records and all your test result=
are still available. If you don't want to go back to school, you
can ask a social worker or probation officer to get the informa-
tion from the school and review it with you. It may help you
complete your Fact Sheet, applications, and do better in inter-
views."

"Some school guidance counselors specialize in helping students
witn their job plans. A counselot can help you put together a
realistic picture of yourself and your career goals. By asking
you certain questions or giving you special tests, a counselor
can help you better understand who you are and what job would
jest suit you. Also, s/he may go over your school record with
you, tc find areas that'you need to improve if you, want certain
kinds of jobs. S/he can tell you if you may have trouble meet-
ing the educational requirements for certain jobs. School coun-
selors also have job contacts and they may be able t4 arrange an
interview for you. So don't write-off school. Go back for a
visit, even if you didn't leave under the best of conditions."

3. Help Wanted Signs - Bulletin Boards

"Has anyone ever seen a help wanted sign? Walk around the busi-
ness district. Check business windows for'help wanted signs.
You can go through industrial parts of town where many industries
are located. Scme companies have 'help wanted' bulletin boards.
Check these often and call the company's personnel office."

"Bulletin boards are som times located at neighborhood grocery
and drugstores. Job ope ings are often posted there. They are
sometimes also posted on\bulletin boards in a: post office,
town or city hall, libraries and other public buildings."

For DFY youth: "Notices may also be posted in the office
o_ your aftercare worker.'

I
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4. Labor Unions

"Labor unions are organizations of workers who all do
the same kind of job. Carpenters form a carpenters' union,
nurses a nurses' union, teachers a teachers' union, etc. If
you are interested in a particular kind of work, find the near-
est union representing that trade or profession and ask them
for suggestions on where to look for a job.

They may also give you good leads on training programs. If
you don't know much about unions, they can fill you in on that
subject also. How do you find these unions? Through the yellow
pages." (See number 6 below.)

Note: Labor Unions are discussed in depth in Unit 8, Lesson 6.

5. Local Businesses

"Who'would know about who has job openings, if not the employers
themselves! A tried and true method of finding openings is by
visiting every company that interests you, and asking them dir-
ectly. It's hard work and takes a long time, but looking for a
job is a full-time job. (Did you think I was exaggerating when
I first said that?) Try to talk to the boss or manager at a
small business when he/she is not busy (don't hit McDonald's
around noon!). Ask him/her for advice about finding a job.
Bosses talk to each other; they know where there are open jobs.
This process is the heart of the job search, but we'll hold our
discussion of it until later since you haven't got all your job
search tools lined up yet." (This is discussed in Lessons 7 and
8, after all resources are fully explored.)

6. The Telephone Book! The Yellow Pages

"One good way4 to organize your job search is by using the yellow
pages. What are the yellow pages? Discuss the difference be-
tween the white and yellow pages. Bring in copies of a metro-
politan phone book. Show the class how they could find Burger
King, Joe's Garage, or Grand Union in each section. Note that
gas stations, garages, repair shops, etc, are usually listed
only under service stations. Supermarkets may be listed under
Groceries, drug stores under Pharmacies. It takes some time to
find the right headings. Note that these headings are in alpha-
betical order. Show them how to find Labor Unions. Explain that
the phone book has the phone number and the address of each
company listed. (Not all companies are listed, but most are.)

Have the class spend some time looking'up types of businesses
that would have jobs that interest them. If they are interested
in cooking, they should also look up Nursing Homes, Hospitals,
and other large institutions that serve meals. Auto mechanics
can look up the Highway Department, new car dealers, taxi com-

3-4-4
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panies, car rental agencies. Encourage them to think. "Remem-
ber all the jobs involved in making a pencil?" (Unit 1 Lesson 3)
Snow them how they can find other resources here: employment
agencies, government agencies, social service organizations,
churches, schools, etc. State that by using the phone book
tney can complete a list of everywhere they want to go to look

for a job, and so be more organized about their search.

Take some time for questions and answers if there are any.
:tote that in large cities, the yellow pages may be a separate

book.

7. Chamber of Commerce

"This is an organization made up of local businesses. You can
find the local Chamber of Commerce in the white pages of the

phone book. If you go there, they will often let you look at
a list of all the local businesses, usually organized by cate-
gory, much like the yellow pages. Sometimes someone there might
know about a company that is hiring (looking for new workers)."

S. Library

"Most libraries have books to help you write resumes, and con-
duct a job search, so if you forget what you are learning here,

you can look it up at the library. They may also have bulletin
boards listing job openings, the local paper with want ads, and

other job information. When you go, tell the librarian what
kind of information you are interested in and he/she will be
happy to show you where to find it and how to use it. Some

libraries have staff people who specialize in helping other
people find jobz, write resumes, or explore,career decisions.

A;k:"

9. Civil Service

"Most government jobs are under what is called Civil Service.
You have to pass a written test for almost all civil service

jobs. The United States Civil Service Commission tests and

hires people for federal jobs. You can get information and

application forms at most post offices. You can also get appli-

cation forms at the United States Civil Service regional offices

or by writing to the United States Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D.C. 20401, or from the local State Employment/Job

Service office. Your State Department of Civil Service tests anc

hires people for most state jobs. For information on a state

job, go the the local State Employment/Job Service Office or

State Civil Service Office. Some libraries also have this

information. Most counties and cities also have their own civil

service agencies that test and hire people for county and city

3-4-5
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jobs. You can get more information about these jobs at :he city
or county personnel office or their Civil Service Commission
Offices. You can find the phone number in the blue pages of
some phone books or in the white pages under the government
listing."

"Civil Service usually lists all the tests that are coming up
for that branch of government. The list changes every month
or so. Sometimes Civil Service also lists job openings for
,which tests are not needed. There are books written to help you
with these tests. Your school counselor will probably be able
to tell you about these books."

10. The Want Ads

This is ore of your best resources. It is a list of job open-
ings and that's precisely what you are looking for! We are
going to discuss these in more detail tomorrow." (If you want
:core information on want ads, see Lesson 5.)

11. Employment Agencies - Public

"The State Job Service is the biggest of these. It has a list-
ing of many types of jobs. Most are full-time and require a
high school degree and some experience. Some agencies have
special youth employment programs, but all have some jobs that
have minimal training or experience requirements. We will find
out more about the Job Service in a few days."

"Another public employment service is CETA, an employment and
training program. CETA has special limits on who is eligible
for their services and the kind of programs they have vary from,
county to county. The people at the Job Service can tell you
about your local CETA program and how you can find out more
about it."

12. Employment Agencies - Private

"Private employment agencies are similar to the Job Service,
with one big exception: they charge you a fee (money). Private
agencies have a variety of jobs they try to fill for employers.
They can save you some of the time and trouble you spend look-
ing for a job/ but they cost money. They will ask you to sign
a contract when you get there saying that if you get a job throug
them, you will pay them a pre-arranged fee. We will, discuss
these agencies in a few days."

13. Temporary Employment Agencies

"Temporary agencies are private agencies that help you find tem-

3-4-6
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porary jobs. They usually don't charge a fee. They usually
pay the minimum wage---EiTObs that last from one day up to
a'few months. They provide a source of money and experience
while you are looking for a permanent job."

14. Community Organizations

"Many community agencies such as the Boys' or Girls' Clubs,
the 'Y', the Urban League or a community center have youth
employment programs, or just know where you might be able to
find a job. They are usually free and worth 'checking out'.
Sometimes they have odd jobs available. Like temporary jobs,
they bring in some money, and can give you experience and
references."

E. Summarize this discussion with the following points:

Note: The numbers at the start of each paragraph correspond to the
resources as numbered in Section 0, above.

1., 2., 3., and 4. "Friends, Schools, Bulletin Boards, and Unions
can give you two types of leads: hot leads when they tell you
about a job opening they know about; or cold leads when they sug-
gest a company for you to contact, but they don't know if there is a
job open. In either case, it's up to you to follow-up on those
leads. We'll discuss how to do that in a later lesson. In

that lesson we will also talk abouthow to conduct your door to
door job search." (4 5)

6. and 7. "The Yellow Pages and the Chamber of Commerce are two
ways to sort out the businesses that have jobs that may interest
you. They help you organize your job search."

8. and 9. "The Library and Civil Service are two sources of job
leads."'

10., 11., and 12. "The Want Ads and the Emcloyment Agencies
(Public and Private) are among your best sources. We're going to
spend the next few days exploring these more fully."

13. "Temporary Employment Agencies give you something to do and
some money coming in while you are looking for work. You may find
a hot lead while working at a temporary job."

14. "Community Organizations have a lot of possibilities. Some
can offer you leads, others may have counseling or training programs,
and still others may act as employment agencies."

F. Questicns and Answers.

3-4-7
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Lesson Overview

Title: Using Help Wanted Ads

Purpose:

Unit ___1___

Lesson 3

To teach students where to find and how to use newspaper
want ads.

Equipment: None.

Activities

A. Introduction

B. Understanding want
ads

C. Finding a "real" ad

D. "Situations Wanted"

E. Wrap-up

F. Questions and An-
swers

G. Optional exercises

Time

5 minutes

10 minutes

10-15 minutes

5-10 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

5-20 minutes

3-5-1

Resources/Materials

Handout - "Understanding Want
Ads", page 3-5-2.

Resource - current newspapers
with enough classified sections
for each student or "Sample Want
Ads" handout, page 3-5-3,,

"Situations Wanted" column from
the Classified section of a
newspaper.
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A.

Understanding

PARKING GARAGE Attendant.
Full-time 5 days. Exper-
ienced. Report bet. 10-11
am. South St.Garage, 49
South St. No calls. '

What do these mean?

1. bet.

Help Wirited

1.

2.

3.

Name

Ads

What is the job title?

Where is the job located?

How would you appply?

2. St.
4.

NIK

How much would you work?

5. When should you apply?

B. WAITER/WAITRESS. FIT. Exp.

Call or stop in.Joe's Diner,
Main St. 449-3021, ask for

1. Do you need experience for this
job?

Tom.
2. Who is Tom?

What do these mean?
3. How should you apply?'

1. F/T

2. Exp.

C. SALESPERSON needed. Beg.

immed. 15-20 hours per. wk.

1. What kind of job is this ad for?

Gift ship, North St. Exp.

not nec. Must bet hard wkr. 2. Is it full-time or part-time?

429-0180, Sally.

What do these mean? 3. Do you need experience?

1. Beg.

2. immed. 4. What kind of worker are they

3. hrs. looking for?

4. wk. 5. Row would you apply?

5. nec.

6. wkr.

D. Seczatary/Clerk. No. exp. nec.

P/T to start. Exc. oppty. for
prombtion. Apply, Box 603, W.
Ellen, NY 40321

1. Is this a full-time job?

2. Will it become full-time later?

What do these mean?

1. P/T
3. How would you apply?

2. Exc.
4. What experience do you need?

3. oppty.

4. Box 603

.a

3-5-2
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SAMPLE WANT ADS

CASHIER/DELI PERSON. Must have prior exp.
ih either position. Full-time work for
dependable person. Apply'9-11a.m. Deli-
East, 407 Turner Blvd. 249-1020

AUTO MECHANIC for growing company, must
have 2 years experience exhaust & brake
installation, some front end experience
preferred but not necessary, good ben-
efits. Call 431-4022, dAytime. /

OFFICE CAREERS
All Fees Paid

Secretary
.

Excellent typing and steno required.
Duties include phone work, correspondence,
appointments and filing. 35 hour cork week.
Benefits, salary, to $9,500. Job-Scene
341-2046

TELEPHONE SOLICITORS, immediate openings
for experienced, highly motivated per-
sons. Full time days. Starting salary
$135. per week. Apply in person from
1-6 pm. 307 Thompson Si.

GENERAL OFFICE Worker for a medical
billing office. Many duties, 'young growing
Co. Experience preferred but not nee. Send
resume to,: Box 2731 Times Newspaper.

COUNTER HELP, cashier/cooking exp. required.
Min. Wage to start. P/T eves. Apply by mail:
401 Salem 'Avenue, Albany 12304

CARPENTER'S HELPER, full-time, seasonal. Good
pay, no bene. Own tools, some exp. Call Ron
784-2132 eves.

$1.

CASHIER, supermkt., p/t,and fit min. wage.
Exp. helpful. Apply in person, 32 State St.

HELP WANTED, Maintenance, Cashiers, Laborers,
Secretaries. F/T, P/T, some exp. Immed_.

openings. Call 463-0797, Johnson Agency.

MAINTENANCE Workers, F/T, Immed. Glen
General Hospital, Southbridge Rd. Apply,
Personnel.

3-5-3
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Unit 3 - T'he Job Search

'Lesson 3 - Using Help Wanted Ads

A. Review information discussed regarding want ads in the previous
lesson.

1. Aii students what help wanted ads are. (Among other things,
they are one of the best sources of job openings.) Also, askthem wherethese ads are found.

2. Ask^students how these ads get in the paper, why they are put
there and what they look like. Mention that most are placed
directly by the employer, but some are placed by employmentagencies. Discuss this briefly.

0

B. 'Distribute the handout "Understanding Want Aas? (page 3-5-2).
Explain that these are the copies of actual want ads. Doaloud as a class exercise, or have students complete and then
discuss.

Have students brainstorm all the information that is containedin want ads. List on a flip chart and discuss. Summarize:

"A want ad can tell a ;ot about a job: the name of the job,
who the employer is, o which agency is being used, when the
job starts, what skills Or experience is needed, where the
job or agency is iodated, and/or the phone number of the job
or agency. The ad might also give other information, but some
as are very brief. (The newspaper Charges by the line.)
Sometimes the ad says whether the job is full-time or part-
time, what the salary is, what the working hours are, what
fringe benefits the job offers and whether you.are required
to provide any special tools. or equipment. The ad also tells
you how to apply for the job: in person, 1oy mail, or by
nhone."\

.C. Distribute real (current - local and/or NYC) newspapers.
These shOld be as complete as possible so students can see
where the ads are found, but don't let the sutdents read the
news and sports sections:., If this gets to be-a problem, just
distribute 'the classified sections and 'have only one complete
paper to shOw students how it all fits together. Ask studdits
to find the `want ads, and. review the terms "Classified"- and
"Help Wanted"\\,

1. Ask them to read through the ads and find a job that interests
them. Encourage questions as they go through the paper. Set
a time limit for them to choose an ad. This may be difficult
for them and time consuming, so as a back-up or alternative,

3-3-4
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cut out ads appropriate for the students and paste them on
index cards. Have students select one which interests them.

2. Have them discuss what anformation the ad contains, and how
they would follow up this lead. (Optional - hiVe them role
play,,write sample letter, etc.).

Note: In place of real want ads, you may use the ones on the hand-
out titled "Sample Want Ads" (page 3-5-3). They may be
handed out as a sheet or cut up and pasted on index cards.

D. Immediately following the "Help Wanted" section in most news-
papers is the "Situations Wanted" section. Many students are
confused, py this latter section and think it is a continua-
tion of "Help Wanted". .

1. Point out this 'saption to the students and ask therkif
they can figure out what it is for and how it differs
from "Help Wanted".

2. Be sure to explain that these ads represent people who are
looking for work (usually odd jobs). These often include
babysitters and "handy-people" (carpenters, cleaners,'
trash haulers, etc.). These people advertise their skills,
abilities, and availability, and say how they can be con-
tacted (usually by phone).

3. After students have found out what those ads are for, ask
them to briefly write or state an,ad they could put in the
"Situations Wanted" section about themselves.

E. Wrap-up. Review briefly the value and use of the want ads.
Then ask students where they can get a "fresh" set of want
ads (buy a paper, borrow the classified section from a neigh-
bor, go the library, etc.). Conclude with: ".The key to these
want ads is that they get stale very fast. Often by 10 a.m.
of the day they come out What does that tell you? A job
hunter has to get up early and buy or borrow a copy of the
morning paper in the morning, before 9 a.m. That way you'll
be ready to contact themeaFaiinesses you are interested in as
soon as they open. This will give you the jump on the com-
petition and impress the employer with your speed in getting
things done. All bosses like someone who is fast, accurate,
and *on the job early."

F. Questions and Answers.

G. Optional Exercises

1. Want Ad Dictionary: Many newspapers are reducing or elimi-
nating abbreviations, but you may want to discuss some
common ones.

2. You may want to. divide the class into several groups. Give

3-5-5
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each group/ a job description and have them try writing an
ad. Then 'have_ the other groups read the ad and try ''to describe
the job i adN4stises./

3. Use the 0 ads on the,Sample Sheet (page 3-5-3). Divide the
class groups and have each group, ,choose one ad and describe
how the would respoLd to the ad. ;Have the other groups guess

iwhch a they were referring to and have them critiqUe the first
gr7up approach, /

3-5-6



Lesson Overview

Title: Employment Agencies

Purpose:

Unit 3

Lesson

To explain the three basic types of employment
how to use them; and what to watch out for.

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor.

6

agencies;.

Activities

A. Introduction

B. Show video and dis-
cuss

O. Private4employment
agencies

D. Government employ
rent agencies

E. Temporary employment
agencies

F. FolloWing-up

G. Summary

H. Questions and An-
swers

I. (Optional) "Real"
samples

a

Tine

2 minutes

20 minutes

5 minutes

8 minutes

3 minutes

2 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

5-15 minutes

3-6-1-

eg±.
T,

Resourciis/mkierials

Video tape - "Just Around the
Corner." tape #4.

Resource - newspaper want ads,
with ads placed by agencies
highlighted.

Brochures and/or ads written -

by employment agencies.
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Unit 3 - The Job Search

Lesson 6 - Employment Agencies

A. Introduce the lesson. Remind"students that in the last video-
tape shown, Larry had found something in the want ads that looked
good. He called the phone number listed and set up an interview.
Tell them that they will now see where that particular want ad
took him.

B. Show the video tape 114) and discuss it.

Note: Depending upon the flow of your class, you may wish to intro-
duce the subject of Employment Agencies first and use this
tape at the end of the lesson as a review. You may also wish
to stop the tape several times and discuss each section: after
he leaves the private agency, after his talk with BJ, and
after his visit to the Job,Service.

C. Private Employment Agehcies

Emphasize the contract; tell them they only have to pay if they
get a job through the agency and accept it. State: "If
you quit or get fired, you may still have to pay part bckall
of the fee. Check the contract. The fee can be quite large.
Is it worth it?" Have class discuss the pro's and con's.
(Refer back to Larry's points on the Video tape.). Point out
that agencies often run want ads to attract;jobjeekers. Show

some real examples from a.newspaper.' Say'that sometimes the
employer pays the fee("Fee Paid")and there is no ch'arge to the

worker, but they better have that in writing before they take

the job. Have students discuss why employers would use a service

like. this.. Ask them how it helps the employer? (Some agencies
print broChures, you may wish to bring these into class for

discussion.)

D. Government Employment Agencies - The Job Service

Discuss how this agency is set up. Explain that it is more com-
plicated and less personal than a private agency. Describe the

agency along-the-following lines:

"When you come in, you see the receptionist and fill out an

application. The application is complicated, so ask for help

if you are not sure,hOw to fill it out. Then you go to the
machines and try to find a job that interests you. The mach-
ines are hard to use at. first, but usually someone can show you

thew to use it. The jobs IJ.sted on the machines don't have a

company name or address.;._ that comes later."-...

364-2
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"Once you find a job that is interesting and for which
you think you're qualified, you tell,the receptionist. She/he
will tell an interviewer, and after a little while, you
go in ,for youk interview. This isn't a full-scale interview.
It's just to be sure that you understand the job, can get there,
and are interested and qualified. Then the interviewer tells
you wh're the job is and usually arranges an appointment for
you. If she/he picks an inconvenient time tell her/him; a
convenient time can usually be arranged."

"Then it'sup to you. You may have to fill out another
application at the company and have another, longer interview.
How you sell yourself determines whether you get hired, but we'll
go over that in a later unit."

"The Job Service also offers some counseling, vocational testing,
and knows about, CETA and other training programs. If you want
some of these services, tell someone at the Job Service and they'll
tell you who to see."

.1

E. Temporary Employment Agencies

"These are set up like-priate agencies, except that when you
eget jobs from thes agencies you work somewher else, but are

paid by the agen . You may have to sign a contract, but usually
there is no char . You may have several different jobs from
one agency before you find a permanent job."

F. Continue with: "For the private and temporary agencies to help
you, you usually need to have a telephone so they can call you.

_A reliable message phone will usually work also. But it is just
as important for you.to keep checking in with all the agencies;
remember, new jobs open every day, and not all of them are listed,
in thenewspaper. SO check back each week or so."

G. Summary. Review the pro's and con's of the different agencies.
You may wish to write these on a flip chart. Compare with Want
Ads and other resources. Point out that youths can make use of
all these resources at once, they don't have to (and shouldn't)
use only one resource.

H. Questions and Answers.

I. (Optiorial) Many agencies print brochures and/or place, ads
advertising their services. Youmay wish to bring some samples
in for learners to review.

3 -6 -3
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Title:

Purpose:

Equipment:

Unit 3

Lesson 2

4'Lesson Overview

Making- Conta-Ct

Toteach students how to contact potential employers and
how to follow -upon job leads.

None.

Activities

A. Introduce hot and
cold contacts

B.. Cold contacts

1. By phone
2. In person
3. By letter

(optional)

C. Labor law and insur-
ance restrictions

D. Hot Contacts
Given a lead
by a friend

2. Given a lead
by an agency.

3. Found a lead
through an ad

E. Wrap-up

F. Questions. and An-
swers

G. Optional exercises

Tine

2 minutes

21 minutes

(5 minutes)
(8 minutes)
(8 minutes)

5-10 minutes

20 minutes
(8 minutes)

(1.minutes)

(10 minutes)

2 minutes

i minute

5-20 minutes

3 -7 -1

Resources/Materials

Handout - "Sample Cold Contact
Letter", page 3-7-2

Handout- "Sample Hot Contact
Letter ", page 3-7-3
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SAMPLE LETTER

(Cold contact - you don't know if there'a,a job open.)

234 Second Street
Albany, NY 12209
July 23, 1981

Personnel Department (or Manager) (or name of Manager or Interviewer)
XYZ Company
10.6 Front Street
Albany, NY 12208

44-

Dear : (If you don't know the name of the person to send this
to, write: "Dear People" or "Dear Sir or Madame")

I have 6 months experience working as a salesperson in a cloth-
ing store,and I am interested in working with your company. I aka
high school student and would be able to work after 3 p.m. on weekdays,
and anytime on Saturday or Sunday. I have good references and I..
would like to meet with you to talk about possible employment with
your company. I am enclosing a copy of ay resume. I

I will' be calling you in a week, or you can reach me at the
above address or by, leaving a message with Mrs. Rivas,,my landlady
(or neighbor or aunt) at(514),555-4314. Thank you for considering
me. I look forward tehearing from you.

t' Sincerely,

3-7-2
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'SAMPLE LETTER

(Hot Contact - Ydknow there's a job open.)

Box 381
New York Times
1047 Broadway
New York, New Mork 10001

Dear People:

234 Second Street
Albany, NY 12209
_July 23, 1981

I ,am interested in the mechanic's helper job you advertised
in the,New York Times on July 22. I have some experience working
on cars and would like to do more. I am able to work whaiteirer
schedule you require. I am a hard worker and I have good refer-
ences.

You can reach me at the Above address or by calling (212),
321-1212 or by leaving a message with my grandmothei Mrs. Smith
at (212) 123;1234. Thank you very much foi considering me.
look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

:7hit
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Unit 3 - The Job Search

Lesson 7 - Making Contact

A. In.trodLce the lesson by saying: "Now we're going to look at how
you actually conduct a job search. First, we're going to look
at some ways a person can contact an employer. Three ways are
by phone, b's letter and by going in person to see prospective
employers." (You may wish to write these on a flip chart.)

"NO matter which of these methods you choose in your
job search, you will find.that they all have several things in
common. First you Will be trying to arrange a job interview
which will lead to a job offer., Secondly, the attempt to estab-
lish contact will be either 'cold' or 'hot'. What does this
mean?"

"A cola contact is one you make when you haven't any idea
whether or not an employer has a job opening. This is what you
would be doing when you send a letter or make a phone call to
all the construction companies listed in the phone book, or put
in applications at all the department stores." (Refer to ear-
lier lesson on Resources,)

"A hot contact is the one you make if you know a company is
hiring. An example of this would be responding to a want ad,
lead from an employment agency, or a hot tip from a friend or
a relative."

B. Cold Contacts (Remind learners that these are contacts made
with no introduction or knowledge about a job opening.)

1. Phone Callq

"The key is to.get in contact with the right person, so ask
for the personnel manager or the person who does the hiring.
Ask for his/her name (write it down). You may need to call
her or him again. When you are put in touch with this person
tryto get him -or her interested in you as a possible employ-
ee. Give your name and talk a little bit about your skills
or interests as they relate to the company and the type of
job you are interested in. Next, talk about the part of your
work experience, educational background, or personal interests
that may relate to.the company's needs. The last step is to
close the conversation. Ask if you can come in for an inter-
view. Even if you don't get an interview, be polite. There
may be an opening at that company later which you may be in-
terested in. Say 'Thank-you' before you say !Good-bye'.
Put the telephone back on the receiver gently and securely
when you have finished."

3774
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I'
if you do get an appointment for an interview, be sure to
find out:

a. The interviewer's name. (It may not be the person with whom
you are talking.)

b. The time and place of the appointment:
c. Information,4about the job."

2.

Note:

Tell the class thap for cold contacts, a phone call is not the
best method. It's; too easy for an employer to say no ove*: the
phone. It is one Way to cover many businesses quickly, espe-
cially if transporation is a problem. Tell the students that

they can handle a lot of rejection, they may want to try

Personal Contact

This...is a very, difficult task to accomplish well. Let the
students know this ishard,but encourage them to try it and
practice it. They won't be able to do the entire process,
but they can make a start.

"This. ii the most effective method for a cold contact if you
do it right. It's harder to say no when you are right there
in front of the person. Prepare for personal contacts much
tne same Wity as you would for an interview. Be sure to be
well groomed, wellprepared and polite to people you meet
in the office. We'll disCu#s your appearance in greater de-
tail in the unit on preparing foran interview, which we will
be studying An a souple of weeks) soon. Now let's talk about
what you say when you-walk in the door."

-a. "To whom do you ask to speak?"

1) "In a small place, you ask for the owner or manager."
2) "In a medium sized place ask for the person that does

the hiring." ,

3) "In a large place ask for the Personnel Office."
4) ; "If you're not sure, go with #2."

b. Ask students- to_imagine_that they have just walked into
a business. To whom would that' go to ask this question?
A receptionist? What if the business were a factory, a
restaurant, a gas station, a construction site? Ask
learners-about each setting and discuss how they would
handle this question.

c. "You'll get one of three response's: 'She/he's not in or busy';
"Just fill out this application's or 'Just a minute; I'll go

get him/heel The first two are easy to deal with; ask when

II....

I
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yoi should come back, or fill
it in (more on that in Unit 5)
were hoping for is the toughy.
do you do?"

out the application and turn
. The third ore, the one you
There she /he is, now what

d. "You'll probably feel nervous - good, you.should be a little
nervous. After all, this person maybe the difference between
your being employed or unemployed. Now, without looking too
nervous, 'walk up,' smile, say 'Hello' and who you are, and
stick out your hand for a handshake."

"Here comes the hard part, you've got to say something wood.
Tell hiffi/her why you are there: what specific type of job
you are interested in, why you want to work for this company,
a short statement of your best selling point (your experience
or skills that relate to this job) . If yoti have a resume, now,
is the time to hand it.overrif not, try to-olose-the_oonver-
sation successfully (unless she/he starts asking you questions
or otherwise takes the lead): /

Ask if they have or. expect to have any openings which may
be appropriate for you. No matter what the answer, ask if
you could fill out an applicftion or leave your name and
phone number in case somethilng comes up. If this person
schedules an interview for you, don't forget to gethis/her
name, the time and the place of the interview, and informa-
tion about the job."

Note: Another approach'for students who are verbally skilled and
present a good appearance, is to by-pass the Personnel
Office and go directly to the department manager or fore-
man. The youth canetry to strike up a conversation with
this person and ask if any job openings are coming up. If
they make a favorable impression, this may'help them when
they get to the Personnel Office. This should only be
tried by youths who are capable of doing it well. It can
backfire.

3. Letters (Optional)

State that nearly everyone will need to write a letter of one
kind or another in the job search process: letters to inquire
about job information and job openings, and letters to intro-
duce a resume to a prospective employer.' Tell them that their
letter represents them. It is a selling tool. To do,.that best
it should be neat, organized and to the point.

a. "What should your letter say when you are making a cold con-,
tact?"

1) "Why you are writing (to arrange for an interview)."
2) "What type of job you are interested in."

3 -7 -6
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3) "Why you are interested in this job and this company."
4) "When you are available to work."
5) "How you can be reached."
6) "Who you are - preferably your resume or fact sheet."

b. "What should your letter look like?"

1) "It should be short (the inforMation in "a" above should.
be answered in one or two sentences each).

2) It should be typed, or very neatly written (printed is,
usually better than script).

3) It should be set up correctly as a btsiness letter, with
proper spelling and grammar.

4) You should sign your name in ink.
5) It should be addressed'attn: Personnel'."

Note: You may wish to distribute and review the sample of a
cold contact letter found on page 3-7-2. Lesson 7S----provides-amore domplete_treatment of letter writing

c. "What do you do after mailing it? Wait 10 days or so, then
call the company. Try to find the person who received your
letter. Ask if she/he has gotten a Chance to read your gtter.
Ask- it she /he- has time tomeet_with_you to discuss the

_
poi 'i-bility of your worki,ng with this company."

"If the answer is yes, great. Get the information you need.and go for it. If the answer is no, don't give up yet. Ask \if they expect any openings soon or know -of other companies.
with openings. Still, no? You gave it yddr best, so end itright. Thank him/her for taking the time to talk to you,
say good-bye politely, and hang up the phone softly. It
takes a lot of turn downs before you get a yes."

C. Continue with: "To limit the no's, be sure you are qualified
before you go to, or call, a company to talk about working for
them. You should have a specific job in mind, and you,should
be sure that you are qualihld for that job. We-have discussed
qualifications already: your abilities, your experience, and
your training or education. There is one thing we haven't dis-
cussed for youth under 18 and-that is: Are you legally qualified
for the job? Does anydne know what I mean by that question?"

Elicit student discussion of this and try to bring the conver-
sation around to the issue of child labor laws for youth under
18 years of age. (Someof these laws are outlined on the back .of
working papers, see page 3-2-9. A thorough explanation of New.
York State's laws is offerea in a booklet entitled "Laws Govern-
ing Employment of Minors" published by the N.Y.S. Department of
Labor. The federal Department of Labor also publishes information
regarding federal child labor laws. When there is a conflict *per.
tween these two sets of laws, the most restrictive law generally

Adiscussion of these laws should include:

3-7-7
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1. Age Restrictions: These laws divide youths into 4 categories
by age: under 12; 12 and 13; 14 and 15; and 16 and 17. -Each
group has different restrictions: youths under 12 are prohib-
ited from work, and youths 12 and 13 are limited to delivering''
newspapers, farm work, and doing outdoor work fox their par-
ents.

2. Hours Restrictions:!

a. Youths aged 14-15 can only work from lam to 7pm. This.limits
them from working very much after school hours. It also
limitseithem from working in businesses open until 9 or 10pm,
unless there is a shift ,that works only until 7 p.m. Many
employers won't hire youth under 16 for this reason.

b. Youths aged 16-17 can only work from 6am to midnight. This.
limits them from factory or hospital work where the new
worker has to work the "graveyard" or overnight shift. This
does not limit them from many other jobs.

ProhibIted-Jobs4----

a. A sampling of jobs that youths aged 14-15 are prohibited
from include: working in a factory, working with or near
most machinery (including power lawn mowers:), painting or
exterior dleaning,of a. building, working in connection with
transporation services, cooking in most reStatirdhts, baking
loading or unloading trucks, or working in connection with
car repair using pits or lifting apparatus. They are also
prohibited from all jobs from which 16 and 17 year-olds are
prohibited.

b. A sampling of prohibitions for 16 and 17 year-olds includes:
any construction work; any power-driven wood-working, petal
forming, or bakery machines; work involving band saws or cir-
cular saws; work in a meat packing plant; manufacture of brie'.:
or tile; work as a helper or driver on a motor Vehicle;
adjusting belts on machindry; or selling or dispensing al-.
coholic beverages.

AllAll tni-d76715-rbhibitionS(except the last one) do not apply
to approved apprenticeships or recognized cooperative
vocational training programs.

4. Add: "Another restriction, which may extend up to the age of
r21 or even 25 is insurance regulations. Companies have to

have accident insurance for all their workers, and the insur-
ance company may specify that some jobs (such as driving a
truck) be done by someone over the age of 21 or 25. Another

3-7-8
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type of insurance is bonding and the insurance company can
require that a worker must be at least 18 to be bonded, even
if-the labor laws only require that a worker be 16 years old."
(Bonding is discussed more fully in Unit 5, Applications.)

5. Summarize with: "So now you know a few more things to watch
for when looking for a job. If you are sure you can't
legally do a job, don't apply. If you are not sLre, apply
anyway. It doesn't cost you anything and you never know until
you apply. Just, be aware that you may get rejected because of
your age and the law, not because of anything bad about you
personally."

D. Hot Contacts

Begin with: "Your job search research will be turning up hot
leads, so you'll have to be making some hot contacts too."

1. "One reason you may make what's called a hot contact is that
you've been_given_a_lead or tip_ by a friend or acquaintance
that a certain' company_ may be looking to hire someone with
your skills. When you are making contact by any of the three__
methods (phone, letter,.or in person), you should be sure to
mention the referral early in the contact."

If you wish, have learners try to phrase an appropriate cOn-
tact statement. Examples of appropriate statements follow:

a. Phone:

"Hello Mr. Hilton. My name is Terry Brown. Miss Corrento
suggested that I call you to discuss the job opening you
have for a stock_clerk."

b. In Person:

"Good afternoon Mr. Hilton. Ms. Corrento suggested I speak
with you about the stock clerk opening you have."

c. Letter:

"Dear Mr. Hilton,

Miss Corrento told me about a job opening you have for a stock
clerk. Please consider me for that opening. My experience
includes

. Continue with: "Another reason you might be making a hot con-
__

3-7-9-
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3.

tact is because you've been referred by a public or private
employment agency. In this case, the initial interview will
probably be arranged fkdr you so your contact will be in person.
You should mention the agency and the name of the person who
made the referral early in your visit to the employer, just
like vou did when you were referred by a friend, relative,
or acquaintance."

"A third reason you- may make a hot contact is because you've
found a notice posted about a job opening or you found the
opening listed in the want ads. Usually the ad will specify
how to respond: by phone, visit, or letter. Follow these
instructions." (You may have learners again try to phrase
sample introductions as before, or role .play a phone call.)

a. Phone

"Hello, my name is Evan Richards. I'd like to speak with
Dr. Browne about the opening for a nurse's aide that was
advertised in today's Times Union." (Then, when Dr. Browne
comes to the phone...) "Hello, Dr. Browne, my name is Evan
Richards and I am very interested in apl.--iying for the nurse's
aide jab that was advertised- in- today-'_s. Times Union."

b. In Person

"Good morning, I'm Evan Richards. I'd like to speak with
1s. Johnson about the sales -clerk opening advertised in
today's Times Union." (When you reach Ms. Johnson...)

c. Letter

Distribute sample of hot contact letter on page 3-7-3.

1) Ask youth if they see any similarities between the hot
and cold contact letters, i.e. content of each paragraph.
You may wish to put answers on a flip chai.t. They should
include: Each is brief and to the point. The first para-
graph tells why the letter is being sent and gives informa-
tion to support that. The final paragraph closes the
topic and sets the stage for contact.

2) You should discuss and write down some added guidelines:

a) "When answering an advertisement, cover all the points
mentioned in the ad, in the order asked, to show you
can follow instructions clearly and completely."

b) "Try to tie your selling points: interests, abilities
and experiences, directly to the job tasks as you-know
them. Be positive, but don't brag or'soup it up' too much."

3-7-10
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c) "Include where you can be reached, and leave the door
open for another contact if possible."

d) "Keep in mind that your letter should show your person-
ality and style. A letter which attracts the attention
of the employer helps you to be Remembered and Recommended,
the important R & R of the job searibk."

N

E. Wrap-Up

You may wish to summarize the lesson along these':ines: "Reinember,
it takes a lot of contacts and a lot of rejections before you get
the job you want. So think of each rejection as moving you one
step closer to success, one step closertogetting the job you are
looking for. Don't get too depressed, no one wants to hire scme-
ope who looks like a loser." (This is mentioned in the "Just
Arounethe Corner"tace#5, which is shown in the unit on inter-
viewing.)

F. Questions and Answers. -4

G. Optional Exercises'

1. Divide class into two groups. Using a senile want ad (samples,
are appended to Lesson 5) which requires a letter of applica-
tion, have each group compose an appropriate letter. You or
a group,member should act asarecorder. Have the two groups
exchange letters and, without benefit of the ad, list what
the ad asked for based on the letter's contents.

2. Distribute "Sample Help Wanted Ads" form, page 3-3-3.

a. Have youth4identify which method of contact (in person, by
phone or letter), they would use in following up each
advertisement.

b. Then have learners role-play one or two sample phone calls,
letters or personal contacts they would make in response to
these advertisements.,
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Lesson Overview

Title: Proper Letter Writing Format.

Purpose: To teach students the correct format
a business letter.

Equipment: None.,

Unit 3

Lesson 7S

(Supplemental)

for writing and mailing

Activities

A. Introduce format

Discuss format

C. Preparation of letter

D. Proper folding

E. Envelopes

F. Summary

G. Questions and Answers

Time

5 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

3-7S-1

Resources/Materials

Handout - "Business Letter Form"
page 3-7S-2

Handout - "Sample Contact
Letters" page 3-7-2 and
3-7-3 (previous lesson)

Sample Letters above

Handout - "Folding Letters" page
3-7S-3, blaakpaper and personal
and business size envelopes
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3.

4.

5.

\BUSINESS LETTER FORMAT

1.

2.

6.

7.

8.

1-
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FOLDING LETTERS FOR MAILING

Proper folding for personal sized envelopes:

ti

1. fold in half along dotted lines.

2. then fold in thirds along dotted lines.

'Proper folding for business sized envelopes:

top o page fold

fold

1. fold in thirds along dotted lines,
fold from bottom first.

2. when placing letter in envelope, be sure
open edge faces up.

V

3-7S-3
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Unit 3 - The Job Search.'

Lesson 7S - Proper Letter Writing Forniat
0

Note: This lesson is to be taught only if needed when discu04.ng
letters to employers.

t

A. If you discover as you mention business letters (cover let;ters
and follow-up letters) that students are unfamiliar with the
proper form and content of a business letter, use the follow-
ihg information.

1

1. Discuss the form of a business letter.

a. Ask students what it should look like.
b. Record their answers on the blackboard.
c. Sketch an example on the board to illustrate the proper

form or handout - "Business Letter Format ", page 3- 7S -2,.

B. Ask students: "What shoul&go into each section?" (The num-
bers refer to the numbers on the handout.) You may wish to refer_
to the sample letters from the previous lesson.

1. "The sender's (your) address which includes:

a. House number and street.
b. City, state and zip code."

2. "The date on which you wrote the letter."

3. "Addressee - The place to which you are sending the letter:

a. Person's name, to whom letter is written (if you know it).
b. The name of the company you are applying to for employment.
c. Company's address.

1) Number and street.
2) 'City, state and zip code."

4. "The Salutation -'Dear ,Ifyou know to whom you are
writing, use the person s complete name, e.g., 'Dear Mr. John
Smith', (or Ms. Jane Doe or Mrs. Gwendolyn Jones). If you do mot
have a specific name, use 'Dear Sir/Madam' or 'To Whom It May
Concern' or 'Dear People'."

5. "The body of the letter should be short and to the point.
It should have no abbreviations and the. sentences should
be complete and'punctuated. It should include:

a. "Introduction - Why you are writing to this company or
person. What do you. want?"

b. "Necessary comments -

1) If you are looking for a job:

a) If a resume is enclosed, state that.

3-7S-4
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b) Highlight your strengths and abilites as they relate
to the job.

Highiight your experiences:doing similar or related
jobs."

2 "If you are thanking an employer for an interview:

1) Highlight your experience to dO.,the job.

, 2) Highlight your strengths and abilities-related t6 the
0 job.

, 3) Review any'high points from the interview."

c.("Closing remarks should include:
-

a. Contact number.

b. Thank you."...

6. "Closing phrase, e.g., 'sincerely' Or 'yours truly'."

7. "Sign your name in script (cursive)."

8. "Print your name."

C . "Now that you know what form your letter should take. How do
you prepare it?" This should include:

1. That it should be typeeor very neatly written (printgd is

often best).

2. It should be on 8h" x11" white paper.

3. The students. should use black or blue ink.

4. It should be double spaced between paragraphs.

es.

D. If students are unable to fold a business letter use the fold-
ing information on page 3-7S-3. Have learners practice fold-
ing letters for personal and business sized envelopes. The
diagrams on the hdhdout illustrate proper folding for bOth -

sized envelopes. You may need to distribute blank papers and

envelopes to learneri for this exercise. Use page 3-7S-3 as
a handout and/or as a teaching guide.

E. To conclude this task have student address their envelopes,
after the following information isgiven:

1. The envelope should be in block form.'

3 -7S -5
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2. The sender's address in the upper left corner. This should
include the sender's:

a. Full name.. ,

House number and stteet.
p.' City, state and zip code.

A

3. The addressee Information goes in the middle of the envelope.
Erapliasize the fact that this should be centered and include
the:

a. Name of the person (if they know it).
,b. Name of the company.
c. Address of the company.
d. City, state and zip code of the company.

F. Summarize thiS task with:

1. "You should always use a business letter form for business
letters."

2. The partebf your letter should include:

a. Your address.
b. Date.
c: Addressee's address.
d. Salutation.
e. Pody of the letter.

1) Short and to the point.
2) No abbreviations.
3) Complete sentences.
4) Good punctuations.

f. Yqur signature.
1) 'Preceded by 'Sincerely' or 'Yours Truly'.
2) Your name written in cursive.,
3) Your name typed or printed." '

3. "Prepare your letter neatly on ,81/2" x 11" white paper in
blue or black ink. Typing or printing is better than
writing."

3-7S-6
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit 3

Lesson 8

Ledson Overview

Conducting a Job Search (Unit Summary)

To summarize the unit and present a job search strategy.

Equipmeht: None.

Activities

A. Unit review and
summary

B. Job search strategy

C. Job search tip sheetl

D. Questions and .An-
swers

L. Review Questions

Time

5 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

20 minutes

3-8-1

Resources/Materials

Handout - "Job Search Pointers"
- page 3-8-2.

Handout - "Review Questions",
page 3-8-3.

18



Name

9F Job Search Pointers

str

WANT ADS - Read them every morning.

SOCIAL SECURITY CARD (or number) --Alwaysll
9

FACT SHEET - Always hive it with you.

ve it with you.

CONTRACTS - Read them and understand them before you sign.

WORKING PAPERS - If you are Under 18, get them.

RESOURCES - USE THEM!

1. .Famiy.,and friends=
-Z. 'School Counselors

8,

9.

Libraries
Civil Service

3. Bulletin boards and signs 10. Want ads
4. Labor unions 11. Government employment agencies
5. Local businesses 12. Private eMpleiYmentigencies
6. Yellow Pages 13. Temporary employment agencies
7. Chamber of Commerce 14. Community organizations

HAVE A GOOD STRATEGY:

1. Carry a pen and a small notebook with you.
2. Talk to everyone you know.
3. Use your resources.
4. Develop a daily routine.
5. Keep your spirits up.

nit

t

3-872
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Job Search Review Questions

Questions 1 through 6: Select the.best answer.

1.' Job openings are often advertised in the-classified
section of the newspaper, under what heading':

a. Jobs
b.. Want Ads
c. Help Wanted
d. Situations wanted

2. The "Situations Wartedusection of the classified ads is for ads
about

a. people who want to sell something..
b. employers looking for employees
c. workers lookitg for work
d. people who want to travel

3. If you go to a private employment agency for a job, you may be
asked, to sign a

a. register
b. complaint
c. oath of allegiance
d. contract

4. A reference is(

a. a job opening
b. a government program
c. someone who can say you will be a good worker

-d. someone who can teach you

5. You get a copy of your social security card by applying at:

a. the local SOcial Security Administration is your county or
borough

b. the .Social Security office in Washington D.C.
c. the county clerk..
d. your school

6. You can. get an official copy of your birth cirtificate from

a. the hospital where you were born,
b. the health department
c. the library
d. the family court

Questions 7 through 9: select the best answers.

3-8-3 -
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7. The most important piece(s) of identification for you if you
want.to work.is (are):

a. birth certificate
social security card

c. police-identification card
d. working papers

8. Which agencies do not charge you money for help in finding a
job:

a. N.Y.S. Job Service
b. private employment agencies
c. temporary employment ageicies
d. libraries
e. community centers

9. Two ways to find a list Of ali the restaurants or record stores
i. your area would be to:'

a. call City Hall
b. look in the phone book white pages under "R"
c. look in the phone book yellow pages under "R"
d. Go to the Chamber of Commerce

Questions 10 - 15: Mark TRUE if you believe the statement is true or
correct, mark FALSE if not.

TRUE FALSE

1

.10. Looking for a job can be a full-time job.

11. The yellow pages has job openings listed.

I 12. Private employers list their job openings with `'YS
Employment Service.

LJ

13. Private employers list their job openings with the
Civil Service Commission.

14. All youth under 18 need working papers before they
can be paid workers.

15. If you are calling.an employer about a job, it is
O.K. to chew gum since you can not be seen.

3-3-4
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Here is a want ad. ?lease read and use it to answer questions 16-23.

Counter person. 13-20 hrs. per wk., begin immec., exp.
helpful, but not nec., min. wage to start. Exc. oppty. for
good wkt. Apply in person bet.. 2-4pm. Clements Cleaners,
4211 Rosa Rd.

16. What is the job title?

17. Is the job full or part-timi?

18. What experience is required?

19. How would you contact this employer?

20. Whoa should you ask to see for an appointment?

21. What time would be good to .go for an interview?

22. How much does the job pay?'

23. When is this job available?

For Questions 24 and 15 answer with one or two short sentences.

24. When calling a company which has a job opening, what should
you say after you reach the right person and give your name?

25. When calling a company "cold" what'S the first thing you say
after you reach the right department, and have said "Hello"
and your name? v.

Questions 26 - 28: List threeways that you can get leads for jobs;

26.

27.

28.

Questions 29 - 32: Four reasons why an employer should hire me.

29.

30.

31.

32.

3-8-5
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Unit 3 - The Job Search

Lesson 8 - Conducting a Job Search (Summary)

A. Begin with: "We have covered a lot of information in this unit.
This sets a foundation for getting you to the point where you
get an application, complete it, get an interview, and get hired!
That's what this is all about. We've discussed and learned about:
(Either have students brainstorm this and write it on a flip chart,
or present it as outlined below.)

1. "What is a Job Search? What does it mean to 'sell yourself'
,to'an employer?"

2. "What papers do you need to conduct this job search? (Social
Security cards, birth certificates, working papers, driver's
licenses, and personal fact sheets or resumes.)"

3. "Who am I and what are my good points that will get me a job?
How do I collect them and organize them? (My Personal Fact
Sheet.)"

4. "JOb Search ResoUrces: who and what is out there to help you -.

find a job lead. How do you use these resources? How do you
follow-up on their leads? (Resources include: friends, school,
signs, want ads,_ employment agencies, community centers, the
yellow pages, and local businesses.)"

5. "Help Wanted Ads: What are these little messages found in the
Classified Sections of newspapers? What can they tell us,
and what do we do with that information?"

6. "Employment Agencies: Public, Private, and Temporary. We
learned how to find our way in these places, what they can
do for us and what they may cost us."

7. "Making contact: How to make cold contacts-when we don't have
any leads and how to make hot contacts when we're following
a hot tip. How to use all three contact methods: phone,
visit, and letter', and which is best for which type,,of contact."

B. "There is one more piece of information on the. Job Search that
you should know. That is how to develop a strategy for conduct-
ing a successful job, search."

"Conducting a successful job search means keeping track of lots
of information, working hard, getting help and tips from many
resources, and keeping_your spirits up in spite of all the re-
jedtions you are going to get."

"One good strategy looks like this:" (You may want -to /write
this on a flip chart.)



1. "Keen a small notebook with vou (pocket size) to keep track
of air the names of people you meet, businesses you contact."

2. "Talk to 'everyone you know to get leads and advice. Have people
practice interviewing with you, review your fact sheet, and
give you tips. Use your people resources."

3. "Investigate all your other resources: learn where they are
and how, to use them. Then, use tnem!"

4. "Develop &daily routine: start with the morning paper, a visit
to the Job Service"an_ then some time to follOw up on-new hot
leads. Make some cold contacts too. Job Searching is work;
work at it everyday!" .

t

c. "Keep your spirits up. No one hires someone Who's down in the
dumps, so have-T-517h to keep the blues away. Plan in fun
time everyday. Tell your friends, you'll be going through
some tpugn times and you'll need to be cheered up. Forget
about jabs on the weekends. Concenteate on having fun. And
remember, are O.K. Just because one employer or ten em-
ployers turn -you down, it doesn't mean anything is wrong with.
you. It-takes'a,lot of no's to get one yes."

C. You may want to distribute the tip sheet attached to this lesson
(page 3-8-2) and have students review it. Ask them if they have
any questions or concerns aboiit the job srch.

N
D. Questions and Answers.

'.x,

E. Unit Review Questions. Distribute the Review Questions and have
'learners complete it You may wish to help theiNwith the abbre-
viations in the want ad (#16-23).

Note: The tip sheet has answers "to some of the review queetions.
You may want to hold the tip sheet until after student.
complete the review questions, or have them use it as an
open-book exercise.-

- Answer Key.

1. c 6. b.
2. c 7. b;d
3. d 8. a,c,d,e
4. c 9.--c,d
5. a 10. T

3-8-7

11. F
12. T
13. F
14. T
15. F
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16. Counter person
.

17. Part-time
18. None required (counter experience helpful)
19. In-person
20. The owner or manager (or the person who does the hiring)
21. Between 2 and 4 p.m.
22. Minimum wage
23. Immediktely

24. Tell them the name of the job you are interested in, how
you heard about it,.and ask if,you can come in and appl.

25. Tell them about your experience and abilities; tell them
what type of work you'd like to, do, and_ask them if they
nave or expect any openings.

26-28. Accept any of the 14 resources.

29-32. Accept any appropriate strengths, abilities, interests, or
experiences.

3-8-8
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT 4 - "COMMUNICATION."

Unit Purpose

To have students:

- Learn the process'of communication.

- Understand effective oral communication.

- Understand assertive communication (using communication
to solve problems)

Unit Lessons

Lesson 1 - Basic .Parts and Elements of the Communication Process:
T e basic par s o communica ion an t e six parts or
speech are presented. The students are assisted-in
learning to use these skills'to get what they want.

Lesson 2 Roadblocks_to_Effective Communication and How to Avoid
Them: The barriers which can occur when sending a mes-
sage are presented. The students are assisted in the
use of strategies to decrease communication breakdown
caused -by their barriers. -

Lesson 3 - The. Listener and the Message: The message and the job
of the receiver are discussed. This assists the stu-
dents in understanding that a good, complete communi-
cation system will help them reach their goals in get-
ting and keeping a job.

Lesson 4 - Communication -in Practice: This is the practidal app-
lication of the parts of speech and an introductiori to
Assertive Communication. The students are assisted in
using, clear and assertive communication to help solve
problems at work.

Lesson 5 - Assertive Communication: This lesson covers strategies
and the philosophical basis of assertive communication.
Through the use of practical situations the students .

are assisted in the_understandinly of their rights and
responsibilities when communicating assertively.

Lesson 6 - Communication and the*Cob Flint: This lesson is a prac-
tical review of the unit. The students are instructed
in and practice each step in establishing a job interview.
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UNIT 4 - "COMMUNICATION"

Unit Notes

e

This unit precedes the units which reauires communication
skills to tain success (Applications, Interview, New Worker,
Human Rel ions on the Job). The students are offered all of
the compo nts needed to communicate a clear message. These
include:

1. The components of the Communication process:.

a. sender

b. message

c. receiver

2. Four basic rules, of communication; choose the right:

a. time and place to send the message,

b. words to send the message,

c. method to send the message,

d. message beyond the actual words spoken.

3. The six elements of a message in the Communication process

include:

a. who d. when

b. what e. why

c. where f. how

The students are also offered information on roadblocks

which can be created by the sender and receiver and how to avoid

them to increase the chances of clear communication.

Assertive ccmmunication is presented as a method of problem

solving. Through practice situations which can be role played

or discussed, students are able -to enhance*sthis skill.

Tho unit can be enhanced by-drawing real world examples

into the discussions. The students can be asked to critiaue

parts of radio and TV programs, movies, commercials, political
speeches, or other examples of oral ccmmunicationse These can

be offered in class or as homework assignments. The theoretical

orientation of much of sthe material should be soften d by tying

it back to concrete examples and practice situations. This is

done in Unit 9 where communicatiolLskills are used to,eolve prob-

lems on the job, and Unit 6 where the parts of a clearl,liand complete

message are used to assure that students send and receive all the

necessary information.
I. \
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Title:

Purpose:

Ur.it
4

Lesson 1

Lesson Overview

Basic Parts and Elements of the Communication Process.

Explains the basic parts and elements of the communication
process and their role in getting what you want.

Equipment: None.

Activities

A. Definition of com-
munication

B. Communication skills
outlined

C. Outline and discuss
the 4 rules of com-

- L. ___munication

D. Body language'

B. Discuss choosing the
right time and place
to get a message
through

Discussion of hearing
beyond the actual
words someone sends,
to get to the real
meaning of the mes-
sage,.

G. Summary
Who, What, Where
When, How and Why

H. Sender/Receiver game

I. Optional exercise
1. Park bench
2. Role play

Time

5 Minutes

10minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

5,minutes

5 Minutes

5 minutes
la minutes

,2-3 minutes

4-1-1-

R

Resources/Materials-

Handout "Non-verbal Activity
,Strip" and "Facial Expression
Chart" page 4-1-2, 3

Handout "Job and Business' Space"
page 4-1-4

Handout "Who,'What, Where, When,
How and Why" page 4-1-5

2.28
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NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION ACTIVITY STRIPS

ANGRY I WANT TO PUNCH YOUR FACE OUT.

. COOL AND CONFIDENT I AM SUPER.

DEPRESSED AND SAD WHAT A ROTTEN DAY.

TUNED OUT I AM NOT INTERESTED.

HAPPY EVERYTHING'S GOING GREAT TODAY.

SLEEPY I'M SO TIRED.

IN A HURRY COME _cm, I'VE. GOT. TO GO.

AFRAID SCARED OF WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN.

EXCITED ,JUST WON THE LOTTERY.

DEPRESSED YOU FAILED AN IMPORTANT TEST AT SCHOOL.

SAD YOU JUST BROKEUP WITH YOUR GIRLFRIEND, WHO YOU REALLY LOVED.
4

0

4-1-2
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Read These Faces - What message are these iictures sending? k

Directions - Match the emotional message sent by each 4 the following

faces to,the correct Word.
..,

,,

(t) content (2) unhappy (3) shock (4), scare (5) mad (6) disgusted

........,
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Are you talking
about

WHO: You or someone else

1/11A1: What wine' meant

0

232

9

IEREs. Locati40 of sender in
apace, both,phyalcal and

emotional

WIWI Location of sender In

time, both physlbel
and elotlo

WHY: to reach out to ethers
.to get or give infOr-
cation, to exiresw
emotion, to heilit
my olo voice

HOW: Tone of voice7N
bOdy language,
choice of words

WIIAT r n erpfetation of message
an received

WHERE: Locution el receiver
in physical & emotional
opace (includes diet:rim-

tions)

In

r4

it

WHEN: Location' of receiver
in time, both.fthyolcal
and emotional

-WHY: To reach out to
others, to wail my
turn to talk, to wall'
information

ft

HOW: !Jody language

C
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Unit 4 - Communication

Lesson 1 - Basic Parts and Elements of the Communcation Process
)

A. State:"We've all heard a lot about communication."
k

1. Write"communication'on the flip-chart. Ask;"What is Communication
and what does it mean?" Draw from the discussion the 'fact that
for communication to take place, two or more people ire necessary
and that some kind of message is sent between or among, them.

2. Under the word communication on the flip chart, draw two heads
with a message bubble between them. Label one head "sender,"
the other "receiver" and the bubble "message" (see diagram in
handout page 4 -1 -5).

3. Ask learner's "Why are good communication skills necessary ?"

1. After several responses, try to develop (if poe.sible) from their
ideas,the concept that your chances of achieving what you wish
and getting what you =want from other people- depends on - how well_or
clearly you write or speak.

2. Elicit from youth what are the elements of communication? After
several responses, list on the blackboard as you discuss:

a)' Who - Who is talking? Who are you talking to? Who are you talk-
ing about?"

b) "What - What type of message are you,sendina? Is it a auestion _

for information, an angry message, or a happy message?"

c) "Where - Where are you, mentally and/or emotionally when you send
the message? Are you tired, hurt, happy? The other part is:
Where are you physically? Are you in the right room?"

d) "When - When deals-with time. Is the emotional and/or men-
tal time right to send your message? Are you too tired to dis-
cuss a topic? The place is also involved with "when". Should
you discuss a problem with your bosi at lunch, in a staff meeting
or after work?"

e) "How - How will you send someone 4 message? In person, in a note,
over the phone? How will you sound? Angry, happy, depressed?
In shoit, what tones will you use?"

f) "Why - Why are you talking? to get informatkon, state a point,
-e.ear up a problam, or%just to. be friendly. -

C. "Now that -we know which words are important in a cleat messaae.
Let's talk about 4 rules or guidel4nes into which these wo=os fit

4 -1 -6
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1. State the folloWing information as you write on the flip chart:
"To send - receive clear messages, wehave to:

a. Choose-the right. words for sending the message.
b. Chodse the right method for sendIng the message.
.c. Choose the right time and place Tor sending the message.
d. Hear beyond the actual words someone sends to cat to the

real meaning of the Message."
.

2. State:"We are going to deal with each of these separately."

3. 'State: Choose the right words for sending the message.
when sending a clear message, the words should mean the
thing to the sender and receiver. The words which help
a clear message are who, what, when, where, why and how
and what are important, to choosing the right words."

a. The "who "of the.message -comes in three parts:

1) Who is-sending the message.
2)- Who is receiving the-message.
3)-----Who-are-you-talking_about.

The first two fit together e.g., a parent (sender) talking to
their child (receiver), the words of the message would be differ-
ent then a youth (sender) talking to the police (receiver).
Role play several similar situations. Emphasize after each
that the words chosen to send the message differ depending upon
"who" is involved.

The third who is a subject who. Again both sender and receive='
must be clear about who you are talking about e.g., John is big.
There are many people named John. In the message,which John you
are discussiiig, must be the same for both sender and receiver.

b. Thewhaeof the message conveys the nature of Character of the
thought expressed. If the sender sends a serious message and
the receiver receives a care free; playful message then the
thought is unclear; and the resulting immediate behavior of
yelling or sharpness of tone becomes confusing. So make sure
your words are the right ones to convey your thoughts or what
you want to say.

c. Summary - the choice of the 'right words isiMportant for a goad
clear message. Clear messages generally result in getting the
receiver to understand you and your statement.

Continue,
same
us send
Who

4. The next part of getting a clear message through is choosing the
right method for sending the message.

State:"Choosing the right method includes the how or mode of
delivery." Discuss each as they are added to the list. Em?hasize
diffevent times for each. This may include:

4-1-7 235
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1. Sending a note, e.g., , follow up from an interview, making
4 phone call in resoonse to a want id, or arriving in person
to get an applicatiOil.

2. Choice of tones, e.g. anger, aggression, happiness.

3.- Choice of words, polite words, please give me. or aggressive
words. give it up!! (Highlight polite words as discussed in
Communications Unit. Many timesthis_will get you what you went
while leaving the other people with It sense that you respect
tham)..

4. Body language. ti

D. "Let's stop for a minute and discuss body language." Elicit from
students a definition of body language. The definition should
express the concept of physical expression, gestures, posture,
facial expression and eye contact.

B.

1. You may wish.tdi use the Non-Verbal Communication ActiVity Strips"
as a charades gime, and/or the "Facial Expression's! chart, paces
4-1-2 and 4T1-3.,

2. Tie this section together with these thoughts:

a. "You= body language must match your words for a clear message.
If they_donit the receiver will be unclear about-what to do.
For example, your wakdS-sevyou-would_do_ift_your body lang-
uage says no. The receiver- doesn't knov-whatrii:1-4-:1:ferring-i-
This it called a mixed Message and hinders communication."

b. "Too much body language and your message may get lost as .rou=
receiver enjoys your performance and ignores what you're saying."

Continue with:"Choose the right time and place for sending the
message. This is the when and where of communication.",

1. Have yogth suggest examples of the right time and plate, or the
wrong time and place(See page 4-1-6, H-2, C&D). Highlight how
this guideline will either add to or hinder clear communication.

2. Use the 'Mob or BUSiness Space Chart"iage 4-1-4 to discuss another
view of Where."StatePRhere you stand when talking is governed
by an unwritten understanding. Think of several appropriate
situations where space violations will stop or hinder communica-
tion, e.g., If your boss stands in your private space while giv-
ing you instructions in a quiet, medium sized room; you generally
become distracted by his closeness and:

a. Don't listen because you are uncomfortable (can't hear kis
words).

b. Get annoyed and possibly angry (Get out of My face ).

c. Don't listen because you are wondering whether he is strange.
(You are thinking other thoughts},

-
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3. State: "There are some cultural exceptions to the above rules
of space. Most Americans conduct general socializing outside
of the zone called 'home-boy apace' (4-6 feet). The zone of
job or business space is usually used for communication that is
more impersonal, with casual friends, acquaintances and co-work-
ers (6-12 feet). Some cultures such as Latin and Italian halie
different zones. These cultures allow casual friends and ac-
quaintances to enter itheir 'home-boy space' with comfort (18 "-
4 feet). I am statiag this so you have additional information
about unwritten rules in the world of communication.".

F. State: "The fouith rule is to hear beyond the actual words someone
sends to get to the real meaning of the message. This is another
'how' of communications."

1. 'To start this section give the following examples "You have
just made a foolish mistake and your teacher saw you. Your
teacher responds very sarcastically., 'really bright kid.' Does
this mean something:

a. positive or good?
b. negative or bad?"

2. Elicit from the students an answer and a reason for their choice.

3. State: "Body language, tone, and emphasis on words have a lot
to do with whether the receiver gets what you send.

G. Review this class on communications. Use the handout "who, what,
where, when, how and why", page 4-1-5. iffi4hlight.the six elements
(who, what, where, when,,how and why) in relationship to:

1. Choosing the right wordi (who and what)
2. Choosing the right method (how)
3. Choosing the right time and place (where and when)
4. Hearing beyond the actual words (how) tr'i

H. Introduce the following sender/receiver games. You as leader
develop a statement with a who, what, where, when, how and why
message. Whisper the message to the student, who in return relays
the message to the next and so on. The last student then repeats
the message aloud. You as leader then repeat the original message.
If there is no difference, s'utte that the class is a group of ex-
cellent listeners and repeat exercise with a longer message. If
there is some difference in the sent and received message, say so
and continue with a new messgae.

Note: The longer the message the harder it is to relay it accurately.
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Optional exercise - The park bench.

1. This exercise is to highlight the invasion of space. This could
augment the Job or Business Space Chart.

2. The exercise requires a bench, or some seating which could
hold 2-4 people la table will do).

3. The three keys spots an .the bench areT.'

a. The center of the bench denotes "It's my bench'
b. The very end o&the bench denotgs "leave me alone'.
c. Just off-center of the bench denotes "I'm accessible, I will

talk to you",

4, As instructor assumes position A,,ask a volunteer to approach
the bench and sit down.

5. Elicit what the student felt'and why s/he sat where s/he did.

6. Follow same ,procedures with b and C.

7. Follow with a discussion of the non-verbal communication that
each physical position seems to represent. Note the body lang-
uage used and how effective it can be as a communication tool.

vote: This unit is a heavy lecture unit. It may assist the flow to
. use periodic role plays. For example,

1. When discussing body language, have the students role play a
message without the use of words. Suggested role plays are:

a. Anger address towards your parents, a friend or an enemy.
b. Frustration at a job at work; or at home.
c. Concern with a hurt sibling, friend or a stranger.

---:-:---------:-----
2. When discussing the four basic rules, develop_ short role plays

i

which illustrate the rules, for example, role pliiii which illus-
trate:

'What words would they choose in saying hello to a friend;
'what would they say tb,a jUdge in court?

b. The tone of voice they would use to express anger, vs. the to
tone for confusion or sadness. .

c. What would they say to their friend on a basketball court vs.
a court of law. (The time and place.)

d. How they would respond if someone said "How are you doing?"
and sounded like they, were sad. (Hear beyond the actual words.)

4-1-10
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Unit: 4

Lesson 2

Lesson Overview

Title: Roadblocks to Effective Communication, and How to Avoid Them.

To present the barriers created by a sender and how to avoid
them.

Purpose:

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. Review first lesson
on Communication

B. Watch the video -
"The Sender"

C. Introduction to
roadblocks of commun-
ication

D. Discussion of sol
,ution statements

E. Discussion of the
-put down roadblock

F. Discussion of the
avoidance roadblock

G. Summary

H. Questions and An-
swers

I. Solutions to road-
blocks

; J. S1.7 nmary

Time

2 minutes

8 minutes

10 minutes

' 5 minutes

-5 minutes

5 minutes

-3-minutes

2 minutes.

4 minutes

1 minute

4-2-1

Resources/Materials

Video tape - "The Sender"
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Note: The concept of roadblocks as defined in this lesson Was adapted
from Dr. Thomas Gordon's book:Parent Effectiveness Training.

Unit 4 - Communication

Lesson 2 - Roadblocks to Effective Communication and How to Avoid Them

A. "We ended the last lesson by putting together.a communication
situation where there was a sender-message-receiver. We also talked
about the six process elements or 6 parts of speech." Ask:"What are
the six parts of communication discussed yesterday ?"

1. List the six parts on the blackboard, as students name them.
2. Briefly review their importance,e.g.,themhowwis the way the mes-

sage is delivered.

B. We know there are certain things the sender has to do to get his/
her message across. To review those things the sender has to do,
we are going to watch a video tape called 'The Sender',"

1. While you are watching the video, I want you to think about how
the performers show:

C.

a. The skills a person needs to be a good sender.
b. The ways the sender can create roads to good communication."

2. Show 'The Sender" video tape.

3. After viewing, lead a discussion on the objectives of The Sender"

a. "What does the sender have to be aware of when sending a clear
message?"

b. Be sure the following points are covered in the discussion:
timing, physical and emotional needs, body language.

"Some people with the best communication skills. can still have
problems_ getting messages_across.__These message problems are
called roadblocks or barriers to communication."

1. _Ask students if they are aware of any such roadblocks or barriers
After several responses continuo: "There are three major road-
blocks which we will discuss." (If these roadblocks were stated
in the brainstorm, give the student credit as you explain them.)

a. The solution roadblocks
b. The put down roadblocks
c. The avoidance roadblocks

.. -

. ----...
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"Let's take on one roadblock at a time.
solution roadblock,"

.

1. Elicit from students what they think a

"e will begin with the

solution roadblock is.

2. The explaration should include the following points:

a. The sender takes without receiver's permission, complete control
of the receiViiii situation. The conversation is then not one
of shared communication. but decisions and directives on the
part of the sender.

b. Key words in a solution statement7are: "If I were you..Z would...
or, you'd better do...."

C. A solution statement includes proging questions of the sender
by the receiver which result in the sender being:

1) Ordering, directing, commanding the receiver.
2) warning and thrsatening, the receiver.
3) Moralizing or preaching to the- 'receiver.
4) Advising or suggesting the receiver dci certain things.

3.. The receiver's reaction to a solution roadblock is resistance
in being told what to do. Also, the receiver may stop listening
and occasionally may stop talking.

4. Summary - "This roadblock takes away the receiver's sense of
the ability to solve his/her own situation. The receiver feels
you don't trust.my judgement. People who are most likely to
use this roadblock are parents, teachers, group leaders:
short authority figures. (Emphasize the tone and agressiveness
of the sander .when using a solution roadblock.)

E. The second roadblock is the"put down statement."' State;"I ar sure
we have all at one time or another received or Tiven 'put downs'."

1. Elicit from students an example of a put down.

2. Categop.ze their comments into the following areas:

a. Destructive criticism - sender can only find faults with re-
ceiver,no matter what receiver does, there is always sorething
wrong.

b. False praise - overly praising someone,
then they deserve.

c. Name calling.

d. Labelling - denies a person individuality, e.g., "all teens
are. that way." \

e. 'Sarcasm ridicules a person.

giving them more credit

4 -2 -3
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3. Continuet"The feelings the receiver has range from guilt to in-
adequacacy. This roadblock 'affects self-concept (how

you feel about yourselfi. The reaction of the receiver is gen-
erally resentment and the receiver,stops listening.

F. Say: "Avoidance is the third way of closing. of communication."

1. Ask the student to think of the ways they avoid things.

2. The list should include:

a. silence:
b Statementi like: "It's none of yoir business; I am late, talk

about it later", etc.

3. Summarize:"This roadblock is the easiest to hear. Communication
usually stops short when someone says'I'll talk to you later'or
Izt's none of your business.' Even silence stops communication.
People get tired of talking to themselves.",

G. Summarize roadblocks_in the 'following wav, state:

. "Roadblocks are communication stoppers when used at the wrong

1. "Solution roadblocks, leave the receiver resistive to a possible
good solution orb, any further conversation. NO one likes to
feel incapable of dealing wIal problems or life situations."

2. ,,The put down only serves to make the sender feel good and the
receiver feel bad. By calling someone names or using any other
similar method: you only succeed in making the receiver feel un-
comfortable (you attack their self-concept). Very little new in-
forialon is transferrred from iendet to receilier..The result is

that the receiver will spend less and less time talking to you."

3. ',The avoidance roadblock as stated before,is the easiest to learn.
Ttais is the only roadblock discussed where the sender,by his own
words,.stops sending to a receiver. The Other two roadblocks.has
the,sender talking and the receiver not receiving because of bad
or uncomfOrtable.feelings."

4. "The misuse of, the six elements can also beCome roadblocks. ',qe

briefly talked about this when we discussed a clear message, e.g.,
if you don't know who a sender is. talking about, communication
is hindered or stopped.",

H. Questions and Answers.
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I. State:"Many of our own communication problems are caused by road-
blocks. Have you begun to wonder if there is a way to get aroune.
them? If you haveh't found any, I have two ways to share with you:"

1. "The first is a technique you learned as a kid. It's
called politeness. If I said to you, 'Take your hat off', do
you think you'd do it) Probably? Maybe? But how would you feel
about it? Probably like I'd ordered you around: this AA a solution
statement. If I said 'Mark, lease take off your hat', you'd
probably feel a bit better about doing it. Silly as it seems,
being polite can help you get your message across to another
person. It shows that you respect them, just as you want others
to respect you. Showing respect strengthens relationships.

a. "Words like 'please') 'thank you', 'I'm sorry', and.'excuse me'
are like honey. They sweeten our everyday contacts with other
people. Can you think of other words or phrases that have the
same effect?"

b. ContinueeYou've heard it said over and over again, that 'you
should be polite to other people'. I'm sure it's q'tting to
be a big bore. But nevertheless, it's very important. We
don't live alone. We live with needsand other people. We are
members of society, not hermits. Being polite helps a nerson
get by. It's hard to say Please stop doing that, you 3erk'..
If you start with the 'please', you're less likely to finish
'you jerk'. Doing that will help you avoid using roadblocks
that stop-vommunication."

"By politely saying that you are unable to talk about an iusu
or concern closes the door to that topic, but allows for
other areas of discussion.. For instance, instead, of saying
'It's none of your business', (avoidance. statement), you
might reply, 'I would prefer not to discus& that topic now,.
but thank you for your interest'."

2. "The second technique adds clarification of the problem and why
you need something. The following is its form:" (As you
cover the points, write them on the blackboard.)

a. "You ask for cooperation."

b. "Describe the action, talk about rilow you (the sender) feel
about it and describe the effe4lion you (the sender)."

c. "An example of the above is: you are doing something that
is bothering me and I say to you,\?Cut that out, you idiot'
(put down) or 'forget you' (avIdance). What would you do?"

"If you're like some people, th'e es a chance you'd stop.
But there's also a good chance'Oat we'd end up in a fight
(verbal or physical). This wO4d end our opportunity for
constructive communication 'an possibly build a bigger
barrier by your continuing th4 activity that originally
bothered me.

4-2-5
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3. So the question is what you can do or say that will

change your behavior without causing problems? Lot's

use the method outlined:

4. Politely ask the person to stop: 'please stop taming'.

b. Follow with the second stop: "Your tapping is noisy,

--and I can't concentrate).

c. Here's the statement without the steps outlined:
'Please stop tapping, it's noisy ind I can't concen-

trate.'"

4. The following are examples for practice:

a. "You're on the street with your friend, and he's

making a lot of noise shouting, dancing and bang-

ing on the street signs. People are lcoking at yem

and you're enbarassed. You'd like to ask him to

stop."

b. "You share a room with J.R., who has a habit of

dumping his stuff on your bunk. You've just come

back to the room to.see J.R. stretched out on his

bed reading a comic book. You'd like him to remove
his stuff now so that you can stretch out and relax,

and you want him to know that you don't like him

'leaving his stuff on your bed. What will'you say

to him?

5. You may create more situations for the student to
solve., You_may also divide the class in half and
have them create situations for each other.

%

J. Summarize: "If you noticed both techniques have polite

statements. Remember if you wish to be treated with re-

spect, treat others with respect. The second technique

is longer but it serves to give the receiver more in-

formation about your (the sender) needs. The benefit of

the second method is. that since the receiver now knows

which particular thing bothers you s/he will probably

not do it agiin.



Unit 4

Lesson 3

Lesson Overview

Titles The,Listener and the Message.

Purpose: The message and the job of the.receiver are discussed. This

in to, assist the students' in the understanding. that a good,

codplete communication system will help him get many of their

needs met. '

Equip:mat:Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. Review of the Mes-
sage

B. 'Watch the video -
"The Message"

C. Discission of good
sender clear mas-
sage techniques

D. Sunimary

E. Discussion of the
receiver

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

K.

L.

Discussion of con-
structive silence

Discussion of nor-
cammital acknowledge
ment

Discussion of door
openers

Review role of the
receiver

Solution to road-
blocks

Summary

Watching video -
"Case of Insubordin-
ation"

Tine

2 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

1 minute

3 minutes

1 minute

2 minutes

4 minutes

3 minutes

2 minutes

1 minute,

16 minutes

4-3-1

Resources/Materia1s

Video tape - "The Message"

Handout - Head of Distraction
page 4-3-2

Video tape -"Case of Insubordin-.
ation"
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Head of Distraction - These are things that get in the way of sending andQ.
Receiving a clear message,

.

ranking of
4omithing=grest to
lay

'Thinking about a problem you
must solve

(listening toother sounds

ti
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Unit 4 - Communication

,Lesson 3 - The Listener and the Message.

Note: A & D of this lesson is a review of lesson, 1 fi 2 of this unit.
If your students have not absorbed the previous lesson this cen
be used. If they have learned the information or are frustrated
and need a break, begin with Section C. An additional review
is, available in lesson 5.

.

A. "The last two days we have dealt with the jobs of the sender." List
the sender's job on the blackboard to send a clear message. "Yes -
terday,we discussed different' types of messages sent by the sender. :
List them on, the board and briefly review the following type of

%

messages.

1.-"Roadblock. messages:

1.
cl

Solution
2.. Put down
3. Avoidance . .

State that these messages become a problem only when they are used

at the wrong time and place. "Yesterday we also discussed alter-
native solutions to the above problem messages:

4. Polite statements.
5. Polite statements with explanations.

B. "Let's review the video tape, that,highlighti'the par, z of a

good massage. While you are watching the video tape, think
about the problems. involved in getting a clear message across
and how a good listener could ,solve some of those problems."
As you watch the video tape see if yOu'can pick up any road-
blOcks the performers'create for you."

1. Show video - The Message.
.

2. Discuss the following points:

a. Bow. youth felt'ibout the video. Did the performers create
any roadblocks for you?

b. What kinds of problems were portrayed?
c. Bow were these problems solved?

C. Focus discussion on family and friends. Utilize informition from
the videotape. situations and cover the following points.

1. "Do you have a friend who you especially like to talk with? roes
that person seem to have a knack for knowina what you mean or
helping you come up with solutions to your problems? Do you
find that you and other people seem to lika.this person alo?
He or she ,probably has a natural ability to use good listening
skills. Mostof us have to work at developing those skills, )-tut
we can all do it. Using those skills can help us to get to know
other people, and ourselves better. "e can also get alonc better
with supervisors, co- workers, friends and families. Speali^r- of
which, there's a point we ought to talk. about right now.".

4-3-3
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2. *Family: One of the things the experts have discovered is that

the,closer we are to a person, the more our emotions affect our

-responses about them or to them. (The phrase 'your mother'

says it all). The same goes, of course, lor 'emotional' issues,

or things about which we have very strong and deep leelincs.

the more important someone or something is to us, tne heeler

ii%is lie-OSTEctive and see things clearly. Tnerezore, at

times when we should often bi thinking most carefully, we're

hardly thinking at all; just-responding.. And of course, that

can cause a mountain of trouble. Keep-this in mind. Some of

the times that we will most need to use our listening skills,

are going to be the hardest times to do it."

C. Statft"The skillful communicator can send clear messages ane listen

well with a certain ease, no matter how important or-unimportant a

communication-seems. Se or she has the sensitiviI0eind-iuddementr-

to know when, where, how and with whom s/he-could ommterntri7--

E. Continue: "We have covered the sender and the message

spend time on the receiver and the listener."

1. "The video outlined-some good pcSints oR a4receiver.

remember wpat they were? The list should include:

a. Sear the message
b. understand the message
c. construi:tive use of .silence to shol,- attention to the senier

d: Novi-comiital acknowledgement to keeP-eender-sending

e. Door openers to start topics or communicktion

2. "These things are.used to help the redever do their job well.

The job of the receiver is to understand the message and keep

the message going as long ai necessary." List this job descrip-

tion on the_ blackboard.

3. State:"Searing the message and understanding the message :re

the primary jobs of the receiver. Let's !,old these for a min-

ute and get into the secondary job,Iceepin; communication 5oincr.

We listed 3 ways:

COnstructive silence
Non-commital acknowledgement
Door openers

. Now let's

Does anyone

A.

c.

F. Let's deal with the constructive silence first." State and discUss:

1. "People's discomfort with silence - Emphasize- if the body Lang-
, uage of the sender shows interest and thought (good eye contact,

a facial expression that lets you know they are thinking!, the
receiver can relax. If not, maybe the receiver should leave or

start a new topic.

2. People's need to have time to think - to get-their thoughts

together to express an idea.

4 -3 -4
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Conclude: "A receiver's silence allows for good communication
when the receiver's body language and eye contact are

appropriate."

G. "Next on the list was non-comlital acknowledgement." State and

discuss:

1.- "This technique comes in two forms:.

a. Physical - nodding, shaking you head, taking someone's hand
or patting someone on the back.

b. Verbal - 'really', 'go on', 'uh-huh' or 'so'."

2. "A good receiver uses these to keep the sender going until
he/she gets ill the intormation-he/she needs.

H. "Door openers are third on the. list, they are used for two reasons:

1. T4, keep communication going - after a period of cone:ilia/ye
silence a receiver may ask, 'What are you thinking about?' or

'What's the problem?'

2. To begin communication - 'How's it going', 'Yo', or 'Hey, how

are you doing?' are all greetings which allow for comMun'Lcation

to begin."

Summarize: "These three techniques allow for communication to

continue, and they are used by the receiver. They are ganerally

used when the receiver feels that s/he has not received enough
information, or when s/he feels the sender has more to say."

I. "Let's get back to the receiver's primarY.or first job: to near

and.understand'a message."

1. Ask what are the reasons for listening to and understanding

messages:

a. To gat definitions.
b. To get instructions.
c. To get explanations.
d. To make contact with another person:

2. "We have just discussed the ways tc keep communication going
until the receiver has gotten all that's necessary to achieve

his/her job of hearing and understanding a clear messa'.
But like the sender, the receiver can create roadblocks."

de One roadblock is distractions; state: "Distractions can be

in your head only, like thinking of something great to say;

or they may be partly environmental and partly in your head,

e.g., background noises."

1) Use the handout "Head of.Distraction", page 4-3-2.

4-3-5
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2) Ask students whether they as receivers ever experienced
any of these distractions during a conversation. Did

. the distractions hinder their hearing and understanding
of the message?

b. The second roadblock is avoidance. You notice avoidance
in the receiver's body languige: lack of eye contact,
humming, turning away from the speaker, etc."

c. "A third roadblock is interruptions. These can hinder com-
munication by not allowing a message by the sender to be
completed."

d. The body language of the receiver can also be a roadblock.
If the receiver's body language shows boredom or impatience,
the sender, if z_lert, will probably stop sending his/her
message."

J. These roadblocks on the part of the receiver may be solved by:

1. A higher degree of concentration on the sender and his message.

2. Explaining the distraction difficulty;e.g.,"There is too much
noise in here. Can we move our conversation?"

3. Changing his/her receiving body language.

4. Holding their questions or com_ ments until an appropriate
-break in the senders message.

K. Summarize:

1. "It takes two or more people to communicate. All people in-
volved in the communication must be active:

a. The sender is active, speaking and looking at the receiver.

b. The receiver is active, hearing, understanding, and supply-
ing encouraging signals, (silence, acknowledgement, etc.)

Note: The sender should be one person. The receiver can be any
number.

2. "The message or source of information must be clear."

3. "These are the three basic components (sender, message, re-
ceiver) of any gbod communication system."

L. State: "Let's see what happens when the system of communication
breaks down."

1. -"We are going to watch 'A Case of Insubordination'."

2. Elicit from students a definition of insubordination.

3. Continue: "This video is divided into three sections:

4-3-6
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a. Row the employee hears and sees the situation.

b. How the supervisor hears and seed the situation.

c. How a neutral or uninvolved party (a soda machine service

man) sees and hears the situation."

.tote: The introductory' and concluding remarks are very boring

(almost delivered is a monotone). It would help if you

could introduce the video. A suggested conclusion is, at

the beginning of the next lesson. It.would also aid the

students to seeSections 1 & 2 (they are S minutes each)

think about them until the next class and then see the last

section (5 minutes). If you opt to do this, here are some

questions for the students to thinleabout:

1. who is' wrong?
2. Who is right?
3. Whft roadblocks -did the supervisor use?

4. What roadblocks did the employe, use?

I

4-3-1
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Titles

Purpose:

Equipment:

Lesson Overview.

CommuniCation in Practice

Unit

Lesson 4

To demonstrate the completed process of communication'in

action. To begin an understanding of assertive communication

and its role in solving problems.

Video tape player and monitor.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Activities

Finish: "A Caseof
Insubordination

- -

Practice Communica-
tion

Summary

Introduction to self /
assertation

Resolution of con-
flicts and exc./9-

tions to resolUtion
rules

F. Definitions of miser
tive, passive. and.
aggressive

G. Summary

H. ,Closing statement

I. Questions, and An-
swers

Time

15 minutes

11 minutes

3 minutes

2 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes
k .

2 minutes

1 minute

1 minute

4-4-1

Resources/Materials

Video tape - "A Case of insub-
ordinationeL,'.__ :
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Unit 4 - Communication

Lesson 4.- Communication £n Practice

A. If you didn't complete the showing of"A Case of Insubordination,"
do so after a4reviewoof what the students saw yesterday. If you
were unable to start, see Lesson 3 Section I for introduction
and notes.

1. After the showing, discuss:

What want wrong? This discussion should include:

1) Tone of tha senders.
2) Space violation by the supervisor.
3) put down statements.
4) Solution statements.

__b.. ____low_could...probleets_bartc_been_avoided?___________

B. State:"Let's practice working through a completed communication
process" Divide the class in half. Give each group a list of
topics to present to the other group. Allow some preparation
time for each group. Inform them that they are to take a stance
pro or con and Validate the stance to the audience.

dote: The rationale for this exercise is to pick a topic with strong.
disagreement potential so that group members will face work-
ing through emotional content to shape a clear message. You
may wish to tape record,the exchanges to help in.evaluating
them.

Introduce the exercise by statingl. "Listening to the main
idea, and separating it out from other infOrmation means using

your thinking skills. So does separating fact from opinion.
The exercise we're about to do now will require careful use
of -your thinking, listening and-sPeaking skills."

2. Suggested list of topics:

To get married
To steal a car
To cooperate with police

To deal dope
To drop out of school
mo leave home

tote: You may wish to run this as a debate. If you do so, make
sure before the debate begins that each team has different
positions on the issue and that they have identified points
to discuss. .

3. Have students evaluate how well they did as senders or receiv-
ers. Discuss barriers or roadblocks that resulted in less
effective communication. Discuss how hard it was to think and
listen carefully when you strongly disagree with someone.

C. St=marire:

4-4-2
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1. Highlight:

a. The sender and his/her job description.
b. The message and the requirements for a clear message.

c. Thi receiver and his/her job description.

2. Refer back to OXOY,CiS4 just complited. Emphasize that the best

interaction, was where the sender sent a clear message to

which the receiver listaded well and could react.

D. Introduction to self-assertation

1. Begin this section by asking these questions:

"Have any of you ever been in a situation where someone asked

you to do something you didn't-really-want to do?

Can you tell us about what happened? How did you.feel while

trying to aecide? Nov did you feel after reaching 4.dicii4411.

a. Ask a few learners to give examples of situations. If learners

are reluctant to start, start them .off with a story of your own

to break the ice. Note emotions that are discussed on flip chart.

Included should be, anger, fear and depression, among-others.

b. State:"All people feel emotions of anger, fear and depression.

If you feel angry, afraid or depressed, that doesn't mean you

are sick. -You feel that way because people ire built to feel

that way. These emotions have survival value. These emotions

allow us to deal with other people. Of course, carrying these
emotions to extremes and acting in certain violent, aggressive

or self-destructive ways is not healthy.."

2. "When faced with a conflict, animals 'have two methods of dealing

with each other:

a. Fight (aggression) - expressing anger.
b. Running away (flight) - expressing fear."

3. "Humans have a third*method of coning when faced with a conflict-.-.

Cap anyone tell me what that is?'. Answer: Using words to try

and come up with a solution to a problem.

E. StatieThere are times when it is not possible to deal with other

people verbally." For example:

1. "You leave your jacket in the reception area of your doctor's

office. When you return after your examination, your wallet

is gone. There is no one there to try and solve the problem

with.-

a. How would you feel?
b. What could you do?"

4-4-3
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2. Ask: "Can anyone name some situations when you couldntt
solve your problems with another person verbally?" Discuss
situations and emotions felt, and how .motions could 44) re-
leased. The kinds of problems that might be suggested at
this point include dangerous, life threatening situations
or situations where the problem, person isn't there. For
example, a person doesn't try problem-solving with a mugger,
or a drunk driver, or a thief who is gone.

F. State: "Most problems and conflicts come about while dealing
with other people. We can be aggressive in these situations,
be passive (not doing what we really want) or be assertive
(tell the other person how we feel in a way that makes us feel
good and does not hurt the other person)."

1. Write ASSERTIVE, PASSIVE and AGGRESSIVE on the*flip chart,
then define.

a. Assertive - to talk things out in a positive way.
b. Passive - to give in.
c. Aggressive - to fight.

2. State the benefits of assertive communication. They should
include:

a. Satisfaction without physical risk (fighting).
b. Learning respect.

3. Practice through role play assertive responses with the follow-
ing situations: "You're late for class because of one of your
friends, likes to talk to you. You really want to gat to class.

. Your friend calls 'Hey John, wait up'."

4. If this goes well, have several other situations handy. See
beginning of the next lesson for suggestions.

G. Summarize the class by asking the students:

1. Whether they feel they haw noticed any improvements in their
messages or their position as sender and Toceiver.

2. Whether they were /Ware of assertive communication before
today.

H. State: "Tomorrow we will practice assertive communication) so
please review and think about it tonight.

I. Questicas and Answers.

4 -4 -4
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Title:_

Purpose:

Unit 4

Lesson 5

Lesson Overview

'Assertive Communication.

To expand on youngster's understanding and use of assertive
communication to assist them in problem solving.

Equipment: Audio tape player.

Activities
---

A. Review definition of
assertive, passive,
and aggressivcom-
munication

B. Practice situations

C. Broken record tech-
nique

D. Questions and
Answers

E. AssertiveBill of
Rights

F. Practice tapes

G. Review Unit

'H. Review Questions

I. Answer Key

Time
--- --
3 minutes

4 minutes

1 minute,.

2 minutes

5 minutes

15 minutes

5 minutes

10 minutes

4-5-1

Resources/Materials

Handout "-Assertive Bill of
Rights" page 4-5-2
W.O.W. I.
Audio tapes - "Stick up for Your
Rigkits" - tape 11
"The Wottsthat get You
Fired" - tape 6
"Getting help sand Information" -
tape 2

Handout "Unit Review Questions"
page4-5-3
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s : w ow. a.m.

Assertive Bill of Rights

A. People have a right to express their feelings including anger.

B. People hive a right to feel and express competitive drives.

C. People have a right to meet individual needs.

D. People have a right to make'mistakes.,

Z. People have a fight to change their minds.

F. People have a_right to, be treated as an adult and not patroni:ad.

G. People have a r;ght to be independent.

H. People have aright 'to say no and not feel guilty.

t

I. People have a right to pty "I don't know, I don't understana."
I

J. People have .a right to say "I don't care," but accepting the con-
sequences that go along with such a decision.

K. People have'the right to be treated with-respect.

L. People have the right to be listened to and taken seriously.

M. People have the right to set their own priorities:

But - People who want these rights must: respect these rights in
others. It a person does not do this, s/he forfeits the
right to the Bill of Rights until s/he can prove that they
can handle the responsibilities that come with the rights.

4-5-2
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Name

Communications Review Questions

?art I. All communication is made up of three parts. Lable the part
on the drawing below.

:art II. True and Flase Read each statement below. Write true i5

you think it is true, write false if yOu think it is false.

1. My body language should match the message I am sendi7.I.

2. Choosing the right words are not important in sendia:

a clear message.

3. Eye-contact is an example of verbal communication.

4. Who, what, and where are part of a clear message.

5. !One job of the receiver is to listen.

6. Talking with your hands is an exa.aple of non-verbal

communication.

7. The tone of your voice in communication is not importz...t.

in sending a clear message.

8. How closely you stand from a person when communicati=z

is important.

9. Assertive statements can be helpful in problem solving.

10. Posture is apart of communication.

?art III. Read each statement below, write the correct word/words in

the blank.

1. is a-form of non-verbal communication.

2.
is an example of a road block, when used at

the won; time.

3. is a gesture.

4-5-3
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4. is listening to other sounds, while someone

is talking to you.

is, the person who is speaking.

is the information.

?art IV. Complete the follatang sentences with the correct words.

1. List the sic elements used in sending a complete message.

2. List the three road blocks to communication.

C

3. List the four things to remember in sending a cleat message.

4-5-4
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4 - CommuniCation

Lesson 5 - Askertixe Commdnication

A. RevieW the definitions of assertive, passive, and aggressive,

communication.
q.!

-
B. Continue with 2 or 3 practice*situatidns, see below:

-I.. "You've just cleined your room and discovered your baby s iAta=

has messed.it up:"
.

2. "Your test ,.pacer -is returned to you and an answer that is cor rect

has hJen marked incorrect. It isn't marked wrong on anyone
else's paper."

3. "You go into McDdnald's and,everyone ignores you, serving auults
first, The counter person, turns to another adult who arrive."

-after you."'

4. "You are the.first one at the bookstore in the morning, but

another student cuts ahead of you."
,

5. Summarize this exercise by stating: "That assertive communi-.

cation can get one what one. want with the least risk to oneself:.

C. State: "One method of assertively. getting what you want is
called Broken Record." Writ "broken record" on 'the flip chart.
Continue': "By practicing to speak as if yOu,wire a broken record,
you learn to keep saying what you want and not get sidetracked.
You have to keep saying what.you want in a calm, repetitive voice
until the other person really hears what you're spying*and gives
in to. your request or agrees tq. compromise," :N

;

1.. Act out a broken record situation with'`one Okrner. Make up

your own or choose from,the following:

a. NA door-to-door salesman wants to sell you encyclopedias
_you uonkt want. Record - 'But I don't want an encyclopedia'

b. "You. bought some groceiies and got home to ff..4d some meat

missing. You have returned to the store to straighten out

the problem. Record -'My meat, is missing'.",

o. "Your,friend prcmised to do something for yob at a set time.

He didn't do it. Record -'But yod PrOmised,'

2. Keep the ,role play brief to demonstrate ,the, technique to laarn-

ers. After completion discussli-

a. How the "asse'rtive" person feltr:

b. How the other person reacted.

. z
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3. Have learners volunteer (in groups of two) to act out situazions
with one being assertive using broken record language. Make

up situations or choose from the following:

a. "Your younger brother or little nephew wants to go to the

movies with you,and your friends.

b. "You are planning to go awv over the weekend and your parents

want you to spend time with them."

c. "Your uncle wants to fix you up on a blind date with his boss's

son/daughter. You have other plans and you won't wish to go."

4. Stop after each role play situation to discuss how the situation

was handled and other techniques that could have been utilizeu

effectively.

. Questions end Answers.

F.

Distribute the"Assertive Bill of Rightd"page 4-5-2. Give tha

students an opportunity to follow while you read aloud.

each point highlighting the student's rights and others' rights

Alsct state:"The way you express_these rights must be appropriate

to the situation. For example, you have a right to get angry

with your counselor, but not to threaten him/her with bodily

harm. Emphasize the right, but doubly emphasize the "how".
Mentiort'if you respect others as you- use this Bill of Rights

others will generally respect You and act appropriately." Empha-
size the b ut on the Assertive Bill of Rights..

"Remember - you must be responsible in the way you express your

rights: keep your behavior appropriate."

Practice their assertive skills with:

a. "Stick Up for your Rights"- tape 11 from the World of Work I.

b. "The Magic Words That Get You Fired"- Tape 6 from the World

of 41ork I.

c. "Getting Help and Information"- Tape 2 from the same4collection.

G. Review the unit. Highlight:

1. The job of the sender to get a clear message through. This

involves:

4 -5 -6
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. .

a. Proper use of - who, what, where, when, why, and how.

b. Use of thi:

1) Right words. .

2) Right method (includes, tone,, body language, space).

3) Right time and place. .

4) Hearing beyond the actual words (watching'for body lang-

uage and tone)'':

c. Avoiding of roadblocks.

1) Solution statements.
2) Put down statements.
3) Avoidance of communication.

d. Using assertive communication in combination with politeness
to get one's needs and wants met by others.

2. The message - This is the information being sent. It should:

a. Be clear.
b, Be complete
c. Have appropriate tone;
d. Tailored to the audience or receiver.
e. Mean the same thing to the sender and receiver..

3. The receiver or listener should get the information necessary
to understand a message. This involves keeping communication
open until the message is fully understood with the use of:

a. Construct &ve silence.
b. Acknowledgement.
c. Door-openers.

-

4. "In this unit we have isolated the various Parts of communica-

tion forthe purpose of understanding the process. Remember,

in the communication process, you take turns sending and re-

ceiving. So be alert. You need both the sender's and re-

ceiver's skills to complete most communications."

ti

H. Distribute Review Question page 4-5-3. Give students enough

time to complete questions.

4-5-7
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I. Key - Communications
RevieW Questions

Part I. Part III:,

sender 1. Eye contact, facial expression, posture,
message gestures, walk
receiver

2. solution, avoidance, command,put down

Part II. 3. clenched .hand,crossed arms, head nod

1. True 4. distraction
2. False
3. False 5. sender
4. True
5. True 6. message
6. True
7. False Part IV.
8. True
9. True .1*. Who, what, where, how, why, when

10. True

2. solution body language doesn't match
command words
avoidance put down

3. choose the right words for sending the mes-
sage, choose the right method for sending
the message: choose the-right time and
place for sending the message; hear beyond
the actual words someone sends to get the
real meaning of the message,

4-5-8
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Unit 4

Lesson 6

Lesson 'Overview

Title: Communication and the Job Hunt

Purpose: To inform students of the steps in lining up a job interview.
Also, to review the unit so students will receive a complete

picture of the process of communication and its problem sol-

ving capability.
Equipment: None.

Activities

A. Review of Communica-
tions

m. Fundamentals of call-
ing for a job inter-
view

C. Job hunting exercise

O

Time

5 minutes

20 minutes

20 minutes

4-6-1
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Unit 4 - Communication

Lesson 6 - Communication and the Job aunt

This unit appears after the Review Questions to allow for

optional use. The options are:

1. To use as a reminder of Unit 3 and an introduction to

other Job Search Units which follow.

2. To review information the students missed in review

questions of Unit 4.

3. To tie Unit 3 and Unit 4 together.

A. ":n this unit we have talked about communication skills.i

the following:

1. Six elements of communication (who,

2. Four rules:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Choice of right
Choice of right
Choice of right
Hear beyond the

word
time and place
method
actual words

3. The rolesOf- the sender -and -receiver.

what, where, when, why ar.dhcw)

6. "In the Job Search Unit we discussed your role as job searcner.

Lets see how communication works in looking for a job." The

discussion should include:

1. "As a sender and job searcher when you call or go to a ccmpany

looking for a job, how are the six elements of communication

used to sand a clear message?" Examples of some are:

a. "Who you are - the job searcher and your name.

Who you wish to talk to: a person in the personnel depart-

ment or person who does the hiring."

b. "What you want -
TETE you scan offer the company."

c. My this particular company? Because:

1)," Of a job opening you heard about.

2) Your skills match the work they do."

d. "When you call or go is important. You should go or call

any. Don't go to a restaurant during a busy time:

don't go to a company during lunch hour or near the end

of the business day. The best time is at 9) a.m. Remember

that the early-bird gets the worm. When you are available

to start work; after school ends in. June; after the school

day?"
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e.

f.

"Where is the person you should be talking to? Is she/he
I3UiEed in the personnel office, the business office,
,executive office, where?"

"How do you deliver your message? Remember you are either
on the phone or in person. Let's deal with,a phone message
first. What hows should you be aware of while talking,
on the phone?" (Follow with a conversation in person.)

Phone: In Person:

Tone Tone

Assertiveness Body language

Appearance

Assertiveness

Point out:"An'in person how' requires the use of non-verbal
communication because the company workers can see you. This
is more effective than the phone because the company sees
more of your skills."

Role play.a phone message to a company looking for a job. when
role play an in person request for a job. Critique each role
play making sure a clear message was sent.

2. Continue:"How ao the four rules of communication help in the

job search?" This discussion should highlight:

a. "Choose the right words - remember 'who' you are (a job searcher),

ano. wno you want to talk to. This also includes the -dnat'
you want (a job). So,choose the right words:

1) In your opening - introduce yourself, I'm
- state what you want.

ask for the correct person.

2) In getting information about a job opening.

3) When selling yourself.

4) vIn closing, try to leave a lasting positive impression."

b. "Choose the right time and place - remember this is the 'when'
and 'where' of communication."

1) "When should you go or call?- Early."
2) "Where should you go or call - The department or the section

of the business that handles the hiring of new employees."

c. "Choose the right method - This is the 'how' of a clear mes-
sage."

4 -6 -3
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1) "Watch ydur tones - not to loud, not too 'soft."
2) "Be assertive - state your wants positively; 'I want a

job'. When the conversation gets' to-what you have to
offer the company, give them your abilites and strencths."
In addition, if you are in person:

a) "Have your body language match your message."

b) "Appearance-be well dressed'and ready for an

interview. You may not get one, but be ready."

d. "Hear beyond the actual words - this is another 'how' of com-

munication. Listen and look (you are now the receiver) fOr
body language, tone, and emphasis on the words that the
.personnel person uses. If in doubt about something said,
what should you do?"

3. "Let's just spend a moment on sending and receiving. During
most of this process, while on the phone or in person, you
will be sending. Remeidber, keep your message clear. There
will be times when you will be receiving. Listen well!!
If you are in person, watch the person with whom you are
talking, pick up on their body language. That body language

just may have an*extra message.

C. Job hunting exercise - Have students list a job title and its

job description. Have them write-down notes on how they would
call a company for that job. Role play as many as you can.
Critique each for communication skills and job search techni-

ques. Follow this exercise with a role play of how they would

make contact in person. Put in a cashier, salesperson, or
receptionist they will haVe to talk to first, then let them talk

with the personnel staff.

4-6-4



OVERVIEW OF UNIT 5 -' "APPLICATIONS"

Unit Purpose

To have students:

- Understand what the application process is.

- Learn application form vocabdlary.

- Become aware of legal and illegal questions.

- Learn how to successfully complete an application.

- Understand how to successfully complete the application
process.

Unit Lessons

Lesson 1 - The Ayplication Process, Vocabulary, Legal/Illegal
Questions: This lesson orients stud4nts to the applica-
tion process, reviews do's-and don't's of completing
applications, and begins reviewing vocabulary words.
It also makes students aware of legal and illegal cues-
tions which may be found on applications.

Lesson 2 - Completing Job Applications Correctly: This explains
the structure ane content of a job application and gives
students the opportunity to practice completing an appli-
cation. They are also encouraged to update their person-
al fact sheets to help them with future applications.

Lesson 3 - Summary: This reviews how to complete the application
process and summarizes the unit. The review questions
consist primarily of another sample. application.

5-0-1
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UNIT 5 - "APPLICATIONS"

Unit Notes

This follows Unit 3, The Job Search, but also can
draw upon information discussed in the Communication Unit -
Unit 4. Completing applications well is an important skill.
Some employers use applications more than interviews for entry-
level jobs.

Some youth think they know all about applications, and
don't want to "go through it again". If students feel that they
are capable of filling out an application correctly and balk at
spending class time in this area, distribute a real application
for them to fill out. Then, collect the completed applications and
mark them. If the students do well, you can shorten this unit; if
not, show them their errors and continue. The objective should be
to complete 90% of the application, with at least 70% of it done
well. All of the crucial questions (identifying information, posi-
tion dered, work history, references, and signature) should be
done well.

Youth with low reading skills should learn how to identify
the standard portions of an application, and should learn how to
copy correctly from their fact sheet to the application. This
should enable them to complete 50% or more of most application forms
They should be encouraged to ask for assistance when completing ths
remainder of the application. If their reading or writing skills
are very low, they should ask whether they can take the application
home. Not all companies allow this. In cases where this is not
allowed, students should be encouraged to explain their disability
and ask for assistance.

Instead of using the application samples supplied with this
curriculum, it maybe more interesting for youths to collect
sample applications on their own, and/or have an employer/guest
speaker bring some in. The more real world linkage, the better.
Youths in the field test cycles responded much more positively to
"real applications" than to xeroxed copies of the same application.
They were even less interested in a mock application.

If students are unclear about how one gets an application and
what happens to it After it is completed, you may want to expand the
discussion of the Application Process (Lesson 1, Section A; Lesson 3,
Section A); have students with some job search experience discuss
this; and/or have an employer address this topic. If students have
difficulty with understanding and completing application forms, you
may wish to add another lesson to this unit by slowing down the
pace.
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit

Lesson 1

Lesson Overview

The Application Process, Vocabulary, and Legal/Illegal
Questions.
To orient the students to tile application process, review
do's and don'ts, and begin reviewing vocabulary words.
To make students aware of legal and illegal questions on
applications.

Equipment: None.

Activities

A. The Application
Process:

1. Introducing the
process

2. The purpose of ap
lications

3. How to make them
easier

4. Do's and don'ts
(tips)

5. Where should you
complete the ap-
plication?

6. Information for
J.0. 's

B. Application form
vocabulary

C. Legal and illegal
questions

1. Introduction and
examples

2. How to handle them
3. Exceptions
4. Vocabulary words

D. Questions and Answer

E. Optional exercises:
1. Introduce another

vocabulary list
2. Find illegal ques-

tions on an old
application form

3. Filling out an
application part
way and using a
resume for the
rest

Time

14 minutes

(2)

(2)

(2)

(7)

(1)

12 minutes

17 minutes

(6)minutes

(3 )minutes
(3 )minutes
(5)minutes

2 minutes

12 minutes

5-10 minutes

5 minutes

5-1-1

Resources/Materials

Handout - "Tips on Application
page 5-1-2

Handout - "Words Found on App-
lications" (list 1) page 5-1-

"Legal and Illegal Questions,
Teacher's Guidelines" page
5-114 and following.

Handout - "Words Found on App
lications" (List 2 Illegal
Questions) page 5-1-5

Handout - "Words Found on App-
lications" (list 3) page 5-1-6
and list 4 page 5-1-7.
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Tips on. filling out Applications

1. Bring.your Personal Fact Sheet with you so you can copy
from it. (It's a legal cheat sheet.)

4,

2. Read all directions carefully, and look over the whole
_ application form before you begin filling it out.

3. Be honest and accurate. Don't leave things out. Don't
make guesses or lie.

4. Be neat. You should always print when tilling out an ap-
plication unless it says to write in script. Don't cross
out, fold,'or spill food on it.

5. Spell correctly. Have hard Words written on your fact
sheet so you can copy and get the spelling right.

6. Use blue or black ink, unless you are told to use something
else(such as a pencil).

7. Don't leave anything blank. If a question does not apply to
you write N/A (not applicable) or draw a line through the
blank. If you are not sure whether or not it applies to you,
answer it.

8. Don't use the word "Anything", especially where an applica-
tion asks for what position you would perfer. "Anything"
is not a job title.

9. Sian your name where it says Signature. That is the one place
you don't print. Print your name if it asks for your name

1 and doesn't saynsieor"signature.

10. Be careful, especially in the Work Experience section where
they usually want you to write your most recent employer
first and your first employer last.
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Name

Words Found On Applications (List 1)

Directions: In the blank space next to each word write in what the
word means, or give an example of how you would answer
a question on an application with that word. (The words
in parentheses show how this Word might be used on an
application form.)

For exampl,:: Address: The name of the stieet,city, and
state where I worked? or

Address: 43 3rd Avenue, Yorkville, N.Y.
14069

1. Address:
(Employer's Address)

2. Signature:
(Applicant's Signature)

3. Experience:
(List your experience)

Position:
(Your Positiont)-

5. Employer:
(May we contact your employer?)

5. Supervisor:
(Name of supervisor

7. Former:
(Former employer)

S. Current:
(Current address)

;. Reference:
(Name of one reference)

13. Convicted:
(Were you ever convicted of ,a felony?)

11. Bonded/Bondable:
(Have you ever been bonded; Are you bondable; Have you ever been
refused a bond?)

12. Citizen /Citizenship:
(Country of citizensETT-aFryou a U.S. citizen?)

13. Salary:
(What was your salary?)
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Words Found On Applications (List 1)

14. Permanent:
(Will you only accept permanent employmentT)

15. Available:
(When are you available ?)

16. Applicant:
(Name of applicant)

17. Relationship:
(What is your reference's relationship to you?)

18. Relative:
(List a reference, excluding telatives.)

5 -1 -4
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Name

Words Found On Abblication Forms (List 12)

Directions:' In the ,blank space next to each word write 'in what the

word means, or give an example of how you would answer'

a question on an application with that word. (The words

in parentheses show how this word might be used-on an

application form.)

For example: Address: The name of the street,City4 and
State where I worked? or

Address: 43 3rd Avenue, Yorkville, N.Y.

14069

ea.

(NOTE: The words listed here are usually but not always,,with illegal
questions.)

1. Race:
,(What is your race?)

2. Religion:
(What' is your re],iglone)

3. Marital Status:
(What is your marital status?)

4. Spouse:
(Name of spouse)

5. Depetidants:
(Number of depenasncs)

6. Age:
(What is your age.

'7. Date*of-Birth:
/ (State your date .of birtt'S

8. Birthplace:
(State your irtnp ace
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Name

Words Found On'Armlications (List 3,
. -

4irectionri In the blanks space next to each word write in what the
word means," or giVe an example of how you would answer
a question on an application with that word. (The words
in parentheses show how this word might be used on an
application form.)*

1. Present:

For, example: Address: The name of the Street,City, and
state where I worked? or

Address: 43 3rd Avenue, 'Yorkville,. N.Y.
t 14069

(Present employer)

2. Terminated:
(Why were y u terminated?)

3. Previous:
(Previous address)

4. Diploma:
(Type of alp oma receive.

5* Defects:
(Do you have any physical detects?)

6. Qualifications:
(List your qualifications

7. Full -time:
(Areyou-loo ing -ror -ru -time-wa

S. Temporary:
(Would you accept a temporary job.

J. Sign:
(Sign here)

10. Veteran:
(Are you a veterane)

11. Handicaps:
(Are you hanicappea?)

12. Occupation:
(Occupation or reverences)

i3. 'Hobbies:
(Iist your hooEles)

14. 0,7ertime:
(Will you wor overtime.

5-1-6
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Name.

Words Found On Applications (List 4)

Directions: In the blank space next to each word write in what the
word means, or give an example of how you would answer
a question on an application with that word. (The words
in parentheses show how this word might be used on an
application form.) !

For example: Address: The name of the street,city, and
State where I worked? or

Address: 43 3rd Avenue, Yorkville, N.Y..
14069

1. Part-time:
(Do you preter part-time?)

2. Disabilities:
'(Do you have any disapilitiesT)`

3. Bankruptcy:
(Have you ever riled ror bankruptcy?)

4. InterestS:
(List your interests

. Extracurricular:
(Are you involved in extracurricu ar
activities?)

(Are you involved in athletic activities?)

7. Prefer:
(Do you prerer ru -time work

S. Blank:
(Leave this space blankr-

Zip:
and ip

10. Major:
f (What was your major at school?)

11. Highest grade completed:
(What was the highest grade you
\completed?)

12. Specify:
(Please speciry the position you are
applying for)
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Unit 5 - Applications

Lesson 1 - The Application Process and Legal/Illegal Questions

A. The Application Process

1. Introduce the lesson by asking: ."When.7.does the .application

process begin?" The discussion should include: "When you

have contacted a specific employer and received an applicatiOn

blank., sent in a resume, or written a letter. It begins with

a piece of paper or a statement: 'I'd like to apply for a:job',

which usually leads to a piece of paper (a blank application).

Does everyone remember this from the Job Search lessons?"

2. Continue with: "What are applications for?" (Answer:to frus-

trate job seekers!) Discussion should include:

a. The employer's perspective: "Why-do they use applications?"

b. Ah applicant's perspective: "Why is an application of use

to you? It's one sure way to get your foot in the door and

sell yourself, and it's free. Your application form is the

first thing an employer might see. If it's filled out right,

you've got a better chance that it won't be the only thing

she/he will see. (Maybe she/he willwantto see you.)"

3. Continue: "Applications are a drag!" Askyhich.students have
filled out applications and see if they agree. Ask why. State

"Everydne will have4to fill out applications at some time, and

the puzpose of the next few lessons is to make this process

easier; not more fun or exciting, but less frustrating. Bow

is it going to be easier We're going to give you a legal

cheat sheet, review vocabulary words and learn what to write

in answer to the appricationr-i. questions. "

"Your application may be one of several hundred applications

on the desk of a personnel person. There has to be something

special about your application that sets it apart in a good

wax from the others, that sparks interest on the part of the

interviewer that :makes him want to single you out (and hope-

' fully hire)-."

4. Following is a list of hints for filling out job application

forms. Trite each short tip statement (underlined below) oiC-

the flip chart and lead discuSsion with youth about why it's

a good idea to follow each hint. Alternatively, instead of

following a straight lecture format, you may wish to solicit

,tips frbm the learners, and ask them why these are good hints

to follow in filling out job application forms. Be sure that

the list is comparable to the, one provided here. After dis-r

cussing tips, distribute the handout.on page 5-1-2.

a. "Remember your personal fact sheet from job search? This

is your cheat sheet. Kee our fact sheet attend so you

can copy from it. This wi 1 help in filling out an appli-

cation form snore quickly and accurately.
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There is less chance of46ving to cross things out (or erase
them), put down an incorrect date or address, etc., or of
spelling words wrong. We will update this to make it fit
an application format."

. "Read all directions and look over all of the form:before
you fill it out. Most job application forms contain cer-
tain similar questions, but they're not all the same. Look-
ing them over,before filling them out helps prevent errors
and information that is not accurate."

c. "Be truthful and accurate. The employer will find out event-
ually if you lie on your form and. in some cases, that may
even be a reason to fire you. Also,if you.were fired from
a job and don't list that job, the, interviewer will see a
break in your employment record and will probably wonder
what you were doing then." , .

"Print neatly,. If an erviloyer can't read your job
application she/hp won't be very interested in meeting you.
If your application contains cross-outs, or has peanut butter
and jelly on the corners, it doesn't present you u the best
light. You may seem sloppy, poorly organized and even
thoughtless or careless."

e. "Spell correctly. All of the things that apply to being
neat apply to spelling correctly. Ig you spell 'things
wrong on your application, an employer may not be able to
figure out what you meant; you also may seem careless, thought-
less and poorly'organized."

" -se blear% or blue ink unless told to use something'else.
It's stanaard business procedure to use blue or black ink
and when_you use it too, it shows you-know some of these
little things. If it says to use a pencil, use a pencil!"

g. " Leave no blanks. If a question does not apply to you, write
n/a or draw a line through the answer blank. This makes it
clear that you didn't accidentally skip the question. Make
sure that you answer all the questions that do not apply to
you."

h. "Never write the word'Anythingi when an application asks for
your job preference. There is no job called 'anything' and,
you are neither qualified for nor interested in all jobs.
Pick one or two job titleS and write them in where it says
position desired. Always be as detailed as you can when
completing applications."

i. "Sian your name where it says'Signature'. Write your name
in script (cursive) only where it says to sign. This is
usually at the end of the application. At the beginning,
they usually want you to print your n4he."

d.
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j. "Be careful. Especially !n the Work Experience part of the
application, where they usually ask you to put. your most
recent employer first. (List it in backwards time order.)
They don't always say this, so be careful!"

5. "Where should you fill out the application? At the place of
business unless they tell you to take it home. If you know
you will have trouble with it, asklif you can take it home
and bring it back the same day or the next day. Don't delay!
Keep it clean and don't fold it. Fill it out in your own
handwriting if possible."

6. For youths who have been convicted of a crime as an adult or
as a Juvenile Offender (JO), instead of answering the question
"Have you been convicted of a crime?", they may choose to leave
it blank if they deal with it in the interview as follows:
(not following through with this information in the interview
may provide grounds for being fired.)

a. They take the initiative and bring it up at the start of
the interview.

b.' Explain that they left it blank because they didn't know
whe would see their application and felt this was something
their supervisor should know, but that their co-workers
shouldn't. That's why they are bringing it up now.

c. They made a mistake when they committed the crime; they have
paid for it and now want to start clean with their co-workers.

Note: This issue is addressed again in The Interview, Unit 6
Lesson 5 (page 6-5-7).

d. If they are a convicted felon and can't be bonded, they
should not apply for jobs requiring bonding, such as bank
tellers or cashiers. (Bonding is one"of the vocabulary
words discussed in the next exercise.)

B. Application form vocabulary. Introduce it along these lines:
6

1. "One of the reasons people hate filling out applications is
because they can't understand the applications. Applications
have their own language, like want ads and like your slang.
It's much easier to deal with applications when you can
speak their language."

2. "I have several vocabulary lists to go over with you. You
have probably heard of many of the words, but when used on
applications, they sometimes have a specialized meaning."

3, Distribute, the first list and ask the students to fill in what
the question means, or what information it is looking for; e.g.
Signature: my name signed or John Smith. Tell them the words
in parentheses are examples of how the vocabulary word may
appear on application. They don't have to respond to the

5-1-10
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words in parentheses, but that may help them understand the
vocabulary word. This may be confusing, so have them go
through the first one or two as a group. If students are con-
fused by having an option when answering, tell them to just
write an example of what the word means (this is the easiest
option of the two presented).

C. (Optional) Legal and Illegal Questions

Note: This is a very complex topic and may do more harm than good,
especially for less mature students who have limited under -
standing of the subtleties involved in properly interpreting
the law and try to become "jail house lawyers". Stu-
dents should be told that laws were passed to try to elimi-
nate questions from applications that have nothing to do
with the job. Some examples of illegal questions can be
given, but the exceptions (see Section 42) should be empha-
sized. BechAse of these exceptions, it is very difficult
for anyone td be sure if a question is illegal or not.
Therefore, it is best if students answer all questions unless
they are absolutely sure that a question is illegal.

A more involved discussion of this topic is presented for
those students who are mature and interested in the subject.
Guidelines as to what constitutes an illegal question are
appended to this lessor,. They are from the booklet "Rulings
on Inquiries Relating to 'Race, Creed, Color, National Origin,
Age, Disability, Marital Status or Arrest Records as of Nov-
ember, 1976", published by the NYS Division of Human Rights.
You should review this information before teaching this lesson.

The application forms of most major employers now conform
to these laws, and this point should be emphasized. A more
detailed discussion of discrimination in employment is Cover-
ed in Unit 8 Lesson 7 and Unit 9 Lesson 1.

1. You may wish to begin this topic ay stating: "At some of you
may know, a whole series of laws were passed in the 1970's
which make it illegal for a person who is hiring to ask a lot
of questions that used to be asked all the time. This ia be-
cause the government felt that the answers you would give to
those questions really has nothing to do with your ability
to do the job and might give the employer unfair reasons to
not hire vou."

"Sometimes those questions are still on job application,.forms
and sometimes they're still asked. Before we start practic-
ing how to fill .in'job application forms, I want to explain
what these kinds of questions are, give you some examples of
them, and talk about how to not answer them."

a. Explain the concep,: of legal and illegal questions, noting
that the laws were made to help prevent unfair discrimination
in, hiring practices. The opening statement above (.41.) should
help you.
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b. Verbally provide examples of legal and illegal questions
(samples for your use are appended in this lesson).

c. Be sure to remind youth that "Have you ever been arrested?"
is an illegal question,but that."Have you ever been con .iicted

of a crime?" is legal.

1) Note that any youth granted Youthful Offender status, or
adjudicated PINS, or Juvenile Delinquents by the family.

court (the great majority of youngsters in DFY programs

and facilities) may answer "no" to the question "Have

you ever been convicted of a crime?"

2) However, if there are Juvenile Offenders in your group,

be sure to explain that they have been convicted of a

crime and must answer "yes" to the question.

2. Ask: "When can questions generally considered illegal be
legally asked?" Explain the following situations if learners
are unfamiliar with them. Emphasize that unless a youth is
absolutely sure a question is illegal, she/he should answer
it. Review especially b and d below:

a. "Government agencies (local, state and federal) may ask queF
tions that would usually be illegal. This is for research
only and answers to the questions cannot be used when they
decide if they want to hire you."

b. "Some companies may have been ordered by the government or
courts to ask pertain questions."

c. "Some employers have special hiring programs (Equal Opp-
ortundty Employers or those with affirmative action pro-
grams) planned to help them hire women or minorities.
These companies can ask certain questions that are other-
wise illegal."

d. "A question that's usually illegal may be legal for an
employer to ask if it applies directly to a suecific job,
@,s; cabin attendants must be a certain height to be able
to safely reach things on airplanes."

el "Certain questions such as:. 'now many dependents do you
have?' are illegal if asked before you are hired, but
legal once you are hired."

f. "It is legal to ask you your age if you are under 18 or
over 65, or if the job requires you to be a certain age
due to insurance reasons."

3. Continue: "So you can see that it is hard to tell whether or
not an application question is illegal. You don't know whether
the company has any special hiring programs, and you may not
realize that certain information may be legally asked by a
company. Usually when a company asks questions which are
generally illegal, they explain why they are asking them, arid
state that they have pertission to do this; but they don't
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always di this. Unless you're absolutely sure a question
is illegal, answer it. If you have your doubts, you canask someone in the personnel office about it and/or youcan cneck with an adult friend whose judgement you trust.If you go to the personnel office be polite, don't act like
a lawyer or a know-it-all, and ask them why the company isrequesting the information you are concerned about. Don't'argue or accuse them, of breaking the law. You may be wrong."

4. "If you are sure a question is illegal, you may leave it
blank, draw a line through it, or write n/a ('not applicable')in space. Don't write "Illegal Question" in the blankspace it may make the employer think you are a wise guy
or trouble maker."

/
5/ Distribute word list #2 (page 5-1-4) which contains words
/ often associated with illegal questions. You may discuss 'why these tcoics are illegal/irrelevant to most jobs. Evenif you don't go into much detail with the discussion of/ illegal questions, you should have students complete this/ handout, as some of these words appear on government forms,

/
are often on forms completed after a person is hired, and/ appear legally on application forms as noted previously
in Section 2.

D. Questions and Answers.

E. Optional exercises.

1. /f the vocabulary lists go over well, you can distribute anadditional list in this lesson, in lesson .2, or as part ofthe Review Questions in lesson 3. There are additional'lists on page 5-1-5 and 5-1r.6.
_ .

2. If you can find an old application form with illegal questions,you cajilisi-..ribu-te-copies-o-f
-i-t-to-th-e-rtlider-itd for them toidentify the illegal questions. Have the students discusswhy the questions are illegal and whether any of the excep-tions apply.

3. For those students who have developed a complete resume, youcan tell them that they may not have to fill out an applica-tion completely, if they attach a copy of their tvnr resume.They should ask the receptionist if this is acceptable beforedoing it, and make certain thats/he fastens the resume to 'theapplication form with a paper clip or staple.
a. They must complete the identifying information (name, addreis,and phone),and all other questions' which their resume doesn'tanswer.

b. Education, work history, and some 'other questions dO\nothave to be answered if they are thorOughly addressed bythe resume.

c. "Please see resume" shouldfbe :itten in the blanks forthose questions which are covered in the resume.



GU:DELINES ABOUT LEGAL AND ILLEGAL QUESTIONS

DIRECTLY REVELATORY QUESTIONS

The Law forbids employers, employment agencies, landlords, and real
estate sellers, brokers and salespersons and creditors from asking certain
questions in an application form or in a personal interview before selecting
an employee, apprqntice or tenant or making a real estate sale or lease, or
extending credit.** The following are different types of questions that are
lawful or unlawful:

Subiect Lawful* Unlmiful

Race or Color: Complexion or color of skin.
Coloring.

Religion or Creed:

Natietal Origin:

Inquiry into applicant's
religious denomination, re
ligious affiliation; church,
parish, pastor or religious
holidays observed.

Applicant may not be told
"This is a (Catholic, Pro
testant, or Jewish) organ
ization."

Inquiry into applicant's
lineage, ancestry , national
origin, descent, parentage
or nationality.

Nationality of applicant's
parents or spouse.

What is your mother's tongue?

Sex: Inquiry as to sex.

Do you wish to be addressed
as Mr.? Mrs.? Miss? or Ms.?

Marital Status Ara- your married? Are you
single? Divorced? Separated?

Name or other information
about spouse.

Where does your spouse work?

What are the ages of your
Children, if any?

*OnestionA which are lawful may be unlawful when they are asked to get
information which is not.jobrelated and not justified by business
neressity.

t*Some questions may be legally asked after selection.

5 -1 =14
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GUIDELINES ABOUT LEGAL AND ILLEGAL QUESTIONS

Subiect

,Citizenship:

Language:

Education]

Lawful

Are you a citizen of the
United States?

If not a citizen of the
United States, do you
intend to become a
citizen of the United
States? If you are not
a United States citizen,
have you the legal right
to remain permanently
in the United States?
Do you intend to remain
permanently in the
United States?

Requirement tha:applicant
state whether he or she
has ever been interned or
arrested as an enemy alien.

Inquiry into languages
applicant speaks and
writes fluently.

Inquiry into applicant'a
academic, vocational or
profeiaairi6AElon
and the public and
private schools attended.

EXperiance: . Inquiry- into workLexperience.

Relatives:

Notice in Case
of Emergency:

Mona of. applicanes,relatives,
other than i spouse, already
employed. by this company.

Military Inquiry into applicant's

Experience: military experience in the
Armed Forces or the United
States or in a-State Militia.

page 2

Unlawful

.6f :what country are you a

citizen?

whether an applicant Is
naturalized or a native-
born citizen; the date
when the applicant ac-
quired citizenship.

Requirement that applicant
produce naturalization
papers or first papers.

Whether applicant's parents
or spouse are naturalized
or native-born citizens of
the United States; the data
when such parents or
spouse acquired citizenship..

What is your native language?

Inquiry into haw applicant
acquired ability to read,
write or speak a foreign
language.

Names, addresses, ages
number or other information
concerning applicant's
spouse, children or other
relatives not employed by
the company.

Name and address of person
to be notified in case of
accident or emergency.

Inquiry into applicant's
general military experience.



GUIDEUNES:ABOUT LEGAL AND ILLEGAL QUESTIONS

Subiect

'Birth Control:

Lawful

Age: Are you between 18 and
65 years of age? If not,
state your age.

Disability: Do you have any impairments,
physical, mental, or medical
which would interfere with
your ability to perform the
job for which you have
applied?

If there are any positions
014 types of positions for
which you should not be
considered, or job duties you
cannot perform because of a-
physical, mental or medical

.:disability, please describe.

Arrest Record: Have you ever been convicted
of a crime?
(Give details.)*

Unlawful

page 3

Inquiry as to capacity to
reprodade, advocacy of
any form of birth control
or family planning.

How old are you? What
is your date of birth?

Do you have a disability?

Have you ever been treated
for any of the following
diseases...?

Have you ever been arrested?

Exceptions to the Rulin s about Directl Revelato Inquiries:

-Bona flai7occupationalifications
Approved minority group employment plans
Requirements of coul:ts and other governmental agencies
Research by civil service departments
Inquiries made after selection

*Effective January 1, 1977, an applicant may not be denied employment
because of a conviction record unless there is a direct relationship
between the offense and the job or unless hiring would be an unrea-
sonable risk. An ex-offender denied employment is entitled to a state-
ment of the reasons for such denial. Correction Law, Article 23-A,.
s754.

5-1-16
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GUIDELINES ABOUT LEGAL AND ILLEGAL QUESTIONS
page 4

INDIRECTLY REIELATORY'QUESTIONS

It is unlawful to ask questions the answers to which gill indirectly
reveal information as to race, creed, color, national origin, sex, marital
status, disability, age or arrest record in cases where such information ,

may not be asked directly. The same exceptions apply.

Subject

Name:

Lawful Unlawful

Have you ever worked for this
company under a different
name?

Is any additional information
relative to change of name,
use ofan assumed name or
nickname necessary to enable
a check on your work record?
If yes, explain.

Address or Applicant's place of
Duration of' residence.
Residence:,

Haw long a resident of this
state or city?

Birthplaces

Birtndate:

Photograph:

5-1-17

Original name of an
applicant whose name
has been:changed by court
order or otherwise

Maiden nama of a married
woman.

If you have ever worked
under another name,
state name and dates.

Birthplace of applicant.

Birthplace of applicant's
parents, spouse, or other
close relatives.

Requirement that applicant
submit birth certificate,
naturalization or baptismal
record. Requirement that
applicant produce proof of
age in the form of a birth
certificate or baptismal
record.

Requirement or option that
applicant affix a photograph
to employment form at any
time before hiring.
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GUIDELINES ABOUT LEGAL AND ILLEGAL QUESTIONS

Subfect Lawful Unlawful

Military Inquiry into applicant's
Experience: service in particular
(cont.) branch of United Statas

Army, Navy, etc.

Organizations: Inquiry into applicant's
membership in organizationi
which the applicant considers
relevant to his or her
ability to perform the job.

5-1-18

page 5

List all clubs, societies
and lodges to which you
belong.

iF
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Title:

Purpose:

Equipment:

Unit

Lesson

Lesson Overview

Completing Job Applications Correctly

To review the structure and the content of a job
so students learn how to complete an application
have students practice completing an application
their Personal Fact Sheets as needed for future
Video tape player and monitor.

5

2

application,
correctly. Tr

, and update
assistance.

Activities

A. Introduction-Do you
follow directions?

B. Review a blank appli
cation-

C. Review a completed
application

D. "Sell Yourself"
excerpts

E. Complete an applica
tion, discuss and
review

Time

10 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

5-10 minutes

10-20 minutes

F. Questions and Answer- 2 minutes

G. (Optional) Have stu- 10-20 minutes
dents design an
application

5 -2 -1

Resources /Materials

andout-"How Well Do You Follow
irections?" page 5-2-2

andout7Job Application- page 5-2

andout-completed application
age 5-2-5

"Sell Yourself" videotape

andout-blank job application
age 5-2-7,

aper and penci3s.
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HOW WELL CAN'YOU FOLLOW DIRECTIONS?

(A three minute test)

1.' Work as quickly as you can.

2. Read everything before doing anything.

3. Write your name in the upper right-hand corner of this paper.

4. Write your Social Security number twice, along the bottom of the
paper. (If yosi don't have one, write your date of birth in numbers,
twice.)

5. In the left-hand margin,draw four circles.

6. Put an Xoin three of the circles.

7. Put your middle initial in the other circle.

8. On.the-back-o-f-this paper, multiply 3.35 x 8.

9. Underline the word "margin" in number 5.

10. When you reach this point, stand-up and call out your name. Then
sit down and continue.

11. On the back of this paper, add 104 and 111.

12. Circle the answer to question 11 and underline the answer to number8

13. If you think you have carefully followed directions, call out loudly
"I have!"

14. In your normal speaking voice, count from 1 to 10 backwards.

15. If you are the first person to get.this far, call out "I am theleader
in following directions."

16. Draw a line through this sentence, and using a pen or pencil, put a
hole in the paper at. the end of the sentence.

17. Circle the word "the" in four diffeent sentences.

18. Underline the word "anything" in number 2.

19. Add the answers to the questions Erand 11.

20. Add up the numbers in your Social Security number (If you don't have
one, add up the numbers in your date of birth.) Write your answer
in the lower left hand corner.

21. Underline the word "before" in number 2.

22. Now that you have finished reading carefully, complete only sentence
three.

5-2-2
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NAME

Pricepper
SUPERMARKETS

PLEASE PRINT

PRICE CHOPPER SUPERMARKETS APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
P.O. BOX 1074, SCHENECTADY, N.Y. 12301 (518) 355.5000

PLEASE COMPLETE ALL APPLICABLE AREAS OF THE APPLICATION
41.

LAST FIRST MIDDLE INITIAL

ADDRESS
STREET CITY STATE

PHONE,,C_I
AREA CODE

ZIP CODE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER'

POSITION APPLIED FOR

Expected Rale of Pay per weak.

Are you looking for lull lime?

Are youlooking for part time?

Would you consider part time if no full lime positions were open?._...

Are Ihore any restrictions on the days, hours that you can work?._

Which shills would you prefer?

Days

Evenings

Midnights

Are you Wass! 18 years of age?

Are you over 70 years of age?

If under 18, lilt in dale of birth /

0 . EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION .

School Name Address
No. of Yeats

Comp laded
Giadualc
(Yes/No)

Course/
Deem

.,.

Elementary

High
School

o

Collide
.

,

Business/
Trade

Other _

Do you at This time, have any physical defects which would impair your ability to perform in the position which you have applied?/__
11 yes, explain In detail -
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I,

PRIOR WORK HISTORY (Begin with the most recent one)
COMPANY NAME I Address. City. State. Zip Code Employment Pate of Pay Supervisor

Phone irj

Area Code

Employed

19

Left

19

Starting Rate

per week

Rate when left

\ per week

Name

Title

Job
Position

Job Responsibilities: Reason for leaving

COMPANY NAME Address. City. State. Zip Code Employment

Phone *

Area Code

Employed

19_

Left

19

Rai. of Pay

Starling Rate

per week

Pite whisn

r week

Supervisor

Name

Title

Job
Position

Job Responsibilities: Reason for leaving

COMPANY NAME Address. City. State. Zip Cod. Employment Rate of Pay Supervisor

Phone T f _J

Area Code

Employed

19

Left

19

Starting Rat.

per week

Rate when left

per week

Nettle

Title

Job
Position

Job Responsibilities: Reason for leaving

Were you previously employed by Price Chopper - Yes No
If yes. where Supervisor's Nam;
When 19 to Reason for leaving

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

APPLICANTS CERTIFICATION & AGREEMENT: I understand that you may request an investigative consumer report
which shall contain information as to my character, general reputation. personal characteristics and mode of loan I uncerstand
that. if credit report is obtained. I may make a i.4itten request for a copy of the report.

I hereby certify that the facts set forth in the aoove employment application are true and complete :o the best of
nv knowledge I understand that if employed. falsified statements on this application shall be considered sufficient cause
for dismissal
Applicant s Signature

Thank you tor completing this application and for your interest in employment. We would like to assure you that your
lapportuntty for employment will not be discriminated against for race. creed. sex, age. religion and national origin.

Interviewed by Date Interviewed
FORM NO .043C 102/15/801 5-2-4
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OFY-1 (Fronti(Rey.9/79) NEW YORK STATE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
DIVISION FOR 'YOUTH

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

EXISTING LAWS PROHIBIT DISCRIMINATION IN SELECTION BECAUSE OF RACE, COLOR, RELIGION, NATIONAL ORIGIN,

SEX, AGE, PHYSICAL DISABILITY, OR MARITAL STATUS.

NAME: 804 Tai S

ADDRESS: gL /Wilt+ 4ug

2. SOC. SEC. No.: ; j - 15 -

3. TEL: Res, Seet.Pen 14- ileta

MAILING ADDRESS lif different from above):

1
POSITION APPLIED 5. LOCATION: IL DATE AVAILAILE:

,'a.Have you ever been convicted of an offense against the law or forfeited collateral, or are you now under ci1arges for any offense against the

law? You may omit: (11 traffic violations for which you paid a fine Of 530.00 or Inc and 12) any offense committed before your 21st birth-

day which was finally adjudicated in a juvenile court or under a Youth Offender Law. Yes CI NO/X

'b...While in the military service were you ever convicted by r curt -ma rtial7 Yes 0 No 0 Nth
NOTE: Effective ;snuary 1, 1977, Section 298 of the ritrw York Stets Executive Law prohibits unlawful discrimination against individuals

who have been comnr.od of vne or more crim;nai offenses. Applicants who have been convicted of criminal offenses should consult Section

703a and Sections 750-7b5 of the Corrections Law for furtheinformation.

EDUCATION

IGH SCHOOL

LLEGE.
NIVERSITY,
ROPESSIONAL

CR TECHNICAL
RCW OL

THER SCHOOLS
RADUATE

OL. OR
PECIAL

URSES

Name of Scheel Lasedoes

Yeas Attended
--.

Me.
College
Credits

Received

Msforiliker Gr.("tsiveggr..
Flom
Mo/Yr

Ti
14.4e/Y:- Yes No

r tities* Ce4,6111
West- nve,,
4160.47,N.y. 1/75' 6/81X

voe.etw,.t
shops

H16*
.

.
2

' 7
.

..

DO YOU HAVE A NEW YORK STATE HIGH SCHOOL EGUIrLENCY DIPLOMA? Yes a Ne

JUREYOU LICENSED TO PRACTICE ANY TRADE OR PROFESSION? Yes 1:1 Ne

If Yes. comoleve tea Wowing lforueschirep betInceden, Indians meelelty end whether provide nel er perneenent1:

Nuns of Trade or Prefusional Limes lamed Ey Dine listed Oats Expires

3.SPECIAL SKILLS OR COMPLETED IN-SERVICE TRAINING,COURSESWHICH MIGHT AID YOU IN PERFORMING THE DUTIES OFTHE POSITION FOR

WHICH YOU ARE APPLYING: theD. co_10r.+ric: Ap

I .ARE YOU UCENSED TO ,DRIVE A MOTOR VEHICLE? Yes 0 Ne If Yes, live else

DO YOU HAVE TRANSPORTATION? yip.,* . No 0

2.MIUTARY SERVICE: vas a Ns tir If Yes, type of segaretion:

&arch Norerl tMerer) Separation Service 1.0. No. Military Oteupstion(s)

21111 If this is your lint employment with New York Ss is NW you intend to claim auk es a mimes for seniority purposes, a copyof your Military Severe-
don forms mutt be submitted to the Personnel Office within NW menth of enta*Yrelin

ARE YOU A MEMBER OP A RESERVE UNIT? Yes 0 Ne

ARE YOU A DISABLED VETERAN? Yes 0 No frwi

BEST COPY AV

If Yes: ALTIVE 0 INACTIVE in
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OFY-1 IReyerseHRev.9/79)

I3.ARE YOU AN EXEMPT.VOLUNTEER FIREMAN? Yea 0 No

;.EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: CO all employment within the port five years. oresent employment first. If a NYS ernaloyell, include tile. smart Prxds, and nand.
e.g. ?arm.. Temp.. ContJPerrn. (Amon additional sheets Ihneessearyyou may attach a rooms in lieu of coin Pena, this section.)

-t- -
NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER: ..iCe S eel/ ta.11 S-41"7:04
DATES EMPLOYED: From 7/7(f To pig/ NYS iTATUS: iti/A-
SUPF.RVISOR'S NAME AND TITLE: 414imj2H,JcadelLE,I -
YOUR TITLE AND DUTIES: P-4-11/.*tcAurif lia:P st
REASON FOR LEAVING: 7o2_ iv toff Art

MONTHLY EARNINGS: .2. V. 0-f.)

NAME AND ADCRESS OF EMPL' YER:
DATE EMPLYED: From To

&IP a Vv7,441/4
S O NYS STATUS: /1.///4 MONTHLY EARNINGS: ViStrfac.i

SUPERVISOR'S NAME AND TM-E:

YOUR TITLE AND DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING: &21t' a tab 41- tar 4

NAME AND ADDRESS DF EMPLOYER:

DATES EMPLOYED: From To NYS STATUS:
SUPERVISOR'S NAME AND TITLE:

YOUR TITLE AND DUTIES.

MONTHLY EARNINGS:

REASON FOR LEAVING

NAME AND ADDRESS OF EMPLOYER:
DATES EMPLOYED: From To NYS STATUS: MONTHLY EARNINGS:
SUPERVISOR'S NAME AND TITLE:

YOUR TITLE AND DUTIES:

REASON FOR LEAVING:

I 5.MEMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS (Other than Ralispiosal:

Profertionai:

Cyie
Other 17v-i yS . o ket

I cerri14, that the =ailments on this application and any attachedpapers are correct to the best.of myknowladge. I also understand that fal-
sification of this application my result in my dismissal, if/ am accaptad for amploymerrc. I also agree to take any physical examination that
may be required by the Division for Youth. If appointed, I further agree to be fingerprinted and to pay the appropriate fee required for=ch
fingerprinting.

Symons gelo To/1 ,teen Data

TO BE COMPLETED AFTER EMPLOYMENT

I. DO YOU HAVE A PHYSICAL OR MENTAL DISABIUTY7 Yes 0 No 0 It Yee, plena explain:

2. DATE OF BIRTH: 3- HEIGHT: 4. WEIGHT: 5. SEX: Male C] Female 0
p

MARITAL STATUS: Maned 0 Other

I certify that the above .:4-1OrrterftSare true. I understand that falsification of this informationmay result in my dismissal
;

DataScrotum

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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BURGER
KINGiongr

,t-ot v- yUVTn

RESTAURANT OPERATIONS
HOURLY EMPLOYEE

APPLICATION, FOR EMPLOYMENT
Burger King corporation
m ECUALCPPORTUNITY EPAPLOYEA WFAI

Clorlininsilsn In snaiornsat Masao at mas. out
calm salmi art*, snosarg sow IN" physical Cr
nlrMal )arrealps, ar l iAyIIr wets in els awing
bass al 114 U.S. a csailbasil by halal logislolan
and* by lams spina ellscaninsion in sans salsa.

r.

za
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UL
CL

LAST NAM

MIXT AOC MSS

SOCA. 54CUACTY sea EA

7. CCM

NMI 00 YOU FUJI TOGMTTO WOISCT

0 toss Tswana 0 Arlo 0 OTNIFI
Mt ONO 0,43-rar -P111W15111WIM' iirOaTIVIONOWW'
(Ds not wow treat Wm as* .

DI YOUR CITIZENSHIP OR sascuuncs saws SUCH THAT YOU CM LAWFULLY %Imam THE U.S.? 0 YES 0 NO
IF WINED. =ammo 0.1.0YMINT MAY St CIINDINT UPON PROOF OF CITTZINSIIIP 0111M111111:05IN CP AN ALAIN
AlIGIVILATION NUMER.

AM YOU: 0 14.15 0 11.17 0 DI ON MOM IP UNCAP% lt moor OP AGE mural Psomoss IL54ON TO woos

NAM OP SOICOLANO MOMS

(=4.) SIO3.) WM* NO

Z
Ca

..U1o0A HIGH

.

R.2
CI=
CT

WIN SOCOL
,

.inr--r ry -

U.L

:

7:-

-,..-{

.* PACULAIId
...

axiom ihscummedri
SCINCIOLAITUDY PACCIAM DIM 0710

, WAGs-am
.. s_____PUN MCUPt

zamazacrievuer-
'

MY
:*?r. DAYS ANO
ca HOURS Avmuiti PROM

SUNDAY SATUNCLOI

IliI TO WOW TO

/a
4:C

VOW* INTEMSTIED YOU IN MAMA
. .

cc WHAT AM YOUR SCAMS. SPECIAL INTIIIISTS. ANO ACTIVITIrl
cc (Ds rat km* Mimi nalwerg I I.meow* at relleini
LU

a
. .

kl

ill
li..

00 NOT AMAMI TM FOLLOWING 01.1111110N
IN WASNINGT134 SIAM A MOM OR COMMON

MOM YOU EMI MEN OCNVCTECI CPA PIL.CMY
IF YELL STATE OWIGL CCIATZ LATINO

.
I.

i , ,

.

IN MW YORK MI OR IstASAGIUSSTT3 OA 1P CONVICTION OCCUM60 MOM THAN SLAIN (7) MAAS AGO
0065 NOT OISOUALIFY YOU ARCSI 1011LOYMPIT COMMOTION.

COI IMMAILVION 01141611VON A ?WPC VIOLATION? NO Y511
DISPOSITION CF GM.
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(Burger sing

BEST COPY. AVAILABLE

ILiAtion Side 2)
.

DCAMANY,NO. I (Prawn derma not anpror,
4 ,

ADOIIIIMI/PHCNE NUMSER

le. EMPLOYED (him A %NI

PROM TO

RATE OF MY

START

I

ENDING ...../r,, 1

SUPERVISOR'S NAMIEJKMW'

.

INERADE lomat OF HOURS

WORMS) PER WV
US. POSTOMS) HELD

Z
" mama YOUR ottnes ,

cc .
. , -

a_ ma WE CONTPCT THIS EMPLOYER?

YES NO
,

1111
-

DAYS LOST FROM WOW

(De mit snow In Now AM' *NM .. ..
. 1.

REASON FOR LEAVIND
c

a . :- . .
CCAAPANY NO. 2

F
M.

ADOPIESSMICHS NUM.11/1

us DAPLOYED (Minh A Wooly
FIRCM TO

MTII OF MY

START . IMMO
NAM= NUM MI Of HOURS
WORKED PER VAIN

Q posmcom mew

L
. SUPEINVISCR'S NAIMI/PCINTION

..

Ct. MCRAE YOUR CUTTS

LLL
, AMY WE CONTACT THIS EMPLOYER?

YES NO .

DAYS LOST PROM WOFK

Po In Now Wilt SINN . .not sremer

REASON FCR LEAVING

THE 44PCRALATicN i AM eutEgE:a1N0 it4 m Appur,ArcoN :11 WW1 ANO CORRECT TO ME MIST OF MY ICHOWUECEME. AND I UNDIMITTANO THAT ANY
PAISIFICATZN CA INSPEPPESENTATIC44 HEREIN COULD RESULT 74 MY DISCHARGE 74 THE SNAP I AM DIPLOM SY THE SUM,' KING CORPONATCN. I

0
AUTHOPt72 BURGER KING CORPORATION OR ITS IMIPRESINTATMIS TO CONTACT ALL FORUM EMPLOYERS MO TO PURTHSR INLWIRE AS TO ANY INFORMA
TION GIVEN SY me ON THIS APFUC.ATION.

.
APFUCANT3SKINATURE

0 -..c...44+.
4 - Cla ParVil RITE BIEUIVIATHIS LIN E::-- FOR BURGER KINa RESTAURANXow s 4, ...st- r US F ONM115.1126 ',. , .I.:

C.C./ANY NO. t REFERENCE CHECK

APPUCAXT EUGISLE FOR REHIRE Y73 NO Arnroomica O.
DATIS or EMPLOYMIDIr vERnutol TEs. 0 NO PINFORMANC71 CI

CHECKED Sr OATS:

.,.

CCMPANY NO. 2 REFERENCE CHECK 3000 NORA=
APPLICANT Euanu FOR Rolm YES NO Arrecmca
DATES OF 0.414.0YkeirvEnnEre Cl YES NO PERPOPPAPPICe ,

POOR

0
CHECKED SY:

'
DAllk.

.

HANAGENVINTENVIEWETS NOTES:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

a I
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Unit 5 - Applications

Lesson 2 - Completing Job^Applications Correctly

Note: The application forms included with this lesson (handouts
page 5 -2 -3 through 5-2-8)are intended to be used in a classroom
situation. They arecnot to be completed and turned in to the

0 company as h real application. If students are interested in
applying to of the companies whose forms are distributed
in class, they should be encouraged tor go to the company and
complete an application there. Most capanies ftown on appli-
cation which are not completed:in their employment office. If
students have basic skills in completing applications, you
need not review all three applications (sections B,C, and E)'.

A. Begin.the lesson by saying: "Today we are going to learn how
to successfully complete an application. But first, we're going
to see how well you can follow directions." Distribute the Follow-
ing Directions handout (page 5-2L2) and tell students to follow the
directions carefully, and to be quiet, except where they are in-
structed by the form to say something. When they are finished,
they are to sit quietly-lito.they don't give the trick away). Have
some fun with this before going on to B.

B. Introducing the Application.

1. Ask the students: "How do you get a blank application?"

2. After a short discussion, distribute a blank application and
have students review it without filling it out. Have them ask
about any of the application questions which they don't under-
stand or are unsure'about how to answer, Point out any unusual

`aspects of the application and the introductory and/or closing
statements. (You may wish. to use sample on page 5-2-3 and 5-2-

3. Ask students to pull out their Personal Fact Sheets (Unit 3,
page 3-3-2) and see if they contain all of the information
the students would need to complete this application. Have
them add additional information as needed on the bottom or the
back.

C. Distribute a completed application from a different company than
the one used in A above (see,handout page 5-2-5 and 5-2-6.)

1. Save students note the similarities and differences between the
two applications.

2. Have them locate errors; improve answers where possible; and
ask questions about parts they don't understand.

3. Again, have them update their fact sheet as needed.

4.

5-2-9
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D. Show excerpts from the videotape "Sell Yourself" which deal with
filling out applications. Encourage discussion and questions.
The sections which are most appropriate are: Bob filling out an
application and hiving trouble (073-092) and Bob meeting with his -

counsel Or to discuss how to complete an appliCation correctly
(152-179). If you feel that it is too complicated to fast forward
frcm section to section during class, select only one segment to
show.

E. Dliibute another blank appliCation (handout page 5-2-7).

1.. Have students complee it as best they can. Have them skip
questions they don't know and complete as much as they'can with-
out your help. (Poor readers will probably need to be helped
o limit frustration.)

2. When they have finished what they can4461p them complete the
remaining.questions. Thmallame then add to theirFactStmmtasneed-
ed to give them information or assistance they will need to an-
swer these questions in the future.

3. Review the completed applications as a class exercise, line by
line. Discuss whit the questions mean, why an employer asks
these questions, and what's the best way to answer them. Also
discuss what warning flags students may be sending up by their
answers.

Note: Applications should be completed fairly well at this point.
If only one or two students are having difficulty, you may
want to meet with them separately. If the whole class is
having difficulty, you may want to complete another applic-
ation form.

F. Questions and Answers.

G. (Optional) If students are very interested in this section, you
may want to include this exeicise,

1. Tell students that they are employerstand they will have to
hire workers soon.

2. What kinds of questions would they put on their application forms?

3. How would they set up the application format?

Note: You can do this as a full class exercise with one person re-
cording on a flip chart or chalk board,'or you can divide the
class up into groups of 3 or 4 and have each group design its
own application.

This exercise can be used at the start of the lesson, in the
middle to break things up, or at the end.

5-2-10
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4.,

Title:

Purpose:

Equipment:

Unit

Lesson 3

5

Lesson Overview

Completing the Application Process

To show students how to complete the application process and
to review the first two lessons. Students will also complete
a set of review questions.

None.

Activities Time

A. Completing the 10 minutes
cation process
t c

B. Sun nary

C. Review Questions

D. Discuss Answer

E. Questions and An-,
swers

F. Answer key

4
10 minutes

14 is nutes

I.

9 minutes

. Vminutds

5-3-1

.

Resources/Hateriils

Handout-"Review Questions"
page -3-2 and following

299



Name

Review Questions
The Apvlication

Part I: Mark your answers true or false in each answer.blank.

1. It is alright,to fill out a job application form using a
red pencil.

E-. 0
2. Most companies use similar job appliCation forms.

3 If you were fired from ajob,you should never mention that

job when listing work experience.

4. You should try to see that thlre is something about your
application that makes it standout in a good way.

5. It doesn't look good if vou copy things, so don't use your
job facts sheet to help fill out your application. Leave

it at home.

'..Part II: Fill out the job application formon the next WID pages.
Use all the tips you. learned in class.

t

5-3-2
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THE NOPAYLM INSURANCE 'COMPANY CF AMERICA, INC.

A° CATION FOR swum=
Lk

Name
Last

Address

Former Address.

he Number Salary Desired'

Do You Have A Drivers License? Date AVailable To Start

US Citizen /7 Yes a No Social Security Number

Are You 18 Years Or Older? L7 Yes a No If No How Old Are You?

*******

Fill Out 1.4 Pencil Please Print

PERSCML

How Long There?

How long Mere?

RCN
.

Of School name Of School
No. Of

Cturse Ma. red In Years
Graduate? Ye

laast

r
? Attended

Foreign languages Real Or Spoken Fluently

Special Skills

Name

Phone

REFERENCE

Address

Name Of Any Relatives bbrking Por This Oztspany

5-3-3
301



.amismNImassariliralimmleMelmIr

Date
Mbrith and Year

HISICRY

Salary Position
Reason

For Loavi,Name and Address ornclover

Fran

TO

FXCPI

Tb

... .To

'Are there any positions for idlich.you should not be oonmidered, or job duties you cannot
perform' because of a physical, mental, or medical asability?

Yes No

If yes please describe

Person to. notify if case of Ebergency

Relationship Phone

Have you ever been convicted of a crime? Yes 7 No

If yes, describe

sillasure DAZE

0

5-3-4
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Unit 5 - Applications

Lesson 3 - Completing the Application Process

A. Introduce the lesson by saying: "You've just completed the appli-
cation as best you can."

1. "What if there are mme questions you didn't understand, what
should you do?" Discussion should center on who to ask and
how to.ask it. If it's more than a few questions, it may be
Fat for the youth to ask if he/she can take the application
home (to get help). In either case, have students update their
cheat sheet.

.

2. Then ask: "Once the application is finished, now what do you
do?" Discussion should include turning in the application to
the correct person, (the manager or personnel department) and
trying to.make a good impression; e.g. "I'm really interested
in this job', do you know when interviews will be held?" or
"If you are interested in me, when can I expect to hear from you?"

3. Continue: "By getting the answer to the above questions, you
will know when you can check back with them. Taking an active
5ole always makes you look good, as long as you are polite and
not pushy. (If they said to wait two weeks, wait two weeks!)"
Discuss briefly how to follow-up; who to see and what to say.

B. Now summarize and review the two previous lessons, include the
f011owing points:

1. Tips for filling out job applications:

a. "Keep you Personal Fact Sheet at hand so yoll can copy things
from it onto.the application form."

b. "Read all directions and look over the form completely before
you start filling out the form." ,1

c. "Be truthful and accurate."

d. 'Print neatly:"

e. "Spell correctly."

f. "Use blue or black ink unless told to use something else."

g. "Leave no blanks. If a questions doesn't apply (or is illegal)
N/A (not applicable) or draw a line through the answer

h. "Don't write "anything" when asked what job you prefer."

i. "Sign your name where it, says'Signature:. Don't print."

j. "9e careful, especially with work experience where they usually
want you to write it in reverse-tiie'ordei."-

5 -3 -5



2. "Many job applications are similar, but watch out for small
differences."

3. "Try, to sea that your application stands out in a good way from
-

all otheri so the: the employer will want to interview you."

4. "A lot of 'standard questions employers used to ask on their
job applications are now illegal. Those question. are ones
which don't relate directly to your ability to do the jobor
your education and employment histories. If you see one and
are sure, it's illegal, draw a line through the answer blank,
or write n/a. Some illegal questions ask about:

a. Race
b. Creed (religion)
c. Color
(1. National Origin

Note: See Page 51-14 for
of above.

e.

g.
h.

Age
Disability
Marital Status
Arrest Record

examples of legal and illegal use

5. "PINS, JDs, and YOs can answer 'no' to the question 'Have you
ever been convicted of a crime?' Joe must answer 'yes'.

C. Distribute and administer "Review Questions".

D. Review and discuss,or collect and correct.

E. Questions and Answers.

F. Post-test answer key:

1. Part I

1. false

2. true

3. false

2. Part Ir

4. true

5. false

6- true

There are approximately 50 items to be answered on the application
form. If you choose to give youth a score, give them a point for
each item correctly completed and a point for each item correctly
not completed (n/a). The final pages of this lesson are a copy
of the application form with each item aiirly numbered. In
addition, give each student up to 7 points for a neatly completed
application form, up to 6 points for correct spelling, up to 4
points for following directions printed on the application form,
3 points for using a personal fact sheet to help fill out the ap-
plication. Total possible points fOr the application is 70.

5-3-6 304



THE IZPAYDI ntsuRA tz thy CF MAMMA, INC.

APPLICATICN FOR Em2LOYM/I

Fill Out in Pencil -- Please Print'

Nane

PERSCNAL/
Address

(Last) (FF irst) (Middle

V Hcfri L There?

Former Address

PiioneNtnber

Do You Have A Driver's License' GU

Pcm Long There?

Salary-Desired

Date Available lb Start

CS Citizen /7Yes /7 Ncea So:lel Security Number _ X3
Are You 18 Years Or Older? Z::7 Yes a NoillIf No How Old Are You?

School

EDUCATION
No. Of

Name Of School Course Majored In Years

Last
Graduate? Year
Deyree? Attended

Elementary 16 /e 15) .10
High School c

College 4o2 60
. ,

Other o??
Foreign Languages Read Or Spoken Fluently

Special Skills 9

Name so
REFERENCE

Address

Phone Jog_ Name Of Any Relatives Working For This Ccupany 1/4.13
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IsORIC HISTORY

Date
Month and Year y .. La. QM:61, "ai. rum.racn For Leaving

,g4. ,

6, S7 38To Se"

Fran
..

410TO

Fran

17// .. . .To

Are there any positions for which you should not be considered, or job duties you Cannot
;ell= because of a physical, mental, or medical disability?

/-7 Yes 17 No _

If yes please describe

Person to noti,ty if case of Emergency 6/Y
Relationship 4;/5 Phone 4A5
Have you ever been convicted of .a crime? 7 Yes /--7 No 4/7

A .

If yes, describe 1/6

SIGNATURE

306.



OVERVIEW OFUNIM.6 - "THE 'INTERViEW"

Unit Pupose

To have students:

- Become aware of their image and appearance, and learn how
to improve them.

- Understand what is involved in preparing fdt an interview,
and how to prepare.

- Understind the eight steps of the interview process, and
how to successfully complete each step.

- Learn the good points and weak points of their interview-
ing style.

- Learn how to fellow-up after an interview and handle accept-.
ance and rejection constructively.-

Unit Lessons

Lessor. 1 - As Others See Me: To help students learn about the image
they present, its importance, and how to change it. To
review the basics of maintaining a good appearance.

Lesson 2 - Preparing for the'Interview: (plus interview process steps
1 fi2). To show students what information and materials they
need to be succe3sful at an interview. To introduce the
eight steps of an interview and to explain steps 1 1,2.

Lesson 3 - The Interview Process: (steps 3-6). To have students
understand these four key steps and how to conduct them-
selves in each phase. To have students practice this.

Lesson 4 - The Interview Process: (steps 7, 8, and review.) To have
TMIts learn how%to end an interview correctly, and to re-
view the entire process.

Lesson 5 - Sample Questions and Practice. Interviews: To have students
practice answering difficult questions, and complete a
role-play interviews.

NOTE: Lesson 5 may take 3 or 4, 46 minute classes.

Lesson 6 - Following Up and Unit Summary: To discuss and practice
interview roIlow-up procedures and to summarize and review
the unit.

6-0-1
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UNIT 6 - "THE INTERVIEW"

Unit Notes

This unit is frequently the one which evokes the most
student interest and participation. The material draws out
eight stages or stepi of the Interview Process*. Each step
is examined in isolation and then the entire process is reviewed
in a "dress rehearsal". A careful balance must be maintained by
the instructor. Too detailed a look at each step may cause the
students to lose the picture of how the process fits togetheZ, and
it may frustrate those students eager to practice interviewing as.
a whole. Moving too quickly through this material may result 4n
students focusing on the obvious step - answering questions - and
so lose the opportunity to learn about the less obvious, but just
as crucial preliminary and concluding steps.

This _unit utilizes the information developed .n Units.2
and 3 regarding the students' sales pitch (Personal Fact Sheet),
and draws upon'the "clear and assertive communication skills
addressed in Unit 4. It is the concluding unit.of the job
search process.

.

Having actual employers conduct the mock interviews generally
increases student interest. It helps studente believe that all
the information discusied in class.is really needad in the world
of work. Having inother staff member conduct interviews instead
of you, may also enhances the role plays. You have gone,th'iouch
this process with,the students, step by step, so they may feel
that it may be impossible to "wow" you. If other staff or areal
employer is willing, ask the students how they would feel about
them conducting the interview. You may wish to give students a
'choice.

a

- or

I it*

.24

1,

* These steps eke: 1) scheduling_the interview; 2) arriving for
the interview;. 3) greeting the interviewer; 4) answering the
interviewer's questions; 5) asking the interviewer qUestions;
6),makinssure tne interviewer has no last doubts; 7) ending the
interview; and dC follbwing-4 after the interview..

J

AS
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Lesson Overview.

As Others See Me

Unit 6

Lesson 1

Purpose: To introduce the Job Interview Unit; help students learn,
about the image they present, its importance and how to
change it; and to review the basics of maintaining a good
appearance.

Equipment: Audio tape player, video tape layer and monitor.

Activities

A. Introduction -
briefly review rele-
vent materials from
earlier units and
topics to be
covered in this unit.

'B.
0,

'Your image and'
appearance

C. "Your Image" kit -
distribate,and play
tape

D. Discussion of tape
and students' own
image

E. Summary

F. Questions and Answer

G. Introduce the concept
of good grooming

H. Show video tape and
discuss

I. Quasiions and An-
swers

2 minutes

5 minutes

6 minutes

7 minutes

2 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

18 minutes

2 minutes

6-1-1

Resources/Materials-

"Your.Image" tape and booklets

Videtape - "Personal Grooming
and Hygiene"

309



Unit 6 - The Interview

Lesson 1 - As Others See Me

A. Introduce the unit and the lesson along these lines:

"Well, here you are. You know something about your strengths
and weaknesses as workers, and havea better idea of the kind
of work you want to do, Working papers and social security
cards are in order. You've told your friends you're looking
for a job, read the want ads, checked with employment agencies
and the Job Service, used the Yellow Pages to call around to
employers you're interested in, and filled out dozens of appli-
cations. You've been working to sharpen your communication
skills, and finally, it. looks like all the work is beginning
to pay off, You've got a few job interviews coming up. What
doyou do now? Obviously, gee ready for the interview and then
go to, it. That's what this unit is All about. We'll see a
video about personal grooming, and then think about w4at else
you have to do to get ready for an interview. You!ll learn a
bit about the importance of how others see you and learn about
the stages of a job interview, from beginning to end. After
that, we'll look at ways to handle difficult questions. We
will do practice interviews and (depending upon your equipment)
video tape (or audio tape, or observe)them so you can get faJd-
back about how you sound and look to an employer. Based on what
you find out, you will make some decisions about your personal
interviewing styles. Then, 14e will talk about how to follow-up
on the interview to increase your odds for success."

B. Continue: "But first, let's take a look at how others see us.
We are judged by others in many different ways. By our skills,
by our appearance, by our personality. If people see things they
like in us, then they are more likely to choose us as friends or
decide to hire 'us for a job."

Ask group: "What does the word image mean? What are some examples
of an image?" After a short discussion, summarize with: "The
image we present at a job interview can make the difference be-
tween getting hired and not getting a job."

C. Distribute "Your Image" booklets, review vocabulary, and play
audio tape. Direct students to follow along. Pay attention
to the chatter in which learners engage while the tape is played.
You will probably find that as certain "types" are described,
youth will identify other group members who fit the image. You
can use these comments very effectively in the discussion follow-
ing the conclusion of the tape.

Note: If you.do not have thii media, expand the discussion in B
(above) and use the questions in 17 (which -fOIlows) to
encourage discussion.

6-1-2
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p. Lead a discussion of the tape.

1. Discuss the "information" gleaned in B. or C. and/or ask some
of the questions which follow. They can be discusse4 either
on a general or a personal level (i.e:, as they apply to
individual students).

.a. "Why is your image important?' How An it help you? Hurt you?"
b. "Can image(i) be changed? How?"
c. "What image are yod5presenting how?"

2. Discuss the idea that what someone sees may not be the image
that the sender intends to send.

3. Be sure to include some discussion of body language, attitude,
etc..

E. Summarize the lesson:

"It's interesting to learn that things we do, +Winking they tell
others a certain message.about us, may really tell them something
else. We all have to be careful of the aessages we send and
work at being sure we're sending what we really want to send.
If not, change your image! We can all do it if we want. .If
anyone here wants help4changing the way people see
you, let me know after class and I can make some suggestions.
The waf others interpret the message we send (view our image)
is very important in every day life, in job interviews, and at
work. When you practice your interview in a few days, be sure
to think about the image you present!"

F. Questions and Answers.

*O.

G. Introduce the discussion on good grooming with:

"If you're goiny to a job interview, you've got to look good.
You and your clothes have got to be clean and neat. Maybe you
think you shouldn't be judged on how you look, but that's the
first thing an interviewer evaluates. Knowing good grooming
skills will help you make sure you'll be looking good when an
interview comes around." Elicit student comments with the
following questions:

1. "What does good grooming mean to you?" (Brainstorm and list
on a chart.)

2. "Why is it important?" (It makes you feel good, it's part of
good health, and your employer eRpects you to be neat and, clean.)

3. "Why does your employer want you to be well groomed?" Discussion
should include: company image, customer's opinion, and making
co-workersfeel-more-comfortable.

6-1-3
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H. Introduce the videotape "Personal Grooming and Hygiene" with:
"This video covers information which is useful in every day life
and at work, as well'as at an interview. Being sure you are well-
groomed is mostly a matter of routine; a series of good habits
to follow regularly. In this film you will see five working
people, Tom, Ralph, Cindy, Pam, and Carlos, who have jobs that
could be like yours. They show every important step in good
grooming; from bathing and dressing, to checking appearances
in a full length mirror. Then you see each person at.wortc...-;
and learn how they stay neat on the job: Watch and listen care-
fully. Afteryou.have seen the film, we'll talk about some of
the important points."

1. Show the video tape. (If you don't have this, conduct an ex-
panded brainstorming and discussion as below.)

2. After the video tape'har been shown, review the key points
the film'made. Try to elicit these from the students and list
on a flip chart. Discussion questions and possible-answers
can include:

o a "Why is good grooming important to your job, your social
life, and how you feel about yourself?" (Each area can be
discussed separately or all at:ace.)

1) "Your job - your boss expects yOu to be neat and clean.
Being dirty may be a health problem at the place you work..
Your co-workers will be more comfortable around you if
you are'clean and don't smell sweaty. Customers will be
'more pleased if you are clean and well-dressed."

2) "Your social life - People will respond positively to you
if you look clean (body, hair, and clothes). Adults who
meet you will start off feeling good about you."

3) "Yourself -lo ing good and feeling clean makes you
feel better out yourself. Staying clean.also helps
insure that you will stay healthy."

b. "What does good grooming consist .of ?"

1) "Taking a shower or bath everyday."
- Ake the time to do a thorough job.
- Use soap.
- Rinse well.
- Use a clean towel for drying."

2) !Keep nafls-cleanraid'well trimmed."

3) "Use a deodorant every day."

4) "Your clothing should be neat, clean, and appropriate to
the job.
- Wear clean underwear everyday.'
- Clothes should be wrinkle free (and no holes).
- SLoes should be shined."
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5) "3ewelry, perfume, make-up, aftershave should be conserv-
ative."

6) *Stay neat and clean, at work,."
4

Note: Be sure to remind youth that these habits hre important to
follow when getting ready for a job interview, going to work,
and in every day life.

I. Questions and Answers,

6-1-5
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'Lesson X*erview
. '.

Title: Preparing fcm.the Interviev, (Fart 1' of 3)

Unit

Leison 2

Purpose: To show students what information and materials they need
to be successful at an interview. To show the stages of an
interview. .

Equipment: None.

Activities

A. Introduce the %lesson

B. Brainstorm - What'
should be done.topr
pare for an interview?

. 'Preparation checkliV

D. Introduce theInter-
view Process - Brain
storm'theseight steps

E. Discuss the first tw
steps:

1. SCKeduling the
interview.

2., Arriving

F. Questions -and
Ahswers

Time

2 minutes

7 minutes

7 minutes

-

_5 minutes

2 minutes

5 min tutes

2 minutes
per student
for role
plays

2 minutes

6-2-1

Resources/Materials

0

Handout- "Am I Ready?" checklist
page 6-2-2 and 6-2-3.

4

400
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I

Name

Am I Ready?

I. Do I know - Who , Where, When, What, Why, and How?

a) Who - Who am I sapposed to see: (name and title)

b) Where - Where do I go: street address

.0,

office number and location

how do I get there

have I checked this out

S

c) When - When is the interview

Wen should I arrive

When should I leave the house

When should I get up

When should I go to sleep

d) What - What do I know about: .the job

the company

the interview

e). Why - Why do I want this job

f) How , How am I going to convince: them to hire me?

6-i-2
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2. Do I have my job interview tools?

Papers: Working Papers ; Social Security Card

Fact Sheet or Resume ; References ; Blank paper (note-

book) ; Directions ; Written down Interview Info

(name, time, job title, office number)

Other: Pen ; Clean,neat clothes ; Money (for bus,

soda after interview)

3. Do I remember:

Aterview Do's and Don'ts
H

My nervous habits

My good habits

6-2-3*
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Unit 6 - The Interview

Lesson 2 - Preparing for the Interview/Getting Ready

A., Introduce the lesson along these lines:

"You know something about your image.and appearance and how you

can improve thei, so you're one step closer to 'scoring' on

your interview. Now we're going to discuss what you can do

the day before your Interview to improve your odds even more.

Remember the employer is probably going to interview a number

of applicants for this job. They've all made it through the

application process, so they're probably pretty good. But with

the right preparation, you will be better. Think about a team

before a big game. They have to practice, know how _ha game
is played, know something about the dther team, and have all

their, equipment ready. They have to be well rested and 'up'."

"The same is true for your interview. You should practice
with someone or in front of a mirror,. Keep it real. You
should know about the job, the company and what to expect in

the interview. The night before, get epough sleep so you are

rested. Then you will be ready for the game of interviewing."

B. Ask students what things they should do 4'0 prepare for the inter-
view. Write their answers on a flip chart,. The fallowing ques-
tions may stimulate discussion:

1

1. "What should you do before you leave your house to go to the

interview?"

2. "What should you know before you 'leave your hquse?"

3. "What should you bring with you to the,interyiew?"

C. Their answers should include most of the items found on the
"Am I Ready?" handout (page 6-2-2)., After the brainstorming
(Section B), tell them you've prepared a checklist for them

covering these points. Distribute it and discUss as needed.
If they suggested, any points which are not on the handout, have
them add those items to the handout. The discussion should
insure that the students understand the importance of each

item. The following information should be covered.

1. Do I know?

a. Who - "Knowing this will make sure you get to the right
person, and you will impress the receptionist. Get the
spelling. and pronunciation right!":

b. Where - "Getting lost will make you late, angry, and upset.

Inq where the building is isn't enough, you have to know
where in the building the interview is. Getting there takes

6 -2 -4
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C.

time - have you. done a test run? Check,: the parking and the
traffic if you are driving; the schedule and timing of buses
and. trains if yoUJre using them; or the distance if you're
going on foOt or by bike. If you are depending on someone
eisea car, check with them the :night before."

Note: Check these ona business day at the same time of day as
you'll be travelling to your interview.

c. When - "Be sure you know the exact time of the interview.
Mn to arrive in the area120=76Einutes early. (This leaves
you time to relax and 'get up' rot the interview.) Go to
the office 10-15 minutes early (your watch may, be slow,or the
inteFFigritay get moved to'a differentplace0 This also shows
you're interested and reliable. Measure your travel time
so you know when to'leave yoir house. Give yourself, plenty
of preparation time in the morning, and plan eight or nine
hours for sleep. Work out Wcomolete schedule, beginning
with the night before the interview. If it's a big trip for
You, call in the morning to confirm; inteiviewirs,can get
sick or schedules can get changed. Save yourself a wasted
trip."

.I
d. What - "Knowing the job title is a must, knowing something

more about the job helps a 1,1bt. (Find out what tne job
duties axed qualifications are.) Knowing something about
the company and how they conduct their interviews will
also improve your odds for success. (Find out what the
company does, how long it's been around, and who will
interview you.)

e. Why - "Knowing this will help you get excited about the inter-
view and will show the employer you are really interested in
the job."

f. How - "Keep your selling points sharp and organized. Think
positively."

2. Do I have?

a. Papers - "Have everything you need laid out the night before.
Have all the information you need written down. Bring a blank
noteboOk to write information the interviewer tells you Uf
.she/he hires'you: when and where to start,whom to see, what
to bring; if no decision is made: when can you, call in, when
will they call you). If you don't have your.social security
card, make sure you know your, number. If you haven't got
%)rking papers yet, hope the employer wonlt mind waitingitill
youget them. Do your best!"

b. Other needed things - "A pen for writing on the paper!
Clean, neat clothes, dress a little neater than you

6-2-5
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-s.

would if you were going to work). Make sure your clothes
are clean (socks match, shirt isn't wrinkled) the ni ht
before! Money for: transpOrtation, a soda or snack if
you arrive early, or after the interview to celebrate
or help you unwind."

3. Do I Remember? - "This will be discussed in the next lesson,
but it's on the checklist as a reminder for you, after vou
finish the course."

D. Ask the students: "Sa You're ready for,the interview, right?
Do you know what happens in the interview? How should you act?
What should you say? Are yOu sure? To make sure you are fully
prepared we are going to discuss the eight steps of the interview
process and how you can best handle each step. We're going to
practice mostof the steps separately and then put them all toge-
ther in a practice interview."

3raiAstorm the eight steps of the interview procesi.. Note that
it is a process; it takes place over time and moves from one stage
to another in a certain sequence. These are the eight steps:

1. Schedule the interview (discussed in Job Search Unit)
2. riiiVi-For the interview - meet the receptionist(s).
3. Greet the interviewer.
4. Answer the interviewer's questions.
5. Xi7EFe interviewer questions.
6. FaTe sure s/he doesn't have any last doubts about hiring you.
7. EREnInterview to your best advantage.
8. Follow -up .after the interview.

E. Continue with: "I bet you never knew an interview could be so'
complex! With a little practice, you Can get the hang of it.
Let's take a look at the first two steps."

1. "Schedule the interview. This was covered when we discussed
making with employers and.following-up want ads. The
important point to remember is-that this sets the stage for

.vou. Someone involved with hiring you (the receptionist or
interviewer. or both) has had some contact with you already.
If you were sharp, you got their name."

2. "Arrive. Be there 10-15 minutes early, alone, well dressL.
aprepared (as we discussed already. Any questions?)
Intr3170iTrairself to the receptionist (secretary) - give
a clear and complete message - who.you are - why you're
here, etc. Mu are the sender). If s/heasks you to wait,
be patient and be quiet. Sit down if a seat is available;
don't pace, wander around, or chat. His/her opinion of you
may be important. If you have extra time, find the xestroom
and'check yourself in the mirror."

6-2-6-
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a. Discuss these points as there is interest.

b. Have all students role play just this part'artiving). Stop
them after they have introduced themselves to the reception-
ist and given all the necessary information. Vary the set-
ting: an office, a store, a fast food stand, a restaurant,
a factory& a gas station. Have one student play the applic-
ant and the other be the receptionist or other front-line
workei. (Ask them what they would do if there was no recep-
tionist, or no office - to whom would they talk?)

Note: If a student strongly objects to role playing, try to get
him/her to at least play the receptionist's role, and then
tell you (while remaining seated) what s/he would say if
s/he was the applicant.

F. Continue: "We will review the other six steps in the next few
lessons. Any questions so far?"

.1

6-2-7
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Unit _-6
Lesson 3

Lesson Overview

Title: Ttle Interview Process (part 2 of 3); steps 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Purpose: To have students understand and practice going through the
main stages of an interview.

Equipment: None.

Activities

A: Review the eight
steps

B. Greeting the inter-
viewer (step 3)

1. Discuss
2. Role play

C. Answering questions
(step 4)

1. Non-verbal
answers

2. Verbal answers
3. Practice

D. Asking questions
(step 5)

E. Checking for
doubts (step 6)

F. Questions and wrap-
up

Time

3 minutes

10 minutes

15 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

*'6 -3 -1

Resources/Materials

Liit of "Sample questions",
page 6-3-2.

4
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

1. What position are you 21.
applying for?

2. Do you have any experience
in this type of work?

3. Tell me about the jobs
you've had.

4. Why do you want to work
for our company?

5. Of the jobs you have had,
which did you like the best?

6. Which job duties did you
like the. best? Why?

7. Which job duties did you
like the leaSt? Why?

8. How many days of work did
you miss at your-lastjob?

9. Why di4y(u leave your last
job?

10. Have you ever been fired or
asked to resign?

11. Why .have you changed jobs
so often.?

12. Why have y6u been out of
work for so long?

13. What did you think of your
former supervisors/employers?

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

Are you looking for full-
time employment?

Can you work flexible hours?

What skills do you have that
will.help you do this job?

What tools or equipment can
you use? .

Tell me about your education.

Why did you leave school?

Why did you change schools
so often?

Did you get in trouble in
school?

What subjects did you like
in school?

What subjects didn't you
like?

How many days 'of, school did
you miss in your last year?

-

Did you participate in any
special school activities?

Do you have any special
training?

Have you ever been convicted
of a felony?

14.

15.

16.

Whom did you like the best?
Why?

Whom didn't you like? Why?

How did you get along with
your co-:workers?

35. Tell me about yourself. What
else should I know about you?

36. Why do you want to work?

37. What do you do in your spare
time?

17. How did you get along with 38. Tell me about your friends.
the customers? 39. Why should I hire you?

18. What would you like to he 40. What makes you.believe that
doing five or ten years you are qualified for this
from now? job?

19. Whaes an ideal job for you?

20. Are you looking for perma-
nent enVloyment?

6-3-2
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Unit 6 - The Interview

Lesson 3 - The Interview Process, (Steps 3, 4, 5, and 6)

Note: This material may take more than one 45 minute class. Unless
the students are very interested in this process, try to keep
the pace 'fast. Not all the students have to do all the role

. plays, and discussions can be brief. The Interview Unit is a
long one and if it stretches over too much time, students may
get bored before the final role play.

A. Review the eight steps again briefly. Then say: "Today we're
going to discuss steps 3, 4, 5, and 6. These are the heart of
the interview." The do's and don't's of each section can be
presented by lecture,discussion or brain.torming. Then follow
with a short role play or practice question.

B. Greeting the interviewer, state: "This may be the_inter-
viewer's fist impression of you. A first impression is very in-
important; -so do it right:

Look him./her straight in theeye;
- Have a solid Wit not bonecrushing) handshake;
- Introduce yourself. clearly;
- Thank the interviewer for taking the time to talk to you; and
- Wait to sit until a seat is offered to you.".

7

1. "This may feel awkward, so practice it a few times before you
go to the iriterview,"

2, "Let's also practice it now." Role play as you did with arriving.,
.Just do this stage, from greeting until seated. Keep it short '

and dhange actors quickly.

C. Continue with.: "Answering questions is the main event."

1. "First, let's 1 ok at the non-verbal messages you are sending."

a. "Do you look like you are paying attention? Sitting up straight,
leaning forward abit, making frequent (not steady) eye con- .
tact, facing your body towards the interviewer?"

b. "Avoid nervous, diseracting habits; s.g.: chewing gum, smoking
finger/toe tapping, looking around the room or out the window."

2. "How about your verbal message?"

a. "Are you speaking clearly and at the right volume? Are you
speaking the interviewer's afiguage (nd slang)?"

b. "Are you saying enough or too much A simple yes or no answer
is often a ldser, but-so is a long\ramble. Give the inter-
viewer short, but clear information\N

6-3-3



D.

c. "Advertise yourself; don't make the interviewer drag it out
of you. (She/he may not bother.) Point out your strengths,
abilities and experience (sound familiar?). Use your per-
sonal fact sheet."

3. "We're going to practice this quickly. I'm going to ask you
each one question. Be aware of your non-verbal message as
well as what you say. Then we'll each give the 'applicant'
feedback on how s/he looked and sounded." (You may want to use
sample questions found on page 6-3-2.) Pick one youth, 'and ask
a question. After answering, ask him/her to evaluate himse12/
herself positively and negatively. Then ask the rest of the
class fok only positive comments, then negative ones. Then
move on to another stuaent. After all students have participated,
tell them that they will practice this in more detail in a Tatar
lesson.

1.

Introduce Step 5 with:"Although answering questions well is tie
main event, asking questions can clincn it for you."

"Why should you ask questions? To find out about the job, but
more importantly, to make you look even better; to show real
interest in the job and the company. Don't show you are inter-
ested primarily in money; if you ask about pay or benefits, ask
carefully."

2. Ask students: "What kind of questions should you ask?" Brain -
stoxn a list. (Some good ones are listed below.)

"What will my hours/schedule be?"
"Will you be my supervisor?"

. "Is tnere anyone else I report to?"
"Is there a cafeteria here?"
"Is there overtime?"
"How is overtime handled?"

"Do 1 have to provide-my own
tools/uniform?"
"Will this job be permanent
if I work out Well?"
"Are there opportunities for
further training?"

3. "Dontt ask aquestion for which you already know the answer.
If the interviewer answers all your questions before you get
to ask them, and then the interviewer asks you if you have
any questions, don't say 'No'. Say - 'I did have a few ques-
tions, but you've answered them all.' This still says 'No',
but it sounds much better."

4. Have students copy down several questions they feel would he
appropriate for jobs they are interested in.

5. Ehd by noting that the employer may not give them a chance to
ask questions, but if they do get the chance, they should be
ready. Sometimes the last question an interviewer asks is
"Do you have any questions?" They can take the initiative if the
interviewer doesn't ask this as the interview is winding down.
They can say that they have a few questions, and ask if it would
be O.K. to discuss,them now. If the interviewer looks very .

busy, they should not bring this up. (The one other question
they should ask comes at the very end of the interview: "When
will you be making a decision?" This is discussed in Step #7,
Endingthe Interview.)

6-3-4
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E. Ask the students about Step 6: "What does 'Make sure the inter-
viewer doesn't have any last doubts' mean?" The following informa-
tion should be covered.

1. "Most job applicants can't wait to get out of a job interview,
and sometimes they leave the interviewer with an unanswered
question or doubt. These people are losers."

2. "To set up that, last round for a knock-out, try something like

this: The interviewer has let you know the interview is about
over (how do you know this?), you now say: 'Well, I've tried
to answer all your questions as best I could, do you have any
other" questions or concerns?'"

3. "If the interviewer says no, great, but if she/he says yes,
also great. Now you can clear things up. This question
may be a tough one, so stay calm and think before you
answer. Some questions might be: 'I noticed you spent
part of,your school time in upstate New York1 what were
you doing there?' or 'I see you've had several jobs, why
did you keep changing?' or 'You have moved several times
recently, are you going to be in this areafoi awhile?'
Be aware of the warning spots on your application and.be
ready to answer questions about them. We'll discuss how
to answer these tough questions in thene,Ict few lessons."

4. Go around the room and have each student state the quektion,
(in #2) in their own words'. Don't role play.

5. "Tomorrow we'll finish the interview process. kly questions?"

F. Questions_ and Answers

-6-3-5
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Unit -6

Lesson 4

Lesson Overview

Title: The Interview Process (part 3 of 3)

Purpose: To show students how to end an interview correctly and to
review the interview process.

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor.

4

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Activities

Review

Ending the inter-
view

Follow-up

Show an interviewing
videotape

Interview
rion'tt

,Wrap -up

Questions and
Answers

do's and

Time

3 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

15 minutes

5 minutes

' 5 minutes

a

2 minutes

6-4-1

Resources/Materials

Videotape- "Just Around the
Corner" - #5

Handout- "Tips for the Int rview"
page 6-4-2
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SOC. SECUR.iry)

qo..7.3.11ut.

TIPS FOR THE INTERVIEW

Go Alone

Dress appropriately
,41>\

Don't wear a hat

e on time (15 minutes early)

Si c up straight (=-/f 11 (lean} forward a bit)
LN

good aye contact as a; (but don't stare)

Be Polite

Speak clearly and to the point

Show off your good points

Try to keep your fidgeting down

Relax and smile

Don't smoke .47\ 1

Don't use slang

Don't tell the

Come prepared

Be honest

Be ready to tal:% to
viewer

45

or chew gum

interviewer

A , Tie your shoes

skills, strengths,experience

fr-) (tap, tap)

how bad you need a job.

Pi !ET ( 860w
70711

WoRKIN gES MO 1. r%e

I PR n RS

more than one person before you ,Yet to the int,ar-

CGet. Y

'

O

1

6-4-2 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Unit 6 - The Interview

Lesson 4 - The Interview Process (Part 3)

A. R view the first six steps covered so far. Ask students to list the1
Mi ng two.

B. Say: "You've made it right up to the end of the interview. Now
it's time to put it away. How do you wrap up an interview the right
way? Any ideas?" Brainstorm.

1. The answers should include: thanking the interviewer, shaking hands,
good eye contact, etc.

2. If the interviewer offers them a job, they should ask how long
they have to think it over (if they need to think it over), or
find out when'they,start and who to report to.

3. If the interviewer-says they didn't get the job, they should thank
him/her anyway and leave politely. There may be another time.

4. After covering the above points, say: "The tough one is when the
interviewer says, 'We'll be in touch.' This is the most frequent
ending. What do you do then? Yottve got to do more then just
leave'politely (as listed in above). Ask when you can expect
to, hear, or better yet, when can you call the interviewer? You
don't want to wait by the phone forever, and taking an active role
makes you look more responsible." Have youngsters practice ask-
ing this question. Some examples:

- "Can' you tell me when you think you'll be making a decisidn?"
- "Would it be alright if I called you on Tuesday to find out

your decision?"
-1-"When.can I call you to get your decision?"
- "Can I call you to get your decision? When would be a good

time?"

C. Continue with: -"You've delivered the knock-out punch by ending the
interview just right. To make sure you are the winner, you've got
to complete that final step. Follow-up with the interviewer as you
arrangtd at the end of the interview. We'll discuss how to complete
this step successfully in a later lesson. Now we're going to look
at some video on interviewing. Tomorrow we'll spend some time dis-
cussing how to answer some tough questions; now to put it all toge-
thertosell.yourselftwith some common questions employers ask; and
then we'll do a full scale practice interview, from arrivingto
ending."

D. Show "Just Around the Corner" videotape 115. Diseuss.as time permits.
Stop after the first interview and discuss errors. Stop after the
discussion with Otto and discuss the merits of Otto's suggestions.
Compare B.J.'s comments at the end with Otto's.

6-4-3
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. If you have time, handout "Tips for the Interview" (pagefi-4-2)
and review briefly. Have students add any they feel are important.
If you run out o4 time, use this in lesson 5 as a review.

F. Anticipate how many students you will have time to inCliidein
role play interviews tomorrow, and have that number of students
come dressed for an interview.

. Questions and Answers.

6-4-4
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Title:

Purpose:

Lesson Overview

Sample Questions and Practice Interviews.

To have students practice answering difficult questions and
to have, them practice a complete interview.

.

Unit

Lesson 5

(This may total
3 or 4 sessions)-,

Equipment: Video tape or audio tape recording and*play back equipment.
Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. *roduce the 'lesson

B. Sample:- Questions

C. "Tips for the:Inter-
view" (if not done
earlier in lesson 4)

IL "Sell Yourself"
excerpts

E. Intioduce the role
plays

F. Role play interviews

Note: This lesson will
continue through
additional class-
es until all role
plays are complet

Time

5 minutes

3-5 minutes
PER STUDENT

5 minutes

5-10 minutes

5 minutes

10 -15 minutes
PER STUDENT

d.

6-5-1

ResoUrceYMaterials

7

Handout - "Tips for the Interview"
page 6-4-2

"Sell Yburself" videotape

Handout - "Interview Rating
Form" page 6-5-2

3.30

v
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Applicants Name

INTERVIEW RATING SHEET

Put a check in the box that shows how you think the applicant rated

A.' Appearance

1. Was the applicant neat and clean?
2. Was the applicant dressed appropriately?.

,3. Did the applicant seem friendly and
interested?

B. Behavior

1. Did the applicant speak clearly and
use the right words?

2. Did the applicant- listen carefully?
3. Did the applicant have good eye ,contact?
4. Did ,the applicant keep hands and feet

under control?
5. Did the applicant sit down, stand up,

shake hands, on schedille?

C. Attitude and Personality

1.

2.

3.

4,
5.

Did the applicant
Did the applicant
Did the applicant
Was the applicant
Was the applicant

have a positive attitude?
sees i interested in working?
seem easy to pt along with?
somedne I'd like to work with?
polite and respectful?

No So -So Yes Wow

No So-So Yes 'Wow

No So-So Yes Wow

D. Sales Pitch
No So-So Yes

1. Did the applicant answer the questions well?
2.. Did the applicant clearly explain strengths and

experience?
3. Did the applicant deal well with his/her weakness?
4. Did the applicant ask good questions?
5.. Did the applicant seem prepared for the interviewt

Tptal boxes checked:

multiplied by: xl x/- x3 x4

Add Totals: + a

Mark the score on the scale below:

0 20 30 40

Wow

Total number of points: =

50 60 70 rod

Forget Hire Only Maybe In the A Top Definitely
it! In An Next Running Contender Hired

Emergency Time

6-5-2
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Unit 6 - The'Interview

Lesson 5 - Sample Questions and PraCtice Interviews

A. . Introduce the lesson by saying that you are going to discuss
sample question$ employers may ask and have students practice
answering them. After everyone has practiced a few questions,
then you will begin dress rehearsals. (Leave enough time so you
can role play all the youths you selected yesterday.)

B. Select questions from the list below. Go around the room and
ask different students to answer each question. Help them work
out their answers as needed. Discuss why an answer is good or
why it needs more work.

Note: For youths (PIN's, JD's, and YO's) who are or have been, in a
facility away from their community, the way they answer many
of the questions can make the employer suspicious. If the
fact of their placement is confidential and they wish it to
remain so, they should be careful how they answer questions
regarding where they learned the vocational skills and haflthe
work experiences which occured in the facility. This may show
up in the application or the interview. Saying they moved up-
state temporarily is one solution, If the employer persists in
these questions, the youth can tell him/her about the placement
or handle it as they would an illegal question (iee #1 below).
The point is that if the youth wishes to maintain the confid-
entiality of the placement they can and should.

'1. Illegal questions.

a. Examples are:

1) "How old are you? What's your date of birth?" .(It is le-
gal to ask you if you are at least 18 if the labor liUs set
that. as a minimum age for the job; also 21 or 25 if the
.insurance company requires that employees be that age for

a certain job.)

2) "Do you have'ehildren? Are you married': Do you hive someone
to take care of your children?" (It is legal to ask if there
are any reasons, family or other, why you would not be able
to report to work everyday.)

3) "What. is'your religion? Natio4lity? etc."

b. "The way to handle this is:.

'I'm sorry, but I'm confused, could you explain to me what
this has to do with the job?' or 'I don't mean to be rude,
but I don't understand what my has to do with my
being qualified for this-job.' MIgives the employer
a chance to explain if the question is legal, or a chance

to withdraw the question without you being rude.

. 6-5-3
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Be very careful how you phrase.this. Don't be a wise guy
and watch your tone of voice. Ddn't say 'That question is
illegal'."

2. "What job (position) are you applying for?/Which position
would you prefer?"

Tins: "Have one job title in mind. You shi:uld find out before
the interview what the qualifications are and whether you
are qualified. Always have a second choice in mind. Kno
how to explain why you want these patticular jobs. Don't
say you'll take hnything'. There is no such job title
as 'anything', and you are not qualified for all possible
jobs. Show that you have done your homework and name an
appropriate job title."

3. "Why do you want to work for our company?"

company in advance. Ask people who
slike, ask the Chamber of Commerce
Find out about company policies, products,

opportunities. Use this information
like this company."

Tins: "Find Out about the
work there what it'
about the company.
benefits, training
to explain why you

4. "Tell me about the jobs you've had?/Do you have any experience
in (name of job)?"

Tips: "Br:.efly review your work experience, including odd jobs
and Volunteer work. Briefly describe those jobs which
were similar to the job for which you are applying. State
what you did, what machinery you can use, and list the
skills you developed. If you worked while in a DFY fac-
ility, you can say you did maintenance (or whatever) for
the State of New York as part of a youth employment program.
If it was CETA funded, say so. Many employers are familiar
with CETA, and that would not imply that you were in any
kind of trouble. If the employer follows with: "What were
you doing in (name of town)?" Answer: 'I was liv-
ing upstate tiiii35Fiary' or 'I moved there temporarily'."

5. "Which job duties did you like the best?/the least?"

Tips: "Be enthusiastic about what you liked the best, bdt be
brief. Go easy on the things you didn't like. List only
1 or 2 things, and say they weren't your favorite tasks but
they were part of your job and you did them well."

6. "How many days did you miss at (name of a former employer)?"

Tips: "Be honest, the interviewer may check. If you're not sure,
say so, but make a good guess."

7. "Why did you leave your last job(s)? Have you ever been fired 4
or been asked to quit (resign)?"

Tips:' "Be honest. Try to be positive. Don't cut down your past
employer or co-workers. If you did something wrong for

6-5-4
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which you were fired, explain what you did and why you
won't do it again. Be honest, don't sell yourself short.
Your previous job may not have fit your interests or abilities;,
it may have clashed with other aspects of your lifestyle.
Explain these briefly and show why the job you are applying
for now is better suited to you."

8. "Why have you changed jobs so many times?"

Tins: "You can say you were trying to find out what type of job
you liked best or trying to get a variety of experience.
If the jobs were temporary, say so. If you think you
are ready to settle down for a while tell the employer
that, and do it. You've got to stick with one job for
a. year or more to show future employers you will stay with
them. Don't take this fob unless you are sure you can
list for a year." o

9. "Why have you been out of work for so long?"

Tips: "If it's because you've been in a youth facility, that's
confidential, you don't have to tell the interviewer..
Instead, say you were: concentrating on school, waiting
until you were 18, mot yet ready to go to work, etc."

101,. "How do you get along with people? What did you think of
your past employers/supervisors/co-Workers? Whom did you
like the best, why?/Whom did you like the least, why?",

Tips: "Focus on,the positive. There's something good to say
about everyone. The interviewer is looking for someone
who gets along with people,.not a troublemaker or complain-
er. Be careful with the last question. Don't be too
negative. Be specific about how well you get along with
people, give a brief eXample. 'I get along O.K. ' just
doesn't make it."

"What would you like to. be doing five years from now?/Ten
years from now? What's the best job for you?"

Tips.: "'I don't know'isn't.the answer. If you don't have a spec-
ific job in mind,talk about .a career area that interests
you. If possible, tie the job you are applying for into
your future interest. Any job will help prepare you to
be'a better worker; it will give you experience working
with people and/or machines, teach you about another type
of company, etc."

12. "Are you looking for permanent'or temporary work? PaA-time
or full-time? Will You work the late shift, or a split-
shift?"

Tips: you are looking'for a permanent full-time job) say so,
but state also that you would be willing to start with a
temporary or part-time job if there's a chance a full-time
permanent job would open up later. If you can't afford to

0
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take a part-time job, say so, politely. You
don't have to explain why. If you can work a 'lousy'
shift tell the interviewer that, but say that you prefer
a different shift and ask if you could change if an open-
ing comes up in a better shift. New employees are often
put,on the worst shifts. Again, if you absolutely can't
work the shift offered, say so politely. Be careful, if
you don't understand a term like split shift, or you aren't
sure when the late shift is (it differs from company to
company). ASK! Don't guess, you may end up looking foolish
if you answer the question wrong or agree to something you
can't do."

13. "What tools or equipment can you use? What skills do you have
° in (name of job)?"

Tips: "Tell the interviewer what you can do well. Be realistic,
don't oversell yourself. If you have used a machine once
or twice, don't say you know how to use it well."

14. "Tell-me about your education. Are you in school now? Did
you graduate? Why did you changlrschools so often?"

Tius: "If school was no problem for you and you graduated or
you're on your way to graduating, that's great; play it
up.. If you've dropped out or were expelled, answer this
one carefully. The interviewer usually thinks how you
did in school is similar to how you'll do on the job.
She/he does not want to hear that you 'hated school'.
Leaving school because you needed a job to help support
your family is not as bad as leaving because you were
young and not motivated to stick with school. 'Stick-
to-it-ive-neW is important in the world of work. If you
were expelled, or transferred from school to school because
you were a discipline problem, go with the immaturity
approach. In any'case,'enroll in night school or part-
time day school, before you begin the job search to show
the interviewer trian-ou are interested in straightening
yourself out; you're more mature; and you can handle the
discipline of school. You may be able to use the teacher
as a refererice and getting, your G.E.D. will show that you
are not a,quitter."

15. "How many days of school did you miss? What activities did
you take part in when you were in school? What subjects
did you like/dislike?"

Tips: "The interviewer isn't interested in your schooling. She/
he's trying to find out more about what kind of worker
you'll be, based upon what kind of student you were. Be
honeit, your answers can be checked. Be positive; try to
explain the negatives without trying to 'con' or mislead.
the interviewer."

16. "Have you had any...special training?"

6 -5 -6
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Tips: "Discuss any Vocational Shops you took or any other training
classes, including this Job Readiness class. Be brief, but
mention all your training. If you have a lot of training
and some of it doesn't relate at all to the job, leave it
out. If you only have a little training, mention it even
if it doesn't relate. It shows you're interested in being
trained."

0

17. "Have you ever been convicted of a felony?"

Tips: "If you're a PINS, JD, or YO, you can legally answer 'no'.
If you are a JO or an adult felony offender you must an-
swer'yes'. Focus on how you've changed, your clean record
since your arrest, and references who will say you have
straightened out. (If you don't have these, your chances
of finding a job will be very seriously reduced.

Note: For those youth with conviction records who chose to not
answer the question "Have you been convicted of a crime?"
on their application (see Unit 5 lesson 1 page 5- 1 -10), they
must deal with this information now, whether or not the
employer asks them about it. It's best if they bring it
up before the employer does.

Have youth brainstorm how they will present this to the
interviewer, and have them practice it in their own words.
A suggested approach is outlined on page (5:-1-;10).

16: "Tell., me about yourself.' What else should I know about you ?"

Tips: "This question can come at any time during the interview.
At the beginning, middle, or end. It's not a trick ques-
tion, it's your chance to shine! The interviewer is giv-
ing you a chance to add anything you'd like to say about
yourself. Talk about: your strengths, abilities, and
interests and how they relate to this job; your values ,

and why you want to work (avoid dtatements. like 'staying
out of trouble' or 'to help me stay straight'); discuss
your work experience if you haven't already; talk about
your hobbies or outside interests, etc. Don't be long
winded, but spend,a few minutes talking, the interviewer
is interested if she/he's asked this question'."

19. "Why do you want to work?"

Tit's: "The interviewer is looking for your values; your interest
in working. DON'T give him/her a sob story about how you
really need a job,and don't say anything about wanting to
stay out of trouble. Needing money is the obvious answer,
but don't leave it at that. Learning, being with people,

1' accomplishing something, etc. These make you look good."

20. "Tell me about your friends. What do you do in your spare time?"

Tips: "This question may be irrelevant, but it's an open-ended
question and gives you a chance to say something good
about yourself. Think about an employer's concerns:
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is there anything that may interfere with your coming
to work, is there anything that you do that may get you\
in trouble (and make the company look bad), do you have
'good' (in the employer's opinion) interests? Don't talk
in slang or jargon; don't discuss associates vs. friends. ,

Keep it simple."

21. 74hy should I hire youa What take* you believe that you are
qualified for the job?"

Tips: "This is your chance to drive your sales pitch home. Sum-
marize wheat you've said to date about your strengths,
abilities, interests, and experience, and tie them into
the job. Talk about your references and your interest
in the ,position.' Don't be modest. 'Soup up'the interview-
er, but don't set too' carried away."

22. A last question (or it may be the first) is: "Do you have
any questions?" (This was covered in lesson 3, Section D.)

C. If you haven't distributed "Yips for the Interview"(lesson 4, page
6 -4 -2) riow is.a good,,time to discuss it.

D. Show short excerpts about interviewing from "Sell Yourself".
Bob' and Rita's interview scenes (093-146), discussion by the
counselor (190-215) and/or Bob's final interview (215-240)
may be effective. (See Media Introduction for directions.)

E. Introduce the role play interviews. Tell students they will have
to use their imaginations and pretend this i* the real thing. It
usually works best if you can conduct the interview rather than
having a student do it. A serious, well-behaved student can do
a fairly good job if you provide good sample questions.

1. If yOu have video tape recording equipment, you may want to tape
all the interviews before you begin critiquing them, or you may
want to tape a few, review them and tape some more. I£ you only
have audio recording or no recording equipment, you must re-
view each interview as:it's completed.'

2. Distribute and discuss the interview rating form (page 6-5-2).
Each student can complete one for each interview, or can use
them as guidelines for oral feedback. Ask students if they
think the rating categories are useful ones. Make sure they
understand why these categories were chosen. They can add any
other categories' they and you agree to.

3. Explain the feedback process to them. After the interview:

A. The "applicant" says what she/he did well.
b. Other, students and staff say what the "applicant" did well.
c. The "applicant" says what she/he could have done better.
d. Others say what she/he could have done better.
e. Have the "applicant" state, as a review, what she/he will do

differently the next time.
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Emphasize that the feedback is to be positive 'and constructive.
The "applicant" always has first say, and also'gets the final
say if sAewants it.

F. Conduct the practice interview and critique. You may use the
"Sample questions" list, page.6-i-2, or add some of your own. Allow
5 minutes foi each interview and 5 minutes for discussion. If you
are using recording eguipmerit, allow 5 more minutes for playback.-
Some options for video playback include showing the video without
the sound to illustrate the student's non-verbal messages. One
time-saving option with video tape is to tape the Interviews out-
side of,or simultaneous with,.class time and only have the play-
back in class.

Note: This should continue through another lesson or two until each
student has been interviewed brice. Repeats are O.K. as long
as you and all the students can take it. One or two show-offs
going for repeats may frustrate the rest of the students, who
are ready to move on. If your class is too large to complete
this in three additional lessons, try dividing the class, making
the role plays limited and/or optional, or holding them outside
class time. Too many days of this can become very boring.

6 -g.-9
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Lesson Overview

Title: Following-up the Interview and Unit Summary.

Unit _6

Lesson '6 :1

Purpose. To discuss and practice interview follow-up procedures and
to summarize the unit.

Equipment: None.

Activities

-A.. Introduce "Following-
. Up"

B.. When and How

C. Handling the inter-
viewer's response

D. Questions and
Answers

E. Unit Summary

F. Review questions

G. Answer key to
"Review Questions"

I.

Time

5 tinutes

10 minutes

15 minutes

2 minutes

5 minutes

8 minutes '-

6 -6 -1

Resources/Materials

Handout --"Sample Thank You
letter" page 6-6T2

Handout -- "Review Questions"
page 6-6-3
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(Sample Thank You Letter
For After a Job Interview)

Ms. Martha Bourne
McDonalds Restaurant
78 State Street
Herkimer, New York 10043

Dear Ms. Bourne:

1

234 Second Street
Albany, New York 12209
May 264 1981 \

1

Thank you for interviewing me for the counter person pOsition.
I enjoyed meeting you and I would like to work at McDonalds.

If there is any other information or references that you need,
please call mi. I look forward to hearing from you.

I'll call you on Thursday.

Sincerely,

'fireNt

To* Jackson

6 -6 -2
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The Interview - Review Questions Name

Date

Questions 1-12,; Write true if you think the statement is correct.
Write false if you think it's not.

1. No one will see your underwear, so keeping them clean and
fresh is not as important as wearing clean outer clothing.

2. Your image is not important to your getting hired.

3. You don't have to find out before the day of your interview
exactlywhere to go for the interview.

4. Answering questions is the only thing you have to do Well
in an interview.

5. You' should arrive 15 minutes early-for a job interview.

6. It's a good idea to keep your hands free and pockets empty
when you go fora job interview, so don't bring a pen or
notebooR'with you: You'll look funny.

. 7. Don't plan out your time before you go for a job interview.
If you end up rushing in to the interview, you'll look like
a busy person.

8. While waiting for your interview,_ it's good to show the
(secretary) receptionist that you're.friendly.

9. Yotk should have eye contact with the interviewer during
an interview.

10. During the interview lean forward in your seat a little to
show you're paying attention and are interested.

11. It's O.K. to bring a friend with you to the interview, as

12.

long as they wait in the.receptionists office.

Unless invited to by the interviewer to smoke, don't
smoke during the interview.

Questions 13-20. Circle the letter in front of the best answer.

13. It's a-good idea to follow up a( job interview because:

a) It remindd the interviewer about you.
b) ff you goofed up the interview, this makes you look better.
c) You show you:re interested in the job and look well organized.
d) All of the above.
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14. Be sure to ask about pay and benefits:

a) carefully.
b) at.the beginning of the interview.
c) only if you don't want to get .hired.
d) and tell them you want more than is offered, because they

try to give a new employee as-little as they can.

15. How should you act durihg an interview?

a) Show that you are in a hurry so that the interviewer keeps
it short.

b) act like getting the joh-tsn't real ir,bitAht to you.
c) look desperate so the interviewer will think you really

need a job.
d) be polite and answer questions briefly and politely.

;

16. Why is-it important to keep yourself clean and neat?

a) because an interviewer will think about how you look when .

deciding whether to hire you.
b) because,success with customers, and on the job,. depends

in part upon having a good appearance. -

c) because, being clean and well dressed makes you feel better
about yourself.

d) all of the above.
,

17. The most accepted way to follow-up an interview is by:

a) calling daily.
b) visiting every day.
c) writing a letter first and calling or visiting later.
d) calling the interviewer's boss.

a8. The key to ending. an interview well' is:

a) leaving quickly.
b) asking if you are,hired.
c) finding out when you can check back to see what they've

decided.
d) telling the interviewer that you're very busy and leave

before she/he is finished.

Questions 19-22. Write in the best answer(s) to the iol;owing questions.

19. List two things you do well in an interview.
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20. List two things that you need to improve.

..-,,

e

21. When an employer offers a job,' what'should you say after Thank
You? (If you want the job),

..

22. What should you say if you get turned down for a job you really
wanted?

as

6-6-5
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Unit 6 - The Interview

Lesson 6 - Following Up the Interview and Unit Summary.

Note: The following material can best be handled by using a question
and answer/discussion format.

A. Say: "We've completed our interviews and gone home to relax.
What do we do' now? Sit. back and wq.t? Wrong. Follow-up."

1. Ask: "What does 'follow-Up' mean?" (Answers should be along
the lines of staying in touch with the employer.)

2. "Why is it important to follow-up?" Discuss: "To show you're
really interested, to make it easier for the employer to con-______
tact you if you're hired, to make it harder for the employer
to turn_you down.,__tc_make_you. look more responsible, to 'soup-
up' the employer."

. Continue: "When do you follow-up, and how should you do it?"-

1. Answer: "Immediately after the
note! The note should be short
interviewer's and the company's
thanks and repeat your interest
it in the mail the same day, so
before she/he makes a decision.
samp e letter page 6-6-2.)

2. The answer should also include: "You must also follow-up a
few days later, as you arranged at the end of the interview.
(By phone or by visit as agreed.) Be polite, interested, and
patient; the interviewer may be a busy person." Have all stu-
dents role play either a phone or visit follow-up. Have them
get through to the right person and say their short speech and
cut it there. Give each student a little background on their
"role". Tell them who they were interviewed by, for what job,
when, and what was decided at the end of the interview. Even
if they did not arrange the follow-up during the interview,
they can still do it without being 'out of line'. Discuss how
they would do that.

interview, with a Thank-you
and to the point. Get the
name spelled right! Express
in the position. Period. Get
it gets is the interviewer

" (Distribute and discuss

C. "How do you handle the interviewer's response?" Role play and
discuss the three types of responses listed below.

c

1. "We still haven't decided whom to hire ("What do you say now?, ,

Be polite and schedule your next follow-up contact.")

2. "You're hired! (What do you say now? Be sure to thank the
interviewer, find out when, where, and to whom you report.)"

3. "Sorry, we hired someone else." (What do you say now? Be
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polite, you may have been the second cholce and another opening
may come up soon. Do your yelling after you quietly say good-
bye and hang up the phone. A real Eirs-gy touch is a follow-up
letter thanking the interviewer lor considering you and hoping
you'll be considered for future jobs.")

Note: You may want to spring these role plays on the students with-
out prior discussion. If so, pick a calm, self-confident youth
to "reject" the first time. Accept their feelings of anger or
.frustration, but discus's how to best handle it.

D. Questions and Answers.

E. Unit Summary. This is one possible wrap-up pitch: "We've cover -
ed, quite a bit in this unit. We'began with your image and appear-

- ance; how you come across to other people and what you can dog
to make that even better. We then discussed how to prepare for
an interview and gave you a checklist to help you remember. Then
we discussed and-practiced the parts of an interview, and put it
all together in a dress rehearsal. And finally, we've talked
about following-up your interview and how to handle that well."

"So you are now a well practiced, well informed player. You
know the rules of the interview game, you've got some strategy,
and you've practiced your skills. You know how to set up that
winning play', score, and follow-up with a thorough defense.
You have several handouts which will help you remember this when
you'rekgoing to your first real interview. Hang on to them and
use them., A rusty player doesn't win."

"Many people make it to an interview, but only one is hired.
That person is the one who knows the game and can play it the
best. You've got some information that few people have - use
it and be a winner!"

F. Distribute Review Questions. Use as a class discussion and/or
as a post-test. You may need to finish them tomorrow.

G. Answer Rey:

1. F 5. T
2. F 6. F
3. F 7. F
4. F 8. T

9. T
10. T
11. F
12. T

13. d
14. a
15. d
16. d

17. c
18. c

.19. (Accept any two good points.)
20. (Accept any two weak points.)
21. "Ask when, where, and/or to whom you should report to work."
22. "Thank you very much for considering me. I hope you will

think of me if another.job opens."
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT 7 - "DECISION MAKING"

Unit Purpose

To have students:

- Understand the difference between a decision and an
outcome.

-.Understand that%cision making is a process and the
steps in the ptocess.

- - Recognize different strategies use in decision making.

- Understand decisioni are based on values, needs and wants.

- Understand how to accept or reject a job.

- Recognize the types of decisions made in the world of work.

Unit Lessons

Lesson 1 - Decision Making as a Process, To assist students in
understanding several methods df decision making and
how they can increase their chances of making a good
decision. 1

Lesson 2- Decision Ma king and Self-Awareness: To help students
understand how values, needs and wants affect their
decisions and job selection;

Lesion 3 - Strategies Used in Decision Making: To help students
understand various` strategies used in making decisions.
To practice and use those strategies to increase posi-
tive outcomes.

Lesson 4 - Accepting or Rejecting Jobs: To help students understand
the process and variables to consider in accepting or re-
jecting a job. --

Lesson 5 - Decision Making and the World of. Work: To assist stu-
dents in the identification, of work , problems
and possible solutions-

7-0-1
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UNIT 7 - "DECISION MAKING"

Unit Notes

1

This unit comes after the students have completed the
self-awaieness topics and the information about jobs and how
to get them. Decision making is introduced to help youth
decide whether they should accept a job offer. It then leads
into Units 8 and p where they are taught to use the decision-
making process to successfully keep their job.

This unit discusses a fiire-step process of decision making.
This Rarticular process was selected because of its comprehensive-
ness and consistency in its ability to be used in most situations
which require the act of deCiding% The-process -is.

STEPS

1. Identifying the problem 1.

2. Identifying the choices
available to resolve or
solve the problem

CLARIFICATIONS

Find out or isolate what is
to be solved, addressed or
acted on.

2. Find or isolate as many possible
ways of correcting or addressing
the situation.

3. Evaluating the choices 3.

4. Selecting one of the
choices and planning a
course of action

S. to it and evaluate the
outcome

4.

Look at the consequences and
probable outcomes of each choice
to identify the best solution.

After you choose one of the op-
tions, the steps you will use to
institute your choice should be
planned.

5. Perform the choice as planned in
Step 3, and ask:

- Did the choice meet your needs?
- Did it answer the problem?
- Was the outcome what you wanted?

The unit could possibly be introduced before Targeted Choice
to assist students in choosing a career. It is used extensively
in Unit 9 to help students make decisions about_problems which
occur at work.

7 -0 -2
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit. - 7

Lesson

Lesson Overview

Decision Making as a Process

1

To explain the nature of decision making and what it's based
on so students can*understand how to make good decisions.

Equipment: None.

Activities

K._ Introduction

13,-;-DefinitIon-of-decisi
making

C. Limitations of deci
sine making

Di Daily decisions

E. How people make deci-
sions

Y. Basis of decisions

G. Review

H. 5 step process of
decision making

I. Rate your skills

Time

2 minutes- -

-2-minutes-

10 minutes

3 minutes

2 minutes

10 minutes

1 minute

10 minutes

5 minutes

7-1-1
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Resources/Materials

Handout "Rate Your Skills"
page 7-1-2
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Name

Decision Makins

Rate Your Skills

Directions: Read each of the statergents below.
Rate your detision-makihg skills honestly,

If you check: Excellent - It means you do not need parctice or any
information

Good - It cleans you need some practice
nia-Improvement - It means you need some practice and

information
Poor - It means you need' practice and information

How I rqta_my___Jdecision_making_ability:

i. I c.ticw what information I need to make a good decision

2. I know how to get the information to make a good

decision

3. I know how my values help me make decisions

4. I know how to think of many possible choices of action

5. I know how to estimate possible outcomes

6. I know what decisions will affect my future and

how they will affect my future

7. L know what consequences are and how to handle them

8. I :snow several strategies to use in making decisions

7 -1 -.2
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Unit 7 - Decision Making

Lesson 1 - Decision Making as a Process.

A. Introduction,

1.

2.

Ask students: "DO you' ever wonder why you make the decisions
you do, or how you make them?"

Lead a discussion designed to start youth questioning why and
how they make the decisions they do. Use questions such as
the following and explore any insights the students share:

a.
b.
c.

"Do you choose things based upon how they
"How do you choose your friends?"
"If I gave you a choice of money, fame or
would you choose?" Ask:"Why did you make
did you make it? What did you consider?"

look?"

happiness, which
that choice? How

4'

Z. Brainstorm a definition of decision making.

-1. The definition should include that it is:

a. A choice between two or more things.
lb. A choice of more than one course of action.
c. A process, meaning that it's more than one step.

2. State: "Good decision making skills increase the possibilities
that a person can achieve what he wants. So let's make our deci-
sion making skills the best we can."

C. Continue: "There are some limitations we all have regardina
decision making, and these affect what we can achieve, such as:

1. "We are limited by what we are capable of doing. For example,
if you don't know how to drive, youcan't decide whether to
walk or drive to work. If you don't know something exists,
you can't do it." Emphasize: "So be in the know to reduce
your limita#icnsLr_

-

2. "We are limited by environment, e.g., £f only one restaurant
exists, you have no choice on where to go out to eat."

3. "We are limited by what we are willing to do. If you are willing
to try new things, you will learn different things. If you
don't, you won't."

D. Ask students to name some of the decisions they make every day.

1. Write the brainstormed list on the flip chart.
include the followina.decisions:

a.
b.
c.
d.

To get up.
To shower.
To brush my teeth.
What to wear.

7-1-3

e.
f.

g.

The list should

What to eat.
Whether to be happy.
Whether to go to class.
Whether to give the teacher
help.



2. State: "If'you look at the list, you made some of these
decisions almost without thinking about them.
Other decisions,such as what to wear or eat,may have requir:ed
more thought."

3. Refer to the decision list just, brainstormed. Ask youngsters
several of the following questions. Be sure to end with
question "e".

a. "Decide which decision was most important to you ?"
b. "Which decision was the most difficult for you ?"
c. "Which was easiest?"
d. "Which did you like making?"
e. "What is it about decisions that make them important ?"

E. "Bow do people make choices?" The list should include:

1. On impulse
2: To satisfy immediate needs
3. Let others decide for them (parents, etc.)
4. Let a group decide (group or peer pressure)
5. Choose that which is easiest
6. Choose intuitively
7. Make decisions-to satisfy others (parents, friends)
8. Think about all possible choices, consider the consequences

and choose the best option.

State that these are all ways to decide things, and there is a
time and. place for each.

F. What are these decisions based upon ?" The list should include:

Needs - survival issues (Unit 2 Lesson 4 Section B)
- Wants - things which add to the comfort of life (See Unit 2
Lesson 4 Section F)

- Values - beliefs which are important, one's principles (Unit 2
Lesson 4 Section D)

- Fear - avoiding risk or danger.

1. State: 'These four things are part of our self-knowledge. if
we know our needs, wants and values, and act based on them,
then our decisions will be based on what's best 'for us. The
last, fear, is also apart of self-knowledge. Fear can become
a barrier when we make decisions based only on avoiding it;
when we do not consider other choices. Therefore, we are
defining a barrier as something to keep things out. Fear,
when it keeps out or stops the finding or consideration of
other choices in decision making becomes a barrier. Can
you name any more barriers or gates?" This list should
include stereotyping, biases,habits (and doing what other
want.)

2. Define:

a. Stereotype - a generalized idea about a group of people
or objects.

b. Biases - prejudice; an influence for or against something
not based on fact.

a a aPaa a a a alb
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A

c. Habits - things you do continuously without seeming to
think about them.

3. Follow with how these limit our decision making powers.
The discussion should include:

a. Deciding without considering as a possible choice those
things which we are biased against.

b. Deciding without considering things which we think should
not exist. (stereotypes). For example, some employers
don't think women should work. So they don't give women
fair. consideration for a job.

c. Deciding the same way our parents do, from watching their
patterns of behavior. .For example, if your parents go to
church, you may go without thinking about it.

4. Summarize: "Barriers are the mental or emotional parts of us
which limit the possible choices to be considered in making
a-- decision."

G. Conclude: "We have discussed:

1. Things we decide daily.
2. Some limitations involved in making decisions.
3. How needs, wants and values enter into decision making.
4. How other people, and possibly you, make decisions.

Remember, barriers are mental and/or emotional bounds based on
abilities and knowledge. Barriers and limitations can both change
with new information. For example, the stereotypes, about wcmen's
role in society is changing.

H. "To help people make more effective decisions, someone has
developed a process you can use."

1. Have students discuss what a process is. Define it as a
series of steps.

2. Explain that the decision making process includes five
steps: (Explain each step as you list it.)

a. Define the problem. What is wrong?
b. List all possible choices (alternatives) to solve the

problem.
c. Think about the choices and evaluate the consequences of

each choice.
d. Make a decision (choose one) and plan a course of action.
e. Do it and evaluate the decision (its outcome). Did it

solve the problem?

7-1-5
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3. Practice the five step method with the following problems:

a. Should I drop out of school?
b. Should I work a legal job?

I. DiStribute -"Rate Your Skills", page 7-1-2. As you distribute
it say: "We have now covered some points in decision making.
Before we go on let's take a look at some of your skills."

f

1. Read the instructions.
2. Give students time to complete the exercise.
3. Go over the questions and discuss their answers.
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Title:

Puxpose:

Unit 7

Lesson

Lesson Overview

Decision Making and Self Awireneis

2

To help students practice the 5 Stt.p decision making process.
To give them an understanding of how values, needs, wants,
limitations and barriers affect decisions..

Equipment: None.

, Activities Time

A. Review 5 step method '5 minutes

B; Closer look at 5 ste
process

C. Summary

D. Difference biftween
outcome and decision

E. Review 5 steps

F. Definition of good
decision

G. Decision and values

R. A decision to make

1. Questions and
Answers

5 minutes

3 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

4 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

2 minutes

7-2-1

Resources/Materials
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Unit 7 - Decision Making

.Lesson 2 - Making Decisions and Self-Awareness

A. Review the five steps of decision maxin7 discussed yesterday.

1. State% "You may think this process of decision making is
cold and scientifio.Maybe too cold to use in real human and
personal problems. How do you think personal or human
decisions should be made?"

2. Brainstorm; the list should include intuition.

3. Ditcuss intuition including feeling and hunches.

4. End with: "There is a time and place for intuition. Is is
used best when there is no other information upon which to
make a decision." You may wish to mention some examples,
such as: "You are on vacation in a strange area, without
a street map, it's late, no one is around. All businesses
are closed. ;icu, encounter a fork in the road. Which way should
you go?"

B. A closer look at the five step decision making process.

1. "How do we find the problem?" After several responses,
state: "Find out what it is that you must address."

Note: This section emphasizes the defining of the problem, since
most problems which arise are not clear cut. Have the stu-
dents find the problem in the statement which follows:
(When the decider defines the problem, the decider must
be included in the statement) "My boss is a jerk." What's
the problem? "I don't respect him. So, I don't always
ask him for the information I should. Therefore, I might
get fired." You may wish to use other situations and have
students define the problem.

2. Follow the completed five steps with this next statement:
"School. stinks."

1. What's the problem? Why does school stink? What don't you
like? "I am failing". Now that the stUdents have identified
or defined on possible problem- Ask: "Now what do you do?"

2. Ask the students to list the choices to solve the problem.
Tell them to list as many as they can. There are always
more than 2 or 3.

3. Have the yoath evaluate them, think them over, and select
which should be 1, 2, 3, and so on. Ask them: "Why did
you select your No. 1 choice? What was it based cn?"

a. Intuition- what feels right.
b. Need - for survival. (You need to work).
c. Want - things to make me comfortable. (You decided not

to go because you are bored.)
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d. Value - what's important to you. (It's more important
to be on the corner with your friends.)

e. Limitations - your capabilities. (You can't do the work

at school.)
f. Barriers - your mental/emotional wails. (You feel un-

comfortable at school.)

4. Have youngsters make a decision (choose the best alternative) -

and plan a course of action. Ask: "How would you carry

out your choice?" List the steps.

5. "Carry out the decision in your mind, and evaluate it:

Was it the best choice or not? Did it solve your problem?"

Note: You might want to have students list the consequences

their choice.

C. Summarize: Your priority list or ranking of choices is based

on one or more of the six things: intuition, need, want, values,
limitations and barriers.

1. State: "In
tuition and

2. Needs -; our
Lesson 4.)

the first part of this lesson we discussed in-

deotdad that it included feelings and hunches.

survival concerns (See Unit 2 Targeted Choice,

3. Wants - things which make our lives more comfortable (See Unit
2 Targeted Choice, Lesson 4.)

4. Values - what you think is important. (See Unit 2 Targeted

Choice, Lesson 2.)

5. Limitations -.what we are not capable of doing.

6. Barriers - our mental, and/or emotional restrictors.

State: "The better you know yourself, the better you'll under-
stand your choices, and so the outcomes of your decisions will

be better or more satisfying. They will be based on your specific

understanding."

D. "What is an outcome?" After several responses, state: "An

outcome is the result of am action or process. Could it

be the result of a decision making 'process?"

1. "#hat is a consequence?" After several responses, state:
"Consequences are the result of an action or process." e

2. "Ante consequences and outcome one and the same?" A dis-

cession should follow highlighting the following points.
Consequences and outcomes are both:

a. "The things that result or occur from dtd!ng something. -

For example, it you pull the plug-out of a radio that's
playing, what happens or occurs?' The radio stops playing.
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'is 1.11......

The stoppage of play is the outcome or consequence of
the act: 4 -

b. They are the same. We will be using the words inter-
changably throughout this unit.

5. "Does outcome or consegtence differ from 'decision making'?"
Divide the board in half. Title one side consequence or
outcome and the other side decision making. Brainstorm
the differences. .

.

Decision Making
1. Is an. act of choosing.
2. Is a process of 5 or

more steps.
3. People have control

over decisions.

Consequences or Outcomes
.1. Results of an act.
2. Part of a process.
3. People have no control over.

E. Ask: "What are the steps in the decision making process?"

1. Reyiew the five steps and processes involved in each.

2. Continue: "Good decision-making will lower the odds of getting
an unfavorable outcome. The best protection against an undes-
irablmoutcome is using good decision making skills.'

3. One of the les*Ons in decision makingiii to learn to tell the
difference between a good decision and a poor outcome.

a. Refer back to D-2 of this lesson.
b. Highlight the differences between outcome and decision

making.

4. Conclude with: "Good decisions will not guarantee good outcomes
because you can't control the outcome.. 'However, learning.
how to make good decisiOns and making them will increase
yoqr chance* of gretting good Outcomes."

- -

F. "So what goes into a good decision? The list should include:
t

1. Understand the problem.
2. All alternatives or choices are found. and.considered.
3. The best available option is selectea. (consider colsequences).
-A. Your choice.' is outlined well ancl. you act.
5.' The outcome is evaluated.

P..F.,

6. Pe'rsonal values, need* and wants are understood.
7. Limitations and"barriers, and how they can affect decisions

are gnderstood...

Conclude: "A good evaluation the quality of a decision is
based 9n how the deCision was made, not on how the situation
turned out (outcome)."

G. State: "Sometimes, the decisions we make *aye lot about our values
and beliefs. We're going to do a couple of exercises. After
each one, take .a moment and bank abOut what your decision say::
about ..you.` 'Whateo they say apolleyour values?"

: r
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1. Bring in appropriate human interest columns (Ann Landers :r

Dear Abby).

2. Have the student listen'to the problem.

3. Use the 5 step method to solve the prOblem.

4. Question students on needs, wants, values, intuition, limita-

tions and barriers which resulted in their answers.

H. Heart saving machine exercise - .4(Or 5) people are terminalli: 11.1

with heart disease. If they cannot use the heart saving mach5ms,

they will die. There is only one machine. Problem - who gets it?

1.- List 4 or 5 people with descriptive charactersitics, such as.'

these listed below:

a. 70 year-old priest e.

b. 3 year-old boy
c. Father of 3 children without f.

a wife
d. Vietnam Veteran - heart disease g.

result of war h.

35 year-old police
officer
Hard*nosed judge from
Family Court
18-year old woman
22-year old basketball
player

2. Follow-up with:

a. Why did you choose to save the person you chose?

b. Was there another person you were considering? Why?

c. Did anyone change his/her mind after learning another

person's reasons and choices?

d. What did this exercise tell you about yourself and your

values, wants, needs, intuition, barriers and limitations?

I. Questions and Answers.
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Unit 7

Lesson

Lesson Overview

3

Title:
c Strategies used in Decision Making.

Purpose: To assist youth in understanding strategies of decision
making. To help them increase the number of positive
outcomes.

Equipment: Video player and monitor. Audio tape player.

Activities

A. Strategies of decis-
ion making

B. Video - "The Divided
Man"

C. Pro's and con's of
Strategies

D. Role play

Decision making

F. Questions and Answer

G. Decision hiaking and
the World of Work

H. Optional exercise-
Decision Genie

Time

10 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

8 minutes

7-3-1

Resources/Materials

Video tape - "The Divided Man"-

booklet and tape - Decision
Making
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7 - Decision Making

Lesson 3 - Strategies of Decision Making

1.

"The hardest thing abOut decision making is the uncertainty of
the outcome. If we knew the outcome before we decied on a choic.a,
it would be a breeze to make a decision. If you knew the cu7.ome
of each choice,that's even better, You wouldn't have to take
risk!"

Have students define risk. This should include:

a. Taking a chance on
b. Taking a chance on
c. Taking the longest

the uncertain.
danger.
odds.

"So one strategy is playing the odds on the long shot or puttLIc:
a lot on hope."

2. Some people deal with their choices by playing it safe. Takinr
the one with the least chance of a bad outcome.

3. Others ignore the chances of getting a bad outcome andselect
only on needs, wants, values, limitations and barriers.

4. Still others let someone else decide for them.

5. Othe).s try toget the best combination of low-risk and des-
irable outcome. They choose the action that combines probabil-
ity and desirability."

B. "Let's watch the
Divided Man has
decision making
by not deciding,
film, notice the

video 'The Divided Man'." Continue
trouble making a decision. He has
process to its best advantage, and
he can cover more ground. At the

outcome."

with: "The
not used the
thinks that
end of the

1. Show video tape.

2. Discuss the following questions afterwards:

a. Is not making a decision, actually a decision itself?
b. How does this relate to understanding decision making?

3. We can now add one more strategy to our list: Don't make a
decision, just wait and see what happens.

C. "Now that we have discovered manyof the strategies, let's talk
the positive and negative sides of each." There is one positive
and negativp statement about each of the following. Have students
add more.

1. Playing the odds or taking the long shot.

7-3-2
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Positive Negative
I. successful, great Chance of success are small;
outcome risk are high. There ir; a

high chance of a bad v.:1.:-
2. Playing it safe. come.

Positive Neaative
Chances of success are high Mta-IV/Tye your top chf-!,ce

3. Meeting immediate needs, wants, or values without considerin^
bad consequences.

Positive
17-F5Z36Ssful immediate
gratification

4. Letting others decide for you.

Negative
High r isk, danger

Positive Negative
Your needs may not be nstYou don't have to think

5. Not to decide.

Positive Negative
You don't feel in control.You don't have to think

G. Best combination of low-risk and desirable outcome.

Positive
Risk s low, likely to succeed

Negative
Not always top choice

D. To further illustrate and/or review the 5 step process, conduct
a role play with the following situation:

i. State:

a. Sam is 23 years old.
b. He is a menber of a club whose symbol is a white and blur

c. Sam is at a club party.
Note: At club parties everybody must wear their jackets.

d. Sam has too many. beers.
e. Sam takes the wrong jacket when he leaves. .

f. On the way home he is stopped by, the Police. One of the
headlights on his car is out.

g. The Police think he is drunk.
h. They test him.
i. Then arrest him.
j. They search him and find an ounce of Cocaine in the jacket

pocket (remember the jacket, and coke belong to his friend).

k. Sam and his friend go to see a lawyer.

2. Have one student play Sam, one play his friend, and one play

the lawyer.

3. Using the five step process to solve the problem.

7-3-3
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Note: Students may challenge whether the role play situation is
realistic. Remind them:

a. The purpose of this exercise is to practice decision
making, and that the story is not true.

4. You may also assist youth by outlining on the board the:

a. :Five step method of decision making.
b. Strategies of decision making (6). (See Section A, #1-5

of' this lesson.)

5. Give students time to use the process.

6. Elicit solutions and explanations of how the students used
the five step process.

7. Question which strategy they used.

8. What values, limitations, and/or barriers entered in their
decision (friendship, loyalty, personal freedom, low risk)?

E. Introduce "Decision Making" booklet and tape as a review.
Play it through and then discuss each point.

F. Questions and Answers..

G. Conclude with: "How do we use decisions in the world of work?"
The list should include: 1

1. "Deciding on what job we want."
2. "Deciding on how and when to apply."
3. "Deciding on how much money we should earn for our wants

and needs."
4. "Deciding on the hours we can work."
5. "Accepting or rejecting a job."
6. "Deciding how to handle difficult situations."

Tell students: "We will talk about these topics tomorrow."

H. Optional exercises - "Decision Genie"

This exerc.se asks students to assign their decision making to
an expert, a "Decision Genie". The exercise emphasizes the
kinds of decisions that are important to individuals and illustrates
the importance of values in the decision making process. Be
sure to review the background information throughly before begin-
ning the exerciset

1. Background Info ation for Instructor

twinBefore begin g sections 1), 2) and 3) of the "Decision Genie"
exercise which follows, a discussion about the assigning
decisions will help make this exercise more meaningful. For
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example, you might ask what things ,oeople tell their
stockbroker or architect when asking for advice. "Do
people usually let the stockbroker or architect make the
decisions for them? Do doctors sometimes make decisions
for us? Do they know all we wnat them to/know about us? .

Are they experts?" Ask learners if some of their dicisions
are made for them by someone else.

Sections 1), 2) and 3) can be completed seperately with
group discussion after each section, or sections 1) and 2).
can be completed together.

It is interesting to find out what kinds of decisions are
assigned to the agent and what kinds of decisions the ind-
ividual chooses to make himself. Some people are reluctant
to transfer and decisions that involve long-range life-
styles (for example, what career to choose), and same will
allot decisions that relate only to material things (for
example, what car to buy.) Section 3 of this exercise can
be especially revealing in that is calls for a statement
of values on the part of the individual.

An important aspect of decision-making should be
discussed here. That is, if we let others make decisions
for us, we are likely to give up some of the freedom and
some of the control we have over our own lives. A
learner's difficulty in responding to the Decision Genie
exercise may be an expression of his/her reluctance to
transfer his/her control to another person.

2. The "Decision Genie" exercise.

a. State: Sometimes it is especially important to,
make sure that you make a good decision. People
often have someone else help them make important
decisions. They might use a stockbroker, a doctor,
a lawyer, or an architect for certain difficult
situations when a decision has to be carefully
thought out. When you have important decisions to
make, you want experts to help you.

Now imagine a new kind of expert. Instead of a doctor
who is an expert on medicine or a mechanic who is an
expert on cars, make believe there is a Decision Genie,
an expert on decision making. You can hire him to
make decisions for you."

b. Continue: "The following questions may help you learn
something about yourself, the values and the decisions
that are important to you. Remember, we can only
request decisions, not wants or needs.
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1) Your town hall has a Decision Genies for the
entire town. The Genies can make only one
decision per person in a lifetime. What one
decision would you ask the Genie to make?

2) If you had two decisions they could make, what
would they be?

3) If the Genie had to make all the decisions in
your life but one, which decision would you save
for yourself? Why?

7-3-6
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Unit 7

Lesson

Lesson Overview

Title: Accepting or Rejecting a Job.

Purpose: To discuss the process of accepting and rejecting a job.

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor. Audio player.

6

Activities

A. Introduction

B. "Just Around the Co
er "- accepting or
rejecting a job

C. Company benefits

D. Personal growth -
promotion

E. Needs and rants -
folary

F. Summary

G. Questions and An-*
swers

Time

5 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

3 minutes

2 minutes

. 7-4-1

Resources/Materials

video tape - "Just Around the
Corner" tape 6

audio tape - "Promotions"

world of work I - taPe 12)
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Unit 7 - Decision Making

Lesson 4 - Accepting or Rejecting a Job.

Note: This lesson can be used as part of the last lesson of the
Interview Unit.

A. State: "Today we are going, to discuss the points to consider in
making a decision whether to accept or reject a job. We will see
a video "Just Around the Corner" and then discuss the following
points:

1. Company benefits
2. Paycheck
3. Promotions or your personal growth on the job

B. "Let's begin with the video. Larry is faced with deciding on one
of two jobs. Let's see what things he considered."

1. Show video.

2. Discuss what were some of the good things and some of the bad
things about each job.

3. Divide the board in half. One side for Job A the other Job B.
This may keep the information straight.

4. Elicit other considerations or choices.

C. Ask youngsters: "What things other than your paycheck can an employes
offer you?"

1. List should include company benefits, such as:

1. 1?aid vacation 5. Disability 8. Tips
2. Sick time 6. Free or reduced meals 9. uniform and
3. Health insurance 7. Travel money; car and/ tool allowance
4. Life insurance or gas 10. Paid holidays

11. Paid training or school tuition reimbursement
12. Retirement pensions

.2. Explain each benefit.

D. Personal growth is another thing to consider in accepting a job.

1. Promotions have a lot to do with good
some decisions to be made at work.

decisions on

1. To come in,or call .1.1 sick.

2. To be late or on time.
3. To be neat or sloppy.
4. To help fellow workers or take it easy.
5. To complete your work or not.

7-4-2
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2. Play"world of work"tape # 12 "Promotions".

a. After the tape, stop for"Questions and Answers".
b. At the end of the tape discuss:

1) "What things do you need to know about promotions?"
2) "How do you get promoted?"
3) Conclude: "Promotions are available on most jobs.

earn them. You now know some of the things which
You must

will help."

E. "Needs and wants are still other considerations in accepting a job."

1. "What kind of salary do you start with? Is it enough to meet
your needs, wants, values? When do you get raises? Will they
be timely and will they get you through enough to maintain your
lifestyle?".

2. "What money is taken out of your check?" List:

a. Taxes (income and Social Security)
b. Health insurance
c. Disability insurance

"To name only a few. The rest will be discussed in "The New
Worker"Unit 11. To help you decide, you will'take home'about 75;
of your money after deductions."

F. Summarize how decisions influence which job you take. Highlight:

1. "A decision to take or not to take a job should rest on a low-
risk, high positive outcome for you,the worker. In making sure
this occurs you should consider:

a. The paycheck -will the reward for your work be enough to keep
you comfortable? Will your lifestyle be maintained?

b. Promotions - will they be timely? Will they eventually get
you to the position you. want?

c. Company benefits - do they meet your wants andNneeds to be
comfortable on the job? Can you get training to do your job
better or to receive a promotion? If you get sick will your
health insurance c9ver it?"

Note: Encourage the students to be realistic while considering these
points.

2. Remind them of Larry's situation in the video. Encourage them
to make lists with the prosand cons of each job.

G. Questions and Answers.
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Unit. 7

Lesson 5

Lesson Overview

Title: Decision Making and the World of Work

Purpose: To help students identify choices in Making decisions on the

job.

Equipment:Audio tape player.

Activities

A. Completion ofcocep-
ting or rejecting a
job

Tine

5 minutes

B. "The Extra Work Assign- 10 minutes
ment"

C. "Does The NewMan
Have To Get The
Coffee?"

D, The Card Game

E. Review unit

F. Review Questions

G. Answer Key

10.-minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

7-5-1'

Resources/Materials

Audio tape - "The Extra Work Ass:UT:-
mene - ("WorldofWork I Discussion
tape Al, Situation 1)

Audio tape - "Does the New Man
Have to get the Coffee".-(WOW I
Discussion tape A2, Situation 1)

Audio tape - "The Card.Game"(WOW I
Discussion tape A2, Situation 3)

Handout - "Decision Making,',J1Revdew
Questions" page 7-5-2

a



Name

Decision Makinsz - Review Questions

Directions for this section - List and explain the

making.

1.

3 stepi of decision

miIG

2 .

3. '"1""

4.

5.

Directions for this section - Write T for True if you agree and F for

False if you disagree.

1. Using only your-LiEilfiiOn is a good way to solve all proJqlems,

2. Consequehcis and outcomes aretlesarite.

3. One stElte§yin making a decision is ignorin4 all risk*.
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,1.1

4. Your values do not affect your choice when you make a decision:

5. You should think abodt as many choices az you can before you
decide.

6. If you get a poor outcome, it means you made a bad decision.

7. People always think before they make a decision.

8._ The first step in decision making is to act, think later.

9. When you know what the problem is, think about possible choices.
!_-

10. When you h4ve reached a decision and acted on it and your Problem
--doesn't get solved, yOu should repeat the five step process.

I

#
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Unit 7 - Decision Making.

Lesson 5 - Decision, Makin q and the World of Work

A. "Yesteiday we discussed accepting or rejecting a job."

1. "We covered the points which should be included in that discussion.

They were:

a. Paychecks
b. Promotions
c. Corripany benefits"

2. "Now, let's discuss how you say'yes'if you take the job,or'no'
if yp.don't take the job."

a. "If your decision is to take the job;

1) How would you tell that to your new employer?

2) What else would you need to know?

a) ,When to report for work.
b) Who to report to?
c) What you need for the day."

b. "If your decision is no. You decide not to take the job."

1) "How would you tell that to the employer?"

2) Use the following true story.

0 as working on an advanced degree in college.
He got a summer job offer from a company and decided to accept

it. He had one more job interview with another company, how-
ever, and decided to go. If that job looked better, he
decided he'd take it and give his apologies to the first company.
The interview did not go well however, and since he didn't need
the job, told the interviewer what he could do with his job.
Several years later, with fancy degree in hand, my friend went
to another company for a job interview for a permanent position.
The interviewer was the man he had been so rude to years befcre,

and he recognized my friend immediately. Needless to say, my
friend didn't-get the job."

3. "So the iuesticnis: -How do you say 'no' tiTe'rfghtway?"

a. "Be polite."

b. "Practice what you're going to say un..il it sounds natural.
'Mr. Jones, This is Harry Smith. I ceri,ainly appreciated
your job offer, but I'm afraid I'll have to turn it down.'"

"Nt this point,if you feel comfortable,give the employer a reaso'i.

'or example, Cal's Company has a training program which you would

like to join. If you don't have a reason, don't lieu! "
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c. -"Always close with: 'Thank you for your interest in me.'"

Note: Tkle rest of this lesson can be used as part of the Human Rel-
attons on the JobuUnit (i9):

B. Begin: "What would you do if your boss gave you more work than
you were supposed to do?"

1. Listen to this tape on the"Extra Work Assignment"(World of Work
I, tape A, Situation 1). Elicit from students after the playing:

a. "What would you do?"
b. "Why?"
c. "Did you use the five step process?"
d. "What did you consider?"
Note: If they didn't use the decision making process, stop the

lesson and go through th:ci problem with the process.
e. "What values were involved?"
f. "What needs and/or wants werednvolved?"

C. "Once on the job you must deal with your co-workers. Let's listen
to a tape about solving problems on the job."

1. Play tape"Does the New Man get the Coffee"(World of Work.1, tape
A2, Situation 1).

2. Lead a discussion covering the following points:

a. "What would you say to the boss?"
t--weuldilousaytotheco-worker?"

c. ::How did you decide on what to say? What did you consider ?"
d. Did you use the five step process?"
Note: If they didn't, stop lesson and go through this problem

with'the process.

D. "The Card Game"(World of Work 5 tape A2, Situation 3) - This is
another problem involving co-workers.

1. Play tape.

2. Lead a discussion ,with:

a. "What decision would you have made? "
b. Why? What did you consider?"
Note: You may wish here to list more choices.
c. Did you use the five step process?"
Note: If they didn't, stop them and go through the process with

the problem.

E. Review unit as follows:
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1. Five step process
2. Limitation to decision making.
3. Barriers to decision making.
4. Role of needs, wants and values in decision making.
5. Strategies of decision making.
6. How others make decisions.
7. Definition of a good decision.

F. Distribute"Review Questions"page 7-5-2.

G. Answer Key -

1. Find, identify or define ,a problem
2. Select' the choices
3. Think about the choices
4. Select one and plan a course of action
5. Do it and evaluate outcome

1.

2.

3.

4. F
5. T
6. F

7. F
8.

9. T

10. T

7-5-6
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT 8-0THE NEW WORKER"

Unit Purpose
A--

To have students:

- Learn work place and payroll vocabulary.

- Understand what information they need to find out during
orientation or their first, few days at work, including
company rules, policies and, customs.

- Understand some of the differences between the world of.
work and the world of school, especially regarding rules.

-., Know what they can expect from, an employer, and what an
employer may expect from them.

- Learn how co- workers may "hassle" new workers and how to
deal with the tensions and pressures that new workers face

- Understand the various benefits an employer may °f_..= to
workers.

- Learn about payrol, deductions and how to read a paycheck 'stub.

- Learn about Labor Unions and Employee Associations.

- Understand discrimination on the job and rescui.des available
to deal with discrimination.

Unit Lessons

Lesson L - Gettina Ready for Your First. Day on the
dents prepare for a successful start at
covers what to ask, what to expect, and

Job. To help stu-
work, this lesson
whit words they

Lesson 2 - Extectations. To help students identify their expectations
or their employer and what their employer expects of them.

Lesson 3 - DealinT with Co-Workers. This discusses the need to gez
irag-4=7,IEE---=EERers and potential problems and
solutions.

.

Lesson_ - A ClcseirEaolt at Benefits. Reviews basic fringe benefits
and introd-uces. the concept of:payroll. deductions.

Lesson 5 - A Closer' Look at Your Paycheck and Payroll Paperwork. To
iscuss paycnec stubs, ceauctions, overtime, taxes, are
payroll paperwork.

Lesson 6 - Labor Unions and gmnloyee Associations. Presents a brief
history ot'labor unions, their impact and purpose, and haw
associations differ-from unions.

Lesson 7 - Edual Opportunity EMPloyment and- Discriminat4on. TO make
students aware or discrimination at work and what they can
do about'it.

Lesson. 8 - Unit- SummarT To review and summarize the unit and have
students complete a. set of. review questions.
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UNIT 8 - "THE NEW WORKER"

Unit Notes

This unit ties in closely with Unit 9. It is fairly indepen-
dent of other units, so it may be used early in the program if
students are about to begin a, work experience. In this case,
Units 4, 7, and 9 should be combined to follow this unit. With
community-based youth needing a shortened program, this unit can
be delayed until after students are well into their job search.
Thus, the course could end with "The Interview" (Unit 6), and
Units 7, 8, 9, and 10 could be offered as part of a follow-up class.

The closer a student is to actually working, the more detailed
the information offered in this unit should be. A brief overview
of this material would be appropriate for younger students or stu-
dents who will be out of the work force for an extended period of
time.

This unit lends itself well to field trips (company tours
and/or sample new worker orientation sessions) and guest speakers
(personnel staff, supervisors, union representatives, EEO staff,
etc.). "Real" samples of pay stubs, paychecks, employee orientation
booklets, and new worker paperwork will also increase student in-
terest and learning.

Many youth have limited knowledge concerning the actual
situations they will encounter as new workers. Before they begin
working, they need to receive accurate, detailed information re-
garding this subject so they can feel comfortable and succeed in
those crucial first few days.

8-0-2
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Lesson Overview

Title: Getting Ready for Your First

Purpose: To help students.prepare for
what to expect,`'what to ask,

Equipment: Audio tape player.

Unit 8

Lesson 1

Day on the Job.

a successful start at work:
what words.they need to know.

Activities

A. Introduction
1. What information do

you need before you
come to work?

2., Vocabulary of the
' workplace.

B. What do you need to
find out on your
first day?

C. A closer look at Rule
Policies, and Customs

Time

5 minutes

12 minutes

5 minutes

, 20 mintues

Resources/Materials

Handout - "Language at Work"
page 8-1-2 and 8-1-3.

Handouts - Sample Rules and
Policy Statements for new work=
ers, pages 8-1-4 to 8 -1 -7.
Audio tape - "Company Rules and
Customs" (World of Work I,
tape 10

D. Questions and Answers

E. Optional exercise -
Ask the boss, what
rules and policies
would you set?

3 minutes

5-15 minutes

p
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Directions: Match a
right. There is one
you won't use all the
definition in the spa

LANGUAGE .AT WORK 7

word on the left with its definition on the
more definition than words in each group, so
definitiofis. Write the letter of the correct'
ce after each word.

A.

I. Words About Time

1.

2.

3.

4.

Schedule
Over-time
Full-time

Time Sheet

a.
b.
c.

d.

When you work 40 hour a week.
What the boss expects you to bee
The days and times you are supposed to be
,at work.
A piece of paper on which you or your boss
keeps track of the time you work.

5. On-time P.
f.

When you work more than 8 hours a day.
Someone who doesn't work hard.

B.
1. Work shift a. When you work less than 30 hours a week.
2. Time card b. When you don't keep a regular schedule.
3.

_
Part time c. A piece ofpaper on which your time is

marked by a machine.
4. Temporary d. The part of the day (or night) you are

supposed to work.
5. Time clock

f.

When your job lasts for a few weeks or
months.
A machine which marks a card to show you

C.

D.

2. 'Work week
3. Permanent

4. Punch-in
5. Punch-out

when you come in to work and when you leave.

keep doing a good job. .

b. The hours you are supposed to work each day.
c. An expression meaning that you put your time

card in the clock when you come in to work.
d. What you do to someone you don't like.
e. An expression meaning that you put your

time card in the time clock when you leave
work.

f. The days you are supposed to work each week.

II. Words About People, Pay, and Jobs

1. a. How much money, you make.
2.

vSupervisor
Personnel b. Something which tells you what your job is

about.
3. Salary c. A trial period for new workers.
4. Probation d. The boss.
5. Job e. Anything having to do with the people who

Description'
f.

Work for a company.
A worker who is over 40.

8-1-2
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E.
1. On-the-job training a.

2. Job duties b.

3. Wages c.

4. Seniority d.

5.- Fringe beniTits e.

f.

Your salary.
Going bhck to high school.
Extra 'things your imployer gives
you besides pay (such as health
insurance)
Training you get while at work.
A list of the things you are
supposed to do at your job.
Preference given to people who
have worked for the company a
long time.
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Calling In Sick
wo miss you what, you are sick, because yotlr work horn Is Important. Your
fal4ailcn Moons an ex', a burden on your co-wor Krug and dim opts the restaurant's
operation. II you are III and are unable to come to work on scheduled day, you
should call your manager at least three (3) hours before your scheduled ehill. II
your absence will conlinue for several dm, II will not be necessary for you to call
In daily providing Mal you have Informed your manioc of the exact length of
time which be absent end Mien you will return to work. flemember that
untoporlod absence may result In disciplinary action which may Include
tennInal km.
Your promptness and alloodanco Is very important part of your employment
record, now and !or the Mum.'

Change of Status
Anytime you change your address, phone number or marital status, your
manager should be Informed, so we can keep accurate records.

Checks
Wm do not cash personal or payroll chocks.

Clocking In and Out
You are required to punch In and out Any and all limes you are working In the
restaurant. Do not punch Irh earlier or later than your assigned shill, unless you
are asked to do so. Each person mull clock In and out for himself; no one Is
permitted lo clock in or out lot another employee.

Disciplinary Action
Any company must have rules of conduct. Please understand that the following
behavior will result in disciplinary action, which can range from verbal warnings,
written reprimands, or termination:

1. Irisubordinallon; willful or negligent failure to follow orders.
2.Fighting or creellug disturbance.
3. baling or sleeping on the 'ob.
4. fleportIng for work intoxicated; drinking alcoholic beverages while on the

lob.
5. Absenie without leave; tardiness; quilling early (unless asked by manager

to do so).
O. Melt of company property or product.
7. Misconduct on the job.
9. Failure to report an accident.
9. Negligent or deliberate misuse of company property.

10. Drug addiction or unauthorized use of drugs.
11. Possession of eapons on company premises.

37'3 I his list gives some examples of behavior that will result In disciplinary action;
it is by no means complete Ilst.

Olving Away Food.
.rune food is not-10 be glien away brail0M0f11, friends or employees. Anyone
caught giving away hoe hood is subject to termination. This Is the same as limit
from the company.

Diving Notice
II you decide lo terminate your employment, you should give two weeks notice,
preferably In willing, to your manager.

SCtrr Q. "1- F). ut c)rm

--Col

ern' Ir.:N.gin
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Whore You ril In
You imvo n slumber of good qualities which moan us ids or you. One Wiliam wos
your good altitude. Wo happon to think you're pretty imporiani, since you net os
your company's roprosentativo; you are our goodwill ambassadors. Alter lire
err vire you give 111111, a cusionier decides Mull Ire thinks of us ins a company. Wo
world money to bring customers Into our resin( anis; your smile will bring them
back, 'float each customer as you would like lo be healed. Show Iho customer
why we hired you.

Appearance
llexIdes having the eloper allilude, personal appearance and personal hygiene
melba Iwo next mos! 'stupor WI qualifies that you should have. Burger King
approved uniforms and hale must be clean and properly worn al all !hues.
Apr), oved name laps mu,' also be wan. Men should be clean.shaven; while
beards ore not permitted, moustaches are, provided that they do not extend
below lire upper lip. Flair should be nosily groomed and should not hang over
the shirt collar. While lee shirts era to be worn under uniform shirts, with dark
Pants WO leans) and dark shoes (HO sneakers).
Females should see that their hair Is many planed or tied back and Is not
hanging in their laces. No hair should be hanging on your shoulders. ,Perfume
and makeup can be assels, but you are dIscouregod from wearing heavy perfume
or excessive makeup. Nail polish is not allowed. The only jewelry allowed Is
wedding or engagement rings - this le both for sanitary and safely reasons. A
person nol In clean and proper uniform may not be allowed to work.

Patient,' I lyglene
You work with the public. You should therefore Who as necessary and use an
ellettive deodorant. You should also brush your teeth and use a mouthwash II
necessary. Always wash your hands beime coming on duly and alter using the
restrooms, or alter ,doing extra cleaning duties.

Conduct
When at work, you will be expected to conduct yourself In a professional
rummer. Be polite and courteous to bolh customers and fellow employees. This
Is particularly armor lard when you are !Aloft breaks In his dining room. No one
appreciates rowdy or loud employees. Well meaning tun can cause serious
accidents and Injuries. Therefore, there should be no horseplay on the lob.

Worker's Compensallon
An on tire job acciden1 nuts! be reported Immedlelely to the management person
In char go on life day which the accident occur s. Accideni repos IS MUM be filled
out by lire management per son In charge on the day which the accident occurs.
More Is a Ilrs1 aid box located In the kitchen. This should contain the necessary
supplies lo heal minor injuries. For major accidents an ambulance will bo
called, unless you are able to direct otherwise.

-3-8 1 7110 COM pRimsloes, oLcoutse,hava_worker2s-componsallon.--Tile-Insurance
covers medical and Irosplinl expenses. flernember, accidents MUST be reported
Immediately.

Telephone
Unless II Is ar. extreme emergency, avoid calling the restaurant during peak
periods of business (11.00 air. to 2:00p.m. and 5.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.). Tine
restaurant phone Is a business phone, so discourage olhera from calling you ol
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work, and try to make your own Imo:miry phone calls bolero you an lye for work.
Any calliyou do nulkn on 111n mull pillion rinni ho cloarnd by !ho manngamoni. If
you have occasion to ruswor tiro tolopliono; do au by saying "Good morning,
good afternoon, or good evening, Burger King, (your tmnne) speaking, May I
help you pleaso?".

ray Periods
You will receive a paycheck every week. Our pay per hod begins on Sunday and
ends on Selurday. There are no pay advances. Payday Is every Friday and not
between 11:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

Schedule
A new schedule Is pooled every week. Be cure you check II for assigned hours.
flequosIllor days off must be eubmIlled six days In advance of the scheduled
week hivolged. We reserve the right to turn down any request for days oil. No
employee may change or exchange hours on the schedule wIlitout management
approval. To do so can be grounds for disciplinary action which may Include
termination.

Smoking
Smoking It allowed only on break time. You are not pernillted to smoke In the
food service area or food prep area either before or slier closing.

Suggestions and Complaints
II you have any suggestions that would benefit the restaurant's operation of
employees, please make !hem known to your manager or assistant manager. If
we work as a team, we will be biller able to serve! the public.
II you have any complelnis or personal problems which affect your work, please
feel free to talk them over with your restaurant management Your
problems will be conlIdentlally discussed, and you will be notified of your
problem's resolution. We care enough to see that each person's
complaintsiproblems are handled In a fair manner. co

Meal Policies
Employee hall price meal Is a benefit en*Illed to you as an employee of MIDON.
Restaurant Corporation when you work .our hours or more In a work day. For
employees working less than lour hours, yottr are not eligible for hail price meals;
however, you aro 'milled to a beverage at hail price regardless of how many
hours you work. Hail price meals or hall price beverages can only be obtained Si
hour prior to your shill slar ',nu time, or while actually on break, or up to Si hour
Alter your 311111 ends. If you.do not work on a given day you are not grinned to a
half price meal Or half price beverage.
A meet is any Item purchased, other than a beverage; I.e., a burger and a coke Is
a meal. Any person eligible for a half 'price meal may purchase any Item or Items
on lite menu; i.e., Whopper and a coke or fries and a coke, or apple pie, Irles
and a coke. A maximum dollar amount of $1.50 Is what you are entitled to. II
your hall pace sales totals more than $1.50, you will pay lire dIfference.
The amount of your bail price meal or half price beverage will be paid at tune of
put cites'.
A management person wilt all employee meal transactions.

Alcohol end Drugs
No alcoholic beverages or Illegal drugs are permitted In this restaurant or on the
premises. You are not permIlled to work while under tiro Influence of alcohol or
Illegal drugs. Breaking the rule is grounds for disciplinary action which may
Include termination.
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COMPANY RULES AND REGULATIONS, AND DRESS CODE
TAKEN FROM: "EMPLOYEE'S HANDBOOK"

PRICE CHOPPER (THE GOLUB CORPORATION)

In order to Insure the orderly operation of the business, and for the benefit end protection of the rights and
safety of all employees. a company must establish and maintain appropriate rules, regulations andprocedures:

These will provide a definition of unacceptable behavior and insure consistent action in the event of their
violation.

The following offenses are *sus* for termination of an employee without prior warning:
1. Insubordination or refusal to obey orders of supervisors pertaining to work or duties.
2. Willful destruction of Company property or the property of its employees.
3. Concerted or deliberate restriction of work output.
4. Theft of Company property or of its employees' property.
5. Intoxication or illegal drug use and/or possession of alcohol or Illegal drugs on Company property
6. Willful falsification of information on the Application for Employment.
7. Falsification of Time Cards.
8. immoral conduct or indecencyon Company property.
9. Possession of illegal weapons, explosives, or fireweiks on Company property.

10. Physical abuse of loftier employees on Company pit:pony.
11. Reporting to work while under the influence of alcohol or illegal drugs.

The following offenses will result In a three-day suspension from duti with Immediate discharge upon a
second offense.

1. Gambling without written authorization.
2. Careless or imprOper use of Company property.
3. Sleeping while on the job.
4. Two days absence from work without notification to the Company.
5.-Ealluraio_coinply_with_an_order.sulfLor regulation of the Company.
6. Violation of health. sanitation, or safety rules. -

b. Threatening, intimidating, orcoercing of employees on Company premises for any purpose at any time
8. Posting, removing, or tampering with bulletin board notices without permission of the management.

The following offenses will result in an oral waning for the first offense, a written warning for the second
offense, and suspension or discharge for the third offense.

1. Consistent unauthorized tardiness.
2. Leaving the work station.
3. Unauthorized absence from job.
4. Foul and/or abusive language on Company property.
5. Inefficiency, incompetence or negligence in the performance of work related duties.

COMPANY RULES & REGULATIONS

8-1-6
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE
CRESS CODE

HEADQUARTERS COMPLE6
For information regarding Dress Code Policy in the Head-

quarters' Complex see your Supervisor.

STORES:

1. AppearaneeGood appearance begins with a clean body.
Hands and nails must be kept well groomed. Male employees
must be clean shaven or have neatly trimmed mustache and/or
beard.

2. HeirAll employees are required to keep their hair clean and
neat. It must be restrained from falling over the face during
normal work movements. Employees In food processing areas
with long hair mutt wear hair nets. Cutters and Jerks in Meet
Preparation Areas must wear "hard hats" provided by the
Company. Dell and Bakery personnel must wear head covers
Provided by the Company.

UniformsAll Company furnithed uniforms must ba worn at all
times when working and remain buttoned. f,

4. Personal DressIn order to fully complement our garm ents and
protect our total chain image to our customers. the following
personal dress must be adhered to:

Males
Dress ShirtA pastel colored dress shirt, preferably white.

yellow, or blue snould be worn. (No dark colors such as
brown cr black.) Solid colors are preferable: light prints or
stripes are acceptable. Shirts must remain buttoned.

TieA tie to match snin and company furnished garment
should be worn at all times. Recommended colors are blues.
blacks.

SlacksAny dress slacks that match company furnished
garment.

ShoesMust be polished. For safety reasons. no sandali or
sneakers may be worn.

Name BadgeMust be worn at all times.

Females

TopWith either company furnished smock cr cobbler. a
tailored blouse with a collar should be worn. Solid pastel
colors are preferred: i.e.. white, yellow or blue. Lignt prints
or stripes are acceptable.

Slacks/SkirtsAny dress slacks or skirts that match
company furnished garment.

ShoesFor safety reasons, no open-toed shoes. sneakers.
sandals. clogs or similar type footwear may be worn.

Name BadgeMust be worn at all times.

MEL

For any questions you may hay, regarding information in this
booklet. see your Supervisor, or contact your Human Resource'
Department.

8-1-7
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Unit 8 - The New Worker

Lesson 1 - Getting Ready for Your First Day or. the Job.

A. Introduce he lesson and unit with the following statement. "You
have been offered a jcb and you decide to take it. CongratulatIons.
Tomorrow will be your first day of work. Warning: there are still
rough spots ahead. Succeeding at a jcb can be even harder than
getting one!"

1. "What information might you need before you come to work? Re-
member our 6 friends from communication: who, what, when, where,
why and how? They make up a complete information packet."

a. "Who 4p you report to? Who is your boss?"
b. "What do you have to bring with you?" (Lunch,
c. "When should you get to work?"
d. "Where do you go?"
e. "Why? You know why you are going towork,you

money. So do a good job!'"
f. "How should you dress?"

2. Continue with: "You may need to know some new words to help
you understand the language of the work place. Let's take a
look at some of these words and how they are used." Distribute
the "Language at Work" handout, page 8,-2-2 and 8-2-3.

a. Have students complete Section I (A, 3, and C)
b. Discuss those words and the concepts and rules they represent.
c. Go on to Section II. Have students complete it and then diq-

cuss those words.

I.D., tools, etc.)

want to ea=n some

1

"So you've got some advance instructions and you've learned some
of the words of the workplace. You get up extra early, shower,
eat breakfast and check your appearance, and you are off to you=
first day of work! What will you need to find out right away?"

"Your job description - what exactly do they expect of you?"

2. "What are the company's rules and policies?"

a. "What are rules and policies?"
b. "What.are some examples of them?"
c. "How do you find out about them?"

1) "Some will be explained to you your very first day."

2) "Some will be described in papers they give you."

a) "Be sure to read all the papers you get when you report
to work. Your supervisor, or the personnel department
is there to help you read them if they are difficult."

b) "It will look much worse for you if you do something the
papets say not to do or you don't do something they say
to do, than it will if you ask for help reading and
understanding them. In fact, you might get fired. So
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ask, ask, ask."

3) "You will have to learn about other rules by asking your
boss or co-workers, and by watching other workers."

d. "We'll discuss rules and policies further in a few minutes."

3. "You also need to find out about the people you work with and
work for: your immediate supervisor, the manager or fore-

I man, and the personnel staff." Briefly discuss these titles
and the job of the people who fill these positions. The dis-
cussion should include:

-
a. "Your immediate supervisor is the person to whom you report

each day. She/he gives you your instructions and checks
your work. This is the important person for you to identify

right away. Your immediate supervisor may change as yu
learn your job. You may begin by working under the supervision
of a regular worker. Once you learn your job, you may report
directly to the manager or foreman."

b. "The manager is the person responsible for the operation of a
department, or maybe the entire business. There can be de-
partment managers, assistant managers and store managers.
They are all managers, but you probably will only deal di....ecUy
with one of them."

c. "The foreman is a lot like a department manager, but you'll.
,usually only find foremen in a factory, not in a store, re.-
aurant or office."

d. "The personnel staff may be the person that interviewed and
hired you. The personnel department is responsible for h1::iag,
firing, discrimination and other employee/employer concerns."

e. "In a small business, one person may fill all these positions.
Ask questions and find cut."

4. "Last, but not least, you'll need to find out about the fa-
cilities: where is the bathroom, water fountain, cafeteria,
soda machine, etc. These often get overlooked. The boss
knows where they are and forgets that you don't; and you
are so nervous and trying to learn everything the boss tells
you, you forget to ask, or maybe you are a little embarrassed,
Try to remember to ask the boss to show you around before
you start work. If that can't be cone, wait until you are
introduced toa co-worker or two, and ask one of them. Don't
feel embarrassed, they were also once new workers."

C. "Let's take a closer look at rules and policies."

Note: If you use the audio tape (see #8 below) in this section,
you can move quickly through numbers 1-7 as the tape reviews
many of these points. If you do not use the tape, expand
this section into a question and answer discussion rather
than a lecture.

8-1-9
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1. State: "The world of work has different riles from those at hcme,
'in school, or on.the street. The basic ideas are similar, but
there are important differences."

2. Ask: "Why are there rules? They are sometimes unpleasant to
fcllow, sowhy do bosses make rules?"

a. "They keep people safe."
b. "They tell people how they should act at work and how to handle

situations, so everyone knows what to expect from everyone
else."

c. "They helc.avoid or solve problems."
d. "They help the managers run the company so the company makes a

_profit."
e. "They help keep things equal among all workers."

3. Continue:"Work rules fall into several categories. There are
rules about:

a. "Equipment and tools - how to take care of them so they stay
in good iMiTIFFOW,to use them so you don't get hurt."

b. "Safety - what special clothes to wear, fire prevention and
warning signs."

c. "Time -.be on time, leave on time (not early), take your breaks
tor the time allowed, and don't waste time."

d. "Work habits - dc; your job carefully; do your job, don't goc2
off; no eating, drinking, or sleeping on the job; stay in
your work area, don't wander around; dress neatly."

e. "How you act - don't lose your temper, don't fight, don't lie,
don't steal;. discuss problems with your supervisor right away."

4. You may wish to distribute copies of rules and policies
which are given to new workers. Samples from Mindon Corp,
(Burger King) and Golub Corp. (Price Chopper - a large
supermarket chain) are included with this lesson (see
pages 8-1-4 through 8-1-7). Explain to students that
booklets with this information are given to new workers
at these many other companies. .The new worker is
expected to read and understand these rules thoroughly.
Have students read and discuss the handouts. You may
wish to note that the corporation's official name, and the
name the business is called are not always the same. Mindon
Corp. is a franchise owner bf some Burger King restaurants
in New York; Burger King is the name of the national busi-
ness. Golub corporation is the official name of the com-
pany that owns and operates Price Chopper stores. (This
shows up in the Price Chopper material used as a handout
in lesson 4. Golub corporation is mentioned on one page,
Price Chopper on another.) After this discussion is com-
pleted, continue with:
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5. "These rules may look like many rules you'll find in school or'

at home, but there is one big difference. You want to keep

your fob, but unlike school or home the boss will quickly re-
place you if you don't follow the rules. A note from your *ar4

ents or school excusing you from being late or absent doesn't

count at work. Your boss doesn't want to see a note; she/he

wants you.at work, on time, everyday. In the world of work

you can get fired very quickly."

E. Add that: "There are some other changes from what you may be

used to in rules and policies. These are:

a. "If you are sick or can't come to work, you must call in advance

to tell your boss. If you are stuck in bed or in the hospital,

have someone else call. Be sure to call before you arz'
scheduled to be at work!"

b. "Your daysoff may not be Saturday and Sunday, and you may

work nights and not days. Your shift may vary, Your boss,

not you, is in charge."

"Vacations aren't like school. You get a few holidays off

each year, but no 3 month summer vacation, or Winter and

Spring breaks. How much paid vacation does the new worker

get? (Part-time usually has no paid-vacation, full-time has one

week after a year of working.) You usually can't even get

permissionEo take off time without pay! Your boss hired you

to come to work everyday you are scheduled to work."

7. "The convexly can tell you how they want you to act on the job,

but'canthey say anything about how you act after you leave

work?" Have the class discuss this. Be sure to point out that

although legally the company can't say anything about their after-

work activities, they can create problems car themselves at work

if they get in trouble on their time off.. For exapl: if a

worker is rowdy at night and a company customer sees him/her,
s/he may tell the boss. That makes the company look bad and
they may decide to drop the worker to fix their image. Tell

students when they enter the world of work, they have to
watch their behavior more closely at all times.

8. Continue with: "There are other types of company rules. These are

not made by the boss; they are made by the workers. They are

called Customs, and while you won't be fired if you don't follow
them, you may not make friends too quickly." Briefly discuss the

difference between rules and customs. Ask students how they can

learn about a company's customs (the boss may not know them). The

answer is by watching other workers careflAly and asking questions

if they don't understand certain situations.

a.

b.

"Now, let
"Company

After_ the
may have.

's listen to a tape about rules and customs." Play
Rules and Customs." ' (World of Work I tape #10).

1

tape is completed, answer any questions students

8-1-11
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U. Questions and Answers.

L. (Optional) students are very interested in discussing rules and

hpolicies, you may wish to have them divide into small groups and

set up tneir own, legal, business. (Give them a' Few choices: a

movie theater, a factory,, a grocery store.) Have each group aev-
elop a set of policies,ruies, and customs that will make sure that

their company runs smoothly and efficiently. Hive them explain
why they made the decisions they made.

?;,fit
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Title: Expectations

Purpose:

1

Lesson Overview

Unit 8

Lesson 2

To help students identify their expectations o.0 their super-
visor, and their supervisor's.exnectations of them.

Equipment': None.

Activities

A. Introduction - Defini
tion

B. What do you expect
from your boss?

C. What do'most employer
expect from their
workers?

D. (Optional) In depth
review of. selected
expectations

0

E. Absenteeism and Late-
ness

T. Employee Status and
Boss' expectations

G. How to learn what
your boss expects of
you

H. Another set of expect-
ations

I. Conclusion

J. Questions and Answers

K. (Optional) As boss,
what would you expect?

Time

3 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes'

5-15 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes.

5 minutes

Resources /Materials

andout - "Absence and Lateness
ules" page 8-2-2

15 minutes udio tape - "The First Few Days"
(World of Nork 1, tape 1)

5 minutes

2 minutes

5 -15 minutes

8-2-1

Copies of the situation informa-
'tion for students.
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Name

ABSENCE AND LATENESS RULES

1) Stay home only when:

-- you are really sick, and it would hurt your health to ao, to work.

- - you are really sick, and it would hurt your co-workers (or others)
if you went to work.

mentally or emotionally, you feel so bad that you would interfere
with co-workers doing their work.

- - mentally or enotionally, you feel so bad that you wouldn't think
about safety.

- - you MUST help in a family, emergency.

2) Call the company right away. Tell them why you can't come to
work. Be honest.

3) If you are out mo.re than one,day, call every day.

4) Save your sick time` for when you are really sick.

5) Always leave for work a little early. It's better to be early than
one minute late.

6) Take your breaks, but don't leave early for them or clet hack late
from them.

7) If you have a special reason for beina absent, like a court date,
doctor appointment, wedding or funeral make .plans with your boss as
soon as you know about it.

8) Work isn't like school. A written excuse isn't what your sunervisor
wants. your supervisor expects you to be at work!

at.

8 -2 -2
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Unit 8 - The New Worker

Lesson ,2 - Expectations

A, Introduce the lesson as follows: "There is one other important
area you need to be aware of }before you go to work.' That is, what
do employers expect from their employees, and what do you as an
employee expect from your employer? Most expectations are fairly
standard among employers, so it is good to know these before you
go to any job. However, all jobs are different, as are all swer-
visors, so you must check these out with your boss on your first
day."

1. "What does the word 'expectations' mean? Do you all know what
the word 'expects' means? When your boss expects you to do some-
thing; s/he is loolOalskfor you to behave in a certain way.
'Expectations' is a short way of saying 'what, someone expects'"

2. "Expectations consist of two basic parts: your behavior (what
you do), and your attitude (how you feel about what you do).
Your boss expects. certain behaviors and attitudes from you, and
you expect certain behaviors and attitudes from him/her. Let's
take a look at these."

B. Ask the students: "What do you expect from your boss?" Bra:::nstorn

a list and write it on a flip chart.

Note: Don't critique their comments during the brainstcrm. Its im-
portant to list all of their exnectations, whether or not they
are realistic.

47,

1. Encourage them to lit all of their expectations. Prompt them
with questions such as:

- "What else do you expect your boss to aive you?"

- "How else do you expect your boss to act (treat you)?"

- "What attitudes do You expect your boss to have?"

2. The list should include:

- To 1.)e paid
- "afe working conditions
- Training necessary, for me to
do myApb

- To b&ld rules and policies
- A cleitojob description
- Feedback on how I am doing
- Respect

3. Their list may also

- Friendship
- Giving me a break

the'rules

include nice,

when
%
I break

8-2-3

Honesty
- To be disciplined if I break

the rules
- Vringc. benefits
- To be introduced to co-workers
- Fairness
- Willingness to answer questionE
- Lunch and coffee breaks (for

full -time workers)

but unrealistic exoectations:

Giving me a ride to work
Giving me large raises
Long vacations



rt.

.

- Patience
- Let me dress

. as I want
- Not hassling me if I'm late
-1'Let me 'change my hours when

I need to

- To be understanding, espec-
ially of my persona; Proble

4. After you get a complete list, tell the students that the class

'is now to go over the list and decide which expectations are
realistic for most. bosses, some bosses, syr very few bosses (un-
realistic).You. may wish to mark them with an M, S, or U, and /or

cross out unrealistic ones. You should note the evaluation of
each expectation in some visible way.

a. Your input in this evaluat4on prdcgIss is important. Many
youths do not have a rfaliitic picture of the-work environment
4iIrtdso)naynot have realistic expectations, e.g.: ,

- "The boss will be my friend.'

- "The boss will give me a break:"

- "The boss will take as much time to teach me as ; need."

b. You may wish' to comment that: "It Would be nice.if the.boss
did these things. Perhaps they should do *,hese things,.how-
ever many bosses will not agrAe to meet these expectation"
and so, these are unrealistic."' Encourage class discussion
during the evaluation process, but this is not a democratic
process. The majority doesn't rule, reality does. You, the

instructor, set. the reality'standard in this. .

5. Ask the class: "How can you find out whiCh of these pectaticins

your boss agrees with?" Discussion should incluae:

a. "Watching ydur boss interact with other workers and see how
she/he treats them."

b. "Ask other workers what the boss and the company are like."

c. "Read company. policies and guidelines. Listen to what your
boss tells you on your first day (or even in the interview)
about how the company treats its workers."

d. "Don't ask your bossafshe/he agrees with your expectations.
At least, not for the first week or so. She/he doesn't want
to hear about what-you expebt from him/her until after you
have proven yourself."

6. Conclude this section by saying: "One key to all this is that
your boss will meet your realistic expectations, only as lorig

as you are meeting his/her expectations. (You get your paycheck
only as long as you are doing a good job.) Let's take a look
at what the, employer's expectations are."

Ask the students: "What do you think most employers expect from
their workers?

8-2-4
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4.

1/24. Ai... 1 so. . - I

Again, encourage brainstorming and list all answers without
critiquing.

\
2. The list should include:

Doing your job correctly
Fbllowing the rules
No insubdrdination
Willing to learn
Being on time
Show respect
Be neat and clean

61. No fighting or flirting
with the boss, or. co-
workers or customers
Don't criticize the company
Be loyal to the company
Have a positive attitude
Improve where you need to

C

Cooperation
Honesty
Taking initiative
Following directions
Be responsible
Be dependable
No drugs on the lob
Come to work sober
Don't bug the boss
Ask questions when you
are confused
Accept criticism
Regular attendance

3. Ask the students to evaluate this list as they, did with the
previous one. Also, discuss which of these may be difficult

attain, which they feel ark unreasonable, and why a boss may
expect these behaviors and attitudes from them.

Point out: "Most of an employer'''s elpectations fall under the
categories of good work habits,and company rules and policies.
Some may be customs (practices that have developed without
ever being official company rules). These are just as important
to learn and to follow. These may include checking in with your
boss each morning, or filling out forms in a certain way your
boss prefers. Although these may not be company rules,,they
are your boss' customs and you should do them (unless you think
they are unreasonable or unfair)."

5. Explain to them that they must meet most of their supervisor's
expectations for tnem to keep their job. To get a promotion they
must exceed the minimum expectations, and do well on all of them.

D. (Optional) Z.f the students are unclear about or disagree with one
or two important points, ,,ou.may wish to develop a discussion for
these particular points along the lines of the two examples below.

1. ,Following Directions. You can present the following situations
and questions to demonstrate the importance of Following direc-
tions, orders, or instructions.

a.- "YoUr father says: 'Don't stay out too late after the same,
.I.14ou are not home by 11 pm, you cannot go out again for two
weeks.' Why should you listen to him?

b. '"Your teacher says: 'All Pacers must be turned in to me by
Monday morni.ng, You will lose one full grade for each day
your, paper is late.'. Why should you listen?"

c. . "Your'bbss says: 'Carry this box to the ABC Company. Give
it to Mr. Zapp. He is waiting for it.'

9-2-5
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Why ihodld you listen to your boss?"

d. "Does something bad always happen if vou don't follow instruc-
tions?"

(Suggested answer) "Not necessarily, but it is fairly likely.
Occasionally, ycu may think that there is a better way to do
something; you may be right, but in most cases, when speci-
fically asked to do something in a certain day, you should
follow these directions, or ask the person. if your approach
is acceptablec"

e. "What should you do if you don't understand someone's in-
structions?"

(Suggested answer) "Clearly understanding the instructions
is important in getting a job done properly. Both the sender
of instructions and the receiver should not hesitate to dis-
cuss instructions, especially if the task involves something
where errors could cost a lot of time or money."

2. Regular attendance.

a. Have the students take the role of the supervisor. Ask them
why, as a boss, would it be imnortant to them to have their*
workers come to work as scheduled?

b. If they can't answer that, prompt them with questions such as:

- "Are there more emnloyees at work than are needed to do the
job?" (No. If there were extra employees, they would be
laid off.)

- "If one employee is absent, can another do,his own and the
abSent worker's jobs?" (No. Everyone has enough work to
keep them busy all day.)

- "Is everyone's job important to the company?" (Yes. Or they
would be laid off.)

c. The obvious conclusion you are building towards is that if
someone is absent the company loses the benefit of their work
and the company suffers. Since the boss is responsible to the
company for seeing that all the required work is done, the boss
has to make Sure his/her workers are at work nearly every day.

d. After explaining the above conclusion, repeat the initial aues-
tion or disagreement: "Why does your boss expect you to come
to work regularly, or "Why is it reasonable for your boss to
expect and enforce regular attendance?"

(E. ince absenteeism and lateness are two of the major reasons why
-

workers are fired, you may wish to review the following noints.

8-2-6
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Note: These are outlined on the "Absence and Lateness Rules" hand-
out, page 8-2-2. You may wish to distribute this now and build
the discussion around it, or discuss the inforination first and
then distribute the handout as a review.

1. "Stay home under the following conditions: when you are honestly
sick and feel it would hurt your health or that of others if you
reported to work; when your mental or emotional condition is
such that you know that you could not contribute to the produc-
tivity of the department and might endanger the safety of others;
and when you have a family emergency and are urgently needed it
home."

2. "Notify the company at once of your decision to stay home. Tell
them in a honest and straightforward way why you can't make it."

3. "If you stay home for more than a single day because of illness,
it is wise to give the personnel office or your supervisor.,a
daily report on your condition. Also, estimate when you will
be able to return."

4. "Save your authorized sick-leave time for real emergencies. Your
employer will expect you to get to work on time, leave on time,
and be on time after breaks and lunch."

5. "Always give yourself a little lead time when getting ready to
report to work. It is better to be early than one minute late."

6. "Take your allotted breaks, but don't be absent from your work
station longer than the specified time. When emergencies do
come up and you must forego or delay a scheduled break, don't
feel as if you have been cheated or that you need an extra long
break to make up for it."

7, "When you have special reasons for being absent from work, such
, as doctor appointments, family weddings, funerals or court
appearances, work it out as far in advance as possible with

. your'supervisor and the personnel department."

e. "Work isn't like school. Your boss expects you to be there
everyday, especially when you are new. Try to schedule any
appointments or family business for after work hours. Try to
plan for emergencies so you won't have to miss work. (If your
car breaks down, know which bus to catch. If your child or
little brother gets sick, have someone else lined up to take
care of them.) Dot miss work!"

F. Continue the lesson with: "Your boss will.fiold.you accountable '

to all his/her expectations no \matter what your status as a worke
, .

2) Whether you are new to the ompany,' or have seniority:
+.

2) whether'you are part-time, fill -time, temporary, or permanent.

3) Whether you have a great record or one filled with problems.
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F. However, she/he may. treat you differently,depending on your
status, if you violate his/her expectations."

I. "As a new worker on probation you may get one warning or no
warnings before you are fired. You are new, you are on trial,
and you, can be fired for even minor violations or mistakes.

That's what the term probation means. A worker with seniority
is valgable, to the company, they know their job well and are

worth keeping. Your boss will probably talk with you and give

you a few warnings. If you don't come around, you will event-

ually be fired."

"A pare-time or temporary worker is often more easily replaced

than a full-time, permanent employee. A boss may be a little

more patient with a full-time, permanent employee than with a
part-time or temporary worker. No matter what, if you don't
meet your boss' expectations fairly soon after your boss talks
to you, you'll be out the door."

3. "If you have had a good record with the company, your boss will

be more willing to accept your excuse if you goof up, but don't

let it happen again! If you've had a bad record, this goof may

be your last. You probably won't get away with a warning, no

matter what your excuse. Remember a job is different from other

places. The company is there to make money. If you don't help
them wits that, they can always find someone else. On the other
hand, if you,do help them, they may give you a raise."

G. Ask students: "As a new worker, how can you find out what your

employer expects from you?" Be sure these points are covered:

1. "Ask your boss. She/he doesn't expect you to magically know

what, is expected of you. You will be told some of these ex-
pectations, but ask about others."

2. "Listen to your boss carefully. She/he won't want to repeat

these things."

3. "Ask other workers what the supervisor and the company expect

from the workers. Be sure their answers apply to you. Not all

workers have the same rules to follow."

4. "Watch how your supervisor treats you and other workers. See

what she/he expects."

5. "Read the company's employee policy statements carefully. Many

expectations are outlined there.'"

6. "Read signs or posters talking about work behavior and attitides.
If the company posted them, they expect these things from their

workers."

H. Add the following: "There's another set Lf expectations many new
workers have. They expect to start in right away at their job,

especially if they have done a similar job before or have been
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trained in this job. Sometimes your boss may have other plans for
you. Let's listen to a tape about Malcom. He has just gotten a
new job as a welder.

1. Play the tape, "The First Few Days" (World of Work 1, tape 1).

2. Stop and discuss each question. Encourage the students to share
any similar experience they have had. Ask them to put themselves
in Malcom's shoes and then, in the employer's shoes. Ask them
about how the older workers treat Malcom. (This is discussed
further in the following lesson with the filmstrip "Hazing".)

3. Expectations about mistakes are also discussed. The boss expects
a new worker to make mistakes, but the mistakes shouldn't be re-
peated.

L. Conclude the lesson with: "Some of your supervisor's expectations
of you will be spelled out in the rules and policy statement. Your
boss will just assume that you know about other ones (such as being

polite and cooperative). She/he may tell you some orally on your
first day, e.g: "I expect all my workers to let me know right a ,y

when theys have a problem or questions." It is your job to make . Ire
you find out everything that is expected of you. It is also your
job to find out which of your expectations of your boss, she/he
agrees-with."

J. "Doss anyone have any questions regarding what typical and reasonable

expectations are?"

K. (Optional) If you feel students need more review on employer ex-
pectations, cr you want to take a break from lecturing, you,may
wish to discuss one or more of the following situations. They can
be used to explore students' attitudes towards various employer
expectations (and on-the-job attitudes in general). The techniques
of putting a youth in the supervisor's shoes is often very effective.
You may wish to copy these situations and distribute them to the
students and have them role play, or yol. can read each situation and

have students role play or discUss.

1. Punctuality (being on time):

a. "Information: Ir. order for a business to make a profit, it
must turn out a given amount of work per week. That means
each worker must do a fair share of work each day, hour and

minute. He must repo:t.to the job each day when the boss tells
him to and take only the amount of time for breaks and lunch

that the boss specifies."'

b. "Situation: You own a drug store. Your two employees work from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. They are allowed 30 minutes for lunch
and two ten minute breaks (one in the morning, one in the
afternoon). One of your workers, Tom, has a habit of coming
to work at 9:15 a.m. and takes about ten minutes longer on each

of his breaks. That is, he takes two twenty minute breaks a
day, in addition to being 15 minutes late for work each morning.
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b. The extra time he's taking adds up to about 3 hours away from
his post in the store each week. The result is that the new
stock isn't getting out into the shelves, and customers are
getting angry because they can't find what they need. They"re
also complaining that they have to wait around for someone to
help them. You're also being ripped off, because there are no
employees to watch your stock."

c. "Problem: You are the boss. What would you do with a worker
like Tom? Is it important to be on time at work? Why?"

d. If the studrts fail to generate appropriate solutions, you can
suggest the following measures:,

1) "Fire Tom -- replace Tom with someone who i3 punctual."

2) "Keep Tom overtime without pay to make up the time he missed."

3) "Dock Tom for minutes not worked."

4) "Talk with Tom and give him another chance. Fire him if he
continues to follow the same pattern."

2. Following Directions:

a. "Information: New employees operate under a lot of pressure,
Remembering what to do, how to do it, and doing everything
right, can be pretty tough."

b. "Situation: Sue is a waitress in your restaurant. She sets the
Unii7-Eakes orders, serves the food, cleans up when people
leave, and resets the table for the next customers.

There are certain ways she is to do these things. When she
sets the table she should be sure the silverware is clean and
that there are the right number of pieces. Napkins, salt,
pepper, and a clean ashtray should be on the table. When the
customers sit down, she should bring them menus and a glass
of water right away.

She found it hard to keep up with this when things got real
busy, and took shortcuts. She didn't clean the ashtrays and
only brought water when people asked for some. She didn't
check the silverware carefully, and sometimes put dirty pieces
on the table."

"Problem: Custcmers are starting to complain and you are
.giiiiryour business may get a bad reputation. What should
you do with Sue?"

3. Taking Criticism Well:

a. "Information: Criticism is not a personal attack, but is given
to help people learn to do a better job. The receiver of the
criticism often.feels attacked and sometimes snaps back."

b. "Situation: Bob is a new attendant at_your busy self-serve gas
station. It takes three workers moving fast to keep the oper-
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b. ation running smoothly.
.

Bob is slower than the other two workers and when things get
backed up, they shout advice over to him encouraging him to
speed up. Bob gets mad and yells back to them to mind their
own business. He thinks they are hassling him because he is
new,"

c. "Problem: Your other workers are getting tired of Bob's anger
i'ildgUrir customers are tired of all the yelling. What would
you tell Bob? What would you tell the other workers?"

d. "Su4gested solution: Instead of yelling back, Bob should ask for
tips on improving his work when things aren't so busy. The other
two workers should lay off Bob when it's real busy. If Bob does-
net straighten up and calm down, you'll have to fire him."

4. You can develop other situations to illustrate the various
expectations employers have of workers.

V'
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Unit, 8

/Lesson

Lesson Overview

Title: Dealings with Co-Workez3

Purpose: To introduce students to the need for getting along with their
co-workers. To discuss potential problems and solutions.

Equipment: Filmstrip projector with audio tape player.

Activities

A. What problems might
a new, young worker
have with co- workers?

B. Hazing-filmstrip

C. Your co-workers' ex-
pectations

D. Dealing with tension
and getting feedback

E. Fitting in well

F. Questions and An-
swers

G. Optional exercise

H. Optional zxercise

I. Optional exercise

Note: This lesson will
run short of 45
mins. unless you
use one of the
optional exercises.

Time

5 minutes

10-15 minutes

10 minutes

8 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

15-20 minutes

5-10 'minutes

5-15 minutes

8-3-1

Resources/Materials

Filmstrip and audio tape "Hazing"
("Trouble at Work series
filmstrip #1)

Audio tape "My Mai., My Creep"
(World of Work 1, tape 3) or
"Too Much Talk." (World of Work 1,
tape 4)

Copies of the situations to hand-
out.
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Unit 8 - The New Worker'

Lesson 3 - Dealing.with Co-workers

A. Introduce the lesson with: "There are many things you need to know
about when you start a job. Another piece of important information
is that the first few weeks or months will be the hardest. New,,

workers, especially young people, face a certain kind of problem'
with.their co-workers that older, more experienced workers don't."
(If you played the tape "The First Few Days" yesterday, refer to it
in the following discussion.) Ask the students:

1. "What kind of problem might a new, young worker have with co-
workers?

2. Why?

3. That can you do about it?"

Note: This is covered in more depth in Unit 9 Lesson 5.

B. "One common type of problem is called 'hazing'. It's a form of
testing or type of initiation into a company. You are new and the
other workers want to see what you're like. It's also a way of mak-
ing you 'pay your dues' or earn the right to work with them. You
sometimes have to go through it to be accepted."

1. State that: "I'M going toshow you a filmstrip about hazing.
While you watch it, think about how you might handle the hard times
the young worker is going through."

2. After the film strip is over, encourage a discussion. Ask: "Does
this really happen; does'the new guy get the coffee?" Ask them
if they think new workers get called 'rookie' or 'new guy'. Ask
them how they would handle it. You may suggest that the best way is
to ride it out for awhile; they pay their dues and then.they'll
be accepted. Tell them that the pressure usually lets up in a
couple Of weeks.

3. Ask the students what they think bosses think of hazing.
(It's a custom and they probably won't interfere as long as it does
not upset the new worker. If it does, the boss will help calm .

things down.)

4. Summarize with a reminder of problem solving styles: assertive,
passive, and aggressive. Ask what might be the results when a
new worker uses each style in a 'hazing' situation. Also, point
out resources available to the new worker: the supervisor, per-
sonnel department, a friendly co-worker, or the union represent-
ative. Be sure to emphasize that not all workers go through
hazing. It depends on who co- workers are and what they are like.

S. (Optional) Discuss,possible situations, and have students role-

8-3-2
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C. Continue with: "We've discussed employer and employee expectations,
what about co-workers? What do your co-workers expect from you, a
new worker?"

1. Brainstorm a list. (If students are bored with brainstorming
and writing a lot on the board, conduct this as a class discussion
and- jot down-comments you may wish to expand on.)

2. Then ask: "How will co-workers let you know their expectations?"
Discuss briefly:

a. Non-verbal cues: "A frown lets you know they did something
they didn't like, a smile says you're doing. okay."

b. Worker's customs: "Watch what they expect from each other."

c. Off-hand comments: "A co-worker will rarely sit a new worker
down and orient them, but they may make a quick comment on how
most people here do such and so."

3. Ask students: "Why are these co-workers concerned about you and
your behavior?" Tell the students to try to think about this
from the co-workers perspective. The discussion should include:

a. "In many cases their job performance is tied into yours."

b. "If you do well/ it makes their job easier; if you make mistakes,
they may have to correct them."

c. "They have developed a routine and customs that make theta
comfortable. They don't want you to change things."

D. "You'll probably be nervous, make mistakes, and ask dumb questions.
Everyone does when they are tense and trying to be accepted."

1. Ask students how they can deal with tension on the job.

a. "Get enough rest and eat well so you are alert."
b. "Find a friend at, work so you can joke a little."
c. "Take a walk on your break. ",
d. "Have fun after work."
e. "Find out how you are doing. Good feedback may help you calm

down."

2. "How can you get feedback?"

a. "Ask your boss! You'd be surprised how few people do that
and how willing supervisors are to give feedback. That's
part of their job. Don't ask them three times a day, or
even everyday, but a couple of times the first week and once
a week for awhile is fine. It opens communication with your
supervisor and s/he can let you know when you start to develop
bad habits, rather than waiting until these become a problem.
They'll also say something good and that will help you calm
down."
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b.. "Ask a friendly co-worker. Eat lunch or take a break with
co-workers you like. Find one you can trust, and ask him/
her for feedback."

c. "Knowing how you are doing; good or bad, is always better than
not knowing."

E. "To do well on your job and get along with everyone, you have got
to think before you speak or act. Did you ever notice how some peo-
ple can fit into a new si,piation.and ao real well? Its not magic.
They get to know the people and learn the rules and customs. Then
they follow these rules. To find out'about your new work setting,
ask questions and watch your co-workers."

1. "Ask your co-workers for tips on how td do your job better, and
ask them questions you may have about the company or the boss.
Your co-workers are not your boss, so think about what they tell
you. If it makes sense, but goes against what your boss told
you, listen to your boss."

2. "Ask your boss questions, especially if you are getting confusing
messages. Not asking questions and making even one mistake looks
dumber than asking ten questions a day and not making mistakes."

3. "Watch your boss and your co-workers. See how they interact with
eggh other. Try to pick up customs and personalities. Is some-
one a loner; if so, give them the space they want. Does every-
one avoid a certain person? There may be a good reason, if she/
he is a troublemaker or- talker. How do people treat each other;
are they friendly or formal, cooperative or competitive? As a
new worker, find out how most people act and go with the flow.

Later on, you can set your own style."

4. "Try to see how long-time workers view things. You've got to under-
stand them and learn their system; you are new, they're not.
Be careful if they want to break the rules; they've been
around awhile and if they get caught they may get a warning;
you're new, you may get fired."

F. Questions and Answers.

G, (Optional) As a review, you may want to play "My Man, My Creep"
( Wqrld of Work 1, tape 3) or "Too Much Talk" (World of Work 1,
tape 4). These tapes cover the common problematic situations
which new workers may encounter. The first deals with co-workers
_who dorOtciike_the company or _super and try to pass their
negative attitudes on to the new worker. The second discusses how
to handle a o-worker who 'talks too much and gets a new worker into
trouble by kee ing her from her work.

1. Play the 'tape.

2. Discuss the situation on the tape.
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3. Tie them in to the discussion in Lesson 2 Section F,as well as into
the points discussed in this lesson.

H. (Optional) Have students imagine that they are an older worker
and have them discuss or role-play:

1. Would they give a new worker a hard time (flaming)? Why?

2. What serious advice would trey give to a net.; worker?'

I. (Optional) Have students read the situations.which follow, or
read them to the students. Have them role-play and/or discuss
each one. They or you can add additional situations based upon
co-workers expectations.

1. A bad work schedule:

a. "Information: You work in a hospital as an aid. She hospital
is open 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. Mary is new worker
and she got stuck with a lousy schedule: Friday nd Saturdays
from 5 to midnight."

b. "Situation: Mary's best friend is planning a big party for
Saturday night. Mary had already requested two Saturday
nights off last month and you had to cover them. Now she's
going to ask for another night off and if she doesn't get it
she'll call in sick. In either case, the supervisor will call
you to cover the shift and you have already made plans."

c. "Problem: What will you tell Mary. How will you act towards
her if she takes Saturday night off? How will you act toward

'her if she decides to work Saturday night?"

2, "Taking Criticism Well (This situation was also presented in the
previous lesson . ):

a. "Information: You work in a busy gas station. Bob is a new
WcTMiiirhe works slow. This makes you work harder; so you
decide to talk to Bob."

b. "Situation: When you try to give Bob some suggestions on how
to work faster, he tellsou you're not his boss, and to lay
off.."

c. "Problem: Bob is still working slow and you have to work
EiTaTEor look bad to the boss. How do you feel about Bob?
What 21!

3. The New Guy Talks Too Much:

a. "Information: You work in a bank. Fred has just started
and you are supposed to shoW him his job."

b. "Situation: Fred is more interested in talking about sports,
partying, and what a grouch the manager is. He is not learn-
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b. ing his job and he's distracting you from your work. Fred is
trying to be cool.",

c. "Problem: You are not going to look good if this keeps up.
11377.7you feel about Fred? What will you do?"

4. You can make up additional situations from the list of co-workers'
expectations (Section C). ,

4.1

c
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit 8

Lesson 4

Lesson Overview'

A Closer Look at Benefits

To be sure students understand the benefits commonly offer-
ed by employers. To introduce the concept of deductions and
that workers pay for many of these benefits.

Equipment: Audio tape player.

Activities

A. Introduce lesson

B. Brainstorm benefits

C. Discuss benefits

D. Vocabulary handout

E. Company benfit polic-
ies

F. Tapeon paycheck and
deductions

G. Wrap-Up

H. Questions and An-
swers

fi

Time

2 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

8 minutes

8 minutes

15 minutes

1 minute

1 minute

8-4-1

Resources/Materials

Handout "Words About Benefits"
page 8-4-2

Handout - "gmployees' Handbook"
Excerpts, pages 8-4-3 and 8-4-4
Audio tape-"Money, Money, Money"
(World of Work series 1; tape 9)

I
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Name

WORDS ABOUT BENEFITS

pirections:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

: :4 ..

I f
Your employer told you that the company

. ing benefits. What do each of them
in the space next to each one.

> .

Ten Paid Sick Days Per Year:

offered the follow-
mean? Write the answer

Two Weeks Paid Vacation After One Year:

Disability Coverage:

A Pension Plan:

Health Insurance:

Hospitalization Insurance:

Major Medical Insurance:

Retirement Benefits:

Dental Insurance:

Fully-aid Dental! Insurance:

.

Two days Annual Personal Leave:

.
Eight Paid Holidays:

Profit-Sharing:

Travel Allowance: .

8-4-2
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Taken from "Employees' Handbook"
hopper Supermarkets (The Golub Corporation)"

Page 3.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS'
VACATIONS

The iongtn of your vacatron wilt oetrmored oy ne
amour: :I con:mucus zeroes you -me w.:n
Comoany.

PULL TIMI
I year service t soot vaCE:CP
2 years smut* 2 wilts vocatton

years mow* 3 moms yst sten
is icy, sevelles 4 *MIS 33:1:101

PART TIME

(vacation figural on average weekly hours worseel
you mute 1 woes vacation
yew Smote 2 wootte vacation

Vacations must to talon prier to Decanter* 31st.
1/matrons are not cumulatrm.

PERSONAL DAYS and SICK TIMI yentas within
Company arose. Cheat illwrt your Suoontesr.

HOLIDAYS (For Pull raw)

The 'allowing OSSIC WOO PoliCaye are Onerillit ay
me C.:moiety To De ouglote. you mull cc etnetroyso
min), days.

Now Yips Cay Thanksgiving
Monism .lay Chnstrnas
lAcesendence Cay Sonnaay
Lapor Osy

.1rnoe are certain areas 01 the Comoary *mut nave a
oillerent scrisoule.)

HEALTH CCVIIPAGE

A Golub Commotion Grout Health Insurance Plan

WHAT The connany Drooces HCSPITALIZ.vrC,I.
St:at-VA:AL. VA.OR ME3';AL.LIVITaL ana
VISION cm wage 'Cr *num ass ano :hoer
ottencefis.

COST Ths coi-canr or, s tne eiggest :oen at 1-e
cost Your snore two!' or :amity coverage.
will on OPPUCtIkt each w0441 ooin your :ay.
citscit. Check amount wotn your Sucennsor

WHINPULL TIMIL
You are rivets for me Meornai Hiea 50 coy,
from your smoloyment :ate. ins you Men
have 3 t Gays in anion to sign uo. It you moot
to tabs the min atter your eligibility Cam. ycu
must submit satistactory evidence :f in
suraorlity.

PART TIME:
You greens:Vs:Dr:me Meciost Plan 2:nata
:for? 11;ta entsiovirent cale anc you :nen

'have 31 csys women to inn uo I' you Co
to Isle be Dian attor pouf Higonnoty Cate, C1.1

must SIJ:Mlf se.s!sc:tri suosnui of on.
suracil.ty

Tnp Iumen..esource Oscan...pm will contact
you when ycu :worn, *lit:, forme Plan. At
that:to'', a :octopi will be rent =you atollin
mg. in :mail me lOvarap to wnocn you Es
ernittro

3. Wo mist Health Maintenance Organisations (ChM
'n me Caortal Cistroct and PlP ool Syracuse. as an
anemati.e to G' :uc risom Insurance Porn

.4

LIP( INSURANCE
WHAT The C4frttalW Or0,041311 a Ws Insurance

Pcoocy to each ItirOlOytt.

COST There is no cost to you.

NOW MUCH The amount Ct fill insu. nca :ammo
is baud uoon your %mom earnings.
Ass your Visorvisor now n you
nave.

WHIN You will autunaticaily receive t
t 'nein 24 days atter your ern otnymer.t
date At Mat time you must designate a
Senelictary.

DISASILITY SINIFITS
Imilloyess (scoot TS 5)

WHAT The oerneany onoviem me bontehts
en a set44n44111041 basis under me NY
State (Nasality Seneht Plan.

COST The comaany is sod Insured and you
agcy only ton amount allow/Hi ay state
liar. This auesrs IS a 304 dockocuon
on your Paycheck.

NOW MUCH You art owl a *woody benefit us to
50% of your weeny salary for time lost
because of non-wers maied students
or Items's& us to 24 *asks.

CONDITIONS A. You must have seen employed for
four consecutive worm

I. ff.nelitf arc Sell srcknem or
accidents mat Occur OUta$4313 DI
wont. Sonority ars soviets 'or a
maximum :tined of .1.5 weeks in

$

Page 2

any 4onstcutive 52 wee( time
oencd

C. You rust be .1 for a :shoo cf al
ast lour 42rSatuttra days.

0 You ltUft :Mart 3 404:31 s sate
meet verily.ng nature of oilcan.

E. Alter ousidoestion MS been vitals-
Ihmeo, coverage wilt start 'rem Cay
one II).

NOTE: so:1cent' occur-r; unzar Wortors Conner.
won are not co .rst untie mos wan.

WORKIRS' COMPENSATION
Work rotates 114:14311PtS are comm. through State

amprimmi Workers' ComeitnistIon. Should you hem a
wort flaatell student. ycu must revert Mia IMMIPetale"
ly to your Suosomor so mat he necessary forms may
OP OIOCPSIOIL This is to ensure that you co not net
liming this worst.

JURY DUTY
If you receive a suomena for fury duty, you will

recent the efterence between your mutat waime ono
the sum swami for such services. The Company dots
not ask that you work any day that Me Wry Is to sessten
and you are oarticlshng.

1110111AMIMENT PAY

You are Nilo.. for 3 scneauled days' time on. with
cave la deems in your immediate tarns., Members of
Immo/Slate family ?newt*: moms.. lamer scow,
Irotner.stsurr.znuc-ennoron.r«. lather-rnlsw. ant
granomatne ;analatner res.oirg with you.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
8-4-3
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

IP
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS (Continued)

THE VIEW

The Price Chopper VIEW is the Corporate publica-
hon, mailed to each employee's WM It is published
regularly and contains chain information as well as
news from individual -units. We encourage you to
contribute your ideas, suggestions, questions and unit
news. ,

EDUCATION AID
A. The Company offers 75% rebate qn any approved

college course given at an accredited scnool.
WHOAny employee with two years' full-time

credited service.
HOWDiscuss your plans with your Supervisor

and then call the Human Resource Office for
details.

CORNEU. HOME STUDY
(Full Time A Part Time)
The-Corned Home Study Program is espeCially
designed for people-working in the supermarket,:
industry. It is presented by Cornell University
wnich provides you me materials to work at home
at your own speed. -
If you aril interested in enrolling, or should you
desire more infOrrnation, please call the Human
Resource Department. or speak to your Supervisor.

RETIREMENT BENEFIT
The Company has an established Pension Plan at

NO COST to you.

4.

page 3

WHOAny employee who has completed one full year
of ELIGIBLE service (minimum of 1000 hours)
and is over twenty -five years of age and under
sixty.

For details, ask to see cur Pension Plan Booklet.

ESBP

YOU CAN BE A STOCK HOLDER!
This Employe* Stock Bonus Plan Is a defe4ed

compensation plan that provides retirement income
for participants and their beneficiaries mainly in the
form of Company Stock. The Plan estibiishes a trust_
whose assets, all of which are contributed _dy The
Golub Corporation, will be invested primarily in
Company stock. The assets held in trust are for the
exclusive benefit of participants and their beneficiaries.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:

WHOFull and Part Time empihyres who are at least
25 years old and have worked 1,C00 hours cr
more in the prior calendar year.

LONGEVITY PROGRAM
At retirement, an employee whose service with the

Company exceeds 30 years, shall qualify for receiving
51,000 for EACH SUCCESSIVE YEAR worked be Ind
30 years of full-time service. This gift will be awarkled
over a five year period.
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Unit 8 The New Worker

Lesson 4 - A Closer Look at Your Paycheck and Benefits

Notei Some of this information is covered in Unit 7, Lesson 4. if
you covered it completely, review Sections A,'B, and C
quickly.

;
A. Begin the lesson with: "You may remember then we talked about

4e0.ding kto take a job that was offered, we mentioned benefits.
Let's take some time and review benefits which may be offered,
and what these benefits are. Remember a part-time or tempdtary
worker gets very few, or no benefits. An unskilled worker, even
if full-time and permanent does not always get benefits. It may
take you a few years to get a job with good benefits, but you
should know about them."

B. Have learners suggest benefits and list them on a flip chart.
The list should include the following plus any otheis which
seem appropriate:

1. Tips.

2. Uniform and tool allowances.

-3. Paid holidays.

4. Paid vacations.

5. Paid training or school tuition reimbursement.

6. Life Insurance/Death Benefits.

7. Retirement pensions (01d-age pensions that supplement Social
Security. You may wish to review Social Security benefits.)

8. Paid sick leave.

9. Free or reduced meal rates.

10. Discounts on company products (-eg.,G.E. employeei get discounts
or. G.E. goods, airline and railroad employees get reduced rate
transportation, stores often offer employee discounts, N.Y.
Telephone offers reduced phone rate service to employees, etc.)

. 11. Personal time. Some companies and government agencies permit an
employee a number of days off with pay to be used however she/he
wants.

12. Company cars, sometimes free gas.

13. Access to company owned properties such, as swimming pools or
summer.resort camps. (eg., State University of New York at Albany
has a camp in the Adirondacks and a pool that students and staff
can use.)

8-4-5
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14. Cut rate vacations an or travel and/or entertainment. Some-
times companies buy 1 rge blocks of tickets to sporting or
other events and offer them at reduced rates to employees.
The same sort of thing sometimes happens with vacation pack--
ages or charter travel arrangements. (eg., G.E. offers this
benefit), and sometimes the unions do the same, (eg., CSEA
has travel programs).

15% Free eye and hearing exams, free annual checkups. Health fac-
ilities especially offer free annual checkups to employees.
Some companies have a nurse or doctor on duty or available.

16. Free counseling. Some companies offer this service to their
employees.

17. Medical/Dental/Disability,Insurance. This is one of the most
Important kinds of insurance available to the modern worker:
Along with major advances in health care, you might say that
medical insurance is one of the things that has contributed
to longer lifespans in our time. The company usually pays
most or all of the policy. The employee usually pays only
a little of the cost, if she/he pays any of it at all. If
your company doesn't, offer medical insurance, it's a good idea
to take it cut on your own through a company like Blus Cross-
Blue Shield or Metropolitan Insurance Company. Medical care
is unbelievably expensive. Don't,depend on welfare to pay for
your medical care. It doesn't cover everything by a long-shot.

-18. Dues for unions, professiohal or other associations may be paid.

19. Free parking space may be available (in a city like New York
this is important).

20. Profit sharing, stock options, performance bonuses, or holiday
(Christmas) bonuses.

C. After listing these,or while listing then, you should describe what they
are, and discuss how these benefits impact on the worker. Explain:
"Many benefits are like a pay raise, because they save the worker
money, e.g. a paid holiday saves you from losing a day's pay when
your company is closed for a holiday; and paid health insurance
saves you the cost of the premium (define premium) each month.
Some benefits mean a cut in your take home pay, because you have
to pay for those benefits. These benefits are usually worth the
cost and end up saving you money, as we'll hear on a tape I'm.
going to play for you."

D. Continue: "Before ,I do that, let's review some important words
about benefits. Your boss will expect you to know what these
mean, and may not explain them'to you." Distribute the handout,
*Words About Benefits".

f. Read the directidns to the students.

2. Have.them complete it as a clz.ss discussion or have them each
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complete it individually and then discuss.

Note: If you wish, you can move this handout to Section A to help

introduce the lesson or to the end, 'as a wrap-up exercise for

the lesson. It seems to fit bestin the middle.

E. Company benefit policies

1. Distribute the sample company benefit policy, page 8-4-3 and
8-4-4. Have students review this and discuss. Explain that
this is part of a handbook given to all new employees (they,

saw another part of it in lesson 1 of this unit). State
that much of this information is technical and can be con-
fusing, so they should feel free to ask.qqtstiOhs.

2. After the discussion is completed, summarize with: "Before
I play the tape about benefits and paychecks, does anyone
have any questions about benefits?" Be sure to tell students:

a. "Not all companies offer the same benefits."

b. "All workers in a company may not get the same benefits.
Workers with senority, a higher revel job, or special
training often get more benefits than other workers. Part-
time workers often get less than full-time workers. So

before you get mad, ask questions."

c. "Benefits are also called 'fringe benefits' or sometimes,

just 'fringes'."

F. Introduce the tape Money, Money, MOney (World of Work Series 1

tape #9) with: "Now I'm going to play a tape .ihich discusses the
impact of benefits and taxes on your paycheck."

1. "It's payday and Arnie wakes up early.' Today's a great day

to go to work, he's going to get his first paycheck. He comes
in to work and looks around - no paychecks yet. He begins his

job and watches all day.. Finally around 3:00 someone comes
around with the pay. Arnie was told he would get $95.00 a

week. His paycheck only reads $71.00 ($24.00 short). Did

he get cheated? Let's listen to the tape." (If you don't
have this.tape, go on to the 'next lesson and have students
talk about the various deductions.)

2. Play the tape and then discuss it. These questions nay help
prompt a discussion; ask the students:

a. "How would you feel if you were the,one losing pay because

of these deductions?"

b. "Can deductions be avoided?"

c. "Was it Air that Arnie got more money taken out of his check

than his friend did?"
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d. "Will your paycheck be the same every week if you always work
the same hours?"

e. "Do the medical benefits sound like a gooddea 'even though
they cost money?"

G. Conclude with: "Tomorrow we're going to take a closer look at
your paycheck and what all those deductions are,."

H. Questions.and Answers.

J
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit 8

Lessbn 5

Lesson Overview

A Closer Look at Your Paycheck and Payroll Paperwork

To understand paychecks and deductions. To teach students
how to read a paycheck stub, figure out overtime, understand
taxes, and become aware of additional paperwork.

Equipment: None.

Activities

A. Introduce and discus
deductions (optional
arithmetic of pay-
check stubs)

Overtime

C. Questions and Answer

D. Pay periods

Vocabulary review

F. where do taxes and
Social Security de-
duc ns go:.?

G. Paperworkfor the
new worker

E. Questions and Answer

(Optional) Completing
an Income Tax form.

Time

15,minutes
(10-15 minutes)

5-15 minutes

2 minutes

5 minutes

10 minutes

5 minutes

5-15 minutes

2 minutes

15-25 minutes

8-5-1
t,

Resources/Materials

Handout "Paycheck Stubs" oage8-5-2
(Randout "Computer Goofepage
8-5-3)

Handout "Words About Pay," page
8-5-4, and "Pay Procedures
Sample, page 8-5-5

Handout W-4 form, page 8-5-6
through 8-5-9

41.5
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Computer Goofs

Rate ( peg Hrs. O.T. Hrs. iReg. O.T.

3.50 40 4 140.00! 21.00
1

Fed.Tax State Tax -City- Tax _FICA I Med . Ins

Gross Pay

161.00

Dues Total Dec Net Pay

16.10 5.25 9.61 10.50 6.50 48.01 I 102.99

tither Deductions

1. N.Y.Dis. $1.50 I 2. Health Ins. $25.30 3. Uniforms $10.00

Hours Earnings Taxes

Reg, O.T. Rate Reg. O.T. FIT Soc. Sec.I Other

25 I 6 4.00 120
.

30 20.10 9.00 I 8.75

Total Deductions Gross Pay Net Pay

74.65 150.00 75.35

Earnings:

Rate Hours Reg. Hours O.T. Reg. O.T. Gross I Net

1.00.. 40 10 160 60 220 165.65
1

i

Deductions:

FIT SIT FICA Dis Ins Dues Total

21.00 8.75 12.20 1.50 5.00 20.00 68.45

,T

8-5-3
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Name

WORDS ABOUT PAY

Directions: You may hear your boss use these words when talking abcut

your paycheck. What do they mean? Write the answer in the
blank space next to each word or term.

1. Pay period

2.I Gross:,.

3. Overtime:

4. Net:

5. Regular time:.

4. Deductions:-

7. FICA:

S. Time and a-half:

5. Double time:

10. Paycheck Stub:

11. Year to date total:

12. FIT:
../

13. SIT:

.

.

8'-5 -4

i-'

...__
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TAKEN FRONt "EMPLOYEE HANDBOOK"
PRICE CHOPPER SUPERMARKETS GOLUB CORPORATIC::

TIME STATUS A30 WHAT IT MEANS

TS 1 = Ft.:11-71mt 40 hours a week.
TS 2 = Fud-Time. 30 to 40 hours a week.
T3 3 3 Per, -T:me Stucent(College).

:ass than 20 hcurs a week.

TIMECARDS
In orcer to receive the amount of pay each week to

',Non you are enut!ea. you must complete your l'IME
CAR' each cay you work.

You will have a new time care each week. You must
punch In wnen going to work. puncn out 'omen leaving,
anc again for meals. On your last working cay you
must total uo the hours you nave worxea for the week
ana sign your name on the bottom of the care. No one
can ouncr. someone else's care. If you puncn one entry
over anctner. nava your Supervisor correct arc initial
the entry.

PREMIUM PAY
Premium pay .3 given to hourly emotoyees for

wcrk.rg between Pie night hours of 12:00 AM anc 6 AM.

PAY REYIEIN
Your salary will be reviewed automatically oy your

supervisor on sae anniversary of your hire. or the
anniversary of the date on which you were promoted.
Your performance will be discusses with you on an
ongoing oasis. in aaditicn. total corporate wage scales
will be reviewed annually, and it applicable. adjustments
will be mace.

YOUR PAYCHECX
You will receive a paycneck on Pricey for the

previous week s ncurs. (Store employees are paid by
Checxcasnaole only at the store.) Itachec to

y cur paycnecx will be a stuo. to keep. recorotrig the up
to cats redorc of your earnings ana ceauchons.

DEDUCTIONS REQUIRED SY LAW\
1. Fecierai Social Security
2. Federal Income Tax
3. State Resicent Income Tax

TS 4 = Part-Time. (General) less than 30 hours a week.
T3 5 = Part-Time Student (Hign Schooll,

less :man 30 hours a week.
T3 3 Temccrery Employee.

DEDUCTIONS AUTHORIZ!D BY
THE EMPLOYEE

You may take advantage of other decuctions oro-
video by the Company at certain ,times of :ne year.

Christmas savings
Beginning in November. any amount you would like

deducted may cc taken out. If you sign up fora full fifty
weeks. you will receive an additional amount acual to
two weeks at tne amount ceauctea. Bonus prizes will
also oe offered.

Vacation Savings
Works the same as Christmas. but begins ire

Government Bonds
Weekly cecuc::ons are authorizes oy employee

towares the purchase of Government Banos of various
spec:flea cenominations.

United Way
Can be deaucted for any amount the emc:oyee

wishes, ana oe givenvto the county .vnere :he
employee works.

THERE ARE OTHER VOLUNTARY CEOUCT!CNS.
ASK YOUR SUPERVISOR WHICH ONES YCU ARE
ELIGIBLE TO TAKE.

OVERTIME PAY ).
WHO any hourly employee will receive time aria one

nail his case rate of pay for ail flours workeo in
excess of 40 in any given week.
any nourty employee working Sur.cays cr noli-
days. regarcless of the hours workec curing
the weer. will receive time anc a nail his oase
rate of pay.

av

PAY. PROCEDURES

6-5-5



Perm 13-4
cosset 11711

Department of the Tressuryinternal Revenue ServIca'

Employee's Withholding Allowance Certificate
Print your full name )1. I Your social security number )1.

Address (including ZIP code) VI.

Marital status: Single 0 Mamed Married, but withhold at higher Singe rate
Note: If married. but legally secarated. or scouse is r nonresident alien check the single blocx

1 Total number of allowances you are claiming (from line F of the worksheet on page 2)
2 Additional amount, if any, you want deducted from each pay (if your employer agrees)
3 I claim exemption from withholding because (see instructions and check boxes below that apply):

a year I did not owe airy Federal income tax and had a rignt to a full refund of ALL income tax withheld, AND
b This year I do not axolotle owe any Federal Worm tax and expect to have a right to a full refund of All income tax withheld. If both

a and b apply, enter "EXEMPT" here
e If u entered "EXEMPT" on line 3b. are u a fulltime student? 0 Yes 0 ifs

Under the penalties of penury. I certify that I am entitled to the num:Nr of withholding snows*** ClaiMed in this certificate, or if maiming soemetion
from withholding, that I am entitled to claim the exempt status.

Enscdovews signature P. Our en . 19
Inspsoyer's name and seeress (including ZIP cep) VON Dottilui's usli ONLY) I Employer identiicotwn number

A Give the top part of this form t

Purpose..
The law mown that you complete Form W-4 so

that your employer can withhold Federal income tax
from your oar. Your Form W-1 will remain in effect
until you change it, or. if you entered "EXEMPT" on
line 30 aoove. until April 30 of next year. fly claim-
ing the number of withholding allowances you are
entitled to..you can fit the amount of tax withheld
from your wages to your estimated tax liability.

Introduction
If you got a large refund last year. you may be

having too mucn tax withheld. If so. you may want to
increase the number of your allowances by claiming
any other allowances you are entitled to on line 1 of
Form N-1. The kinds of allowancei, and how to fig.
ure them. are explained in detail in the linery-line
instructions below.

II you owed a large amount of tax last year, you
may not be having enough tax withheld. II so. you
can claim fewer allowances on line 1, or ask that an
additional amount be withheld on line 2. or both.

If the number of withholding allowances that you
are entitled to decreases. you must file a new Form
W-1 with your employer within 10 days from the
date of the change.

,you qualify, you can claim exemption from
withhoiding.on line 3b of Form W-4.

The lineOy4ine instructions below explain how
to fill in Form iv-4. Publication 505. Tax Withhoid
ing and Estimated Tax. contains more informatun
on withholding. You can get it from any Internal
Revenue Service otli-a.

For more information about who qualifies as your
de:indent. what deductions you can take, and what
tax crecits you oualify far. see the Form 1040 In.
structons or call any Internal Revenue Service
orrice.'

Line8y.line Instructions
Fill in the identifying information at the too of

the form. If you are married and want tax withheld
at the regular rate for married persons, check the
"Married- Pox. If you are :named and want tax with.
Mid at the higher Single rate (because both you
and your spouse work, for example), check the box
"Married. but wit,ihold at higher Single rate."

Line 1 of Form W-4
Total number of allowances. --Use the

Workiheet on page 2 to figure all of your
allowances. Eaph kind of allowance you
may claim is explained below and is 'dem
tified by the letter that corresponds to the
line for that allowance on the Worksheet.

A. Personal allowances.You can claim
the following personal allowances:

Detach alone this line

o your employer; keep the lower part for your records and information

1 for yourself.
1 if you are 65 or older, and
1 if you are blind.

If you are married end your spouse
either does not work or is not claiming his
of her allowances on a separate Form W-4,
you may also claim the following allow.
once*:

1 for your sedum
1 if your spouse is 65 or older, and
1 if your spouse is blind.

If you are single and hold more than one
job, you may not claim the same allow
antes with more than one employer.at the
same time. If-you are married and both
you and your spouse are employed, you
fTliV not both claim the same allowances
with both of your employers at the same
time.

Enter your total personal allowances on
line A of the Worksheet.

nee Ti have the highest amount of tax with.
hard, claim "0" personal allowances in Imo 1.

8. Special withholding allowance.
You can claim the special withholding al
lowance only if you are single and have one
job or you are married. have one job, and
your spouse does not work.

If you can claim the special withholding
allowance, enter "1" cn line 13 of the Work-
sheet

Hetet Use the soeclal withholding allowance
only la figure your withholding um po not slam
It yawn you hie your tag return.

C. Allowances for dependents.You
may claim one allowance for each depend.
ent you van be able to claim on your Fed
eral income tax return. Enter on line C of
the Worksheet the total number of allow.
an :es you can claim for dependents.

D. Allowances for estimated tax creel
Its. If you expect to be able to take the
earned income credit, credit for child and
deoendent care expenses. credit for the
elderly, or residential energy credit, these
credits may lower your tax. To avoid having
too much withheld, you may claim extra
allowances for these tax credits on line
of the Worksheet.

To enter the proper figure on line D of
the Worksheet. you will have to use the
"Tax Credit Table for Figuring Your With.
holding Allowances" on the top of page 2.

Hike: De net claim allowances for your earnest
Income credit if you are Mewing advance par
mint el it.

A
E. Allowances for estimated itemized de-

ductions and alimony.- -If you expect to
itemize your deductions or pay alimony
during the year (or both). you may want to
claim additional withholding allowances so
you will have less tax withheld.

See Schedule A (Form 1040) to find out
what deductions you can take and to esti.
mate the amount of your ceouctions.

setae If you are paying alimony but net
itemize deductions. enter your OS Innate of ale.
moiy payments for :he year on lines El and 0
tenter "0" en line E::. Divas* the amount on line
E3 by 51.500. and enter she rasidt nr hens EA of
the Worksneer. Round-off any traction to feu
n sssss t *Mole numosr.

Line 2 of Form W-4
Additional amount. if any, you want de-

ducted from each pay.If you are not
having enough tax withheld from your pay,
you may asx your employer to withhold
more by filling in an additional amount on
line 2.

Often. married couples. both of whom
are working, and single persons with two
or More jobs. will need to have additional

lax withheld.
Estimate the amount by which you will

be underwithheld and divide that amount
by the nurneer of pay periods in the year.
Enter the additional amount you want with.
held each pay period on line 2.

Line 3 of Form W-4
Exemption from withholding.You can

claim exemption from withholding only if
last year you did net owe any Federal in-
come tax and had a right to a refund of all
income tax withheld, and this year you co
not expect to owe any Federal income tax
and expect to have a nght to a refund of all
income tax withheld.

It you duality check boxes 3a and b.
write 'EXEMPT" on line 3b and answer
Yes or No to the question on line 3c.

If you want to claim exemption from
withholding next year, you must file a new
Form W-4 with your employer on or before
April 30 of next year. If you are not having
Federal income tax withheld this year, but
expect to have a tax liability next year, the
law requires you to give your employer a
new Form W-4 by December 1.

If you are covered by the Federal Insure
once Contributions Act, your employer
must withhold social security tax from your
Day.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
8-5-6
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Form Vi-d (Rev. :am Par/. 2

Tax Credit Table for Figuring Your Withholding AllowancesSee Example Belo ,v
owances > I 0 I 1 I

stimated
salaries And
wages from
all sources: Under At

least

Single Employees

But kssi
than

5.000-15.000 250 250 , , 500
Under 35.000 No additional allowances i

15.001-25.000 350 350' '/00 '
25.001-35 000 550 550 950

Head of Household Employees

2 I 3 I 4 5 I 6

If the amount of estimated tax credits is:

At But less
least than

At But less I At But less' At But less' Al But lessI

least than least than least than least than.

500 700
700.' 1,000
950 or more

. 7C0 . 900'
l',000'Or morn

900 or more

7 ..,....t

...

..a,.......-......rwe.a.m.....,.. .._
r"P"..1 ........-.... . _...........

Under 55.000 I NW/additional allowancios
5.000-20.000 150 150 4co

20.001-35.000 1 I locr
35 001-45 COO 450 450 850

400 650' I- 650
300. 630 .. 6E0
850 or more

900
1,000.

I 900 or more
1,000 or more

,:,.._: ,, ______ ..... _____::.
-:..____ ......

Married Employees (When Spouse is Not Employed)
Under 38 oc2, tio additional allowances .

200 200 350 350 500 50e
I

700 L 700 8008.000-15.0C

25.001-35.000 300 300 650 650 950 950 or more
35 C01-45 COO 650 650 1.050' 1.050 or mote_

15.001-25.000 250 250 500 _ 500 700 700 950 950 cr mere

Married Employees (When Both Spouses are Employed)Pan, I
Under S8 COO No additional allowances I

8.000-15 COO 250 I 250 400 400 450 .450 armor. I

100 950-I 950 or more
....._...... ......... .......-.---......

m.o. we..

15.001-25 COO 550 550 800 800 950 950 ormore 1 I T.
Example: A taxpayer who enacts to file a Federal income tax return as a single person estimates annual wages of S12.000 and tax

credits of $650. The taxpayer uses Part I for singiemployets. The $12,000 falls in the wage bracket of 55.000 to $15,600
in the left column. Reading in the shaded area to the eight. $650 falls within the estimated tax credits bracket of At least
5i50 But :es: than 7C0. Looking to the top of the column, the taxpayer finds that 2 allowances are permitted. The taxpayer
enters "2" on line 0 of the Worksheet below.

Worksheet to Figure Your Withholding Allowances to be Entered on Line 1 of Form W-4
(Letters on this worksheet are keyed to the letters in the Unebyline instructions on page 1)

Personal allowances r
10-

9 Special withnolding allowance (not to exceed 1 allowancesee instructions on page 1)
C Allowances for ,dependents 10-

D Allowances for estimated tax credits (from Tax Credit Table for Fgunng Your Withholding Allowances, above):
1 Find your filing status under Part I, II, III, or IV of the table.
2 Under your filing status, find your estimated salaries and wages in the left cohlmn.
3 Read the shaded amounts across to the right until you get to the amount of your estimated Lix credits.
4 At the top of that column is the number of allowances you may take for your estimated tax credits. Enter the

number of allowances

E Allowances for estimated itemized deductions and alimony:
1 Enter the amount of your estimated itemized deductions, including alimony paymehts,

for the year 1 3

2 Find your total estimated salaries and wages amount in tloN left column ofthe table be-
low. Redd across to the right and enter tne amount from the column that applies to you.
Enter that amount here (if claiming only alimony payments on line El, enter "0" on line

'1E2) 10-

Estimated salaries
and wages from

all sources:

Under 510.000
10.000-30.00
30.001-10.000

Over 340.000:

' Single
Employees

(only one lob)

. . $2.200

. . 2.800 .

. . 3.500 ..
15% of estimated

t salaries and wages

Married Employees
(one :come working

and one job only)

.. 53.900.. 3.900
3.900

113% of estimated
l salaries and wages

Employees with more than
one job or Married Emplorees

with both spouses working

34.000
5100
8.000

23% of estimated
l salaries and wages

3 Subtract line E2 t :om line El
.9/ A

3 S

S

A

B

C

;
i. ;-,

4 OvIde tfle amount on line E3 by $1.000 (round off fractions to the nearest whole number) Enter here .

F Total (add lines A through El. Enter total here and on line 1, of Form W-1

0

E

F

Privacy Act of 1974
The lririal Revenue Code requires em

loyees to Out and give their employers
a signed eithhoiding allowance certificate
that srows the number of withholding
allowances an emotoiee claims (section
3402((k1Z)(Ak and its regulations). You are
also required to your social security
number 'or proper identification and moo-

essing (section 6109 and its regulations).
If you do not fill out a withholding a:

lowance certificate, you will be treated as
a single person who'claims no withhold-
ing allowances (sections 3402(1) and
3401(e)).

The main use of this information is to
carry out the internal evenue laws of the
United States. Routine uses of the infor-
mation include giving it to the Department

of Justice if they need it in connect.on r th
civil cr criminal litigation, and to the States
and District of Columbia for use in admin-
istering their tax laws.

At the time this form was printed. regu
lat:ons were proposed Which would require
employers to send the IRS copies of cer-
tam Forms W-4.

w U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFF icb 1511-313413 Sa.,:uoi !to
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IT- 2104,7, 79)
New York State Desartment
Si Ts Ronda and Finance

New York State- and City of New York

Employee's WithhOlding Exemption Certificate

EMPLOYEE You must file a New York ,certificate if any one of the following apply.

1) You claimed withholding allowances Far any Federal credits on Federal Form W-4.

2) You choose to claim a lesser amount of NY State exemptions than claimed on Federal Form W.4.
4/#

3) You wish to claim fewer withholding allowances for itemized deductions here than en your Federal Form W.4

to avoid underwithholding. The number of withholding allowances claimed for the NY itemized deduction mcy

not exceed the number claimed for Federal itemised deductions on your Federal Form W.4.

4) You wish to claim additional withholding allowances based on NY Stat. credittand/or the NY Stele
deduction or PASS plan.

To claim exemption from :loth New York State and City of New York personal income taxes if under 18, or under

25 years of age and a student, or if your NY adjusted gross income does not exceed 52,500 and you are single,

or 35,000 if you are"othersthan single, file Form IT 2104E with your employer.

EMPLOYER - Keep exemption certificates with your records. If the employee is believed to have claimed too many

exemptions, notify the Director, Procesising Division, NY State Department of Taxation and Finance, The State

Campus, Albany, New York 12227.

tuition

SCH101:DULE A

COMPUTE YOUR TOTAL STATE WITHHOLDING EXEMPTIONS HERE

1)-Exemption for yourself - enter 1 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 114*

2) Exemption for your wife (husband) - enter OOOOOOO

3) Exemption for your ego - if 65 er ever - enter 1

4) Exemption for your wife's (husband's) 'ego - if 65 er ever - enter I...... O.. M. SO 00 00 00

5) Exemption for blindness (yourself) infer ...........
.... .....

6) Exemption for blindness (wife or husband) - enter LA, 00 GOO SO

7) Exemption(s) fer dependent(s) -enter the number of suds exemptions cloirned. Do net include yeueself fir your spouse.

I) Special withholding ellewanco if cleirnvl en Federal Fenn W -4 -enter 1.............. .. .....

9) Allowence(s) for NY State credits (see pogo ................. ............... ..... .....

10) Allowance for NY Stete tuition deduction or PASS plan (see pogo 2) --- --
11) Allowance(s) for itemised deductions-claimed en Federal Fenn W-A.:(see instruction 3 above).-

12) Total - add lines 1 through 11 end inter hare end en Citetificate below

This certificate is for income tax withholding purposes enly.77

IT-2104 (7/79)
New York Slate Department
of Taxation and Finance

Employee's Withholding Exemption Certificate
NEW YORK STATE & CITY-OF NEW YORK RESIDENT PERSONAL INCOME TAX

TYPE OR PRINT YOUR FULL NAME
.0

TOW' SOCIAL Sit t17Y NUMiloa

prOME AGGRESS .Numcor and *mot or rural route' APT. NO.

CITY. VILLAGE. POST OFFIra STATE ZIP C30E

MARITAL STATUS

SINGLE 0 MARRIED tit married

but legally socersted.check single box.%

1 Total ournaer of exemptions. allaWances you are claiming for New Yolk State from Schedu line 12
1

2 bubrroct lowences for State Credits from Sehodul* A, line 9 1

0

3 Total gumbor of exemptions for City, of New York

, 4 Additioncl withholding per soy period unsieregrosinent with employer for New York State S

IS
5 Additional withholding per arty period under agreement with employer for City' of New York

I CVZ7.7V that trso :lumber oillithholding exemptions daLmod on this comfiest, does not exceed the numtr: to much I am castled.

(Date).-BEST-COPY-AVAIUdir
(Signed)
8D-8
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IT-2104 (7, 79) NEW YORK STATE.CREDITS

Check (I) an. or more boxes if you are entitled to the following -credits:

El

11
11

Page 2

Child Cart Credit is 20% of your Federal child care credit and may riot exceed 580 if one dependent, or
51u0 if more than one dependent, or the tax due on your return after subtracting any resident credit ar
accumulation distribution credit.

.2 Household Credit - is based on your household gross income which is your Total New York lncoire plus
any amount of Minimum Taxable Income. (See Forms IT-220 and IT-220-1 for description of items of :cx
preference and the'minimum intern: tax on them.)

, Real P1130110V Tax Credit-is based on "household gross income" which is the total Federal cdiusted gross
income of all members of the household plus the additions to it that are required to be made on line 2
of the NY State return plus income from other sources such as social security, pensions and annuities,
disability benefits, unemployment insurance and other income described on Form IT-214-1.

The Real Property Tax Credit is .30r, of excess real property taxes. Generally, the maximum amount of this
credit is 5200 in the Case of an individual who is 65 years of age or older and 520 for anyone under age 63.

You may claim one additional withholding allowance for each box checked. Enter :he total number of boxes checked
on pail* 1, Schedule A, line 9 .

NEW YORK STATE TUITION DEDUCTION OR PASS PLAN

Tuiion Deduction: Cne-half of the tuition paid for a dependent attending a college in NY State may be deducted
from Federal adjusted gross income. The maximum tuition deduction is 51,000.

PASS Plan; Amounts contributed to a higher education fund for tuition and certain other college costs for your
eligible dependents maybe deducted from Federal adjusted gross income. The maximum deduction is S750 a year
for each eligible dependent.

You may claim only one additional withholding allowance on page 1, Schedule A, line 10 if you are entitled to claim
either or both of these deductions.

AVOID OVERWITHHOLDING OR UNDERWITHHOLDING

Do not claim more than the correct number of exemptions. If you expect to owe pore income tax than will be withheld,
a smaller number of exemptions may be claimed. You may also request that your employer withhold additional amounts.

8-5-9
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A
Unit 8 - The New Worker

0
Lesson 5 - A Closer Look at Your Paycheck and Payroll Paperwork.,

A. Briefly review the discussidn from the previous lesson about the
tape, "Money, Money, Money". Define the word_ deductions and state:
"It's a law that employers have to deduct (take out) money from
your paycheck for taxes and Social Security payments. Sometimes
it's the company and/or union policy to take money out to pay for
other benefits. Sometimes you may have the choice to have money
deducted to pay for certain benefits. It can be surprising how
small your take-home pay can get. You may want to check this out
before you take a job. Ask your boss what deductions are taken out
automatically, besides taxes and social security. Some benefits
m_y be taken out only once a month, so not all yOur paychecks will
be the same! Also, your hours may change each week, and this will
affect your pay."

1. Ask students: "Is there any way you can tell how much money
was taken out for each item, and how much you earned for the
pay period." If they are not familiar with paycheck stubs,
explain; With each paycheck comes a stub that lists all the
deductions froM that paycheck, and often has a summary of
taxes taken out forthe year."

2. State: "Stubs come in all shaPes,and sizes, and I have some
samples for you to look at." Distribute the handout "PaycLee:
Stubs" (page 8-5-2). Review with the students the words and
abbreviations on the forms. Note that these may differ from
company to company.

3. "As Arnie found out on the tape,his boss is very generous. He
paid for Arnie's federal and state taxes, Social Security pay-
ment and Arnie's health insurnace...all out of Arnie's chech!
Let's,take a look at how you can find out what you earned and
what you take home:

a. "The amount of money you earned is called your cross pay.
For Arnie that was $95. a week. If you made $4.00 per *r.)ur
and work 20 hours per week, your gross pay is how much? (Have
students work this out.)

b.. "The amount of money ycu take home is called your net pay.
This is what is left of your gross pay after all TEi deduc-
tions are taken out. For Arnie, his net pay was $71.00.
Out of your $80 gross pay you can expect to lose around
$20. You'll 'lose' more if you have additionma benefits
you pay for such as union dues,'lift insurance, or a savings
plan. It takes,a skilled bookkeeper to work it out exactly,
but your boss can usually give you an idea of what your net
pay will be when she/he hires you."

c. (Optional) Have students work out the arithmetic for the pay
stubs. The handout "Computer Goofs" (page 8-5-3) has pay
stubs with errors. Have students check these to find the
errors. Bookkeepers and computers can make mistakes. Tell

8-5-10
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C. studenta that they should report all errors immediately,
even if the error is 'n it "faYor" (explain this term if
necessary). The -co keeper will trobf.bly catch the mis-
take eventually and then the worker has to return the money.
The worker locks bad if she/he is "caught" instead of repo:-
ing it right away.'

B. .tnzinue with: "There's one °the to figuring cut how
much your boss owes you." (If students have good math skills
discuss steps 1 and 2, if not, skip down to the discussion
about overtime, 43.)

If you get $4. per hour and

a. Work 20 hours per week you gross how much? ($180)
b. Work 40 hours perweek? ($160)
c. Work 50 hours per week? ($220, not $200)

2. "Can anyone guess why you earn $220 when you work 50 hours?"

3. "Has anyone heard cf Overtime or O.' ?" Does anyone know what
it means?"(It was mentioned in "Money, Money, Money".) The
discussion should include:

a. "Overtime is wren you work more than'40 hours per week ar..d/on,-._.
-more-than eight hours per day; not necessarily when you work
more than you were scheduled to, e.c.7-you are scheduled to
work 20 hours and you work 30, that's not overtime."

"When you work overtime you generally get paid at a higher.
rate. You may get 'time and a-half.' This means you get
lh times your'normal rate of pay, or your normal raze of
pay plus h your normal rate. (See why you should learn your
fractions?) Sometimes you get double or triple time, but
that's usually for working on holiaays, . Overtime rates
are set by your company; it's a company policy, but it must
be at least time and a- half." 2

P

c. (Optional) You may wish to have students practice calculating
overtime pay. Tell them the company's policy and give them
a worker's schedule for a week. save them calculate the
gross pay for regular time and overtime. If you want to
limit the arithmetic, you can have them count the number of
hours worked regular time and the number worked overtime.
Two sample-ichedules could be:

2,Most companies which have more than a few employees are governed

by federal labor laws. The federal laws require an employee to

earn one-and-one-half times their hourly rate for overtime. State

and federal laws differ. Some small companies are covered by

state laws. State laws do require amployees.onminimum wage to

earn one-and-one-half times forovertible. For employees who earn
more than minimum wage the state, ruling is different. Before you

cover this section, contact your local state and federal Department
of Labor, Labor Law Standards Office.,

,8-5-11
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C.

1) Monday: 8 hours-
Tuesday: 7 hours
Wednesday: 10 hours
Thursday: off
Friday: off
Saturday:10 hours
Sunday: off

2) Thursday: off
Friday: 8 hours
Saturday: 7 hours
Sunday: 7 hours
Mclaay: 8 hours
Tuesday: 8 hours

- Wednesday: 8 hours

Be sure to point out: "Not all paychecks are based on Monday

d. through Friday; some go Thursday through Wednesday. This
is important in deciding Whether you worked more than 40
hours in the week; be sure you.know when the week starts
and ends at your coiapany." Also, point out that o;ten
the regular work week includes working on Saturday and/or
Sunday with no extra pay.

e. "When you work overtime and earn $30 extra, how much extra
shows up in your paycheck? Taxes are taken out of this

`also, so you may end up with only $20 extra."

"Any questions at this point?"

P. Say: "There is one other important point about paychecks.
When do you get them?" Have the students try to answer this.
The discussi9n should include:

1. "some companies pay once a week, some pay one every two weeks,
some pay twicea month. This is called the company's pay per-
iod. Each company is different. In fact, in some companiss:
some workers in the company get paid on a differedt schedule
from other workers in the same company!"

3. "Your first paycheck may take awhile to get to you. It takes
time for the bookkeeper to, get the time card7-add it up,
figure out the deductions, process the check and get it to
you. Most.companies 'hold back) your pay a week or two.
This means you get your pay a week or two after you 'earned'
it. You're not getting cheated, the week or two delay is
the time it takes to procesi-your check. This means that
when you leave the company, you'll get your last check a
week or two after yout- last day of work."

3. "After your first check, you'll get paid on a regular schedule;
,but each check will be for the previous week."

z. Tell the students: "To review some of the words we have learned,
I have another vocabulary handout for you to complete."
tribute the "Words About Pay" handout (page 8-5-4).

1. Read the directions to the class.

2. Have the students complete the handout and discuss.

Note: You can also move this handout up to Section A and Use it
as a lesson introduction, or move it to the tnd of the
lesson if you think that would be helpful.

8-5-12
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3. You may wish to distribute and discuss the sample "Pay
Procedures" excerpt from Price Chopper's 'Employee Hand'zook,
page 8-5-5'.

F. State "We've been talking about taxes and Social Security
deductions. Where does this money go? What do you get out of it?"

1. DisCuss federal, state, and local income taxes. Explain what
they are for. Note that they are different from other taxes
students may have heard of: property taxers, school taxes,
sales tax, business taxes, etc., but they all go to support
a government.

2, Discuss,Soclal Security benefits.

a. "The retirement pension is the biggest benefit. What does that
mean? Regular monthly payments from when you become ell':
ible until you die. How much you get depends on hcw lon5
you worked, how much .you earned, and how old you are when
you retire.

b. Other benefits tnclude monthly payments to children undsr
18 (until they turn 18) if their-working parent dies; and
workers who become permanently disabled due to an accident
or. illness."

C. Continue with: "i%11 these deductions How does an employer
know which you want and how much to deduct, for taxes (rememher
this differt depending upon the number of your dependents -
Money, Money, Money tape). You tell him/her of course, by
filling out more forms. Let's get back to you as the new worker
We discussed some things you have to do on your first day and
during the first few days. One thing we left out is more paper-
work:"

1. Explain that: "Everyone has to fill out a W-4 form, usually
the first day on the job. This is a complex looking form
with complicatAd instructions that is actually quite easy
to complete. We'll go over it row, but when you have to do
it at your new job, ask for help if you need it.- Thisform
tells the ookkeeper how much to withhold in taxes, based
on what thgovernment has set up." Distribute a sample
W-4 form (page_8-5-5) and review it with the students.
Define the terms used and go over the directions with the

A students. Note that NY State also has a tax form (page 8-5-7).

2. Continue with: "You may also have to complete some.payroll in-
0 formation, such as filling out a timesheet or time oard. Every

company has their own form. Ask for help if you need it.
Most new workers ask for help; those that don't often do it wrong.
Read it carefully and.follow directions."

3. "This may be the time you.decide on which optional benefits
you would like. They usually require a shprt application
for each benefit you choose. You...may also be asked to en-
roll in a union. This requires another application."

8-5-13
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4. "There may be other required company paperwork: signing out
for tools or uniforms; answering application questions
were illegal before you were hired, but are legal now,(your
age, if you are married, who to'contact in emergencies, etc..);
and so on. Be patient, you only'have to do it once, if you
do it right."

?"\

5. "For all of these, youyill need your name, address, and
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER! 'Bring it with you."

H. Questions and Answers.

T. (Optional) You may wish to have students learn how to complete
an income tax form. You can request up-to-date forms and.in-
struction books from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service and
State Department of Taxation. Whether or not you do this ex-
ercise, this may be a good time to clarify what it means when
someone says part-time or summer workers usually "get their
taxes back".

1. Ask students if they have ever heard that expressiim.

2. Explain that it means: "If you earn less than a set amount
of money in an entire year, you do not have to pay any incorn
tax on the money you earned. That amount changes every year;
for 1981 it was $3,300."

3. Tell the students: "Workers earning less than that amount
have two choices:

a. They can fill out a special W-4 form (W-4E). and their em- *

ployer will not withhold (deduct) any income taxes; or

b. They can fill out-a regular W-4 and get all their taxes
back when they file a return."

4. Emphasize that this does not a oly to all deductions; only
to income taxes. The Social ecurity tax and all other de-
ducEraiiiare not returned, no matter how much or how litt14
someone earns.

4
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Title:

Purpose:

Unit 8

Lesson 6

Lesson Overview

Labor Unions.

To acquaint students with the history, purpose and process
of labor unions.

Equipment:' Audio tape player (optional)

Activities

A. What is a labor
union?

B. Why did unions come
about?

d -C. What has been the im-
/ pact of labor unions

and how do they do
what they do?

D. Collective bargaining

E. Why people do or do
not join labor unions

F. Open and Closed shops

G, Dues.

H. The employer's per-
spectivs

I. Union's impact on the
world of work

J. le future of .unions

K, Employee Associations

L. (Optional) Audio tape

M. Questions and An-
swers

Time

5-10 minutes

5 minutes

10 minutes

3 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

-2 minutes

3 minutes

5 minutes

2 Minutes

3 minutes

15 minutes

2 minutes

8-6-1

Resources/Materials

Audio tape - "Unions and Employee
Associations" (World of Work
Series 3, tape 49)
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Unit 8 - The New Worker

Lesson 6 - Labor, gnions

Note: You may decide that a portion or portions of the information
presented in this.. lesson is not appropriate for the youth in
your group., If you feel this is the case, feel free to skip
over that portion of the lesson ,(especially sections D, I and J).

A. Introdude the lesson by asking: "What is a union?" Accept
appropriate responses and note on a flip chart. Make sure to
include the following points:

1. "A union is a group of workers who get together to get good
wages and working conditions from their employers. With
all the workers acting together, they feel they have a better
chance to get what they want."

12. "A union is usually a group of workers who do the same
kind of work. Usually they all work in a cfrtain industry.
Unions are found mainly in areas of large industry and bus-
iness. This includes people working in mines, factories,
transnortation, and in toe making of clothes. This is why
you have such unions as the Electrical Workers Union, the
United Mine Workers Union,and,the Amalgamated Clothing Workers
of America."

3. ",Unions have small groups in each city called locals.- They
are branches of the national-union. Locals represent union
members in their area. Some large companies employ a large
number of union members, and sometimes the union forms a
local just for one company. Each local elects officers
just like the union does. In a large company, each depart-
ment or section may have its own union representative, us-
ually called a Shop Steward."

4. After the students respond to the question: "What is a union?"
Discuss unions briefly. Ask students whether they think
unions make sense from a worker's stand point. Ask them if
they know of anyone who is in a union and what the union mem-
ber may have told them. Ask them to name unions other than
those listed in #2 above.

5. Unions are often in the news. Bring in newspaper clippings
or magazine articles and have students read and discuss the
issues. Occasionally a television show or news program may
address unions. Have students watch it and use that in the
discussion.

B. Ask students why they think some workers felt that unions were
necessary. Answer should include:

1. "When large factories first got going in the late 1800's
workers were often paid low wages and forced to work 12 to
14 hours a day."

8-6-2
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2. "Many jobs were unsafe; accidents happened often."

3. "Working conditions were not healthy and many_workers became
seriously ill."

4. "Employers did not want to fix those problems because it
would cost them more money. Individually workers had no
power, so they got together in a large group so they would
have more influence with the company's owners."

C. Ask students: "How have unions helped workers? What have they
changed?" You may wish to divide the answers into two groups:
how unions help individual workers and how they help groups of
workers. List their answers on a flip vhart. Be sure to include
the following information:

1: Ror groups of workers, unions have:

a. "Improved safe working conditions by making sure all dan-
aerous machines have safety devicas, and that workers are
protected from dangerous health situations."

b. "Reduced the work week to 40 hours or less. Anyone work-
ing more than 40 hours now gets extra pay for overtime."

c. "Provided better pay and fringe benefits."

d. "Tried to improve job security by trying to stop employers
from laying off workers."

2. "Today, unions try to get other changes, too."

'Tor example, at some jobs, a worker needs time to wash
after his job. The union tries to get the employer to give
the worker time for this at the end of the day, as part of
the paid work day."

b. "In some factories, workers complain that they are bored
with their jobs. The union might try to get the employer
to do something about this problem. For example, the
union might suggest that the employer change the workers'
jobs every three months. This would mean that a factory
worker would still work in the factory but would do dif-
ferent jobs."

a.

c. "In other work places, the union might decide that the em-
ployer is giving the workers too much to do. The union
might try to .get the employer to hire more workers or to
even- out the work load in some other way."

d. _-_"Unions can help groups of workers in other ways."

8-6-3
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3. For individual workers, unions can help solve:

a."Problems with the boss or with another co-worker':

b. "Personal problems -unions sometimes offer counseling or
referrals to help solve your, personal problems that are
interfering with your performance at work"

4. 'now do unions do all of this?"

a. "First, the union's representatives talk with the employer
and try to solve any disagreements."

b. "If you have a problem, talk to the union representative
(Shop Steward), not just any union member. The represent-
ative knows the laws and company policies. She/he can
tell you whether or not you have a legitimate complaint.
Don't tell the boss the union's going to go after him,
until you check With the union. They may not agree with
you."

c. "If the employer doesn't reach an agreement with the unionj
especially regarding company-wide issues such as pay, pol-
icies, or benefits, the union can:

' 1) "Call a strike. This means all union members who work
at that company refuse to go to work until an agreement
is reached."

2) "Picket the company. This means workers walk around in
front of the company carrying signs that tell people
that this company is unfair to its workers."

3) "Ask other unions to 'honor' the strike or picket lines.
This means that other unions` will not go into the com-
pany building (won't cross the picket line), won't handle
or transport the company's goods, or won't buy the com-
pany's products (boycott)."

d. "these are powerful tools:' Have students discuss the impact
of each of thes approaches.

5. Ask: "Is all this legal?"

a. "Unions are legal. Congress passed the National Labor
Relations Act in 1935. It' is also called the Wagner Act.
This law said employees have the right to join a union.
These employees have a right to pick members of their
union to make agreements with the employer. These are
the agreements that decide wages and working conditions."

b. "Strikes, picketing, and boycotts are also legal, except
for government employees, such as: the police, fire fight-
ers, teachers and most other federal, state, and local
government workers. An employer is not allowed to punish
a worker who partidipates in a legal strike. Illegal
(government) strikers can be fined or. fired. Government
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workers do go on strike; they are usually fined, but not
fired. This is because it would be too hard to replace
all the union workers at>once. That is the power of
unions; they usually represent the majority of a certain
kind of worker in a company.

One big exception was in the summer of 1981 when the air
traffic controllers went on strike. President Reagan,
their boss, fired them. This caused probliims with air
travel, but the President felt it was important to enforce
the laws. Each union member had to make their own decision
to go back to work or risk being fired. Nearly all of
them stayed on strike and were fired." (You may wish to
bring this story up to date for the students, and/or you
may wish to bring in more current examples of government
employees on strike.)

S
6. Ask students: "How do strikes get started? Does everyone

have to go on strike?" Be sure the following points are
discussed:

a. All union members vote on whether or not to strike. The
majority, not the union officials, make the decision.

b. If a strike vote is passed, the employer is usually given
a week or so to meet the union's demands. If she/he doesn't
meet those by the Strike deadline, the union goes on strike.

c. Each worker can decide whether to honor the strike or go
to work. Union members on strike may get angry with those
'that 'go to work, but legally each worker, whether in the
union or not, gets to make his/her own decision.

D. State: "You may have heard of 'collective bargaining'. What
does it mean?"

1. Explain collective bargaining as follows:

a. "It is easier to understand if we start with a single worker.
Suppose he asked his boss for a raise. The boss may give
him a raise, or he. may not give it to him. The boss knows
that if he does not give the raise, the worker might quit
his job. This doesn't worry the boss too much. He can
always hire another worker. The worker might not quit
anyhow."

b. "In collective bargaining, all the workers speak to their
employer at one time about wages or working conditions.
Of course, it is impossible for all workers of a large
company to speak to the employer at once. So they choose
union members who will talk to the employer for them.
These elected leaders speak for the workers.
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They represent the workers. The employer knows that these
union leaders represent all the workers. The workers could
number in the hundreds or tt)ousands.

C. "An employer may not listen-to the request of a single
worker. But, he will probably listen when all workers
speak to him through their representatives."

d. "The purpose of coalective bargaining is to get a union
contract. This contract is in writing. It covers t4ngs
like wages, holidays, sick pay, working conditions, and
pensions."

e. "Sometimes the employer and the union agree quickly. Both
sides are satisfied. But when both sides can't agree,
they sometimes have to call in a person called a mediator.
She/he acts as a referee."

1) "The mediator is not on the side of the employer or on
the side of the union. She/he is neutral, and tries
to get the..two sides to agree. She/he studies the dis-
agreements, and tries to work out a.solution that both
sides will like or at 'least accept."

2) "Mediators can be called in before a disagreement leads
to a strike, or after a strike has begun. Many strikes are
settled with a mediator's help."

E. State: "Some workers never join a union. Others join unions
when they get their first job. Why is this?" The discussion
should include:

1. "Some jobs have no unions to represent them, because the
workers have voted againtt having a union:"

2. "Some jobs in certain companies require that you join a union."

3. "Sometimes the workers have a choice, and:

a. Choose not to join because they disagree with the way the
union operates, they want.to make their own decisions about
their pay, or they don't want to pay the dues.

b. Choose to join because they want the union's protection and
assistance, they like,the way the union operates, or they
want the extra benefits and pay that union members sometimes
get."

4. "As a new union member, you should find out what the union
stands for. Go to union meetings. Join union study classes.
Learn about the history of the union.., Get to know your union
leaders. Take part in the election of union officers, these
people represent you. Serve on union committees."

8-6-6
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F. State: "Agreements between companies and unions can and do
cover many different things. One of those things may be
whether all the people who work for the pompany have ..to be
members or not. This affects who the company can hire and
who they can't hire. This affects your chances of getting
a job and"may affect your paycheck once you do get a job.
There are three basic types of agreements:

1. "Closed shop. In a closed shop,r)nly union members are hired.
You must be a union member before the employer will hire you."

2. "Union shop. Xou can get a job in this kind of shop without
being'a union member. But, you should join the union after
you get the job. You should join, the union within a certain
amount of time; after all, in Most cases union dues are
taken out of your checks, member or not., The time limit
depends on the union."

3. "Open shop. You do not need to be a union member to get the
job. You do not need to become a union member to keep the
job. There may be a union in that store or factory with many
members, but you join only if you want to. There also may
not be any union in an open shop."

4. "Are these legal? In some states #1 and 2 are illegal,, but
in states where unions are strong, these are legal.
Unions argue that when they negotiate a raise or better ben-
efits for workers, all workers usually benefit, so they
should all pay union cues."

G. State:, "Union members nay union dues. This money is often
taken from your _paycheck like other deductions. fine money
is used to run the union. It may also be used to pay workers
who are out on strike. Dues are similar to membership charges
at a club or community center. You pay if y.0 join. Members
get a say in union decisions; they can vote for officers, pol-
icies, and whether to strike. Members sometimes get union
benefits in addition to company benefits."

A. Ask students: "What do most employers think of unions?" The
discusSion should include:

1. "Generally employers don't like unions because they can inter-
fere with a company's policies. Employers like to have the
final say in how they treat their workers, and unions now
have some say in that.".

0

2. "Some companies without unions treat their employees very
well to convince them that they don't need to join a union.
Some employers try to scare their employees into not join-
ing a union."

3. "Some employers like'a union because it is easier for them
to run their company when they only have to deal with a few
union reps instead of thousands of workers.mi

8-6-7
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I. Explain to the students that. unions have been responsible for
S. of of changes in the world of work. Some have been direct
changes and others have been indirect. A partial list of these

o include:

1. "Shorter work week. It wasn't all that long ago that people
worked 12 hours a day for six days a week and sometimes more.
Now people work an eight hour day. Some work even less than
that. In 1970, the national average work week was 37.1 hours.
The information that comes from the 1980 census will probably
show that the average work week is now less than 37 hours.".

2. "Flex-time experiment. Some private companies and government
agencies are experimenting with flex-time. With flex-time,
a person can, within limits, set his own hours of work as
lorig_as he puts in a full day's time. Another experiment
is the four-day work week. Some people are working 10 hours
a day, 4 days a week instead of 8 hours a day, 5 days a week."

3. "Shorter work year. The working year is getting shorter.
People have more days of vacation, more holidays, more sick
leave, more free time all around. What do people do with
the extra time? Many get second jobs. What do you suppose
that means? Do they need the money, or do they need to fill
their time with work? What do you think?"

4. "Shorter work life. These days people are staying in school
longer and retiring earlier. This leaves fewer years in
between to spend at full-time work. Could this trend create
any problems if it continues?"

5. "Mobility continues to increase. People are moving more,
from city to city and from job to job, This pattern has
advantages and disadvantages. Can you name some of each?"

6. "There Is less discrimination in hiring.
discrimination in employment because of
gion, or national origin is going down.
people should be employed for what they
they are."

Slowly but surely,
race, sex, age, reli-
This is good, for

can do, not for what

7. "White collar jobs are increasing more than blue dollar jobs,
but they seem to be getting to be more alike. Some experts
say we may have another class called gray-collar jobs."

8. "As people make more money (have higher incomes) they may
demand more high quality hand-made goods. That could mean
more skilled crafts-people are needed again. The tailor,
cabinetmaker, custom shoemaker, etc., may see a greater
demand for their services. There may be more employment
available for them."

9. "More laws now govern the world of work. These include
safety, health, work hours limitations, childjabor laws,
and discrimination."

8-6-8
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J. "What does the future hold for unions ?"

1. Many of the problems unions have fought for are now protected
bylaws, so unions;ard not as important as they once were..

2. Many companies are'leaving the Northeastern U.S. where unions
are strong and moving south where unions are weak. (They are
moving for many reasons, but one result is that unions are losing
members.) .Companies are trying to stop unions from organizing by
having goyernments pass laws outlawing closed shops, and treat-
ing their workers well so they won't feel the need for a union.

3. Ask students: "Widt might happen if all unions stopped oper-
ating today? Why?"

K. Add: "Not all workers are represented by labor unions. Some
companies have Employee Associations. These are similar to
unions, but they do not have the right to strike. Associations
can help workers air their complaints and try to improve work-
ing conditions and pay. Another big difference is that most
unions are connectdd to large, nation-wide parent unions
(AFL-CIO, Teamsters, etc.), while most Employee Associations
are limited to the individual factory or office building. If
the company you work for has an Employee Association, find out
about it."

L. As a review, you may wish to play and discuss the tape"Union
and Employee Associations"from World of Work Series 3, tape #9.
This tape covers many of the points already discussed.

M. Questions and Answers.

8=6-9
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Title:

Lesson Overview

Equal Opportunity Employment and Discrimination.

9

Unit . 8

Lesson 7

Purpose: To make students aware of discrimination at work,'and what
they can do about it.

Equipment:Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. Introduce discrimina-
tion on-the-job

AL The law

C. Show video tape and
discuss

D. Resources available
in discritination
cases

E. What to do if you
suspectdiscrimina-

. tion

. F. Questions and An-
swers

Time

,8 minutes

5 minutes

20 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

877-1

Resources/Materials

Videotape - "Just Around the
Corner" tape #7
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Unit 8 - The New Worker

Lesson 7 - Equal Opportunity Employment and Discrimination.

A. -Discuss discrimination on the job.

1. Ask students: "What is discrimination?" The discussion should
include that discrimination is treating a person differently
because of what she/he is, not who she/he is. It's based on
a person's alYacteristics, nott-EFeir behavior, e.g., a decis-
ion is made based upon what sex, religion, race, or age a per-
son is, rather than based npon their performance, experience
or qualifications.

2. Continue with: "Why does discrimination happen?" The answers
should include that some people who make decisions really be-
lieve that some groups-of people- are better than qthers. .

3. Ask: "How does discrimination happen?" Answers should in-
clude that a person is not hired or promoted because of their
sex or race; a person is not allowed to join a club because
of their religion, etc.

4. "Issdiscrimination legal? Yes, in some cases, suchkas youth
under the age of.18, or in very small or family-run businesses,
but in most other cases, NO! ".

B. The Law. The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Consti-
tution was passed back in the 1800's to guarantee equal rights
to all people regardless of their race, creed, color, or relig-
ion (but not sex),. In recent years, /the federal and.state govr
ernments have passed laws clarifying this amendment in the area
df employment. These are called the Equal Employment Opportun-
ity Laws and are designed to protect women, minority groups,
and young and old adults from discrimination on the job. The
law applies to all employment agencies and most'employers and
labor unions. Very small companies apd labor unions may be
exempt in some cases.

These laws.forbid discrimination in:

- Hiring, firing, or layoffs
- Promotions or transfers
- Wages paid for equal work
- Training programs
Recruitment advertising

C. State: "Let's take a look at a video tape which discusses the
issue. Louise is certain that she's about to be promoted to
cafeteria supervisor. Her husband Jog tells the good news to
his co-workers. Some of them respond with discriminatory state-
ments. Joe is about to hire someone in his company and his boss
tells him to interview other applicants first, to give minority
workers an opporutnity. That's part of the Equal Opportunity
Laws."

8-7-2
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1. Show the video

2. Discuss Louise'S situation. As the students: "What seems
to have happened to her? Is this realistic? Could it really
happen? Is she sure she was discriminated against? What
should she do next?" Brainsterm possible choices and eval-
uate pro's and con's of each. (Sound familiar? These are
steps 2 and 3 of the decision-making process.) Tell the
students to help Louise make a decision. (You may wish to
refer to Section D below.)

3. Discuss Joe's situation. Ask: "Is this fair? Is it realis-
tic? Is it legal?" The answers should include the following
points: "It is legal and realistic, that's how the law oper-
ate6. It may not seem fair, but minorities and women have
been discriminated against for a long time, and the government
has passed these laws to try to even things out. Most compan-
ies use this policy when-hiring-new employees:"

D. Resources available in cases of discrimination:

1. "Your super4visor - When you have any work-related question
or complailit, you should always discuss it with your super-
visor first. Do this even when your complaint is about
your supervisor."

'2. "The company's Affirmative Action or Equal Employment Oppor
tunity (EEO) Officer - This is m staff person, often connected
with the personnel department, who handles questions and com-
plaints regarding discrimination." (Sometimes the title is
EOE; Equal Opportunity Employment, Officer.)

3. "Your union representative (if your company has a union and
you are a member) - Your union rep knows the laws and proce-
dures and will be able to help yoll4"

4. "The Human Rights Commission or E.E.O. Commission - Each city
or county government has a commission to help with discrim-
ination cases. They don't charge anything to contact them,
and they know the law."

E. "What should you do if you think you are being liscriminated
against?"

1. "TaLk it over with an adult friend you trust before you go
any further with it. You must be sure you have a solid
case, you must be able to prove it.

2. Write down the facts as you see them.

3. Then, contact your supervisor and/or union, and follow the
company's grievance procedure."

F. "Does anyone have questions about discrimination?"

8-7-3
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Title:

Purpose:

Lesson Overview

Unit Summary.

To review and summarize the unit.

Equipment: Audio tape player.

Unit 8

Lesson 8

Activities

A. Play and discuss tap

B. Review and summarize
unit

C. Have students com-
plete the review
questions.

D. Answer Key

Time Resources /Materials

20 minutes Audio tape - "You Are the
Company" (World of Work #3,
tape 8)

5 minutes

20 minutes Handout - "Review Questions"
page 8-8-2

8-8-1
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The New Worker - Review Questions

Part I. Fill in"the answers in the space provided

1. Three things you should find out.your first day on the job:'

.

2. Two ways you can find out .what your boss expects from you:

Part IT. List A. contains behaviors which bosses may or may not expect
from their workers.' If vou think most bosses would expect
this, check the first column, if you think only a-few, or
no bosses would expect this, mark the second column.

List A.

Most Bosses Expect Few Bosses Expect
his From A Worker

1. Get along well with co-
workers

_ .

.

2. Be on time

3. Always be happy

4. Do your job well

5. Be honest

6. Speak well about
the company

/. Never use drugs or
drink alcohol at work

8. Ask questions when
you're confused
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,

.

pirt II. continup

List B. This list contains things which many new workers expect from
their boss or the company. If you think most bosses or
companies will give this to their workers, check the first
column, if you think only a few, or no'bosses will do this,
check the second column.

Most Bosses Are Few Bosses Are
Willing To Provide Willing To Provide
To Their Workers To Their Workers

9. Safe working conditions

10. Respect /Fairness`

11. Little hassle if
you're late

12. Change ycur schedule
as you need to

.

13. Enforcement of the
rules

.

.

14. Friendship

15. A paycheck

16 A ride to work

17. Answers to Questions
.

18. Understanding my
personal problems

8-8-3
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Part 111. If you think the statement is correct,write True; if
you think it is not correct, write False.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Company rules and policies are like comparYy law. If you
break a rule, you can get fired.

Company customs are made by the workers, not the company.

A note from your parent or teacher will excuse you from
being absent.or late from work.

Older workers always treat new workers well.

A company doesn't have to take anything out of your pay-
check if you don't want them to.

6. A worker gets paid more for overtime, than for regular
time.

Overtime is when you work more than you are scheduled
to work.

8. All companies pay their workers every week.

9. Everyone has to -join a labor union.

Not every company has labor unions.

It is illegal to discriminate in hiring, but it is legal
to discriminate after someone is hired.

If you think you are being discriminated against, you
should call the police.

It's okay to be absent cnce a week if you call your boss
in advance.

If you are only going to be one-half hour late, you
should still call your boss.

Most.companies put new workers on Probation.

Seniority is preference the company gives to a long time
employee.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

19.

20.

Your employer always pays for your health or medical
insurance.

Gross pay is the amount of money you take home.

Net pay is the total amount of money you earn before
deductions are taken out.

All workers in the same company get the same benefits..

8-8-4
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Part IV,

Sample

' MIGLIMI.Ove011.4
011001 .01.4 .3uall,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

sect,..
GROSS PAY .1(.1..)1, 004 "11

1.111 114CA 4:',11;; INSUPMCE: ,

I

;. 3 130 0 120.00 21.00.7.20 7.56, 1.80116.25' 0
WI PAY . LTO tht LA ASSIZA NO lAyari 04 SAMS' MUM WOO had NET

1

1
I I I

I
11. I , 65.59 ,

we .coso steetna., sum ; CtOCA ..3 ===3 =1
i4/6/81 ;B 8 lc 1 4.00 :809 1680.00i 302.40 1 100.80 105.84

,:-..:1-7...,,:::i=m.............. . -
EARNINGS STATEMENT

1/9

1. This is a /--7 paycheck / /paycheck stub

2. The name of the company is

3. The name of the employee is

4. The amount of money the worker will get in his/her check
is

5. The amount this person paid to Social Security during this

'pay period is

6. The amount of federal income tax this person has paid-so far
this year is

7. The numlier of hours this person worked is

8. Does the company pay for all of the worker's health insurance?

8-8-3
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Unit 8 - The New Worker

Lesson 8 - Unit Summary.

A.

1.

2.

To
The
3,

help wrap up the unit, play the tape, "You are the Company:
Law, the Employee, and the Employer." (World of Work Series

tape #8.)

Introduce the tape by asking: "Who is the company?" Accept
all answers and tell the students the tape will answer the
question.

Play thetape.

3.

a.

b.

c.

Discuss the, tape. Ask again: "Who is the-company?" The
answer is: "You, the employee." Ask: "When does the em-
ployee represent the company?"

When she/he iL on company prbperty.
When she/he is on company business.
When company equipment is involved.

4. "So, now you see why it is important to follow company rules
and policies, and why each worker is held responsible for
his/her decision; the company has to answer for them. You
are the compbmy."

B. Wrap up and review the unit. Cover the following points:

1. "Your first day is an important one. *Get the information
you need to know. Learn the words used in the world of
work. Find out the company's rules, policies, and customs."

2. "You have expectations of the boss and she/he has expectations
of you. Find out what they are."

3. "Absenteeism and lateness are important issues. You
must follow the rules about attendance and calling in when
you are late or absent."

4. "Getting along with your co-workers is part of your job.
Some co-workers may give you a hard time when you are new.
Be prepared."

5. "There are many benefits available, depending on which com-
pany you work for and what job you have. Find out what ben-
efits are available to you. If you don't understand them,
ask."

6. When you get paid, look over your paycheck and stub. If
you don't understand certain deductions, ask about them.
Check the math. You're new, so the bookkeeper or computer
may make a mistake in Otting you on the payroll."

8-8-6
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7. "Be prepared to fill out forms on your first day, even if
you weren't hired to do paperwork."

8. "Your company may have a labor union. Find out about it.
Find out if you %aye a choice about joining."

9. "Discrimination is illegal in most cases. If you think you
are being discriminated against, check it out with your
supervisor or the appropriate office in your company (E.E.O.,
Union, etc) and decide what you can do."

C. Distribute the unit review auestions, and have students complete
and/or-discuss-±t.

D. Answer Key.

Part I.

1. Accept anything that is appropriate, e.g.: Name of super-
visor, manager and/or foreman; job. c:escription or job duties;,
rules and policies; and information about company facilities.

2. Ask your boss, read company information, ask your co-workers,
or watch your boss and co-workers.

Part II.

1,2,4,5,6,7,8 - column 1 (Most Bosses)

# 3 - column 2 (Few Bosses)

# 9,10,13,15,17 - column 1 (Most Bosses)

# 11,12,14,16,18 - column 2 (Few Bosses)

Part III.

1. T 5. F 9. F 13.
2. T 6. T 10. T 14.
3. F 7. F 11. F 15.
4. F 8. F 12. F 16.

Part IV.

1. Paycheck stub 5.

2. Price Chopper 6.

3. Not shown 7.

4. $65.59 8.

8-8-7
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT 9 - "HUMAN RELATIONS ON THE JOB"

Unit,Purpose

To have students:

- Learn techniques they can use that will help them get
along with others on the job.

- Understand positive work attitudes.

- Learn how to properly leave a job.

- Understand the process of job success (promotions).

Unit Lessons .

Lesson 1 - Equal Opportunity Employment: To assist the students
in the understanding of-discrimination as an attitude,
and how to address this problem in the world of work.

Lesson 2 - Attitudes and Their Effects on You in the World of Work
(Part lit .To assist students in understanding how their
attitudes are projected and viewed by others through
their behavior patterns.

Lesson 3 - Attitudes and Their Effect on You in the World of Work
Part L.): To assist youth in the understanding of neg-
ative attitudes and how these attitudes will hinder stu-
dents' progress in the world of work.

Lesson 4 - Dealing with Yoilr-Supeivisor: To assist students in
the establishment of positive techniques to use with
their supervisors.

iLesson 5 - Dealing with Co-workers: To assist youth in using skills.
(communication and decision-making) to build positive
relationships with co-workers.

Lesson 6 - Dealing with the Customer: To assist the students in
the use of decision-making and communication skills
for positive problem solving with customers.

Lesson 7 - Succeeding in a New Job: Td.help the students understand
TE&TEire process ofjob success by highlighting keye
points of this unit.

Lesson 8 - Changing Jobs: To help youth understand the process of
positive job movement. This lesson is to help youth
limit negative references caused by improper job change
procedure.
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UNIT 9 - "HUMAN RELATIONS ON THE JOB"

Unit Notes

This unit is the application of all of the information and
skills learned in prior units. This unit reviews and reinforces
that material in realistic work world context. Parts of this
unit could be usrl to reinforce the need for the topics discussed
in Communicatiors (Unit 4), Decision Making (Unit 7), and. Targeted
Choice (Unit 2).

Unit 9 introduces the students to many of the types of situa-
tions and people they will encounter in the work world, thereby
reducing many of their fears and anxieties.

The unit can become more realistic by inviting employers
into class to discuss supervisor and employee relationships.
Making field trips to work sites to experience work environments
and to view employee relationships would also enhance classroom
discussion. A recently-employed youth, with a background similar
to students in the class, would be a helpful speaker to reinforce
the students' need for the information being discussed.

Students can use real situations they encountered in previous
jobs, in school, at home, or in this class to practice the skills
being taught. This will help make the role plays more meaningful.

9-0-2
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Unit 9

Lesson

Lesson Overview

Title: Equal Opportunity Employment

Purpose: To assist students in understanding the effects of discrimina-
tion, and the basis upon which discrimination and other
attitudes develop.

Equipment: Video tape player and monitor.

Activities

A. Discrimination

B. Basisiof discrimina-
tion

C. Understanding gen-
eralization

D. Video - job discrimin
ation

E. Value changes

F. Summary

G. Questions and Answers

Time Resources/Materials

5 minutes

3 minutes

5 minutes

- 20 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

2 minutes

Video tape - "Just Around the
Corner" tape 8
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Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job

Lesson 1 - Equal Opportunity Employment

A. Start:"We ended the last leelson of. Unit 8 "The New Worker"
with EOE. You have the know/edge of what equal opportlihity
employment laws are and Aow -th'ey.work,"

1. "Now let's talk about what these laws were written to addreis."

a. Ask yolith: "Why were these laws written?" The list should
include - to stop unfair discrimination against a group of
people.

b. "What is discrimination?" the answers should include:
to make an unfair differen0e in the treatment of one
group of people over another.

c. "What is the difference based,on?" The answers should
include: a mental and emotional position against a group of
people for which there is no evidence to support thit
negative treatment. If'there is no evidence, what is
the position based on?" The answers should include:

1) Generalizations
2) Labelling
3) Put downs

2. Summarize this series of questions with the following defin-
ition. "Discrimination is a mental and emotional position
based on generalizations. As we covered in communication,
generalizations are a form of labelling 'which is a foen of
a put down. Put downs are roadblocks or barriers."

B. "Any mental and emotional position is based on what?" The an-
swers should include:

1. Attitudes are developed from values. So again, values sur-
face as the basis of a mental and emotional position.

2. Continue: "If attitudes are based on values (what's important
to us), why is discrimination a problem?" The answers should
include: "Due to values based on generalizationsta groun
people are denied equal treatment. This group is restricted,
and their choices are limited."

C. "Let's for a moment talk about generalizations: This is the
taking of one characteristic and assigning its prOperties to
many things which look similar. For example, the neighbor
has a trained guard dog which is a Boxer." Ask the students
to make a generalization of this statement. The answers sl-lould

include:
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1. All Boxers are trained guard dogs, or all Boxers are vicious.

2. 'Ask, if this is a true statement.

3. You may wish to develop additional speckfic statements for
the students to generalize.

4. Conclude:

a.i "Since you don't know all Boxers personally, the statement
all. Boxers are guard dogs is a generalization based on one
example. Also giving all Boxers the fact of having been
trained is.another generalization based on one example.
You don't know all Boxer dogs!!!"

"Now dc- you underziand better the problem with generalize-

c.

tions?"

"Do you better understand the problem of discrimination?"

D. Co tinue: "Discrimination can be against a group of people,
age groUp or a sex of a society. Louise, as we saw yesterday,

144along with the woman in Joe's company cafeteria,'is a subject..
of discrimination. Let's see the rest of the video 'Job Discrim-
ination'."

\

1. .Show the"Job Discriminatiodivideo from Mist Around the Corner"
Series, tape 8.

t

2. Highlight Louise's decision to confront her boss.

d. Ask students what other choices were available to Louise.

1) .Processing through 'Affirmative. Action_Office.
2) Processing through Equal Opportunity Commission.
3) Filing a law suit.

3. Discuss Louise's problem with communication. Cover distrac-
- tion - Lbuise was distracted by her own thoughts (remember
Head of Distraction, Communication), in this situation it
is ,a roadblocklfor Louise when she should be the receiver.
She is not heating anything the the supervisor is saying.

4. Discuss Louise'sZti.tude.
3

5. Discuss her supertisur's attitude. Emphasize the fact that
attitudes can chadge. The supervisor's attitude changed
when he evaluated his decision. So, his initial decision
not to promote Louise changed., Louise received her earned
promotion.

E. "How do you change attitudes?" Discuss the change of values and
ask studentst"How does this occur?" Explain how the followinT
occurances affect your attitudes. The change of:

9-1-3
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*

a

1. Age - getting older.
Sr

2. Needs

0 3. Wants

4. More-education

5. More experience

Note: Give examples of some attitude changes for- each category.

Summarize: "Attitude's are based,on values. Values change and so
attitudes can change. Some cif the changes will happen without you
really noticing them. Others you will work to change. Wee. will
talk more about attitude's tomorrow."

G. Questions and Answers,.
-0



Unit 9

Lesson 2

Lesson Overview

'Title: Attitudes and Their Affect on You in the World of Work -
Part 1

Purpose: To assist students in understanding how their attitudes are
projected and viewed through their behavior patterns.

Equipment: Filmstrip projects/audio tape player.

Activities

A. Changing attitudes

B. Bps:Live attitudes

C. Positive attitudes
and behavior

D. Values, attitudes
and behavior

E. Different attitudes

F. Components for job
success

G. Summary

H. Questions and Answers

Time

6 minutes

4 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

20 minutes

2 minutes

1 minutej

2 minutes

9-2-1
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Filmstrip/audiotape -"Lack
of Ambition"(Guidance Associate.
filmstrip 4)
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Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job

Lesson 2 - Attitudes and Their Affects on You in the World of Work-
Part 1

A. "Yesterday we began to discuss how attitudes can change. We
stopped with working to change attitudes. Let's explore that f

now." The discussion should include: making a'plan to change
how one feels about something. The plan should'include:

1. Identifying what one wishes to change:

2. Finding all the different way,. one has to make change.

3. Stop and ask students if this game is familiar. Then have,
them complete the decision making process.

B. Ask: "What''s a positive attitude?" The list should include:
a certain mental and emotional position which allows for pro-
ductivity.

1. Explain productivity.

2. Elicit a list of productive emotional and mental characteris-
tics. The list should include:

a. Enthusiasm
b. Interest and alertness
c. Cooperativeness
d. Willingness to follow directions

3. "Do you think these would be positive attitudes on a job?"

C. "How would these attitudes (refer back to list) show in your
behavior?"

1. Divide the board into thirds, one for attitudes/feel-
ings; and the others for home and work. Examples of these:

attitude home
1. good feeling

2. interest and

work
happy, energy, .happy,.wo=k hard, talk
loyal well about company (loyal)

take care of
alertness home

initiative to learn all
parts of what you do,
you investigate new ways
to do it well.

2. State: "Attitudes are based on values. Values are developea
from our needs and wants. Now do you understand why we spent
so much time on self-exploration topics?"
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D. "Let's see how your values, attitudes and behavior fit together.
For instance:

1. Need - self-fulfillment

2. Want - to be fair

3. Value - you think everyone should be treated with the same
rights.

4. Attitude - equal chance for all.

5. Behavior -,as a supervisor with a crew of '6 men, five of them
are good workers and one of them is not. Five
workers will receive equal raises and promotions.
The sixth worker will receive no raise and no pro-
motion. The difference in the treatment of the
workers is hksed on specific information. It is
not generalized.

E. "Do people have different attitudes? What are these differences
based on?" After the students discuss needs and wants and val-
ues, state: "Let's see two different attitudes about work."

1. Show"Lack of Ambition"- (Guidance Associates, filmstrip 4)

2. Divide the blackboard in half, one side for Peter and one
for Joe.

3. Elicit Pete's and Joe's differences in each of the following
areas: needs, wants, and values.

4. Summarize with this discussion:,

a. Pete is no better than Joe.

b. They have a difference in needs, wants, and values. This
accounts for their attitude difference.

c. One lifestyle is not better than the other.

d. State that for both Pete and Joe to get ahead or get along
well in their chosen fields, they both have to exhibit a
good or positive attitude. If your list didn't include
the following add them now. If the list did include them,
point them out as part of a positive job attitude; will-
ingness to:

Work 0

Accept directions
Follow directions
Help others

9-2-3

'Accept criticism
Grow and change
Do things on your own
Be a part of a team
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e. Conclude:

1) "It doesn't matter if one wants to be a gas jockey or a
bank president. To do well you must have a good work
attitude."

2) "Present And future success on the job greatly depends on
how your boss and co-workers see your attitude."

F. "What things other than attitude control job success?"

1. The list should include:

a. Strengths
b. Abilities
c. Interests

2. Discuss each of the three in relationship to job success.

G. "We stated earlier that your behavior shows your attitude.
Tomorrow we will discuss on the job behavior and attitudes."

H. Questions .and Answers.

9-2-4
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Title:

Purpose:

Lesson Overview

Unit 9

Lesson 3

Attitudes and Their Affects on You in the World of Work-
Part 2
To assist youth in the understanding of negative attitudes
and how they will hinder students' progress in the world of
work.

Equipment: Filmstrip projecter/audio tape player, video tape player
and monitor.

Activities

A. How your boss sees
positive attitudes

B. Job behavior and res-
ponsibility

C. Negative attitudes

D. Absenteeism

E. How supervisors see
attitudes

F. Questions and Answers

G. Optional =exercise

Time

1 minutes

25 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

5 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

9-3-1

Resources /Materials

Video tape - "Just Around the
Corner" - tapes 1 and 2

Audio tape - "Fast Exit"(W.O.W. I
tape 4)

Filmstrip/audio tape - "Absent-
eeism" (Guidance Associate,
filmstrip 3

Handout - "How Supervisors see
Attitudes" page 9-3-2 and 9-3-3

Audio tape -"Too Many Days
Absent"(W.O.W. I - Discussion
tape B2, situation 3)
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HOW SUPERVISORS SEE POSITIVE ATTITUDES

1. Cooperation - following rules, helping others.

2. Honesty -

3. Initiative

Informing supervisor of broken or damaged goods, no
stealing, no lying.

- Looking around for other things to do when your
job is completed, taking extra courses, finding
out as much as you can about your job and your

t
company.

. Willingness to learn - Take extra courses, attend work-related
workshops.

5. Willingness to follow directions - Doing work according to com-
pany rules and policies.

- Doing what you are supposed to do, when you
are supposed to do it.

Eagerness, positive energy level.

6. Dependability

7. Enthusiasm -

8. Acceptance of criticism - Taking information with understanding
tone and using these comments to im-
prove your performance on the job.

9. Loyalty - Doing things to improve company image. Supportive
comments about co-workers or boss.

10. Regular attendance - Being on time, limiting number of absences.
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HOW SUPERVISOR SEE NEGATIVE ATTITUDES

1. Cooperation - Not working witielthe team (doesn't help others),
lack of courtesy, "bad mouthing" your co-workers
and boss. Putting everyone and everything down.
Not following rules.

2. Honesty -

3. Initiative

Lying, cheating on company time (playing, talking),
Stealing.

- Doesn't have any new ideas, doesn't follow through,
never does anymore than you are given to,do,lazy,
just doing enough to get by.

4. Willingness to learn - Not flexible, not adaptable to change,
lazy, careless (not paying attention
to work).

5. Willingness to follow directions - Doesn't pay attention to
rules.'

6. Dependability - Doesn't come in on time, always tardy.

7. Enthusiasm - Lazy, easily distracted, no energy.

8. Acceptance of criticism - Becoming angry, blaming others for
error, not listening.

9. Loyalty - "Bad mouthing" company,boss,and co-worker.

10. Regular attendance - Always late, many absences.
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Alp

Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job

Lesson 3 - Attitudes and Their Affects on You in the World of -
Part II

A. "People become aware of your attitudes by your behavior. Your
boss sees your positive attitudes when:

1. The quality of your work is good.

'-2. The quantity of your work is good.

3. Your body language shows - eagerness, enthusiasm.

4. You communicate assertively.

5. You get along with co-workers.

6. You arrive to work on time.

Note: Explain to students this is "flashback", since they have
seen later tapes (#3-8). Emphasize the material, not the
order of events.

B. Introduce the next two parts of the video: "Just Around the Corner'!-
"Behavior on the Job" and "Responsibilities on the Job" (tapes
#1 and 2).

1. Show video.

2. Discuss the following points:

a. Otto's attitude - no work, all play.
b. Larry's attitude - good worker, initiative.
c. Joe's attitude - good worker, good abilities, initiative,

strengths (personality,' communication skills).
d. Smilin' Ed - good work, limited initiative weakness (person-

ality)
e. Jones - because of good initiative,(he took an extra course),

he received a better job.

- 0

3. Conclude: "Attitudes show in your behavior. Your behavior
shows the supervisor positive or negative attitudes. Positiv3
attitudes are demonstrated in your initiati.e, cooperativeness,
dependability, use of strengths to their best advantage, etc."

C. "Let's briefly talk about negative attitudes." Highlight:

1. Otto's lack of productivity. Ask: "What is the basis of his
lack of productivity?"

a. "His attitude says I don't like what I am doing."
b. "His behavior shows this in little work, lots of talk, only

play."
c. "Otto has no initiative on the job. He also lacks dependa-

bility (always late, many absences)."

...'
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3. "His attitude is based on his needs and wants:'

a. Elicit Otto's needs and wants from students:

1) Need - Otto's top need is esteem "I am a good guy". (See
Maslow's pyramid Unit 2, Targeted Choice.)

2) Want - Otto's top want is to deal with people not boxes.

b. Conclude: "If Otto understood his needs and wants he would
have probably taken a different job. A job which would
have matched his needs and wants. This could have possibly
helped Otto have a positive attitude toward work. With a
positive attitude he probably would not have been fired."

4. "What about Otto's non-verbal message?" Cover:

a. Otto's boredom which he showed by the careless stacking:,
of boxes, his constant leaving of his work area, repeated
lateness and absences.

1) State: "Boredom is a negative attitude which showed itself
in Otto's behavior (lateness,carelessness). The result
of Otto's behavior was:

a) Meeting with supervisor (Joe).
b) Firing by supervisor (Joe)."

2) Ask students, "How can you reduce boredom at work?" The
answers should include:

a) Quit - play audio tape "Fast Exit" W.O.W. I tape #14.
b) Get fired.
c) Whenever possible vary the order of the job duties.
d) Speak to reliable experienced 'co-workers about how

they reduce boredom.
e) Speak to the supervisor, s/he may have some good tips.

b. Another way Otto's negative attitude about his job showed
up was through his frustration. Mention Otto's frustration
was shown when "Smilin' Ed" asked him about working. Ask
students "How did Otto react to Ed's question about work?"
The answers should include, in anger.

1) Ask students to brainstorm other ways frustration can
be shown. The list should include:

a) Throwing things
b) Yelling
c) Punching someone
d) Quitting
e) Walking off the Job
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2) Ask students, for suggestions to reduce frustrations.
The list should include:

a) Quitting
b) Firing
c) Taking a walk
d) Talking to reliable co-workers or supervisor
e) Listen to music (distract yourself)

5. Conclude: "Negative attitudes like positive attitudes are
shown in your behavior. If you don't wish to get fired,
find constructii/e ways to handle boredom and frustration."

D. 'Let's spend a little time understanding how a negative attitude
affects others on the job. This next filmstrip 'Absenteeism'
may help you understand why supervisors have to fire employees
who have negative attitudes. It shows that absenteeisM directly
affects your co-workers and supervisor. Let's see how."

1. Show the filmstrip "Absenteeism "(Guidance Associate tape 3)

2. Discuss

a. "What is Kay's attitude towards work?"

b. "How did Kay's attitude affect her co-workers and the patients?"
4

c. "How did Kay's supervisor see Kay's attitude?"

d. "If you were Kay's supervisor what would you do?"

Note: Encourage students to use decision making skills.

e. "What values did you use in making your decision?"

3. "Kay had a Problem which is called a 'values clash'. This
occurs when two equally important values sharply conflict
with one another."

a. Explain Kay's value clash: . "Kay values work as a way to
get money to maintain her lifestyle. Kay also values, with
the same degree of importance, spending time with her child-
ren. Kay is trying to keep both satisfied, but they are
getting in the way of each other."

b. Elicit from students whether it is possible to satisfy both
of these values.

c. Have students make Kay's decision by using decision making
skills.

E. Distribute "How Supervisors See Attitudes" page 9-3-2 and 9-3-3.
Discuss each point. Highlight:
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1. How positive attitudes increase productivity.

2. How negative attitudes decrease productivity.

F, Questions and Answers.

G. Optional exercise "Too Many Days Absent"(World of Work I -
Discussion tape B-2,Situation 3).
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Title:

Purpose:

I

Unit 9

Lesson 4

Lesson Overview

Dealing with Yof Supervisor.

To help the students understand positive ways of dealing
with the Boss.

Equipment: Audio tape player.

Activities

A. Introduction to deal-
ing with supervisor

B. How :supervisors View
their position

Problem between boss
and employee

D. How workers deal with
supervisor

E. Role play - Dealing
with supervisors

F. Optional exercise

Tint

10 minutes

5 minutes

15 minutes

5 minutes

10 minutes

10 minutes

9-4-1

Resources/Materials

Audio tape - "Supervis,r's Are
Human Too" - (W.O.W. I, tape #8)

Audio tapes - (W.O.W. I, Dis-
cussion tapes)
1. "Do it Our Way" (tape Al,

Situation 3)
2. "The Wrong File" (tape Bl,

Situation 2)
3, "That's part of Your Job"

(tape B2,.Situation 1)
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Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job

Lesson 4 - Dealirig with 'Low Supervisor

A. "The most important work relationship for you is with your
supervisor. This relationship can speed up your personal
progress or slow it down. It can make work enjoyable or a
drag. It can sharpen your abilities and strengths or it can
frustrate them. There is no way to avoid human contact or
human relationships on a job{."

1. "That Very Important Person - Your supervisor good or bad,
must be dealt with if you are to succeed and stay on the job."

2. "It's up to you to understand him/her and'work well under
his/her kind of leadership. This means:

a. You have to help by being flexible.
b. You have to help to provide understanding.
c. You have to-help build trust.
d. You have to help build good communication."

3. "Communication is a great part of building this relation-
ship with your boss. Lead a discussion and include the
following points:

a. "Before you talk to your boss about your problems, you should
make sure that its a work problem. What's the difference
between work problems and personal problems?" Divide blm..k-
board in half and list a few of each.

b. "When you're ready to talk to your boss, you should make an
appointment. Before the date of the meeting make a list
of what you wish to talk about. Work your problem through

11.

to step 3 of decision making.

c.. "Relax. Think of your boss as a human being. Don't be in-
timidated. Don't, be buddy-buddy. Be assertive. State
things positively. Be polite."

d. youi,boss is unfair keep calm. Try to get him to help
ydu work through your problem from step 3 to 5 of the de-

--dision making process."

To help studints understand one picture of how the supervisorf,
views his job, play"Supervisors Are Human Too." (World of Work
I tape 8) and discuss.

C. Problems between boss and employee;

1. "Now that you know supervisors are human and since all human
beings are different,th_r.: mutt be many types of supervisors.
Let's look at some of the typs of supervisors:, Play and
discuss the following tapes:
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a. "Do It Our Way"-
uation 3)

b. "The Wrong File"
uation.2)

c. "That's 'Part of Your Job " - (World of Work I tape B2, Situa-
tion 1)

2. Conclude:"These tapes showed three different situations
involving supervisors."

(World of Work I, Discussion tape Al, Sit-

- (World of Work I Discussion tape Bl, Sit-

a. "Do _It Our Way"- A supervisor is shown enforcing company rules.

b. "The Wrong File"- A supervisor is seen offering constructive
criticism to an employee.

c. "That's Part of Your Job"- A supervisor is heard enforcing
a job description.

d. Supervisors have many roles or tasks to play at work. Have
students list other roles. The list should include:

1) Supervisor of rules and regulations.
2) Supervisor of jobdutkes 7
3) Constructive criticizor.
4) Evaluator.

D. "We discussed how supervisors deal with workers. Now, how do
workers deal with supervisors?"

1. Ask: "What would you do if your supervisor is unreasonable?"
_Theliat_shqui c1 i nnlude.

a. "Discuss your feelings with the supervisor. Remember to use
assertive communication. Be polite."

b. "Check with other workers. See if they have the same problem."

c. "Get suggestions from co-workers. Think before you use them.
Use decisions making skills."

2. Ask: "How would you deal with a boss who did not live up
to his job duties?" Develop a list.

3. Conclude: "Supervisors are your bosses. They can hire or
fire you. You do not have the power to fire them. If the
job is important remember:

a. Be flexible.
b. Keep communication going.
c. You have a job to do."

9-4-3
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E. Role play. Remind students before each role play to use their
communication and decision making skills in the role play. Read
the situations. Choose two students to role play each one.

1. "Henry is a truck driver for the Acme Frozen Food Company.
Henry has been on the job for three weeks. He was at a
party the night before and hasn't had much sleep. -It's a.

hot summer afternoon Henry is 40 miles from the warehouse.
His truck is loaded with frozen food for the local super-
marketse His truck steps. Henry checks the gauges. The gas
gauge shows no gas. Henry forgot the first rule of the com-
pany, always check the gauges before-you start a trip. Henry
has to walk five miles to a phone. When the tow truck arrives,
the frozen food has begun to defrost. When he arrives at the
warehouse, the food is spoiled. Henry knows the boss will
be mad."

a. Have Henry start the role play; what will he say?
b. How will the boss respond?

2. "Tom, was just appointed new floor supervisor. Every Tuesday
it is a company policy for all floor supervisors to meet
with the President of the company. Tom has spent two full
days preparing for the fir at meeting. He receives a phone
call Tuesday morning from the President's secretary. She
surprised Tom by asking: 'Where were you yesterday (Monday)?
We missed you'"

"Toni knew the President's secretary always called to alert
Floor Supervisors about the meetings, What happened to
Tom's call about the change of the meeting date? Why didn't
Tom's sec;etary tell him about the change in the date? Tom
looked around on his desk and found a memo from his secretary.
The memo said, 'Meeting cancelled Tuesday 10/22, changed to
Monday, 10/21.' To was so busy with his ideas he forgot to
check-hi-s-

a. "What should Tom do?"

b. "Should Tom talk to the President? What should he say?"

c. "What will the i'resident say to him?"

3. More On the Job Situations" can be created by you fort role
plays.

4., After each role play discuss the students' decisions and com-
munication skills. Check with other students for alternative
courses of action.

5. Note the students' behavior: aggressive, passive or assertive.
Inform students of their behavior and, discuss the conse-
quences of each behavior pattern. If these behavior patterns
didn't occur, mention them. Then cover consequences of each.
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F. Optional exercise-Role play and discuss afterwards:

1. Dealing with a male boss -"Your male boss (Hank) gives a lot
of instructions for a job at ohe time. He then expects the
job to get done. You have been on the job for four weeks.
This-is the first time you are doing a job alone. You have
just received your first set of long instructions. Half of
them you have already forgotten."

a. "What should you do?"

b. "Should you do only what you remembered?"

c. "Should you ask the boss to repeat the instructions?"

2. Dealing with a female boss - Use the same situation. Sub-
situte a female boss (Mary) for the male boss (Hank). After
this role play, ask the students:

a. "How did you deal with'the male boss ?"

b. "How did you deal with the female boss?"
6

c. "Were the decisions different?"

d. "Why?"

Note: Encourage students to useldecision making and communication
skills. If the decisions between male and female bosses
differ, ask students to check their value system.- Discuss
this further if necessary.

1'
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Title:

Lesson Overview

Dealing with Co-workers

Unit 9

Lesson 5

Purpose: To assist students in the use of skills to build good
relationships with co-workers.

EquA.pment: None.

Activities

A. Introduction to deal-
ing with co-workers

B. Importance of good
co-worker relation-
ships

C. Types of co-workers

D. Problems with co-
workers

E. Strategies to deal
with co-workers

F. The helpful co-
worker

rite

Time

2 minutes

5 minutes

10 minutes

3 minutes

. :5 -minutes-

5 minutes

Resources/Materials'

relationships

H. Optional exercise -
Rate the six types of
co-workers

I. Optional exercise -
-Team interdependency
role play

10 minutes
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Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job

Lesson 5 - Dealing with Co-Workers

A. State: "Last lesson we talked about getting along with your
supervisor. Today, we will discuss how to get along with
your co-workers.

B. "Its important to learn how other people on the job feel about
you and your work. It's important to keep these feelings posi-
tive." Elicit why it's important to keep feeling of co-workers
positive. List the responses and discuss each:

1. "To keep the team work going well. workers depend on each
other to get their jobs done. This is true of all jobs which
have more than one employee.

2. "So co-workers share information."

3. To keep yourself and others comfortable.

C. Ask: "With what type of co-workers do you think you would
enjoy working?" List the answers and discuss each. The list
should include:

1. Helpful co-worker - patient, polite, helpful and supportive.

2. Unhelpful co-worker - rude, won't answer your questions, talks
about everything negatively, including you.

3. Slave driver co-worker - wants you to diS'eYerythj.ng for him.

4. Loner worker - wants to be left alone; nobody helps him and
he helps nobody.

5. Talkers - continuous, non-stop talker.

6. The "know it all" - s/he can and will tell you everything
you need to know, right or wrong.

D. "The prOblem with #2 through 6 is that they slow down productiv-
ity, e.g.: the co-workers which were un-helpful, slaye drivers,
loners, talkers and know-it-alls limit their time working by
doing non-productive jobs. No employer pays you to sit alone
because your task is done or to spend your time talking."

-A
E.. Elicit and discuss strategies in dealing with co-workers. The

strategies should include:

.1. "Limit the 'talking co-worker's' time with you during work
hours by using your communication skills. Be assertive, e.g.,
tell the talker you are busy, but you'll talk to him after
work."

9,522
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2. "Try to build a relationship with the 'un-helpful' co-workers
by helping him/her when they need it. Maybe when the time
arises they will help you."

3. "The know it all. He likes questions, so ask him ones you know.
Don't get into trouble with wrong information."

4. "The Slave Driver - He wants control. Be assertive. Tell
him/her politley you are busy with your own work."

F. "We have discussed problem co-workers. Let's now listen to a
helpful co-worker."

1. Play advice from an experienced co-worker ,(World of Work I,
Discussion tape A-2, SituatiOn 2).

2. Discuss her:

a. Helpfulness
b. Patience
c. Supportiveness
d. Courtesy

G. Conclude: "Co-workers are human, with many different person-
alities. Try to work with all co-workers whenever possible.
Remember you have a place on the team. Fellow workers will
depend on you. So:

1., "Remember some of the types of workers and the strategies
for dealing with them which we talked about today. The
strategies will keep good feelings going between you and your
fellow workers. That will help you do your job well."

"Remember the image you wish to show, your good attitude,
and your future on the job.'

H. Optional exercise.

1. Have students rate'in their order of preference (with whom
they would most like to associate) the six co-workers dis-
cussed earlier. Ask them to explain their decisions. Which
values did they use?

Note: Encourage them to use the decision making process you have
taught them.

C'
a. The problem - rate co-workers.
b. The choices - talker, know-it-all, etc.
c. Evaluate the consequences of each choice.

-;)
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Optional exercise - Team interdependency role play.

This role play is used to reinforce the concept of team work and
the importance of each member's full participation. The topic of
this script can be altered as your situation requires. The use of
classroom furniture or equipment will add to the pantomime.

The;script - A racing car pit stop.

1. Select a student to portray each of the following:

.a. Front left tire changer.
b. Front right tire changer.
c. Back left tire'changet.
d. Back right tire changer.
e. Oil changer.
f. Radiator checker.
g. Windshield cleaner.

2. Give the student a description of their jobs, e.g., the
radiator checker has to:

a. Get a rag.
b. Open radiator cap.
c. Check coolant level with an instrument.
d. Adjust level of coolant.
e. Fill with water.
f. Replace radiator cap.

Note: Each worker should have the same number of tasks, (the
above has 6) .

3. After each worker has received their job assignments, tell
them; "the car you are servicing is the second car in the
race --Ifyouworktogether and quickly you--may wiu. It
you win,a big bonus will go to each of you. Time is im-
portant, work together. If you finish help another worker.

Note: It may help with time to have each student's job tasks
written on an index card;

4. Use a stop watch or a minute gla4;>;o evaluate their time.
You may wish to set a time limit of a minute, 2 minutes, etc.

5. After the role play, critique the workers cooperation and
efficiency. Emphasize, how their efforts got the job done
or didn't. Relate this to team work in the world of work.

Note: You may wish to have two teams compete and add a new
dimension of competing corporations or businesses. For
other suggestions on other pantomime role plays see
'"Teaching Tips", "Appropriate Tricks".
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Title:

Lesson Overview

Dealing with the Customer.

Unit 9

Lesson 6

Purpose: To assist the students in the use of decision and
communication skills on the job.

Equipment: Audio tape player, filmstrip projector/audio tape player.

Activities

A. Introduction to deal-
ing with customers

B. Types of customers

C. Strategies for deal-
ing with customers

D. Summary

E. Trouble situat'on
with a customer

F. Summary

G. Questions and Answers

d. Role plays

I. (Optional) failure to
communicate

Time

2 minutes

3 minutes

10 minutes

2 minutes

10 minutes

1 minute

2 minutes

15 minutes

5 minutes

9-6-1

Resources/Materials

Audio tape - "Handling a Trouble
Situation with a Customer"
(World of Work 3, tape 8)

Filmstrip/audio tape - "Failure
to Communicate" (Guidance Assoc-
iate, filmstrip 2)
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Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job

Lesson 6 - Dealing with the Customer

A. State: "Many workers are people-servers. The job of a people
server is to serve the customer."

1. Brainstorm a list of jobs which involve customers.

2. Explain; "Satisfied customers return and bring friends,
neighbors and family. Without them the business will not
make money. If the business doesn't make money, you are
out of a job. So, take care of the customer."

B. "Since customers are human too, there are different types of
customers. Let's list some of.these. The list should include:

1. The patient and understanding customer.

2. The impatient "It's all your fault" customer.

3. The loud and aggressive customer (pushy).

q. The unclear about what they want customer.

5. The know it all customer."

C. Continue:"Customer satisfaction is your job. How would you
deal with each of the listed customers." Help the students
through discussion to identify strategies for each customer.
These should include:

The impatient 37as you afit customer": "Use communication
skills. Be assertive. Be polite. Explain you would like
to help the customer get out quickly but in order to serve
him/her well, it will take a few minutes."

2. The loud and pushy customer: "Be calm. Keep your voice down.
Remember your image as a worker. Remember, keep the customer
satisfied. Relax. Serve the customer and keep your assert-
ive skills handy."

3. The "unclear about what they want customer" -

a. Use of good communication skills:

1) "Be a good sender, ask clear questions.
2) Be a good listener or receiver. Pick up as much information

as possible."

b. Use decision making skills. Below are two steps of the
process:

1) "Help the person identify a problem they wish to solve.
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2) Help them identify choices.

4. The"know it all": "Don't get caught in technical terms you
don't understand. Use communication skills. Find out as
politely as you can other names for the object or product
they are talking about."

D. Conclude: "Customers are human beings. Like all human beinc7s
they are all different. We discussed afew outstanding profiler
customers and strategies to deal with them. Keep your communica-
tion and decision making skills sharp. Use them."

E. "Now let's learn how two different employees handle a problem
customer."

1. Play"Handling a Trouble Situation with a Customer"(World of
Work 3, tape 8).

2. Discuss the 2 strategies used.

3. Have students decide which was the best or most effective way.

Why? .

F. State: "There are as many strategies as there are people.
Remember the best strategy is the one which solves the problem,
and:

a. Keeps the customer satisfied.
b. Is within reason.
c. Makes you feel comfortable.
d. Let's you look good to your boss.

G. Questions and Answers.

H. Role plays - read the situation. Choose students to role play
each one: After each role play, discuss the choices. Empha-
size the consequences of each decision.

1. "You are a cashier for a local supermarket. You have just
completed ringing-up a large grocery order. The cost of th3
order is $43.00 The customer gives you $50.00 in two twent-
ies and one ten. You put the money in the cash drawer. You
give the customer $8.00 change. The customer complains that
you -short changed him. He then states that he gave you $60.r,O,
(three twentiesl.

a. What do you say to the customer?
b. What do you say to your boss?"

2. "You work for the complaints department of a local clothing
store. A woman customer is returning a dress without the
sales tags. The dress looks like it has been worn more
than once. It is company policy not to take returned cloth-
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ing without sales tags. The woman is now demanding the
return of her money.

What do you say to the customer?"

Note: Try to encourage several different behavior patterns
(aggressive, passive and assertive). Discuss the conse-
quences of each.

I. Optional . "Failure To Communicate" sound filmstrip from the
series "Trouble at Work." You may wish to use this in addition
to "Handling a Trouble Situation with a Customer." The film-
strip discusses customer dissatisfaction when a worker doesn't
communicate effectively.
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Unit 9

Lesson

Lesson Overview

Title: Succeeding in a New Job.

Purpose: To Review the Unit.

Equipment: None.

7

Activities Time Resources/Materials

A. Review of Unit 20 minutes

B. Four points for .suo-
cess on the job

5 minutes

C. Summary 2 minutes

D. Review Questions 18 minutes Handout -
page 9-7-2

"Review Questions"

E. Answer Key to Review.
Questions
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Name

Date

Unit 9 - Review Questions - Human Relations on the Job.

1, Read the following statements. If you agree with a statement,
write agree on the line in front of the statement. If you
disagree, write disagree on the line.

1. One of the important factors in job success is attitude.

2. Frustration is a sign of positive attitude.

3. Boredom could be 'A sign of negative attitude.

4. Aggression is the best physical and emotionai:tway to
take out your anger on someone else.

5. The person with a negative attitude about his/her job
is not very enthusiastic about it.

6. One of the most important working relationships is with
your supervisor.

7. No matter what kind of boss you have, it is up to you
to learn to understand him/her and work well with him/her.

8. When you are given directions about how to do your work,
it is, all right to do a job differently if you know a
better way.

9. The person who enjoys his work is usually a good worker.

10. If you cannot be loyal to your employer and to the com-
pany, it may be best to look for another job..

11. Your employer should evalukte your work_and_tell you
what is good and bad about how you. do your job.

12. In order to get along with co-workers, it is best not
to offer to help them if your work is done.

13. The worker who tells you about a mistake you are making
in doing your work, is doing yot a favor.

14. If you are not sure about how friendly you should be
as a beginning worker, it is best to be overly friendly.

13. If you are fired from a job, it is okay to yell at the
boss and tell him off. After all, you have nothing
lert to losa.

16. When you start a new job, it is a good idea to be sure
the other workers know about your training and education.
You should impress them with how smart you are because
they will like you better.

17. It's a good idea to.eat right and get plenty of sleep
when you're starting a new job.

9-7-2
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18, If you goof on the job, cover it up. Don't let anyone
know, because you will look bad and maybe lose your job.

19. If you need to write down instructions, don't do it
while the person giving them to you is talking or
watching.

20. When you leave a job, you should try to leave it "with
your best foot forward." The boss will be more likely
to give you a good recommendation.

21. Discrimination is a form of labelling.

22. Attitudes are effected, by values.

23. Absenteeism could be a
towards the job.

24. Human Relations on the
your boss, co-workers,

9-7-3

sign of a negative attitude

job includes working with
and customers.
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II. Write P in front of eight behaviors which reflect a worker's
positive attitude. Write N in front of eight negative behaviors.
Any others,that you identify correctly give you extra points.

1. Smiles easily.

2. Critical of others.

3. Blames others for mistakes.

4. Complaints a lot.

5. Able to see the other person's point of view.

6. Has many interests.

7. Almost never complains.

8. Thinks about what is helpful to co-workers.

9. Looks others in the eye when talking.

10. Must be lead by the hand, shows no initiative.

11. Accepts responsibility for own mistakes.

12. Thinks only of self. "What's in it for-me?"

13. Often makes excuses.

14. , Willing to'change ideas, dress or behavior.

15. Rarely smiles, may frown a lot.

16. Rarely makes excuses.

17. :RespeCts ideas of others.

18. Willing to take the initiative: looks for things to do.

19. Is often bored.

20. Tries to force ideas and opinions on others.

21. Discrimination on the job in hiring practices.

22. Tardiness and absenteeism.
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Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job

Lesson 7 - Succeeding in a.New Job

A. Highlight-
4P

1. "Attitudes:

"a.. Are based on values.
b. Are visible in our behavior.
c. Can help you stcceed or fail on a job.
'd. Can be changed."

2. "Discrimination:

a. Is an attitude.
b. Is based on generalizations.
c. Restricts people's abilities to be treated fairly."

3. Dealing with your boss or supervisor.

a. 'We discussed what supervisors are and what some ,Jf their
tasks on the job are.

Q
1) Supervisors are human too.
2) Supervisors make errors.
3) Supervisors have the power to hire and fire you."

b. "Here are some tips or strategies to develop a good relation-
ship with your supervisors

1) Be flexible.
2) Be understanding.
3), Help keep communicatiOns. going.
4) Make appointments when you need to see him/her.
5) Know the difference between work and personal problems.
6) Be polite.
7) Watch your attitude. Keep it positive. , It does show."

4. "Dealing with your co-workers;

a. All co-workers are human.
b. Some Iou will like better than others.
c. Be helpful.
d. Be patient.
e. Be understanding.
f. Keep good communication going.
g. All workers are a member of a team. each depending on the

others to get the job done."

5. "Dealing with the customer.

a. Serving the customer is your job.
b. Keep good communication going.
c. Use good decision making skills to be sure the customer

leaves with the correct product or service.
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d, Keep the customer satisfied."

B. Discuss things which increase success on the job:

1. "Positive attitude.

2. Your strengths.

3. Your abilities.

4. Your training and willingness to increase your skills level:'

C. Conclude: "All of these.things are needed for on-the-job
success. Your-success is mostly up to you. Prepare well
and work at it. 1 It doesn't come easy to anyone. Use your
skills of communication and decision-making to your best
advantage."

D. Distribute"Review Questions."

E. Review Question Answer Key.

Part I

1. Agree 11. Agree 21. Agree
2. Disagree 12. Disagree 22. Agree
3. Agree '13. Agree 23. Agree
4. Disagree 14. Disagree 24. Agree
5. Disagree 15. Disagree
6. Agree 16. Disagree
7; Agree 17. Agree
8. Disagree 18. Disagree
9. Agree 19. Disagree

lu. Agree 20. Agree.

Part II

1. P 9. P 17. P
2. N 10. N 18. P
3. N 11. P 19. N
4. N 12. N 20. N
5. P 13. N 21. N
6. P 14. P 22. N
7. P 15. N
8, P 16. P

9-7-6
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Unit 9

Lesson 8

Lesson Overview

Title: Changing Jobs

Purpose: To assist the students in the understanding of the.charact-
eristics of job changes..

Equipment: Audio tape player.

Activities

A. Introduction to
changing jobs

B, Vciabulary of job
rwement

C. Characteristics of
job moves

D. Summary

E. Role Play

Time

3 minutes

5 minutes

20 minutes

2 minutes

15 minutes

9-8-1

Resources/Materials

Audio tape - (World of Work I,
Discussion tape)
1. "Asking for a Promotion"

(tape D, Situation B)
2. "Boss, I Found a New. Job"

(tape D, Situation A)
3. "Do You Think I Should Quit"

(tape D, Situation C)
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Unit 9 - Human Relations on the Job.

Lesson 8 - Changing Jobs

Note: This lesson appears after the"Review Questiona" as intro-
duction to the next unit, "Looking Ahead".

A. State: "There are several types of job changes:

1. You can change jobs within the company. This is called a
promotion.

1..

2. You can change jobs by resigning or, quitting.

3. You can be asked to resign.

4. You can be fired."

B. "Before we discuss the different characteristics of each type
of job move, let's talk about the vocabulary of changing a
job." Ask students to define:

1. "Quit - To leave the company immediately."

2. "Resign (resignation) - To notify the boss in advance that
you plan to leave, the company."

3. "Fired - To be told to leave by the boss because of poor per-
formance."

4. "Promoted - To advance in a higher position within the company."

5. "Laid-off - To be askedto leave by your boss because of a
shortage of work or money."

C. Continue with a discussion of the characterisitics of each job
move.

1. Changing jobs within the company.

a. "Promotion - To move an employee to a position higher than
his/her present position. This move includes salary, in-
creases

,1

and new responsibilities. Let's hear A tapeon
how to ask for a promotion." Play and discuss "Asking for
a Promotion". (World of Work I, discussion tape D Situation
B.)

b. "Lateral movement - To move an employee to a position equal
to their present position. The salary doesn't change. The
job responsibilities do change. The job machines and/or
office will also change."

2. Changing jobs outside of the company.

a. "If'you find a job which offers better advancement, pays
more, or offers more security, you may decide to leave
your preset company. This leaving is called 'resigning..."
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Ask students if they know about the process for resigning.
The list should include:

"Two weeks or more notice, to your boss in advance of when
you leave. This notice can be in the form of a letter or
verbal. It should include the reason for leaving:

b. "Some resignations are for advancement or promotion others
are for lateral movement. The lateral movement with the
new company could include better pay, better benefits, etc."

c. Play and discuss tape "Boss, I Pound a New Job" (World of
Work I, discussion tape D, Situation A).

3. Quitting -

a. "This is usually done in anger. You have been unhappy at
the job and decide to leave. Quitting is usually done
without planning for the future. Usually the quitter has
not lined up another job."

b. Play and discuss World of Work I, discussion tape D, Sit-
uation C) "Do You Think I Should Quit?"

--c. Discuss topics:

1) "What things should you consider before quitting?"
2) "What information should you give your boss before quitting?'
3) "Will quitting create problems when you look for your next

position?"
4) "Should you expect a good recommendation froth your bois?"

4. Fired -"This occurs when the boss is,unhappy with your per-
formance on the job and asks you to leave. You didn't meet
his expectations."

a. Ask:"What's the best thing to do now?" The answers shotitr.75

include:

' 1) Lei've.
2) Argue with the boss.

.3) Try to convince the boss he is wrong.

b. Role play several of these'situations. Emphasize aggressim
g pasiive and assertive behavior. Discuss the consequences
of each.

c. Remind the students of Otto in"Just Around the Corner".
He was fired because he was in the wrong job. What happen-
ed when Otto found the right job? Again, their needs, wants,
values, interest and strengths are important in good job
selection.

5. Lay-off - Remind students of Larry in"Just Around the Corner"
Larry was asked to leave becauseofa shortage of company money.
Larry was a good worker. Ask students the difference between,

9-8-3
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being fired and being laid-off.

Lay-Off

The list should include:

Fired
1. Unemployment benefits 1. No unemployment benefits3

2. Good reference 2. Bad or no reference

3. Would be askedkto return 3. Would not be, asked to

4. Worker can't control (good return
workers can get laid-off) 4. Worker generally can

control (good workers
generally don't get fired)

D. Summary.

1. State:"There are several ways to leave a job. You can:

a. Quit.
b. Resign.
c. Be fired.
d. Be promoted.
e. Be laid-off."

2. Ask students to quickly list th,a definitions for each.

3. Encourage students to minimize the number of .their changes.
Encourage job change only as a method of growth and experience.

E. Role play - read each situation. Pick a student for each char-

acter. Encourage different behavior patterns (aggressive, asser-

tive and passive) and discuss the consequences of each.

Situation 1 - "You have been on the job as a cashier for four weeks.
The-boss calls you in and says you are fired. Your
cash drawer has been short every day.

a. What should you do?
b. What should you say?"

Situation 2 - "You are being laid-off because'the company is losing
money due to lack of sales.

a. What should you say to your boss?
b. What information would you need before you leave the company?"

Possible answers - "When will I be able to return? Do you
know of, or anticiapte, any job openings?"

3
Call your local unemployment office for exceptions to this statement.

9-8-4
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OVERVIEW OF UNIT 10 - "LOOKING AHEAD"

Unit Purpose

To have students:

- Begin looking at and planning their future, particularly
regarding their future in the work world.

- Review their values and career choices to see if anything
has changed during the course.

- Be sure they understand how the complete course fits together
and why all this information is important.

- Begin planning their immediate future regarding the world of
work.

- Evaluate the course content, style and methodology.

Unit Lessons

Lesson 1 - Looking ahead. This is the only lesson for this unit. It
may be delivered in one or two 45 minute sessions (see lesson
note). The lesson addresses all of the purpose statements
listed above.
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UNIT 10 - "LOOKING AHEAD"

Unit Notes'

This unit should be focused in one of two ways n1) for
students about to begin an actual job search or employment; or
2) for students who will be putting their effort into further
education or training in the immediate future. For the first
group, a review of Units 2, 3, 5, and 6 for those about to begin
a job search, or Units 7, 8, and 9 for those about to begin
employment, should be coupled with encouragement to remain in
contact with the instructor and classmates for support, feedback,
or advice as problems arise. The class can be continued as a
formal support/follow-up group meeting once or twice a week for
as long as needed. Students should be encouraged to discuss
their successes, frustrations, hopes, and disappointments; as well
as problems or questions they have about their job search or job.

For students looking for work, this group could function as a
"job finders club", where students share job leads, encouragement,
and help keep away the job-hunting blues.

The second group mentioned above, those 40'..) will be con-
tinuing with their academic and/or vocational training (by choice
or. ecause they will be in a residential facility for an extended
period of time), should be reminded of Units 1 and 2, particularly
the beginning they made toward identifying an appropriate career
area. They should be encouraged to pursue this further through
reading, talking with people working in that field, and by con-
ti uing to examine their interests and abilities.

These two foci are not mutually exclusive; both groups should
address both issues, but the emphasis of this unit should be most
heavily targeted toward the youth's immediate future. Youth about
to enter the work force should be encouraged to continue their own
career research and examination; and youth who will not be working
or looking for work in the near future should still be reminded
of all the skills they will need when they do go to work.

10-0-2
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Title:' Looking Ahead

Purpose:

Unit '10

Lesson 1

Lesson Overview

To summarize the course and give students an opportunity to
begin planning their life in the work world, To have students
evaluate the course.

Equipment: None.

Activities

. How you will earn your
living

. Where are you going?

. Any changes since the
start of the course?

. Course summary.

Planning for the next
few, weeks/months.

. Students' evaluation of
the course

. Good-bye

Tile

5-10 minutes

10-15 minutes

5-15 minutes

5-10 minutes

10-15 minutes

10-15 minutes'

d37

Resources/Materials

Handouts- "Your Opinion" page 10-
1-2 and "Overall Evaluation"
page 10-1-4.
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Nate

_YOUR OPINION

(Optional)

Please rate each type of teaching activity we used. Mark the box to shag
how useful it was in helping you earn.

i. Teacher talked to the

)
class.

-,Ns-

4
2. Class discussion.

. - ., .

3. Small group aiscussicn.

4
`
, Doing a written exercis

and talking about it. .

4

5. Doing exercises that
showed you information
about jourself. .

.

6. Role playing (practic-
ing

.

I

7. Watching videos.
,.,

.

8,. Watching filmstrips.

9 Listening to tapes.

10. Doing the review ques-
tionb.

.

What: most helped you learn? a

What was the least help5.11 in your learning?

What would help you learn better?
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Please rate the topics we covered. Mark those which were interesting and
useful tl you.

. I
Who Am I?

Ultslareer Should I
-

________--.---------

How Can I Look .for a
Job?

fr

Want Ads and Employment
Agencies

.

/

CcomunicatifeSkali. `v
-,,,

Applications

' .

.
.

Interviews
I

Decision Making Skills

-information for a New
Woticer ,

.

Attitudes and Behavior

Pn-the-job

.-

Looking Ahead -
..

1 0 - 1 - 3
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NAME DATE
op ona

OVERALL EVALUATION

We need to know what you think you- learned in the class sessions
and whether you feel they were of value to you.

1. What things do you know more about because of these sessions?
(examples: my values, different approaches to decision - making,
career clusters, how to find a job, how to keep a job, etc.)

2. Are there things you think you can handle better in your life
AleCall-Se-of these sessions? lexamples: how to find or keep a
job, getting along with others, making good decisions, being
in charge of my life.)

3. Was the time you put into this class worth what you received
from it?

Yes No (Why?)

4. How does this class compare to other courses?

5. Do you think you looked at things in these sessions that are not

_covered elsewhere? Yes No (explain briefly)
-___---

6. Would you recommend this course to a friend? Yes

Why or Why not?

10-1-4
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Unit 10 - Looking Ahead

Lesson 1 - Looking Ahead

Note: if students (or you) are anxious to end the course, complete _

this 'material in 45 minui,es. If the students enjoy discussion, ,

planning and feedback, ttlis can be easily expanded to two 45
minute lessons. The firSt lesson could end after Section D.
iections E and F can be easily expanded with a vocal and inter-
ested group. The students' feedback is important, so be sure
you leave sufficient time for that. If you plan to post-test
the students, you will need to cover this material in two lessons.

izo

A. Begin this lesson with: "This is the end of the course. We have
covered a lot of ground to gnt you ready for the world of work.
Your future is filled with decisions you will have to make. One
of these is how you will get the money you will need to 3ivp your.
liEestyle." -Have student brainstorm general categories. Summarize
the brainstorming along these lines:

1. "There are four basic ways to do this:

a. You can work at a regular job.
b. You can marry a rich person or let your spouse earn the 111,. ey

for your family.
c. You can go on welfare.
d. You can do something illegal."

2. "Each optibn has different consequences, even though they all
have the same outcome of earning you money, or do they?

evaluate these four choices more closely."

a. "Doing something illegal: You might get away with it -'but you
might get caught and your chances of getting hurt or killed
or are very high. Many of you know what it feels like to
get caught doing something wrong. Getting caught breaking
the law can be rough. Doing something illegal offers no
security, safety or fringe benefits. -Maybe you'll live in
jail, or 'get knocked off'. You may make a bundle of money,
but many criminals end up poor and on the run."

b. "Going on Welfare: Welfare is pretty secure; the check comes
every month. But often, you even have to work for that -
and, you can't choose where. There are no chances for advance-
ment and the 'pay' is pretty poor. Even the medical benefits
aren't what they once were. Welfare is gdod for emergencies,
but if you have other options, you'll be better off pursuing
them."

c. "Marrying into money: The richer your spouse, the more
money you'll have, but marrying for money could end up in a
quick divorce. You could marry someone you like and let him/
her earn all the money. That might work out, but what happens
if your spouse is laid off, or is disabled, or dies; or what
if you want more money than your spouse is earning?

10-1-5
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If any of these happen, you'll have to look for a new spouse
and/or choose one of the other 3 options."

d. "Workin le all : Going to work can seem pretty tough-having
to be t ere regularly, maybe doing things you don't like to do,
and putting up with a whole bunch of rules your employer sets.
But you live with rules and regulations no matter whether you
work or stay home. In the long run, only working offers you
a safe, secure way to meet your needs. In the long run, work-
ing offers you the most freedom to be yourself and to do what
you want. You may not start out making much but in the world
of work, if you do your job well, you may get promoted. After
awhile, you may be making a nice, comfortable living, if you
stick with it through the rough times."

3. "you are the one who has to decide. I hope you choose to work
legally."

4. If this introduction has elicited responses from students,explore
further and reinforce working as the best option available.

B. Continue as follows:

"Over the last few weeks (months) we have spent a lot of time talk-
ing about and exploring such things as effective communication,
values, decision-making, work attitudes and expectations. The
idea was to give you a chance to look at yourself and your skills,
and to look at work in a different way.

Sometimes the hardest thing to look at is yourself. But if yOu don't
know what you want and need to make you happy, how in the world ,

can you get it? Surely you don't want to depend on chance to
bring it to you."

1. Read the following statement or write it on a flip chart: "If
you don't know where you're going, you'll probably end up some-
where else."

2. Ask the students what this means. Discuss.

3. Ask them where they see themselves going. Discuss.

4. Tell them you have another handout for them. (Couldn't have a
last lesson without a handout or two!) Say: "This forp, is to
help you begin making plans for your future. You have to learn
how to play basketball and practice often before you can play
on a championship than. Likewise, you havd to learn about the
world of work and practice its rules before you can get a good
job. You also have to learn about yourself and improve yourself
to get that job. To do all the learning and practicing rigi't,
a basketball team has a coach. I've been filling that role vith
you for this class, but now you are going out on your own. This
form will help you ide.ntify those areas in which you need more
practice.
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a. Distribute the "Looking Ahead" handout.

b. Discuss questions 1 and 2.

c. Thenexplain that they need to do something now to achieve their
goals listed in #1 and 2. They are probably not qualified for
any of their goals as yet.

d. Questions 3, 4, and 5 address this need for planning and help
students identify their resources and baY.Liers.This is a career
advancement strategy. Encourage students to spend some time with
it and think about these questions carefully. Tell them that
they have to earn their right to a job by first developing the
necessary qualifications: skills, experience, education, att-
itudes and behavior. By enhancing their qualifications, they
will be eligible for better, jobs.

e. Stress that the skills they have learned in this course will
help them progress towards their goals.

f. Conclude by encouraging them to evaluate how realistic their
goals are. Help them revise their goals as needed. _

Note: Be sure to emphasize that you are not asking the youth to
plot out their whole lives. They are still young and will
change their goals many times. The key point is to have
some medium and long range goals, and not to live from day to
day. To achieve these goals, youth must develop a strategy
on how they will get from here to there. If they have chosen
goals that they care about, they will be motivated to develop
a strategy for reaching them.

C. Continue with: "You have learned about many things during this
course. Let's go back to the beginning and see if any of your
ideas have changed."

1. Tell learners to take out their "Job Choice Survey" handout
(page 1-4- 2). Have them compare the choice they made with
their one _tear and five year goals. Does the choice fit? Dis-
cuss any difference or changes.

2. You may wish to refer back to other handouts from earlier units,
particularly Unit 2.

3. If students do notice changes, talk about why their values or .

interests changed. Discuss the fact that they have had a chance
to look closely at themselves, they've received some new informa-
tion, and they have had new experiences during the time they were
in this class.

4. Conclude with: "Your values will continue to change as you meet
new people, hear new ideas and have new experiences. The impor,
tant point for you to be aware of is: are your values changing
along lines which will make you happy, comfortable, and successful?

10-1-7
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4. As long as you truly know yourself and remain actively aware
of your changing values, you can be sure that your values will
reflect your real feelings."

D. Continue: "As I told you at the beginning, the purpose of this
course was to prepare you for the world of work: \

- To help you learn about the work world and career\optiohs open
to you. \

- To help you learn about yourself.
- To help you learn how to find an open job, get hired, and success-

fully keep your job.

To teach you this, we have covered many areas."

1. "We began with self-awareness:

- Who you are.
- What you need, want, and value.
- What you can offer an employer.
- What type of job(career)would suit you best. _

Many of the handouts you have list lets ". information about you.:'

2. We then discussed the Job Search. You have handouts that tell,you
what papers you need and how to get them; a d what resources are
available and how to use them. Be sure to use your people re-
sources. No one can make it on his/her own. Everyone 'gets by
with.a little help from their friends', that's what friends,
family, and counselors are for. Use them!"

3. "Me practiced completing applications and successfully handling
interviews. You have some handouts to help yo... keep those skills
sharp."

4. "Communication is one of two essential life skills. You have
learned how to send and receive a clear and complete message.
You also learned how to use assertive communication to solve
problems. Use these skills often, or they'll get rusty."

5. Decision making is the other key skill. Anyone can react to a
situation; everyone has feelings (anger, frustration, happiness)
they can act on; but not everyone can think and decide before
they act. Knowing yourself and your values Naps you control
yourself. You know how you want things to turn out, so you know
which decision will be best for you. Thinking your decisions
through by using the five step process is guaranteed to give you
better odds for a successful life."

6. "Finally, we talked about surviving in the world of work. Learn-
ing the rules, the words, and the expectations of the workplace
is the first step. Using your good human relation s' lls (com-
municating and deciding) is the second step. Put these two steps
together al you've successfully completed an important dance
in the musi of life (the New Worker two-step)."
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7. "So here we are at the end of this class. You still haven't
learned everything you need to know, but you're on your way.
Think about your future. Decide where you want to go and what
you have to do to get there. Work at improving your skills
and education; that's how yotrwill get ahead. 'Hang on' to
the materials from this course; they Will help you in the years
ahead."

N
8. "Remember, to get a job and keep a job, be yourself. But be your

best self. The way you look and the way you act will affect how
others see you. Unless you're going to be a hermit, the way

___they_see you affee-t- how-well you'make it' in your personal
life and on the job.. Your attitude is always. showing..

What job you work at will affect how happy you are with your life,
how you look at yourself, and your entire lifestyle. Use a job
to get a better job. If you want a certain job, but can't land
it, go after a related job. It's a good way, to get your foot in
the door. There are over 24,000 different kinds of jobs.. If you
can't land that job r-ight-away, keep trying. ltefe are a-lotof
young people having trouble getting job, you are not alone. But
don't use that as an excuse to give up looking. Keep at it, fol-
lowing the things you've learned, and your chances of landing a
job will go up."

E. Help students begin to plan the next few weeks or months.

1. For those students who are going to begin looking for a job, spend
some time summarizing Units 3,5, and 6. The booklet "My Job
Campaign" may, be helpful. It is available in limited quantities
at no charge._ A teacher's manual is also available. You may
request these by writing to: Shirley Alon, Open Doors/t.D.C.,
200 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016. Have students
develop a job search plan for themselves. Be sure they cover
all the points listed in Unit 3 Lesson 8 concerning a job search
strategy. Have them identify which local resources they will use
what specific types of jobs thay will look for, and at which
businesses they can apply.

Encourage them to stay in touch with you and/or each other to help
keep their spirits up and share job leads and experiences. You
may want to formally' schedule some follow-up meetings once every
week or two for youths to share their frustrations, difficulties,
and successes.

2. For those students who are not going to begin a job search imme-
diately, you May wish to review Unit 2 and help them plan how they
can further explore careers which interest them. You can also
discuss how they can gain experience (volunteer and/or in school)
which will make them more job ready. Remind them that these ex-
periences can be added to their resumes or fact sheets.
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F. Close the lesson with: "All through this course I've given
you handouts designed to help you learn, and to give you
feedback about yourself and the world of work. Now I've
got a few final handouts to help me learn, and to give log

feedback about myself and this course. These handouts
ask you to rate differerit aspects of the course: what you
liked or didn't ,like, what was helpful, and what would make
it better. Please be honest and take some time with these ,

forms so I can learn how to improve the course and its pres-
entation. You do not have to put your names cm the forms if
you don't want to."

1. Distribute the "Your Opinion" handouts page 10-1-2 and 10-1-3.

2. Review the questiOns with the students and have them complete
the evaluations,

3. Then distribute the "Overall Evaluation" handout, page 10-1-4.
Again, review it and have students complete it.

4. Ask students to share some of their comments with the class.
Encourage as much discussion_as possible and then collect
1i forms.

G. Say: "Good- bye."

10-1-10
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